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Ric nd Watson, in thirty seven years as e minister, served
under the anners of hoth the Wesleyan Methodist Connexion and the
Methodist aw Connexion, spending the greater part of his ministry
in the former. His contemnoraries acknowledged him to he Methodism's
foremost theologian, one of its outstanding nreachers, the r»re-em¬
inent advocate of its missionary cause, and its chief voice in the
struggle for the abolition of the practice of slavery. With the pass¬
ing of the years, however, his attainments and achievements have
been largely forgotten. Although first drawn to the subject through
his Theological Institutes, ths purpose of this study is to examine
the most significant aspects not only of Watson*3 theological oosi-
tion, but also of his whole work in an effort to understand and
evaluate his contributions to Methodist thought and its practical
program.

Although no attennt has been made to nroduoe a biography, the
brief sketch included is designed to serve three ends: 1. to pre¬
sent in outline the events of Watson's life as the context within
which to view his work, 2. to accentuate those facts of his religious
experience and personal history which bore direct relationship to
his work and thought, 3. to illuminate the personality and character
of the man.

The second nart of the study deals with the five main fields
of activities in which Watson narticinated. They are presented not
in the order of the importance of his contributions but in the more
natural order in which thev emerged in the course of his life, Wat¬
son's labors as a nreacher and minister are examined first, followed
by his work as the advocate, administrator, and defender of the
Methodist missionary program. Partially as the results of his mis¬
sionary contacts he became a combatant in the struggle against sla¬
very to the extent that his voice, more than any other, aroused the
indignation and action of the Methodist people against the practice.
His antislavery interests caused him to become a participator in
political activities to a greater decree than he would have other¬
wise. Since his writings were interwoven with every aspect of his
work and thought, they are largely treated within their contexts;
therefore, relatively few payes are given to them as a unit of his
work.

In Part III, five facets of 'Watson's religious thought are examined
and evaluated. Mour of these were chosen because they were deo.lt with
definitely in controversies: with Adam Clarke on the matters of reason
and the eternal Sonshin, with two correspondents on the witness of the
Spirit, with Robert Southey, The Christian Guardian Magazine, and the
men of the South London Circuit on matters concerning Methodist prac¬
tices and government. Watson's ideas on the being and attributes of
God are included because: 1. they represent the earliest, svstematic
statement on the subjects within Methodism, 2. they indicate the pro¬
clivity of his theology, and, 3. they, along with the other four, give
a general cross section of his thought.

The appendices contain previously unorinted material by Watson,
in varying stages of completion there ere five sermons and one anti-
slavery speech which were discovered among the papers of the archives
of the Methodist Book Room. Two of the sermons have already been print¬
ed in altered forms. There are seven letters which were transcribed
from those in the archives of the Methodist Missionary Society. They
were written by Watson to missionary District Chairmen and constituted
his last official acts for the missionary program. Included In the
body of the oaner are three letters from the same source, examples of
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Watson's dealings with the o-ovarnment on behalf of missions.
atson's outstanding contribution in religious thought was the

clear definition of his nosition on the witness of the Snirit. The
most lastingly significant asnects of his work were his shanin^ of
the Methodist mission urogram and his efforts for the abolition of
slavery.
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PKBPACE

Fame is a fickle mlstress who soon forgets the vast

majority of those who for a few brief moments share her smile.

This present study concerns one whose name was a household word

among the Methodists of his own day, and for two generations

following, but is now, with the passing of a century and a half,

almost completely forgotten even among his own folk. It is an

attempt to examine, understand, and state the salient factors

in the life, work, and religious thought of Richard -Vatson.

Watson was both an interpreter of the Christian message and a

leader in applying that message to religious and social problems.

Since the gospel of Christ is timeless as well as timely, Watson

might have something to say to a later genre rat ion.

This study is not a biography of Watson, although it

attempts to highlight those facts of his life which enable one

to trace his mental and spiritual development and in a measure

to recapture his personality. There have been three compilations

of the simple facts of his life. The first, Memoirs of the Life

an I .rlt1r 3 of the Rov. diehard Watson, was written the year

following his death by his friend and colleague in the ministry,

Thomas Jackson. The value of this volume to any study of Watson

is Inestimable notwithstanding the fact that the narrative is

sometimes colored by the close personal relationship which existed

between the subject and the author. The remaining two volumes

depend for the most part on Jackson's work but are significant

i
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for the judgments they contain, in anonymously compiled Life

of Rev. Richard .atson was published in Sow York in 1341; it

reveals the estimate cf Watson in American lethodism. 3, J.

Drailsford' s Richard Watson, Theologian and missionary Advocate

is a brief study made more than fifty years after Watson's

death.

The part of this paper dealing with the work of Wat sen

is an effort to state and evaluate the contributions he made in

the five major areas of activity in which he participated. The

five areas are not given in the order of the significance of his

contributions but are presented in the natural manner in which

they evolved throughout his life. His writings are given

comparatively few pages in the second part of the study since

they form the basis of the third part.

To present even an outline of all of Watson's reli¬

gious thought would have been far beyond the scope of this

study, and, indeed, it would have served little purpose. In

order to limit the field, those subjects have been chosen upon

which Watson entered into controversy at one time or another,

thereby defining more exactly his own views. The one exception

to this is chanter two which is included by virtue cf its po¬

sition as the first Methodist systematic statement of the doc¬

trines of the existence and attributes of God,

To the archivist of the Methodist Book Room, Rev. J.

H, Martin, is due a word of thanks for his kind assistance in

making available the books and manuscripts in his care. Ho less

helpful was Miss Irene Lorn5staff, archivist cf the ?^et.hodist
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Missionary Society, who graciously'allowed the use of old records

and manuscripts pertaining to the Missionary Society. The study

is also indebted to the facilities of the British Museum for

the examination, of back issues of wag&sinea, newspapers, and

otherwise unavailable books.

In the preparation of this paper the advice of the

Very Reverend Professors Hugh Watt and Charles Duthie has been

invaluable. The work of Mrs. Robert A, Iv.aeoskey in typing the

final copy is also appreciated. For assistance in reading the

manuscript and for encouragement, the writer is indebted to his

wife, Mrs. W, H. Littleton.

One word more of explanation is in order. In the

footnotes of the following pages,Volume I. of Watson's Works

is often .meted. That Volume is actually the second edition

of Jackson's Memoirs of Mat sen which was published in 1834.

The book listed in the footnotes as Jackson's Memoirs of Mat son

is in reality a slightly revised third, edition published in

134 0,

American usage has been followed throughout this

paper in both spelling and grammar.



 



CHAPTER I

LIPS

A* Early years and conversion, 1791-1795.

On February 22, 1781, Richard Watson was born at

Darton-upon-Hunber in Lincolnshire, the seventh of what were to

be the eighteen children of Thomas and Ann Watson* Only Richard

and three of his sisters, however, survived infancy. Thomas

Watson, a native of Ledenham near Lincoln, was the son of a

respectable farmer. Since the family had been so large that

all could not be profitably employed in agriculture, Thomas had

been trained in the business of saddler and spent his early life

in Nottingham where it is probable that he served his apprentice¬

ship. Thereafter, he moved to Bawtry whorc he met and married

Richard's mother, Ann. Prom Bawtry, the Watson family moved to

Barton-upon-Humber, the birthplace of Richard. The Methodists

of Lincolnshire have every right to contemplate with pleasure

the list of Lincolnshire's illustrious native sons, which in¬

cludes John and Charles Wesley, Robert Newton, and Richard

Watson.

Although Thomas Watson was a Dissenter, he had his

young son baptised in St. Peter's Church in .Barton. Richard was

an excessively frail child, so much 30 that his parents did not

expect him to survive his infancy, as many of his brothers and

sisters did not. So delicate was his health and body that his

2
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mother was compelled to hold him on a pillow to nurse him, lest

the weight of his own feeble frame upon her arms might bruise

or injure him,

In Richard's later years he might well have remembered

and gained strength from the determination with which his father

worshipped as he saw fit, regardless of the conse puences. While

residing in Barton, Thomas Watson, whose religious sentiments

tended to be Calvinistic, united with some of his neighbors of

a like mind in building a small chapel, A minister in the con¬

nexion of the Countess of Huntingdon was invited to officiate,

and did so until it became obvious that the effort was doomed to

failure for lack of a congregation large enough to support the

chapel. While the minister remained, however, he lived in

Watson's home; thus, Richard was early exnosod to the life of

a minister. When it became necessary to dispose of the chapel,

Thomas insisted that the trustees sell it to the Methodists in

order that it might remain a place of worship* Watson's deter¬

mined efforts for the Dissenting cause did not ingratiate him

with his customers; Indeed, as a result of the chapel episode,

his business declined to such an extent that the family left

Barton and settled in Lincoln,

Soon after arriving in their new home Mr, Watson began

attending a chapel of Countess Huntingdon's Connexion but subse¬

quently connected himself with the Wesleyan Methodists. Although

his family attended with him, there is no indication that Richard's

religious Inclinations surpassed those of any other child of his

age.

Richard's education was begun while the family still
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lived in Barton. At an early age he was entrusted to the care

and instruction of an elderly lady who conducted a school only

a few doors from his own home, When he was about six years old,

he began attending a school held in a room adjoining St. Peter's

Church by the Curate, Rev. Matthew Barrett, the clergyman by

whom he had been baptised. During Richard's first quarter in

the new school his instructor perceived his ability and request¬

ed his parents to allow him to begin the study of Latin.

Although Thomas and Ann had anticipated no special education

for their son save that which would allow him to enter an ordin¬

ary business, they readily complied, with the Curate's request.

Richard was apparently an eager and an apt student. At the

tender age of six he is reported to have read the sixteen or
1

eighteen volumes of a Universal History of Europe. One is

hanpy to discover, however, that he was a sufficiently normal

boy for his mother to find it necessary to Inquire often of Rev.

Barnett whether his play were interfering with his studies, to

which inquiries she Invariably received a negative answer.

When the family moved to Lincoln, Richard, who was

then about eight years old, was first sent to a school under

the care of a Mr. Hescott. After two years he transferred to

the public Grammar School which was then probably conducted by

a Rev. Mr. Onthwaite, assisted by a Rev. Mr. John Carter. He

remained under their instruction until he was approaching his

fourteenth year. During this same time his religions as well as

1 Thomas Jackson, Memoirs Of the Life and BritIngg of
the Rev. Richard Watson, p. 7.
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his educational development received a stimulus from a course

of catechetical instruction under the direction of the minister

of the chapel in Lady Huntingdon's Connexion, The catechism

used was that of the Westminster ssembly of Divines, Thus, the

future defender of Wesleyan Methodist Arminianism first cut his

theological teeth on the firm, solid meat of Calvinistic doctrine.

An anecdote related by Watson's biographer furnishes a

window through which one may glimpse the personality of young

Richard, Since his interests extended beyond his classical

studies, his father bought him a four volume History of England,

The stories of wars, adventures, and people of different manners

completely captivated Richard, Every spare moment found hit;

sitting with a volume on his knees, oblivious of all that was

going on around him, So intense was his interest that he asked

to be allowed to sit up at night to read and was painfully

di sappointed when the permission was withheld. Being a resource¬

ful lad, he applied his mind to his problem and consequently

took action to solve it. During the day he hid the iron bar

which fastened the shutters of the shop. 'Alien night came, he,

as a dutiful son, sympathised with the family plight and offered

to sit up all night as a security against thieves, Hot until

later was his fraud discovered. To prevent the point of the story

from being misconstrued, Jackson adds, "This Ingenious scheme

shows his passion for reading, but is not to be commended. It

rather merited a sound flogging for the falsehood which it
r,2

involved.

2 Jackson, on, cit». pp. 12-13.
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As Richard approached his fourteenth year his formal

education was halted. Since his parents were unable to educate

him for one of the professions, his father deemed it necessary

that he should then begin to learn a business by which he could

make an honorable living, although his father suggested that

he might become a draper or an iron-monger, Richard chose rather

the trade of a carnenter and joiner. He was apprenticed for a

term of seven years to a William Beseoby, Beseoby's shop being

near that of his father, Richard resided at home,

Richard1 s apnearan.ee by the are of fourteen was some¬

what striking, Whereas both of his oarents were considerably

below average height, he had reached his mature height of six

feet two inches. As often happens in cases of rapid growth,

Richard found himself at a loss in gracefully manipulating his

added length of limbs# He walked or trotted with a shambling

gait which gave the impression that his limbs were either fly-
3

ing in all directions or getting entangled with one another.

It is not difficult to imagine that he was a source of ridicule

to the thoughtless.

Until he was fourteen Richard seems not to have been

distinguished either for his great niety or any conspicuous

lack of it. Shortly after his aoprenticeship to Besceby, how¬

ever, his general snirit and attitude changed for the worse;

and he became notorious for his impiety. A few doors from

Watson's horn© lived a devout Methodist shoemaker who cncc found

3 K, J, Brailsford, Richard Watson# Theologian and
Missionary Advocate , pp. 13-14,
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it necessary to reprimand Richard for his indecorous behavior

in the chapel, for which cause he became the constant object

of the youth's jests and pranks. In all probability the rep¬

rimand had been deserved, Cn another occasion during the wor¬

ship in the chapel Richard was apprehended in throwing horse-

beans against the front of the gallery, When the action was

reported to his father, he suffered a suitable correction which

was so deeply resented by hir at the moment that he resolved
4

never to enter the Methodist Chapel again# His conduct outside

the chapel became even more reprehensible than it was inside.

The read to the Methodist Chapel led beside the canal in

Lincoln# A common sport for men and boys alike was to wait on

the opposite bank of the canal and pelt the Methodists with

whatever missiles were available as they passed to and from

their place of worship# Richard often joined the group on the

wrong bank. In spite of the religious influence of his home,

he was quickly moving toward spiritual ruin. Of this period of

his life Jackson says, "Possessing extraordinary energy of mind,

it was not in his nature to rest in mediocrity. He must have

been eminent either in good or evilj and now, having entered

upon a downward course, the fearful orohability was, that he
5

would pursue it to his ruin." But God had other plans for

R1chard Watson#

At this time there lived in Lincoln a watchmaker whose

4 J&bes Bunting, "Memorials of the Late Rev# Richard
Watson." pp. 32-33,

5 Richard Watson, Works, Vol. I, p. 11#
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name was also Wet son although there was no kinship between the

two families. Hichard sought the men's friendship and conver¬

sation sirce he could help him in the study of mathematics

which he had continued after leaving the Grammar School, The

watchmaker's wife, an ardent Calvirist, was better known for

her loquacity than her piety; for she delighted in endless

disputations or- religious doctrines, particularly those involved

in the differences between Calvin and Arminius, When

Richard, visited his friend to discuss matters mathematical,

the wife invariably insisted on talking about her favorite

topic regardless of his lack of either understanding or in¬

terest, especially since his father had deserted his earlier

Calvinistie faith in favor of the Methodist Artr.inian 1 sm, Not

only was the boy's patience tried by the woman but also his

vanity was injured by the fact that the female inquisitor

should so often press him with questions he could not answer;

therefore, although he had been for some time absent from the

Methodist Chapel, he decided to attend a few times in the hope

of hearing; arguments which would enable him to silence, or at

least answer, the woman, Under the impetus of such a motive

he again visited the place of worship of his father. The

preacher was the Rev, George Sargent* No one could have bean

more surprised at the result of that service than was Richard

Watson, He went seeking, arguments with which to play as one

would play with toys; he came away, having completely for¬

gotten the arguments, in deep distress of spirit and conscious¬

ness of guilt for having sinned against God, "Life appeared

as a dream; eternity, with all its realities, seemed to be just
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at hand; and he was in danger of perishing everlastingly , , ,

He thought no more of supplying himself with arguments on the

subject of ' fixed'fate, free will, foreknowledge absolute;'

but of the way he might escape the wrath which was suspended
6

over his head, and ready to break forth upon him," In the

days that followed, Richard labored under a conviction of his

sins and a fear of Rod. Fortunately for hits, there were those

around him who had passed through the same dark valley who

offered him comfort and a reminder that in faith in Christ there

was pardon and eternal life. To one who had been brought up in

a religious family such words and phrases as atonement and just¬

ification by faith were not new, but now they began to corns

alive for Richard for the first time. After a few days he re¬

linquished himself to God through faith in Christ; God bore to

him the witness of his pardon and adoption; his dread and fear

gave way to love; he burst from the darkness of his trial into

a sunlight more glorious than he had ever known before, the

radiant light of God's love,

Watson's conversion was deep and true, and it immedi¬

ately exhibited itself in all of his life. Whoreas he had once

stood across the canal and pelted the Methodists, he now became

a willing and happy member of the society. The pleasure he had

received from mischief was gone forever, and in its place was a

serious, devout nature, still tempered with cheerfulness, The

fruit of his change further revealed itself in the energy with

6 Jackson, on. pit», pp. 18-19,
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which he applied himself to the secular duties of his trade, so

that his proficiency and practical knowledge of his work showed

a rapid and surprising increase. In spite of his youth, Jackson

says, "His entire deportment was marked by such circumspection

and decorum, that religious parents were accustomed to direct

the attention of their children to him, as an example 5 and in

some instances, young people were so struck with the change

which they saw in him, as to he deeply impressed with the re-
7

ality and power of religion." Thus, In Wat son* s fourteenth year

God took the helm of his life and piloted it on His course

throughout the remaining thirty-eight. In remembering the

eventful ye^r many years later, Watson said to his friend,

Jabes Bunting, "God seised on me just at the right time, I

should have been very wicked, if I had not been converted while
8

young. I should have become very hardened,"

7 Jackson, on. cit.. p. 22.
8 Bunting, op. cit., p. 32.
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B» First period with Wesleyan Methodists, 1796-1801.

Soon after .atson's conversion he began to lead a new

life in racre ways than one* Through the eyes of his new found

faith he viewed the religious and moral condition of Lincoln,

its people and its surrounding communities* with concern, Des¬

pite his youth, not long passed before he was delivering exhor¬

tations at prayer meetings and sometimes officiating as a local

preacher. When God called Richard Watson, the boy apparently

gave himself completely to Him, As yet, Richard could have no

idea as to where his new faith would lead him; the clays follow¬

ing his conversion might be likened to Paul's years in the

desert, God did have plans for Richard, though, and chose to

initiate them in His own way, if the young man were willing to

follow.

At this time the Watson family circle included Mrs,

Watson's mother, Mrs. Sarah Weeden, then over eighty years of

age, rs» Woeden was a woman of devout spirit, a regular at-

tender of her parish church and the local cathedral. Although

she was not a member of the Methodist society, she often attend¬

ed the worship there as well, Richard's experience could not

have failed to strengthen the natural bond of affection between

himself and his grandmother, on February 10, 1796, after

Richard had left for the shop, Mrs. Wee den said to her grand¬

daughter, "Ann, my dear, get the Prayer-Book, and read to me

the whole of the burial service, I should, like to hear it,"

Ann complied with her request. When the service had been read,



Mrs. Weeden said, "I very much wish to see Richard, Will any

of you ask him to come home?" Richard was then sent for, hut
tho answer returned that he could not be spared from his work.

During the coiirse of the day Urs. Weeden expressed to her

daughter that she was very sleeoy; whereupon, her daughter re¬

plied, *1 will fetch you a pillow, Mother? and ycu shall lean

your head upon the table while you sit In your chair." When
the pillow was brought, Mrs. Weeden placed her head upon it,

closed her eyes, and opened them no more.

Upon Richard's return home in the evening he was

deeply moved by the circumstances of the day. Since a prayer

meeting was being held that night at the Methodist Chapel, he

attended, seeking the consolation of worship. During the ser¬

vice he delivered an address to those assembled on the events

in his home and the lessons they were calculated to teach.

According to Jackson, his public ministry may be dated from

this occasion on the night of his grandmother's death. It is

of interest to note that the event took place twelve days be¬

fore Richard's fifteenth birthday.

Tsfatson's actual preaching ministry began the day

after his fifteenth birthday. On February 23, 1796, he

preached his first sermon in a cottage in the steal 1 village of

Boothby-Graffoe, about seven miles from Lincoln, one of a
1

series of villages later called Cliff Row. In the weeks which

followed he continued to labor among the villages of that sec¬

tion although the treatment he received was often offensive,

1 Jabe~ Bunting, "Memorials of the Late Rev, Richard
Watson," p. CS,
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even violent, as the marks on his clothes testified when he re¬

turned home, Watson's courage as veil as his faith mist have

been tried mere than once while he was still a babe in Christ.

To be a Methodist in the vicinity of Lincoln in those days was

not easy, as Richard's own activities prior to his conversion

suggest. Only four years previous, a small band of ! ethodlsts

led by a John ayfield had held their Christinas Day service at

4t00 in the morning in order that it would not be disturbed.

Despite their precaution a mob gathered} and while the worship

was being, conducted, May-field's garden and garden wall were
2

destroyed and his property otherwise damaged, The rioters

were given such lenient treatment from the law that they were
3

encouraged to go to greater extents against the good ran,

Richard must have known of such instances besides knowing from

first hand the attitudes of his former comrades, yet he per¬

sisted in his evangelical labors. Often he was accompanied

by the very same shoemaker who had served as the object of his

derision.

Richard soon discovered that there were obstacles

other than hostile mobs. He, along with others, was threatened

with persecution under obsolete laws. He, therefore, found it

necessary to take the oaths of the Acts of Toleration and claim

his right of legal protection, when he applied to the bench of

Magistrates at the Quarter Sessions in Lincoln, however, request-

2 A. Watmough, A History of Methodism in the Neighbor
hood and City of Lincoln, n, 34,

3 Ibid., p. 35.
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Ing that fell© oaths be administered and that he be licensed to

nreaeh, he was refused for the lame reason that, as he was an
4

apprentice, his time was not his own, A short tire later he

reneafesd his request to the u&rter Sessions at Newark and. was

duly licensed, by which act he became a preacher in the eyes of

the law as well as a local preacher in the eyes of the lethod1st

societies,

A yet greater obstacle to Richard's dedication of his

tire to the preaching ministry lay close at hand, Over five

years of his apprenticeship to Bescoby still remained, and under

the existing conditions he had insufficient time for either

study or preaching. He continued with his daily duties, how¬

ever, trusting God to make his way plain; and He did. Although

Bescoby was neither a particularly religious man nor a wealthy

one, he perceived that the tire Richard spent with him was

permanently lost to the young man in view of the possibilities

before him J therefore, he returned the indenture by which the

lad was bound to him and out of generosity freed him, Richard

must have taken the action as God's confirmation of the idea

which he himself had already felt, and he informed his father

that he believed himself to be called by God into the ministry*

Shortly thereafter, the event occurred which propelled Watson

Into his new career,

When Richard began preaching following the death of

his grandmother, he was be rely fifteen years old, It was in¬

evitable that as the word spread concerning the young preacher,

4 E, J, Brallsfcrd, Richard Watson, Theologian and
I:issic-no.ry Advocate, p, 26,
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many were drawn out of curiosity to hear what the lad had to say.

Among other places, he was invited to visit and preach in the

Methodist Chapel at Newark. It is reported that the alarm over

the youthfulness of the preacher which some of the members of

the congregation felt as he ascended the pulpit was increased

when he re&d as his text, "God is e Spirit? and they that wor-
5

ship him must worship him in spirit and in truth," They were

not prepared for one so young to deal with the deep things of

God, Jackson describes the scene: "As he proceeded in his dis¬

course, however, and they heard from his lips some of the most

important verities of the Christian revelation, delivered with

gravity, and with a correctness both of sentiment and expres¬

sion, that would have done honour to an aged Divine, their

apprehensions on his account subsided, and they listened to
6

his message with feelings of admiration and delight," The

people of Newark were to see more of the young man, '.'/lien in the

spring, of 1796 the health of the regular minister, Rev. Thomas

Cooper, failed, they remembered his preaching and requested him

to come and take over Rev, Cooper's responsibilities for a

while. Since their call for his aid coincided with his release

from Bescoby, Richard agreed to undertake the task. Thus at

the tender age of fifteen he began his traveling ministry.

Cooper was.greatly impressed by his young assistant

as the spring and summer months passed, so that he recommended

Richard to the Conference as a person of more than usual talent

5 John 4:24,
6 Thomas Jackson, Memoirs of the Life and Writings of

the Rev, Richard Watson, pp.~~32—33.
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and piety. In spite of this sealous recommand®,felon the Confer¬

ence would not allow the boy to be admitted on ferial because

of his youthful fifteen years and six months. Cooper was ap¬

pointed fchafc year to the shby-de-la-41 ouch Circuit which, when

he arrived, he found to entail wore work than his still im¬

paired health would allow. Although, the Conference had refused

to admit Richard, Cooper again sent for him and requested his

assistance* Hi chard cheerfully joined the older man. and re¬

trained with him throughout the entire year rendering acceptable

service. When the Conference met in 1797, Cooper again pre¬

sented the young, man's case and was more successful, Richard

was accepted on trial and even given credit for having traveled

one year. Because of a clerical error his name was listed in

the Conference Minutes as Robert Watson, In view of the limita¬

tions of length imposed by this study and the chanters dealing

with Watson's wurk, no attempt will be made in this brief bi¬

ographical sketch to evaluate his ministerial efforts and ac¬

tivities for the various periods of his life.

The Conference of 1797 appointed Watson to the Casfcle-

Dcningfcon Circuit under his former minister, George Sargent, by .

whom he had been convicted of sin, Watson had no way at the tine

of realising the significance of Castle-Donington for his life.

He could not know that one day soon he would return to the town

not as a minister, Neither could he know fchafc a young boy who

heard him preach once and remembered It for many years would

some day become his son-in-law. The young lad. who was only

nine years Watson's junior was James Dixon. He remembered not

only having heard Watson, but also on one or two occasions hav-
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ing been in the satre room with him, at which times, he later

recalled, he was surprised at the "recklessness" ok" the con-
7

versation of the young minister* Whether James Dixon's memory

were shaded by subsequent events or whether Watson's theologi¬

cal curiosity wore already expressing itself in daring views,
one has no way of knowing for sure. In either case, it is true

that Watson's keen intellect was searching for truths at ran¬

dom at a time when he most needed the guidance of one whose

wisdom and experience were greater than his own.

One Sunday during the year of Watson's stay at Casfcle-

Doni • feu'; he preached for the congregation at Leicester. The

people were so favorably impressed that they requested the

Conference cf 1796 to send him to them., which action was duly

taken. ".Vatson's year in that town appears to have been a. com¬

pletely happy one. He lived in the hots© of Ms superintendent,

Rev. Jonathan Edmondson, who later described the young man as

He was at this period! "As an inmate of our fatally he was so¬

cial, friendly, and affectionate. He gave no trouble, was well-

pleased with everything, and was greatly beloved by all under my

roof. We never saw him out of temper. He never put on any

lofty airs; but w s humble, modest, and unassuming. We never

had an angry word, an unkind look, or the slightest interruption

of a most delightful friendship; and when he left us, at the end

of the year, we sustained a less in our domestic circle which was
8

deeply deplored." For the first time in Watson's career he was

7 Richard Watson Dixon, The Life of James Dixon, p. 58.
8 Jackson, or?, cit». p. 53.
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placed under a ran who tried to guide his study and theological

education. 3 distends on suggested to the young ran a plan of read¬

ing and topics upon which to write essays. The two held long

conversations on their reading and on theological subjects. One

cannot help wondering if events might not have occurred different

ly had Sdmondaon's steadying hand remained on Watson's shoul¬

der; but such was not to be.

The Conference of 1799 appointed Watson to Derby along

with William Sheimerdine and Anthony Seekerson, It is reported

that on the first Sunday after his arrival two norsons wore
9

converted under his preaching, Prom,the point of view of Watsonfe

own personal history, the year is significant, for it saw what

was his maiden appearance in print, '"Then an Address was circu¬

lated against the Methodists in Derby, he was requested to make

a reply. Accordingly, he published "An Apology for the

Methodists; in a better to the Rev, J, Hctham, B, A,, Rector of

St, Vvorburgh's, Derby; in answer to a pamphlet lately circu¬

lated among the inhabitants of Derby, -entitled, 'An Address to

the reoole called Methodists."
!

After completing a successful year at Derby Watson

journeyed to London for the Conference of 1800, Since he had
then traveled four years, when he had been examined as to his

personal piety and doctrinal soundness, he was approved by his
brethren and accepted into the full fellowship and responsibili¬

ties of the Christian ministry. He was assigned to serve the

Hinckley Circuit, The year which began with such a nrowise of

9 P* D» Corrio, The Lives of Smin*nt Methodist Ministers,
p, 143, — — —* I1"



hope, however, held a blow, from which the wound was to leave

its scar on Watson for the reminder of his life. During this

period his studies were progressing rapidly, For some th e he

had been reading the Greek Testament; at the suggestion of Mr,

Hdrtondson he began a study of Hebrew. His reading on theological

subjects was voracious, and he was familiar with the various

forms of error which had infested Christian doctrine along with

the reasons by which they had been supported. Jackson suggests

that his knowledge in this respect in conjunction with his "con¬
siderable readiness'' in argumentation helped bring about the

10
unfortunate incident of the year. Sometimes he would, for the

sake of argument, elicit the views of his friends and then de¬

fend the opposite view even if it might not be orthodox. Those

who knew Mr well understood his purpose, but others did not.

Thus, it cane about that in one of the villages in

which he was accustomed to preach, the rumor was spread in his

absence that he was an Arian and that he denied original sin,

the proper Godhead, and the atonement of Christ. Watson knew

nothing of the charges against him until he went to preach at

the village and found the doors of the house in which he was to

preach closed to him. The people even refused to extend to hits

a night's lodging. In what now seems like inexcusable impetuo¬

sity Watson resigned from the traveling ministry because of the

affair. 1 any years later he himself frankly referred to the
11

matter as "the day of his folly." It is difficult to improve on

10 Jackson, op. cit.. pp. 7#-71,
11 Bunting, op. cit., p. 89.



his mature judgment. In later years he was often heard to say,

"I only regret that I did not lay ray case before ray brethren,

and leave rayself in their hands." At the tire, however, he

seems not to have cared abort clearing his name or righting the

wrong; his snirit was overcome by the pain of the allegations

against him,

He apparently resigned in the late soring or early
12

cummer of 1801, although Bunting sets the time as late in 1800,

In the light of his action in joining the Methodist Hew Connex¬

ion some people subsequently wondered if there were not perhaps

a motive other than the Hinckley affair which prompted his resig¬

nation. Those who knew Watson best staunchly denied such im¬

plications. Burds&ll, with whom he had been associated with

Cooper in Aahby-de-la-2ouch, said, "Never would he have left

our Connexion, but for the usage of two or three of his brethren

who had neither the ralnd nor the generosity that was requisite

in order to the right treatment of this active and inquiring
13

young man," Thomas Jackson recounts that on numerous occasions

he heard Watson avow that he resigned from the itinerant minis¬

try "solely on account of the personal treatment with which he

mat, and not because of any alteration of his views respecting
14

either the doctrine or the discipline of the Method!ft body,"

Frora his death-bed Watson related the entire story to James

Dixon and repeated the reasons recorded by Jackson,

12 Bunting, op, cit.» p. 70,
13 Richard Watson, Works, Vol. I, p. 50,
14 Ibid., p. 51.
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Was Watson actually an Irian for a brief period? Were

the allegations true? It seems hardly likely. At the preced¬

ing Conference he had been thoroughly examined on ratters of

doctrine by his brethren, and it seers impossible that so great

& deviation could have been missed* It is also unlikely, if he

did hold an unorthodox opinion, that it should have been dis¬

covered in his sermons to only one congregation. Furthermore,

Watson himself flatly denied it in writing, Upon resigning, he

returned to Castle-Ponington to start a business. 'When his

friend, Sdtaondson, heard the report that he was an Arian, the

rumor had grown to include, also, that Watson had said Edmondson

was of the sar.e mind, Edmonds on visited his friend in Csatle-

honington or July 15th, IB01, to inquire into the truth of the

matter. When he told him the report, Watson sat down Immediately

and wrote as follows i

I am not myself an Arian, nor ever professed
myself to be one; and, as I am convinced that
?'r. Edmonds on no more holds such opinions than
myself, I never could say that Mr. E» disbe¬
lieved either the divinity of Christ or original
sin, I believe that what I said respecting Mr,
Edmondsor f s opinions related entirely to the re¬
vival, so called, and to some peculiar opinions
advanced by the advocates of it.

He signed the note and gave it to Edmondson who carefully pre¬

served it until it was published by Jackson, Quite obviously,

the allegations made against Watson were unfounded and would

have been determined to be so if h© had allowed a District

Meeting to clear his name rather than resign; but he did not.

In the Conference Minutes of 1801, in answer to ques-

15 Watson, op, cit., p, 50.
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fclon six, "Who have desisted from traveling?" is listed Richard

.'.'atson, alorr. with two others, !by their own choice." Thus, the

sun seemed to be sotting on .Vatson1 s ministry in the early morn¬

ing of his career.
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C. Period with New Connexion, 18G1-1811,

One cannot help feeling a tinge of sympathy for

Richard Watson in the period immediately following his resigna¬

tion from the traveling ministry of the Wesleyan Methodist

Connexion* He had heard and accepted God's call to nreach, only

to be thv/arted by circumstances which might have taxed the under¬

standing and patiersce of one having far more experience than a

twenty year old lad# The decision was made, however, and there

was no turning back. Many years later when he was discussing

the period with his friend Bunting, he confessed that while

traveling from. Birmingham to Redd itch on a business trip his

reflections almost overpowered him.; he said, WJ think it was

impossible for a fiend of hell, or a lost snirit, to feel more
1

truly wretched than I did in that hour#"

When Watson resigned he chose not to return to his old

home in Lincoln, Br&ilsfcrd suggests that he shrank from fac¬

ing his friends who, while they might sympathise with him,

could not help but be disappointed at the turn his life had
2

token. Whatever the reason, he decided first to remain in

Hinckley and there begin a business; but the venture proved to

be a failure, The attempt lasted but a few weeks, for by July

of 1901 he had moved to Castle-Donington to begin anew; but this

1 Jatoez Bunting, "Memorials of the late Rev. Richard
Watson," p# 34.

2 B, J, Brailsford, Richard Watson, Theologian and
Missionary Advocate, pp. 34-35#
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effort, too, was doomed to mediocrity if not to failure. Watson

might well have perceived the hand of God placing, as it were,

a blight on all his labor save that to which he was called.

In at least one undertaking he was successful. While

in Castle-Donington he won the hand of Mary Henshaw in marriage,

an event which was to influence Watson more than he could rea¬

lise, for the new Mrs. Watson's father was a local preacher of

the Methodist New Connexion. After his marriage Watson is re¬

ported tc have wade inquiries of one of his Wesleyan brethren

as to the possibility of his being readmitted into the ministry

of that body. The overture met with little encouragement, how¬

ever, for the most o&rfc because of his altered status as a
3

married man. Watson, discouraged by the opinions of the one

of whom he made the inquiries, put out of his mind the work of

the ministry for a while and concentrated on his business. For

sets© months even his regular attendance at public worship al¬

most ceased, and his intercourse with former Christian friends

discontinued. All his energies went into his business, but in

that he was frustrated at ©very step of the way, Everything

seemed wrong and out of gear for him. In nothing was he happy

and successful during this period except in his marriage.

Just as the prodigal son must have been surprised when

he first realised his condition, Watson suddenly awoke to the

fact that he had traveled a long way down the road to a far

country. Through conversations with his father-in-law, Mr.

Henshaw, he was induced to unite with a small society of the

3 Bunting, op. cit., p. 70,
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Mew Connexion which met at Herington, an agricultural village

about a rile from Castle-Donington. Once again in the fellow¬

ship he loved so well, his old ardor for the work of the minis¬

try returned along with his piety. Perhaps it could better be

said that the trappings donned by Watson as a defence against

his disappointments fell away, and the man himself again shone

through.

Having become a member of the society of the Mew

Connexion, Wat son was issued an invitation, which he accepted,

to preach in the ch&oel of that body in Nottingham. He was

given other opportunities of using his talent and eventually

became a local preacher for the Mew Connexion. The transition

was not difficult since it involved no doctrinal alterations.

The Methodist New Connexion had left the Wesleyan body not be¬

cause of theological differences but because of policy and

government. once Watson became a local preacher, the path

opened before him. He was then invited to become an itinerant

preacher, which invitation he eagerly accepted. Thus it was

that in the autumn of IS03 he was asked to supply the olaee of

another minister in Manchester. One can well imagine the joy

and anticipation which stirred within Watson as he made his way

from Castle-Dor.in.gton to Stockport where he was to reside for

the new appointment. Two and a half years had passed since the

affair at Hinckley, and at last the wanderer was returning home

to his nlace in the ministry, - but not quite.

In the Conference Minutes of the New Connexion for 1804

R. Watson is listed as remaining on trial after having traveled

one year. He was returned to Manchester where, as his letters
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in later years indicate, he forced mny lasting friendships

which were unimpaired by subsequent events. The years in

Manchester were happy ones for Vat son J his ministry was well

attended and appreciated; his health was not as yet a source

of serious concern; he had been readily accepted into the fellow-

shin of his new brethren of the ministry*

The respect which Watson1s talents and personality

commanded can be seen in the fact that at the Conference of

1805 he was made assistant Secretary although ho had been in

the body only two years. He again returned to Manchester.

Since his activities as a writer are examined more closely in

a separate chanter, no attempt will bo made to enumerate his

works in this sketch. Suffice it to say, his labors for the

New Connexion included many articles, the production of which

began during his stay in Manchester, for their Magazine. Cf

this period of his work Brailsford says, "Thoughtful men out¬

side his own congregations were eager to listen, and the common

oeople . . , shrewd, warm-hearted mechanics . . . heard him
4

gladly in. the streets, as well as in the Chanel."
Watson was removed from Manchester and assigned to

Liverpool in the spring cf 1806. In his new station he served

Only one chapel to which very few other pastoral and official

duties were added. Since a great deal of his time was at his

ovm disposal, he employed it in taking advantage of the intel¬

lectual, literary, and other opportunities offered in a city the

siae of Liverpool. As in Manchester, he formed many friendships

4 Bra lis ford, _co. cit., p. 37,
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which, outlasted his labors for the New Connexion* By July of

this year his own family had grown to include a son, Thomas,
5

and a daughter, Mary*

At the Conference of 13C7 Watson, who by then had

traveled for the New Connexion for four years, finished his pro-

hat ion and was received into full standing. As proof of the

esteem of his brethren he was named Secretary of the Conference

for the coming year and requested to write the Pastoral Address.

He was reappointed to Liverpool where he continued an accent-

able ministry. Besides his pastoral duties his ether activities

of this period offer cause for consideration, cue of Watson's

closest friends in Liverpool was a printer, Mr. Kayo, with whom

he collaborated in several literary endeavors. Although writ¬

ing was no obsession with Watson, it seers to have been a part

of the man. If he had not one thing to write about, he would

write about another; and it was not until later that he found

his true fields of labor in this resnect. At this time he was

still a man developing'a talent without having discovered the

proper expression of it. During his stay In Liverpool he pro¬

duced for Kayo's press a popular description of Liverpool and

a brief history of the reign of ft©orgs III. He further joined

with his friend in IS08 in the management of a newspaper.

Watson was seeking to find himself, but the end of his search

lay in the future.

By the time the Conference met in Huddorsfield in

IPCS Wat son's health was in a precarious condition. As early

5 Compiled, Life of The Rev. Richard Watson. p. 69.



as the summer of 19 06 he went ion©& in a letter to his friend,

Thomas Faulkner of Manchester, the difficulty he was having*

6
with his lungs which was apparently not then a new thing.

<

Intermittently, throughout the next two years he suffered un¬

til his condition was such that the Conference reappointed him

to Liverpool rather than move him.. At the Conference he was

again made Secretary and again wrote the Pastoral Address, Be¬

cause of his impaired health he was unable to carry the full

load-of pastoral responsibilities during the year and did little

more than preach, but such was his preaching that sixty-five
7

members were added to the Circuit during the year.

Rather than improve, Watson's health continued to de¬

cline, so that he was unable to take an appointment from the

Conference of 1809 and returned to Liverpool as a supernumerary

preacher. During the autumn he described his condition to a

friend in a latter, "I continue in a very precarious state. 1

am not wholly free from the spitting of blood, and have almost

constant pain in my breast, I at nresent preach little; and
8

with difficulty perform that share of duty." What thoughts must

have been in his mind through the long quiet hours of that year?

Twice in the very midst of his promise and hope of service he

had been struck down, Was there any bitterness in his heart,

any resentment? Quite the contrary, his spirit seems to have

become stronger even as his body weakened. In the letter quoted

6 Richard Watson, Works, Vol, I, p. 68,
7-Ibid,, p, 87.
8 Thomas Jackson, Memoirs of the Life and 'Writings

of the Bay, Richard 'Watson, pp. 122-84, from a letter to .5'r,
John Faulkner of Manchester,
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above he also says, "What is the world without God? What are

even its highest pleasures? And what, then, its frowns? True,

vital religion has always been regarded by tse as equally es¬

sential to the happiness of this life, as to that of the next;

and, therefore, we much injure ourselves when we would put off

its enjoyments to some future neriod of life, or perhaps to its

last gasping moments* For why would we be unhappy so long, when

happiness is now within our reach? What is religion but love to

the best of beings J confidence in the most faithful of beings;
9

and friendship with the greatest of beings?" At various times,

chiefly in his earlier years, Watson indulged in writing poetry.

A verse from a poem written during this period indicates the

faith and hope with which he endured his illnessi

Smiling my morn of life arose,
Gay, guiltless pleasure led the hours;

Sudden behold the prospect close,
On all the cloud of sickness lowers;

But from the skies a streaming light
In brightness breaks above the sun;

Hises gay Hope to meet the sight,
And sorrow's sable night Is gone s

A smiling God my griefs to bear, 10
To whom I owe that such things are.

The year of rest proved so beneficial to Watson that

he was able to resume his labors and was unpointed by the

Conference of 1810 to Manchester. Probably one of the most

important events of the following year for Watson was the chance

meeting between himself and Jabez Bunting while the two of them

were returning from separate preaching appointments in Stockport

one Sunday evening. The direct result of the meeting is further

9 Jackson, op. cit., pp. 122-24.
10 Watson, op. cite., p. 95.
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examined in the chapter on Watson's political activities. With¬

out a doubt, the meeting also influenced the turn of events In

Watson's life during the following year. Whatever else is said

of their ride together on that May evening, it marfeed the begin¬

ning of the friendship between the two men who, more than any

others, set the course of Methodism in. their own day and even

after. Between thorn they fashioned Methodism's administration,

built and trade secure her mission program, and systeratised her

theology. The effects of their joint efforts are alive to this

day,

When the Conference mat in the summer of 1011, Watson

was again made the secretary and reappointed to Manchester.

After a few months of the new year the bleeding in his lungs

returned, ma 1 ring the performance of his duties impossible. In

view of the persistence of his illness Watson resigned com¬

pletely from his itinerant ministry in the Mew Connexion and

moved to Liverpool where he established residence.

Was Watson's health his only reason for leaving the

New Connexion? Although his infirmed state, which he perceived,

to have little hope of improving, was the immediate cause, there

were obviously ethers involved. Bunting suggests two more rea¬

sons. In the first place, be affirms that Watson was moved by

a "gradual and honest alteration" of his views on church govern¬

ment. In the second, Watson had a growing conviction, he be¬

lieves, which was confirmed by his more judicious friends even

In the New Connexion, that, should his health allow him to con-

time his public labors, he right find a wider range of service
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11
assorts the We aleyarns. Jackson confirms Bunting's first r©a-

12 13
son, as does Rev. Robert Nicholson, Nicholson, as a fellow

minister of the lew Connexion, lived in Watson1s home during

the year that the latter was a supernumerary. The two minis¬

ters found that they shared the same idea that the division by

which the ?Tew Connexion had been founded had been unnecessary

in view of the concessions cf the Conference of 1797. Thus,

Watson was mentally prepared to be willing to leave the New

Connexion when his falling health presented the opportunity.

As to Bunting's second reason, there is no evidence from Watson

himself to confirm it; but subsequent events prcved its validity.

11 Bunting, op, cit,, p. 72.
12 Jackson, on. clt.« pp. 137-39,
13 Watson, eg. cit.. p. 97.
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D. Second oeriod with Wesleyan Methodists, 1812-1°33,

1. Pastorate (Wakefield, Hull, London), 1812-1820,

When Watson retired from the Itinerancy of the Hew

Connexion, ho returned to Liverpool where in time he became a

member of the Wesleyan Methodist society. The years from 1801

through 1811 had been significant for him although their full

importance might not have appeared to the still sick and humble

man who attended the weekly class sessions with diligence,

Through experience, his preaching powers had developed to the

verge of maturity! through suffering, his own spiritual life

had deepened, so that the pride, if it tay be celled such,

because of which the young man had impetuously resigned from

the Wesleyan Connexion had given way to patience and humility.

Although he had sought in many quarters, he had failed to find

the nrooer expression of his talents,

Watson1s attitude upon being accented into the fellow¬

ship of the Wesleyan society was marked by piety and conform¬

ity to rule. The Wesleyan Methodist ministers in Liverpool at

the time were the Rev, Messrs, drtwisle, West, Gaul tar, and

Buckley, Entwisle, soon after Watson's admission into the so¬

ciety, prevailed unon him. to preach at the Mount-Pleasant

Chapel in Liverpool and was deeply impressed by the sermon and

the service. As Watson's health continued to improve, Entwisle

became persuaded "that his weight of talent and deep piety

would render him. an acquisition to the Connexion, and a bles-
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sing to the worldand lie, therefore, approached hltr on the

matter of returning to the Wesleyan Conference, Since Sntwisle's

colleagues concurred in his judgement, after deliberation and

prayer Watson agreed to their proposal#

That the enthusiasts on the part of the Liverpool min¬

isters for Wat son's re-admission was not unanimously shared be¬

came evident when, in the Local i rancher's Meeting, eight out
2

of twenty-two voted against it. Through the influence of

Lntwisle, Gaulfcor, Buckley, and Bunting, however, when his name

was finally presented to the District Meeting, he was received

with open arms. Likewise, the Conference which commenced on

July 27th, 1312, in Leeds, welcomed him again into its fo!**.

From all outward appearances the past was buried. In his more

prominent days Watson was to discover, however, thst there were

those who were only too willing to disinter the past and to

keep reminding him of it, Lven at the time, the warmth of

Watson's reception was chilled by questions in the hearts of

some, Robert Newton is reported to have remarked to Bunting,

"I am glad to find that Mr, Watson is sound in the faith; I

hone his coming among us will be for the tetter and not for the
3

worse/' One cannot help wondering if he remembered his words

when on so many later occasions he, Bunting, and Watson sat on

the same platform or preached from the same pulpit as the three

foremost voices of Methodism,

1 Thomas Jackson, Memoirs of the Life and Writing of
the Rev, Richard Watson, op, 149-50.

2 T, P. Bunting, Life of Jabep Bunting, P. P.. Vol,
II, p. 12.

3 Ibid., pp. 18-17.
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The Conference annotated Watson to Wakefield, which
4

had recently been greatly disturbed by Luddite riots. Brails-

ford says of Watson as he took up his new duties, "It was as if
5

he had found himself and his true starting point at last." The

statement is only a partial truth. Watson had, indeed, finally

arrived at his starting point, but he had net yet found him¬

self, His life was truly given to Cod and to his ministry, but

in the sense of the broad, shallow backwater of a dam. He had

not yet found the channel by which his energies would be set

racing on their course, both utilising his latent powers and

creating new power to serve Cod's ourposes.

On November 27th, Watson suffered a personal loss in

the death of his father. Because of his own delicate consti¬

tution-he was unable to attend his dying parent but wrote to

him on November 12th a letter which is permeated with his own

faith,, "For myself," he says, "afflictions have teen good,

very good for me; and I bless God for them. He corrects like

a Father; and severe diseases require severe remedies. Happy

for us if the divine Physician does not administer in vain . . .

It is not death but grace, that must destroy our sins, and make

us meet for heaven., Have faith in the promise of the Father to

send the Holy Spirit in all the power he exerted in the day of

Pentecost, to burn up the very root of corruption, and fill you

in a moment with all the love and power of God, making you one

with Christ, and an entirely new creature . , • By the same acts

4 baldwyn Edwards, After Wesley, pp. 29-30..
5 3. J. Brailsford, Richard Watson, Theologian and

missionary Advocate, p. 49.
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of praying faith oxpect perfect patience, nsace, and love to be

wrought in your rind, that you ray come up to the measure of the

statur® of the fullness of Christ, and spring tip a mature Chris-
6

fcian, saying, "Wot my will, but Thine be done.' *'
The Conference of 1813 re-appointed Watson to Wake¬

field under the superintend®ncy of James Buckley, The year

marks the turning point in Watson's life and ministry. Cn

October 6th he preached in Leeds for the meeting which was to

lead to the founding of the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary So¬

ciety, For the details of the meeting, Watson's part in it,

and the subsequent developments, one is referred to the chapter

regarding Watson's work for missions. For its weaning to ""atsonfe

own narsonal history the significance of the event can hardly

be over-estimated. It was as if God had at last opened the

flood gates of Watson's soul, so that his spirit poured forth

with a burst of power which did not subside until the turbulent

stream was emptied into death's calm ocean. He had at last

found himself j or perhaps one might more accurately say, he had.

found the task for which God had prepared him in talent and

temperament, the task which demanded and received the best that

was in him, 3von Watson's noble efforts as a theologian must

remain eclipsed by his creative contribution in the field of

mlssions,

After the defeat of Bonaparte in the spring of 1814

a day of general Thanksgiving was appointed for July 7th.

Watson preached for the joyous occasion ,in both Wakefield and

6 Jackson, cn, cit., pn, 158-58,
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Leeds, a sermon which is demonstrative of one of the character¬

istics of the ran* When challenged, by a particular occasion,

Watson seems never to have failed to live up to the opportunity.

In this instance, his sermon was of such excellence that he was

requested to publish it. "The Conference for the year removed

him from Wakefield to Hull where a new chapel was being built

in Waltham Street. There was apparently 3orae dissension con¬

cerning the building, for Watson later said, to Banting that it

was built "by the mutual instrumentality of the sword and the
7

trowel," On October 7th and 9th, however, the place of worship

was opened by sermons from Watson, Bunting, Newton, and Burc'sall.

The Conference of 1815 returned hits to Hull where his

ministry had been well attended and appreciated. His anonymous

biographer observes of this period, "Almost every person in the

town, who made any profession of religion, hoard him at one

time or another. Even his week night congregations in the prin¬

cipal chapels were unusually largej frequently amounting to 800
8

or 1000 people," During his stay in Hull Watson* s illness again

plagued him but in a different manifestation. For years he had

suffered with his lungs; but according to one of his colleagues

of the period, William Nay!or, that difficulty gave way to pains

in his side of such severity that he was unable to rid© his

horse and often walked many miles on foot to fulfill his appoint-
9

meats even In the middle of winter. Watson* s personal courage

and consecration to his calling never faltered under circurn-

7 Brailsford, on, cit.. p. 51,

9 Ibid., p. 128.
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stances which would have caused many a strong rnn fee cry out in

despair and give up. The symptoms referred to by Naylor may

indicate that the disease which eventually ended. Watson's life
10

had already begun to operate.

Watson was requested to preach his first sermon in

City Road Chapel, London, for the Annual Meeting of the London

District Missionary Society in 1816, Stevens attributes his

being appointed to the London East Circuit by the following
11

Conference to the favorable impression made by the sermon. The

Conference also appointed him, along with George M&rsden, as a

secretary to the Missionary Society, an office which he held

until his death. After Watson had taken un residence in London,

near Wapplng, he wrote a letter to a friend, Robert Garbutt, of

Hull, which throws light on his daily schedule of activities for

the period. "I have, for instance," he says, "to go regularly

every day to the Mission office, in the City Road, about two

miles from my house, and return to dinner. Then I have my even¬

ing walk to preach, sometimes two or three miles more, To this

are to be added all the supernumerary walks which business or

curiosity may call for. How much time 1 have for study and

reading you may then guess: and indeed I have been obliged to

turn the streets of London into a study; and sometimes fall into

a reverie, at the hazard of being unset by a norter, or dashed
12

on the pavement by sore fiery charioteer."

10 Richard Watson, Works, Vol. I, p» 621.
11 Abel Stevens, History of the Religious Movement of

the diyhbeenjh Century Called Methodism, p. 201.
12 Jackson, on. cifc.. o. 234.
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The Conference cf 1817 returned Watson to the London

East Circuit for a second year. Since his time was largely oc¬

cupied with the mission activities and his writing, those sub¬

jects are treated in their respective chanters. The publication

of his "Defence of the Missions in the West Indies" during this

year is significant for his personal history in as much as it

propelled him for the first time onto a stage where his voice was

heard beyond the Methodist communion.

Early in the year 1818 Watson published his oamphlet

on "The Eternal Sonship of Christ" in opposition to the views

maintained by Dr. Ada® Clarke on that subject. The work rep¬

resents his first major attempt at theological composition, and

the warmth with which it was received by his brethren may have

helned determine his decision three years later to undertake the

writing of a Wesleyan system of theology. It undoubtedly did

establish him in the eyes of his contemporaries as among the

front rank of Lethod1st divines. The Conference that summer

transferred him from the London East to the London West Circuit

and 'appointed him, in addition to his oast oral and mission duties,

secretary to the newly instituted Fund for Embarrassed Chapels.

Pel lowing Conference, he made his new residence in Margaret

Street, Oxford Street, In a letter to a Mr. Ellis in Hull he

voices his opinion of life in London, the city in which he was

to live for all but two of the remaining years of his life. "If

you ask me how I like London," he writes, "I can only say that,

as a nlace, I had rather be elsewhere, surrounded by the works

of God, rather- than those of mans . . . but as the centre of

every kind of intelligence, it has its interest. As a Methodist,
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I know all that passes in the Connexion, as an Bug11shram, all

that is transacted in the Etsolre, much sooner than I could know
13

it elsewhere.n

Watson was returned to the London West Circuit by the

Conference of 1819, He was also requested to write the first

Address to the societies on behalf of the Conference, In the

autumn the First Report of the General Chapel Fund, which he

had written as secretary, was submitted to the public.

By 1820 the power of Watson's pen was generally ack¬

nowledged, so much so that he was entrusted with two important

tasks by the Conference, In the first instance, he was re¬

quested to prepare a reply to the than recently published

Life of -Vssley by Robert Southey, The success and nature of

his reply are discussed in later chapters. It should bo

pointed out, however, that the Observations on Soothe"'s Life

of Wesley marks the•apex of his career as a controversialist

and is the most sustained example of his best literary forts.

Secondly, he and Joseph Benson were asked to draw up a series

of Catechisms to be submitted for examination to the next
14

Conference, but Benson was laid to rest in the following Feb¬

ruary, The plan for the Catechisms was apparently discarded

for the time. Watson again wrote the Address to the societies.

A brief feeling of the spirit of that Conference is offered by

Lntwisle as he says in his memoirs, "I felt unspeakable plea¬

sure on'that and many other occasions, in the perfect harmony

and love between Dr. Clarke and Messrs. Moore, Bunting, Watson,

13 Jackson, on. ext., p. 233.
14 Minutes of Methodist Conference, 1820,
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Fa radon, myself, and others, who free a sense of duty have writ¬

ten and sooken against the Doctor's views of the eternal Son-
15

ship, The love that prevails is delightful." Watson wos re¬

turned to the London West Circuit for another year.

15 By His Son, Memoir of the Bev. Joseph intwisle,,
on. 294-5.
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2. Resident Missionary Secretary, 1821-1826.

Since the years of this nericd of Watson's life were

largely filled with his activities for missions and his writing,

they are here ore sorted only in outline forr along with certain

facts which are not disclosed elsewhere in this study.

The Conference of 1821 appointed Watson as a Resident

Secretary of the scission work, which meant that for the first

tine he was relieved of his oast oral responsibilities and com¬

pletely set apart for missions. At the request of the Conference

he again xvrote the Address to the societies. Following the

death of Joseph Benson, Bunting was made editor of the book room

and, therefore, the publication of the Magazine fell under his

direction. He used his influence to persuade Watson to ccntri-
1

bute more than had been his previous practice to the publication.

During the year Watson's mind turned to larger tasks for his

mind and pan; for in the autumn he began working on his Theo¬

logical Institutes, the first volume of which was printed some

eighteen months later* It is interesting that In 1822 James

Dixon wrote a letter to a Mr* Birley in which he said, "It is a

shame that Watson does not employ his splendid talents in writing

something worthy of himself; but I am afraid he is in that res-
2

pect idle." At that very time Watson was busily engaged on his

1 T, P. Bunting, Life of Jaben Bunting. T)»D.. Vol, II,
pp. 197-8.

2 Richard Watson Dixon, The Life of James Dixon, p, 104.
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new project.

In 1823 Watson's outstanding contribution to the

Kara?Ire was a series of papers on the witness of the spirit.

Vflth regard to his revisions thought, his delineation of the

doctrine of the witness of the spirit remains, along with his

ideas on reason and revelation, his contribution of most last¬

ing significance. In February of this year Watson visited

Brighton in the hope of receiving some benefit to his health,

but throughout most of the year he remained a sick ran. At the

Conference that summer Watson became associated with a plan

which, if he had lived, might have influenced his future minis¬

try. He was named with John Caulter, Jabes Bunting, and Thomas

Jackson as a committee to report on a plan of instruction for

preachers who wore being admitted into the Conference on trial.

The reoorfc was made end apnroved, but the plan was not yet
3

found practicable.

1824 was a difficult year for missions because of

riots in Barbadoes. To add to Watson*s personal difficulties

he continued ill most of the year. Concerning his physical

condition he remarked to a friend, *1 know not what charge is

taking place in my constitution; but I am apprehensive that

disease, in a somewhat new form, is beginning to develop itself.

I believe that I am not naturally an ill-tempered man; at least

rry friends have not been In the habit of charging me with ill-

nature; but of late I have found myself snappish, without being

3 Abel Stevens, History of the Religious LA.verent of
the dlf'htecnth Century Called fethodisn, p. 350.
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able to assign any particular reason for it. There is also an¬

other symptom which loads me to form this opinion concerning my¬

self. Up to a late period my spirit has been sanguine and cheer¬

ful j my horizon has been generally bright and distinct; but lat¬

ter!? 1 have caught myself gloomy and beclouded, and yet I could
4

not tell why." Despite his infirmities, however, he continued

his mission labors and found time to write and publish the se¬

cond part of his Theological Instit\;tes, A Catechism of the

Evidences of Christianity, and a sermon of pamphlet length on

The Koll lous Instruction of the Slaves in the West Indies.

During the spring of 1825, Watson w.;s approached by

his friends in Hull who requested that ha return to his former

Circuit; but he refused because of his health, saying, "It will

always be a rule with me, not to undertake a Circuit in an in-
5

valid state," The Conference, therefore, appointed him for the

fifth year as a Resident Secretary of Missions, He continued

his writing and traveling when health permitted, Among his pro-

ducts for the year were the Conference Address to the societies

and part throe of the Theological Institutes,

1826 was a memorable year for Watson; he had by then

been fourteen years a minister of the Wesleyan Methodist Connexion

since his return. In those fourteen years he had found his fields

of labor in missions and writing and had worked ceaselessly for

the Connexion in 3pite of much pain and suffering. His name had

come to be second, to none as a preacher, theologian, and platform

4 Thomas Jackson, Memoirs of the Life and Writings of the
Hav* Hiehard As.tson, no, 393-95.

5 Ibid,, pp. 401-2,
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crater. It was not surprising, then, that when the Conference

began its meeting in Liverpool on July 26th, he was elected

President in proof of the esteem of his follow ministers. In

speaking of the election and Watson's condition at the Conference,

Jackson says, "The honour was conferred upon him with great un¬

animity, and with the most cordial affection, Lveryone seemed

to feel a thrill of gratification when he took oossession of the

chuir, and delivered a short address, remarkable for its modesty

and propriety. Through the whole Conference his mind appeared

to be under a special divine influencej and his official conduct

ore sorted a remarkable admixture of Christian dignity and brother-
6

ly kindness," On the following Sunday evening, Watson preached in

the Brunswick Chapel,with special reference to tho twenty-four

ministers who had died during the year,from the text, "But go

thou thy way till the end be: for thou shalt rest, and stand
7

in thy lot at tho end of the days."

Although Watson had the duties of the presidency to

perform throughout the year, he retained his connexion with the

mission work and published the fourth part of the Institutes,

One is constantly amused at the devotion to duty and consecration

to his cause which urged Watson on when men less dedicated would

have felt justified in curtailing their labors, In October

following Conference he promised to speak for a Missionary Meet¬

ing in Leeds and kept his promise although greatly afflicted at

the time. On Sunday he preached and on Monday he both preached

C Richard Watson, Works. Vol. I, p. 435.
7 Daniel 12:13.
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and spoke* His strength was then so far spent that he wrote his

wife with the pen of a tired an, "I he greatly exhausted, and
8

long for hot:©," Before he cculd go hot?©, though, he had to ful¬

fill a promise to ©reach for the opening of a new oh. pel in

Sal ford. After he had preached as best he could, his will could

no longer prevail over his body, and his strength failed. He

was unable so much as to male the trip to London for scire time.

Had butson never written a word, his indomitable faith and spirit

would have recommended him for a place in the hall of those great

men whose courage and devotion uplift and inspire all who visit

v/ith them for an hour.

8 bat son, _ojt» citp. 440,
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3. Pastorate (Manchester, London), 1827-1331.

During this period of Watson's life he returned to the

pastoral ministry after having been absent from it for seven

years, six as a Resident Secretary of the Missionary Society and

one as 'resident of the Conference, His presidency, which began

at the Conference of 1826, continued until the succeeding summer.

His health seems to have improved somewhat with the cowing of

spring J and he traveled to Manchester to meet with a committee,

consisting of himself, Bunting, Newt or., and Earsden, which had

been named by the preceding Conference to study ways of operat¬

ing more efficient Sunday Schools. In May he and Bunting, made

a trip to Scotland, visiting chiefly the societies in Edinburgh

and 'flasgow. From there Watson journeyed to London and thence

throu h Cornwall, to Dublin, and to Belfast for the Irish Con¬

ference. Upon leaving Belfast he went to Manchester for his

own Conference, As the retiring President, he preached to the

young men coming into full connexion from the text, "For Cod

hath not given us the snirit of fear; but of power, and of love,
1

and of a sound mind." The sermon vr s later published* When the

appointments for the year were named, Watson, was assigned to re¬

place Bunting on the Manchester third Circuit where his colleagues

were John Hannah, Fetor M'Owan, and William E. Bunting, the son

of Jabez Bunting. In referring to the relationship between the

1 II Timothy 1:7,
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young Bunting and Watson during their labors together, the bio¬

grapher of the former says, "Watson was in the very highest de¬

gree affectionate, familiar, and confidential5 and to share such

a man's daily life, to hear his most unreserved conversations

about men and things, to live under the very shadow of what was

nothing less than continual majesty of thought and bearing; to

watch and study those small peculiarities by which true great¬

ness betrays, rather than reveals it self; were most of themselves
2

an education for the ministry,"

An event which took place during Watson's first year

in Manchester throws an interesting light on the man and the

times. "When a musical festival and fancy-ball were advertised

to be held in Manchester, some of the Methodists were "deceived"

by the word "sacred" in regard to some of the music and pur¬

chased tickets for admission. As a spiritual watchman, Watson

felt it his duty to warn his people that this was only a means

of disguising sin under the cloak of religion, He thereupon

preached on the matter, describing the spirits and habits of

professional singers and performers in terns somewhat less than

complimentary, saying, "And, forsooth, these men are pledged to

mimic the sacrificial waitings of my blessed Lord; and to sound
3

on catgut the groans which redeemed the world!" Jackson con¬

cludes his narrative of the affair with the assurance that all

but one or two belonging to the society chose to forfeit the

money they had, through lack of understanding, paid rather than

2 0, Stringer Howe, Memorials of the late Rev. Af 1111am
Bunting, pp, 17-IB,

3 Thomas Jackson, Memoirs of the Life and Writings of the
Rev, Richard -fiatson, pp, 434-37",
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sacrifice their religious consistency.

Although Watson's illness had abated during the spring

of his presidency, the suffering struck hits again with renewed

vigor throughout the winter and soring of 1823, An unobtrusive

incident took place at the anniversary of the Missionary Society

held at City Road Chapel in London in May, which was to in¬

fluence the future of his family. He preached at the Ore it

ueen Street Chanel on Friday, May 2nd, and at City Road on

Sunday the 4th. Both Jackson, and the historian of the City Road

Chanel record his pallid countenance and the signs of suffering
4

which marked him on those occasions. Cn Monday evening Watson

was on the platform for the meeting but was too ill oven to

sneak. James Dixon who did sneak delivered an impressive eulogy

on the sick man who had given his great heart and life to mis¬

sions. Among those who were sitting in the gallery at the time

was Watson's only daughter, Mary. Her mind had wandered momen¬

tarily from the business of the meeting when she was recalled by

a friend tugging at her arm and pointing to the platform. Mary

saw her father "bowed together and hiding his face between his

hands, while the unknown speaker was pointing to him with one

hand, the other hand flung out toward the audience, and, amid

enthusiastic cheers, oouring forth one of the most nassionste
5

eulogiums that ever on© man pronounced upon another." The

"unknown man" was to become her husband two years later.

4 Jackson, on. cit.. o. 437, also
G, I. Stevenson, City Read Chanel. London and Its

A ssocfattens, p. 3Go.
5 Richard Watson Dixon, The Life of James Dixon, on,

O -4 »
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When Conference ret that summer, Watson was returned

a second year to Manchester. The explosive interest of the

meeting that year was the Leeds organ natter which is discussed

in detail in Part XII, Chanter 5B, in relation to Watson's nart

in it.

Throughout the autumn of 1928 and the spring of ln29

Watson's health continued its painful decline. In spite of this,

however, he finished and corrected the final part of his Theo¬

logical Institutes. on June 3rd he wrote to Mr. James ichcls,

the publisher, "I an not, I assure you, elated with my Institutes

as a wholej and I ought never to have begun them; but I hone

they may lead to something better from, some of our own writers

in future years. They are at least adapted to the Methodist
6

body, for which they were designed,tt Upon its completion Watson

presented the copy-right of the Instifcutcs to the Boole Room,

for which gift he was voted the thank# of the Conference when it
7

met.

The question of Watson's appointment caused a debate

on the floor of the Conference. He had engaged himself to go to

Birmingham. Bunting thought he should be sent to City Road be¬

cause of the declining state of the Circuit due to the Leeds

organ affair. Since the question had to be settled, a vote was
8

requested, the first ever to be taken over a matter of stations.

When the votes were counted, it was determined by one vote that

6 Jackson, no. ctt.. p. 456.
7 The minutes of the Methodist Conference 1929,

.uestion XVII relating to Book Affairs.
8 B, J regory, Sidelights on the Conflicts of Methodism,

p. 94,
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he should go to City Road# Th© Conference also appointed a new

committee, consisting of Watson, Jackson, Bunting, Hannah, and

others, to draw up a plan for the instruction of young preachers.

The committee continued to function until it produced the plan

for the Wesley&n Theological Institution for the Conference of
9

1934. Unfortunately, Watson, who would undoubtedly have been

the first lecturer of the new Institution, did not live to see

it established,

In the soring of 1830 Watson extended his influence

as a writer by publishing his Conversations for the Young:. At

the Conference which was held in Leeds that summer he is charac-
10

teriaed as having been the "master spirit," leading in the

discussions, urging the body to take a more active stand against

slavery than it had previously dared. He was reappointed to the

London North Circuit. After Conference the Watson home rust

have been a place of happiness; for in August his only daughter,

Mary, married James Dixon, his close friend in fcho ministry.
11

Dixon had been married t\vice, only to lose both wives by death,

his second one being dead slightly over two years when he mar¬

ried Mary Watson. A description of the young lady shows the

education Wat son provided for his children, and the adjectives

applied to her mind might well have been spoken of her father.

She was "an excellent Creek and Latin scholar, a perfect French

8 Abel Stevens, History of the Religious Movement of
the eighteenth Century Called Methodism, pp. 350-51•

10 Gregory, op. cit.. p. 85,
11 R, W, Dixon, pp. cite., p. 70. also p. 86,
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and sufficient Italian linguist, and an. exquisite musician. Her

mind was equal to the elaborate education which she had received

being capacious* generous, and ardent, intellectually very power-
12

ful, but also of the hi best nervous excitability," Following

the death of Watson, his wife spent the remainder of her life
13

in the home of the IHxons. In the autumn Watson received an

invitation from the American Methodists to fill the chair of

Professor of Belles Lettres and Moral Philosophy in their newly

established University, but he refused principally on the ground
14

of his feeble constitution.

An anecdote of Watson's City Road ministry throws

light on the nature of the mar , especially in relation to music

in the public worship, John Benjamin Wylde, the sexton of City

Road, was for many years the leader of the singing. He was

sometimes rather fanciful with his selection of tunes, and it

was of little concern to him whether the congregation could

join with the choir or not. On one occasion when he had sung,

with very little assistance from the congregation, the first

stanza of & hymn, Watson, before reading the second stanza, said

to him from the nulpit, "Brother Wylde, if you cannot give us

good plain tunes, which the people can join in singing, we must

have a leader who will do so.w The reproof, on© is told, suf-
15

ficed to correct the gentleman's error in judgment*

In 1831 Watson compiled a supplementary Hymn-Book for

12 E. W, Dixon, op, cit., p. 189,
13 Stevenson, op. cit., p. 566,
14 Jackson, on. cit.,, pp. 469-71,
15 Stevenson, op. cit,, p, 583,
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the societies. For some years he had intended to compile a

Bible Dictionary and apnly any profit from the work to his

family in the event of his death. Toward this end he had

gathered copions notes and material. The Book Room, unaware

of his intentions, asked, him to prepare such a work and doubt¬

lessly were surprised at the speed with which the first part

was published in October. The Conference returned him to the

London North Circuit for another year. When in the autumn

England was the scene of an outbreak of the dread Asiatic

cholera, Watson held special services at City Road Chapel, as

he did again when the disease reached London, During the autumn

he was overcome mors and more by his sickness, so that by the

time for the watch-night service which was to close the year,

he was so indisposed that he was obliged to remain in his own

house until a few minutes before midnight. When he spoke to

the oecole, it was with Mdeep seriousness and fervour, 'as a
16

dying man to dying men.'" That meeting was the last of its

kind ever attended by him.

16 Stevenson, op. eft*, p. 20C»
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4. Resident Missionary Secretary, 1832-1833.

The last year of Watson's life was marked by continued

activity of mind, as long as his feeble strength permitted# In

a correspondence which passed between himself and Jamas Mo :.fc-
1

gomery in the bathed 1st Magnaine in the winter of 1831 and 1332

Wat son demonstrated his knowledge of Wasleyan hymnology in

claiming for Charles Wesley, after verifying them, certain hymns

which were previously attributed to other composers or listed

as anonymous. Some of the better known hymns he claimed for

Wesley were: "Come, thou long exoected Jesus," "Love divine,
2

all loves excelling," and "Sinners, turn, why will ye die?"

"RCck of Ages cleft for me, " he, however, in error attributed

to Wesley rather than Topiady saying, "The truth is, that

Toplady, notwithstanding his controversial bitterness, was so

sensible to the excellence of Charles Wesley's hymns, as to
3

insert many of than into his collection."
As the spring progressed his condition of body de¬

generated to such a degree that he was induced to spend some

time at Brighton in the hone of finding relief. Upon returning

to London he began an exposition of the lew Testament, despite

his suffering and pain. Watson realised that his days of active

service for God and His cause were rapidly drawing to a close;

and orior to the Conference he presented to the Trustees a deed

^ W'osbyan - "ethodist Lager; ine, December, 1831, p. 939,
2 Ibid., February,1832, p. 102.
3 LocT cit.
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to the copyright ox" till his literary works, except the Conver¬

sations for the Younr, which he retained for the benefit of his

family. For this "eminently liberal and disinterested conduct"
4

he was voted the cordial thanks of the Conference,

The Conference for the year was held in Liverpool, al¬

though cholera was then alarmingly prevalent in the town, Cat son
>x

attended, but his a opearanee "seriously affected his friends,

His strength was nearly reduced; his countenance was unusually

pale and wan; he was in almost constant oain; but his spirit was
5

remarkably pious and cheerful," During the assembly he stayed

with his friends of many years, the laves, although weak, he

proachad one.Sunday at the Brunswick Chapel• After having been

out of the office for five years, he was again appointed a

Resident Secretary of fissions.

When Wat son began his familiar duties at the Mission

office, he was a worn-out man; but he continued to labor. On

October 28th he preached for the Hinde-street Chapel in behalf

of the Wesleyan Schools at Kirgswood and V/oodhouse-d rove» At

the close of the service he loft the pulpit for the lust time.

The candle was burning low, but in his determination to serve to

the end he used each fading flicker. His spirit shines through

this letter dated October 83rd:

I am an invalid, just able to do the in-door work
of this office; but my strength is gone, ly voice
is cracked, by a complaint of the larynx, and my
health is very uncertain, I have therefore declined
all engagements from home J and those which I have

4 Minutes of Methodist Conference, 1832,
5 Thomas Jacks or, Memoirs of the Life and Writings of

the Rov, Richard fat son, pp.* 489-480,
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upon the plans in London, through sudden attacks,
I frequently do not fulfill. This is my trial,
l ay I have grace to submit to it with cheerful¬
ness, and be purified in the fire 1 I must now
pass away from the more active scenes of the
church, and from the public eye J and I submit,
praying that those who are spared to work in the
vineyard may have great success. For myself, I
shall be glad to do a little behind the scenes
while 1 air? spared; but that is all I can look
for, according to the asrect of my present cir¬
cumstance s. °

Watson knew that what he had left to do had to he done quickly.

When he realised that he would b© unable to finish his expo¬

sition of the New Testament, he had reached the 12th chapter

of Luke, Honing to at least complete the parts he held to be

of special importance, he left Luke, skipped John and Acts, and

began work on Romans. When he concluded his notes on verses

22 and 23 of the third chapter, the pen fell from the hand

which had contributed so much to Methodism,

In December he was confined to his bed. The pains

which had tormented him intermittently racked his body, each

time leaving him exhausted and sapping the little remaining

strength with which he tret them. Jackson records Watson1 s spir¬

itual preparation es ho knew death to be approaching; he records

too, the accounts of those who visited him. Watson relinquished

all hope after an excruciating attack in the night and early

morning of December 24th» On Christmas day h© suffered compara¬

tively little, but the following day he handed his work and pa¬

pers over to his colleague in the Missionary Secretaryship.

His daughter and her husband, James Dixon, seldom left his bed-

6 Jackson, on. cit.. p# SOU.
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side in the final sickness. He was calm in mind and spirit un¬

til a few days before the end he sank into a state of lethargy*

Dixon says of those last days that he appeared "almost insen¬

sible to those around him, and was nearly incapable of the use

of speech, . , At intervals he seemed to be engaged in devo¬

tional exercises. At length, after many hours of difficult

respiration, the moment of dissolution approachedj and, without

any apparent pain, or convulsive struggle, his sanctified and

happy soir-it left its tabernacle of clay, and entered the world
7

of rest and love," He died at ten minutes past eight o'clock

on Tuesday evening, January 8, 1833, in the fifty-second year

of his life and the thirty-seventh of his ministry.

His funeral took ol&co at City Road Chapel on the

following Tuesday, January 15th, and was conducted by Joseph

Jntwisle, >eorge Marsden, and ddward Calces* On Friday, January

18th, at the request of the family, Hunting preached in City

Road for the death of his friend. Watson is buried but a few

foot from John Wesley in the plot behind City Head Chapel, en

his tomb stone are these words*

Sacred to the memory of the Rev, Richard Watson,
who died in the Lord January 8th, 1333, in the
52nd year of his age, A man not more distin¬
guished for the admirable endowments of his mind,
than for the depth of his piety, the fervour of
his seal, and the consecration of his powerful
genius to the service of God in His sanctuary,
and the spiritual interest of mankind; an ami¬
able exnounder of the oracles of God, an elo¬
quent, argumentative, and impressive preacher
of the gospel, an affectionate pastor of the
flock which Christ hath purchased with His own

7 Richard Watson, Works, Vol, I, p* 617,
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blood, a profound, theological writer, a success¬
ful advocate of missions to the heathen. As on©

who walked humbly with God, his name will be
long and gratefully associated with the principal
writers and ornaments of the Christian Church,
"Unto the ling Sternal, Immortal, and Invisible,
the only wise God, be honour and glory, forever
and e v© r, Am© n,*

The Conference of 1833 was a somber time for Methodists.

During the course of the preceding year they had lost no less

than thirty ministers by death, among whom were two of their

brightest lights, Richard Watson and Adam Clarke, In recog¬

nition of their services the Conference voted a resolution that

Tablets (similar to those already there in memory of the Wesleyy,

Fletcher, and Coke) should be erected in City Road Chapel com¬

memorating their memory along with that of Joseph Benson. In

accordance with the resolution a memorial was erected to Watson

against the wall, to the right of and behind the pulpit in the

Chapel, upon which is the following inscription:

Sacred to the Memory of
RICHARD WAT3OS.

Born 1781J died 1933.
In hi®, were united unbounded power of imagination,

A pure and correct taste,
A sound and dlscrlminat irig judgtnant,

A forcible and graceful elocution, great dignity, and simplicity
of manner, and a spirit eminently generous.

He preached the Gospel of the grace of God with an ability
seldom equalled,

Adorned it by a holy and upright life,
And illustrated and defended its vital principles

in several invaluable publications.

Thus Richard Watson lived, a servant of God; and thus

he died, a child of his Lord. His is a unique place among the

Methodists of the generation following Wesley, Although there

were those of his brethren who equalled his powers in one field

of endeavor or another, he eclipsed them all by the all-rounded
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S, Watson the Kan.

Neither in examining a man1 a work nor in exploring

his thought does one discover a complete picture of the indi¬

vidual although these two factors constitute the predominant

expressions of his character and personality. In order that

these factors b© understood and assessed in the light of the

total person, one might first ask some questions. What sort

of man was Richard Watson? What were his interests beyond

those about which he wrote? What were the qualities which

made up his personality? What impression did he leave on

these who knew him? This section is an attempt to answer some

of these questions and to re-create, as it were, a picture of

Richard, bat son, the man.

As it has already been observed, by the time Watson

was fourteen years old he had reached his mature height of six

feet two inches. Although in the adolescent the extra inches

were manipulated with no small degree of awkwardness, in the

man the tall, slender frame only accented his graceful and

dignified carriage. As to his facial features, they are best

described by James Dixon in o passage which is too rich in its

own rights as a piece of descriptive interpretation to be a-

bridged. Despite its length, therefor®, it is included:

The face was elongated, and somewhat pale, with
an appearance of constant suffering, and often
overshadowed with a tinge of melancholy. The
mouth was expressive of everything but obstinacy.
The sense cf the ridiculous, satire, scorn, con¬
tempt, defiance, imagination, love, joy, all
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found expression in those wonderful lips. The
nose was prominent , not exactly Oreclan, net
exactly Roman, but beautifully English, and
expressive of both genius and generosity. The
eyes were dark, oval, deep, brilliant, pierc¬
ing, and, if we may say so, inexpressively
exnressive, His look of scrutiny pierced to
the bottom of the soul; his look of complacency
Inspired instant confidence; his look of af¬
fection kindled the feelings into a hearty
glow; his look of devotion was calmly medi¬
tative; his look of inspiration was like a blase
of sacred fire. No one could possibly mistake
the meaning of his eyes J they spoke as intelli¬
gently as his tongue. But that brow'. We know
not what to say; we are afraid of failure on
the one hand, and of being accused, by those
who did not live in his day, of exaggeration*
Put we believe that in this case exaggeration
is impossible,. , We have seen heads of greater
breadth than that of Mr, Watson, indicating
greater power in some of its forms. , , But
the brow was prodigiously developed, as if by
some extraordinary process the whole substance
of the brain had been forced to this ooint -

as if the intellectual had demanded and en¬

grossed every narticle. The forehead did not
taper Inward from the sides, but was square;
neither was it retiring, as we often see in
heads otherwise fine, but was as nearly per¬
pendicular from the eyebrows as possible, and
of great height. Taken in connexion with the
face, there was real sublimity in the lofti¬
ness of this brow.

Apparently Watson's brow was the most outstanding feature of his

countenance, for Gregory also notes it as the biggest brew he

had ever seen, "exquisitely modelled" as by & master workman's
2

hand, Jackson, likewise, refers to it as "remarkably lofty,

broad, somewhat arched, and altogether formed with consummate
3

beauty,n

1 William Wlllan , Sermons and Outlines by the Rev.
Hichard Vfo. t sou. p, 134,

2 B, Gregory, Sidelights on the Conflicts of * ethodism.
p. 50,

3 Thomas Jackson, hetnolrs of the Life and ri.fl: s cf
the Rav, Richard Watson, p. 543,
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What wore some of the interests, besides theology and

his work, of this ®n of the large brow? Watson seems to have

been affectionately devoted to his family, to Mrs. Watson who

was ill like himself for extended periods and to the children,

Torn and 16-ry. Watson, for instance, held such a deep concern

for the education of the children that he did not entrust it to

a paid teacher. For years he devoted two hours a lay to their

instruction; and when more tire could be obtained from his of-
4

ficlal duties, it was appropriated to them, Watson's own in¬

terests were exeeotionallv broad. He had a love of noetic
5

literature with a nreference for Hilton as a writer. Although

he never made a systematic study of the art of ooetry, the

testimony of his contemporaries is that he had great ability

in fusing his own well-developed noetic imagination into his

sermons. He was also an ardent admirer of art, Jackson af¬

firms that he was usually an early visitor of the Annual
S

Inhibition at Somerset-house by the Royal Academy, His in¬

terest in the sciences, particularly astronomy and botany, was

equally keen, so much so that he generally carried with him a

magnifying glass with which to examine flowers and other small

objects. He was even 'mown at times to carry a lancet with
7

which to dissect the objects of his interest.
i #

What was the man himself like? The first quality of

Watson to impress itself upon one was his humility and modesty.

4 Jackson, on. cit., p. 534.
5 1» J. Brails ford, Richard I/at son. Theologian and

missionary .Advocate! pp. 116-17
6 Jackson, jop. cit... P* 549.
7 Ibid., p. 395.
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Just as pride is the most subtle sin, humility is the most dif¬

ficultly maintained virtue, particularly for a ministers for no

sooner does one achieve a ma sure, of humility than he realises

it and in the realisation becomes proud cf the victory and

stumbles. Wat son ni.-ht well have bean inclined to be proud

after struct'liny with suffering, set-backs, and adversity until

he became one of the most lauded and respected figures of the

Methodist ministry? but through it all his spirit retained hum¬

ble. The historian of City Road Chapel says that his humility

actually never shone brighter than in the days of his greatest
8

popularity. He was never a man to boast. Dixon affirms that

even his bent friends never heard him utter words of self-
9

approval but often beard the language of self-reproach from him.

His modesty further expressed itself in the absence of dogmatism

from his conversation and in the just deference he paid to the
10

opinions of others. Because of this quality he always remained

sensitive to the kindnesses of others toward him. Brailsford

flatly states that his humility was "the most undeniable hall-
11

mark of his genius and his grace."

Although those who knew "/atson best found in him only

a war® nature and condescending spirit, there was a side to his

character which left an impression of austerity, reserve, and

even superciliousness. In the opinion of the author of an essay

on Watson J

8 j, Stevenson, City Road Chapel, London, and Its
Associations, t>» 565.

9 J&bes Bunting, "Memorials of the Late Rev, Richard
Wat son*" p. 35, quoted from James Dixon.

10 Jackson, on. cit,., p. 589.
11 .Brailsford, on. cit.. p. 121,
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If by those who have the honour of a nearer
acquaintance he is justly said to be affable
and condescending, we can only say that, accord¬
ing to our judgement, the virtue is in his case
doubly virtuous, as having bean acquired by
hard earned victory over an opposite orononsxty;
and we west cordially congratulate hire on a
triumph which adds so great a lustre to his
character.12

on the basis of Watson's actions in retiring from the Hinckley

Circuit the view expressed above is not entirely without

grounds. Another writer who knew Watson only slightly, appears

to have been referring to this saris characteristic when he

admitted that he thought of the man as "like a star that dwelt
IS

apart," "one inspiring more of reverence than affection,"

oven as great an admirer as Dixon confessed that Watson's in¬

dividualism. bore a peculiar stamp in as much as his faculties
14

sometiros seemed to move in a sphere into which none entered,

'it is not difficult to understand how one who so completely

lest himself in concentration that he might not recognise his

best friends on the streets of London could bo regarded by

many as reserved or aloof. It is also possible that through

years of training in hiding pain and suffering from others

Watson easily lowered the curtain between himself and the world

or, other occasions,

Watson's gregarious nature, as opposed to his reserve,

expressed itself in his fondness for conversation. His early

pleasure in posing a question and then eliciting the views of

12 Lilian, op, cit,, pp. 5 0-51.
13 John St©urnhton, Religion in Wn&Xand from 1800 to

1850. Vol, I. p. 315.
14 Lilian, on. cit., p. 61,
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others, which with his propensity for argument helped cause his
15

difficulties in Hinckley, remained with him throughout life.

In general his conversation was grave and calculated tc edify,

but in such a way that his presence in a fireside circle was a

coveted favor. His mind and spirit revealed themselves in his

conversation in such a way that fiili&m Bunting could say, ,!It
was scarcely possible to hear him preach, or converse regularly,

without acknowledging the presence and charm of a highly Intel-
16

Xectual, poetical, and sanctified mind." He was not always

somber, however; and, although he strongly disapproved of flip-

nancy, ho had his lighter moments when he would toll and enjoy
17

a story as well as any minister.
18

Although Watson was rarely known to laugh aloud, he

possessed a share wit and a sens© of humour which expressed
19

itself most often in satire both from his tongue and pen.

Prime examples of the latter are to be found in his Ob sorvations

on fputney's Life of T.'oslev. A glimpse of an even more playful

side of his humor is afforded by the following excerpts from

•COM verse he wrote,upon the completion of his History of the

Reign of George III.to his friend and publisher, Mr. Kaye, of

Liverpool:

No longer haunted by your devil,
Though late in dumps, I'm now grown civil;
And though 1 boast a patriot's merit,

15 Bunting, on. cit., p. 85.
Quotes letter from Irs, Bulmer, London, Jan. 16,

1933,
16 Ibid.. pp. 35-36. note from W» K, Bunting.
17^ralIsford, on. olt.. p. 113.
IS Jackson, op. cit., pp. 57 0-71.
19 Ibid.. p. 5637
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Ror ra.no' rous hate of kings inherit,
With warmest loyalty attended,
I'm glad the reign of George is ended.
» I » »

Yesj George's reign is fully ended,
And, sent to press, can't now be mended.
The bocks of ref re nee sent by you,
Affording news both old and new,
Are in brown paper closely nann'd in,
And you my have them for the sending, 0
Ho one quality of Watson's aroused more words of high

21
acclaim than did his intellectual powers. For a lad whose for¬

mal education ceased in his fourteenth year and who as a man

lived a busy and active life, his attainments as a scholar are

impressive. Besides being well versed in French, Latin, and

Greek, he had a degree of proficiency in Hebrew and Italian; he

had also applied his mind to studies of the natural sciences,

logic, metaphysics, and the orinciples of government. In short
22

he had a passion for truth wherever ue might find it, and in

the search his rind was never idle. At every moment of rental

leisure he had the habit of directing his thoughts to his nre-
23

sent subject of investigation, whether it wore the extent of

the operation of God's love or the component parts of a flower.

The assimilating power of his mind, in the opinion of Rev. John
24

Scott, was its distinguishing excellence. That which he learned
25

he seldom forgot, nor was newly acquired knowledge left lying

around idly to clutter his memory. That which he gained, he dl-

20 Richard hatson, Works, Vol, X, p. BO.
21 Compiled, Life of the Rev, Richard Watson, p, 288,

and We s leyan-Methodist ? a ' anine, February, 1333, p» 148.
22 Bunting, or>, cit,, p» SC.
23 Ibid., p. 31,
24 Ibid.. p. 77, quoting letter from Rev, John Scott,

Manchester, Jan, 15, 1833*
25 Jackson, op, cite., PR, 546-47.
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gested and used in what he considered to be its proner way in the

scheme of things, to prove, enlarge, or illustrate soma great

truth. For this reason Bunting is not wrong when he says that

Watson took more pleasure in synthesis than analysis and "was

glad to make his eseane, as soon as he property could, from de-
26

tails to great principles," With regard to this synthesizing

quality of Watson's thought, Bralisford justly says, "If he did

not create, he developed, If he did not make the laws, he codi¬

fied and interpreted them. If he did not explore, he laid out
27

and fenced the territory."

In their day Richard Watson and Adam Clarke were re¬

garded as the two eminent scholars of Methodism. It Is interest¬

ing to note that Stoughton, in comparing their relative merits

says, "Richard Watson had not the learning of Adam Clarke, but
28

Intellectually he was far superior."

Perhaps few men knew Watson better than did Jabes

Bunting, to whom Watson dedicated his Institutes, and Thomas

Jackson, his biographer and friend of many years. Both of the

men agree in attributing to Watson a decidedly spiritual mind

and a deep Piety, which Jackson calls the crowning excellence
29

of his character. They likewise agree that his spirituality

was neither mystical nor mere trite conventional manifestations
30

of ptosity; it was scriptural and practical, the effect of his

26 Bunting, on. clt.. pr>» 21. -26.
27 Brailsford, op. cjjb ♦, n. 127.
28 Stoughton, pp. cit.. p. 326.
29 Watson, on. .cit.., p. 668.
30 Bunting, on. clt», p. 35.
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religious principles. Furthermore, Bunting observes that his

piety was progressive, so that its maturity and vigor in his

later years were especially conspicuous and edifying. One of

the expressions of this was his conscientiousness in the use
'

31
of tine. An example of the impression made by his spiritual-

mindedness on a younger man is seen in these words of William

Bunting with regard to the domestic devotions during the two

years ho lived in the Watson household:

So absorbed did he frequently so or. to be in con¬
templation and mental inquiry, so awake to the
charm or value of every paragraph, every sentence,
and so anxious to retain the impression, that he
would pause many times in the course of reading,
sometimes as if unconscious of the presence of
the family, and occasionally comment on anything
that struck him.

This was Watson the man, an unforgettable individual,

one of whom Jonathan Idmondson said, "When shall we see his like
33

again?" While reminiscing about Watson, T. P. Bunting, the son

of J&bes, wrote:

There are survivors who still, in not un fre¬
quent dreams, see him, in the pulpit, or walking
in the streets, or stretching his long limbs,
half sitting and half recumbent, in his chair
by the fire-side; and, when they wake, it is to
reflect that, if his short but splendid career
has found no parallel, perhaps none has been
needed; and to pray that the gifts still con¬
tinued. to the Church may be improved as his
we re, and consecrated with his simplicity and
intensity of purpose to the honour of tip
Saviour and to the welfare of mankind.

31 Bunting, on. cit», p. 34.
Ibid.. p. 36.

32 Ibid., p. 26.
33 Thomas Jackson, Recollections of iv Own Life and

Times, p. 267,
34 T. P. Bunting, The Life of Jabea Bunting, I). P..

Vol. 1, p. 380.
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F, Methodism of Watson's day.

What was the state and orogress of Methodism during

the life and ministry of Watson? When Warburton published his

Doctrine of 'race against the Methodists in 1762, one of his

friends and colleagues thought it was "the singular merit of

this discourse that it will he read, when the sect that gave

occasion to it is forgotten; or rather, the sect will find in
2

it a sort of immortality,* The statement must stand high on

any list of unfulfilled predictions? for not only was Methodism

remembered but also it grew and spread in a phenomenal way even

after it was deprived of the guidance of its founder.

At the time of John Wesley's death in 1791, there

were about 0 0,000 people attached to the societies in connexion
3

with him. Methodism was then slightly ever fifty years old.

During the next sixty years the movement spread far more rap¬

idly than it had even in Wesley's lifetime, so that by 1850

the societies had a total membership in Britain alone of 358,277
4

an increase of about 26 0,000, Of equal significance with its

increase in members was Methodism's increase in influence through
5

its spirit being "infused into older Nonconformist sects."

1 Richard Hurd, Bishop of Worcester, 1781-1808.
2 J, H. Overton and Frederick Helton, The ISnmlish

Church from the Accession of George I to the Snd of the Tight -

eenth Century, p. 17 0,
3 Robert F, Wea mouth, Methodism and the Worblnr

Glass ! oyenorts of England, i6oC-1350, p. 1.
4 Ibjd,) p. 3.
5 G. M, Trevelyan, 0 rig 11 ah Social History, p, 494.
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Methodism left its imprint on almost every phase of British life,

morals, and politics during the life span of Watson.

The purpose of this brief section is not to recapitu¬

late recent research concerning Methodist»'s mutual relationship

with the factors of the social scene. It is, rather, to view

the currents which were flowing within the Methodist body,

Methodism in the period covering Watson's ministry

(1796-1632) moved forward with tremendous vitality, Perhaps

its very vitality was one of the sources of its difficulties,

for as one writer says, "The stream was too turbulent to remain
6

within bands." Between 1796 and 1632 Methodism was rent by

four divisions: The formation of the Methodist New Connexion

in 1797, the Primitive Methodists in 1807, the Bible Christians

in 1815, and the Protestant Methodists in 1827,

Alexander Kilham, the first major dissentient among

the Methodists following the death of Wesley, was born on July

10, 1762, in John Wesley1 s birthplace of Spworth. In Kilhard s

twentieth year he was converted in a Methodist revival and

shortIt thereafter began traveling as an assistant to R, C.
7

Brackenbury, as Bradford had traveled with Wesley, He was even¬

tually appointed by Wesley as an itinerant and finally ordained

in 1792. Kilh&ra was of the opinion that the Methodist societies

should claim their complete liberty from the Church of England,

which, of course, was impossible as long as Wesley was alive and

6 A. W, Harrison, B, k, Barber, G» 6. Hornby, and 3» T.
Davies, The Methodist Church, Its inigjn, Divisions, and Reunion,
p, 54,

7 W, J, Townsend, H. B, Workman, 0, Havers. A New
History of Methodism, Vol. I, p, 490,
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committed to maintaining the relation with the Ssfcablishment.

Kilhato also believed that the gavernment of Methodism after the

death of Wesley should be mors in the hands of the laity, or

at least shared by them. To the end of achieving the changes

he thought necessary, he employed his pen, ..1 though- the Plan

of Pacification adopted by the Conference of 1795 made conces¬

sions which satisfied most of tho members who were of a similar

mind with Kllham, :e refused to be pacified and continued his

agitation, He was called to answer for his views before the

Conference of 1796 J a ml when his answers were una ccent ble, he

was expelled.

The question was still not entirely closed. At the

Conference of 1797 further changes were made in the Plan of

Pacification. When it became obvious that the - Conference was

going no further in its concessions, throe ministers, William

Thorn, Stephen Everfield, and Alexander Cummin, who thought as

Kilha®, resigned from the parent body and with Kilha® formed
8

the "New Itinerancy," the Methodist how Connexion, The four

distinctive tenets of til© new body were: 1, the right of the

people to hold their worship services at the most convenient

hours without being restricted to the intervals between worship

in the Established Church, 2. the right of the people to receive

Baptism and the Lord's Supper from the hands of their own minis¬

ters and in their own places of worship, 3. the right of the

people to a representation in the district meetings and in the

3 Townsend, Workmen, Layers, on. cit.. n. 495,
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annual Conference, 4, the right of the society to have a voice

through its business meetings in the reception and expulsion

of members, the choice of local officers, and the calling of
9

candidates for the ministry.

The lew Connexion, which was begun at the close of

Watson's first year as a traveling preacher was to be his minis¬

terial home for almost ten years. Bid Watson, therefore, share

the views of Alexander Eilh&m? There Is evidence fur believ¬

ing Watson not to have been influenced by questions of eccle¬

siastical oolity in his entrance into the New Connexion. Many

years later he admitted to Thomas Jackson in a letter, "In the

early days of my ministry I never read five pages of the Kilham

controversy; being in obscure Circuits and studying something
10

better." The matter of principles might, however, have had

something to do with his leaving the lew Connexion in 1711.

For as much as one learns'from Watson, the next two

separations from the Wesleyan Methodist body might just as well

not have happened. He makes no mention of them and was in no

discernible way affected by them. The forces which led to the

formation of the Primitive Methodists first expressed them¬

selves in 13(77. Hugh Bourne and William Clowes lived in

Staffordshire at the beginning of the century. They were both

converted and became ardent laborers for Methodism. In April

of 1307 the two men heard Lorenso Bow speak of the usefulness

9 John Staught on, Religion in England from IB 00 to
1850, n. 335 ff. Quoted from Jubilee Volume of New Connexion
p. 58,

10 Richard Watson, Works. Vol, I, p, 481.

/
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of Camp Meetings which had been held in America since 1799.

They decided to attempt such an enterprisej and on Kay 31, the

first Camp Meeting was held at Mow Cop, or Congleton Edge, an

elevation separating Staffordshire and Cheshire, The success

of the undertaking led to a second one being held on July IS.

When the Conference met in August, it passed judgment on the

issue by declaring, "It is our judgment that, even supposing

such meetings to be allowable in America, they are highly im¬

proper in England, and likelv to be productive of considerable
11

mischief, and we disclaim connection with them.." The ruling by

the Conference diminished the movement's supporters but did net

dampen the spirits of Bourne and Clowes. A decisive Camp Meet¬

ing was held immediately following Conference at Norton-on-the-

Moors. As a result of his continued activities, Bourne was

expelled in 1808, followed by Clowes two years later. Finally

in March, 1810, the Primitive Methodists began to meet as a
12

distinct community. One cannot help believing that John Wesley

would have found some way of harnessing the revivalistic fer¬

vor of these two men for the parent body rather than force them

out. During the years when these events were transpiring,

Watson was a member of the New Connexion and was not influenced

or even touched by them,

The Bible Christians arose as the result of the work

of William c'Bryan. He was from Methodist parents although his

11 A, Stevens, Aistory of the Religious Movement of
the Eighteenth Century Called Methodism, p. 168. .noting
Methodist Hagavin®. 1807, p. 432.

12 Townsend, Workman, Bayers, op. cit.. p. 569.
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grandfather was a Quaker. After his spiritual awakening in

17P5 ho assisted the Method!at preachers in their work. By

1709 he was preaching and establishing classes In areas where

neither Methodists nor Dissenters were working, such as at

M&wgan. The first blow came to 0*Bryan when in 1010 the Corn¬

wall Wesley&n Methodist District Meeting refused to accent him

as an itinerant because he had a family, even though he offered
13

guarantees for its support. Since he nersisted in his irregu¬

lar ministry, he was expelled from his society, Pour years

later he was Induced to rejoin, and the societies he had formed

in the Interim were connected to the Methodist Circuits,

C*Bryan was not one to be idle when there was work to be done,

however; and before the year was out he was on a missionary

tour In North Devon, Because he had been absent from his class

for three weeks, he was again expelled.

The Bible Christians actually date their beginning

from a class meeting which was held at the request of the Thome
14

family at Lake Farm, Shebbear, on October 9, 1015, C Bryan had

been asked to come and meet with the twenty-two members. The

first Quarterly Meeting was held on January 1, 1018, and re¬

sorted 237 members, which number increased to 1,112 in the fol-
15

lowing fifteen months. The doctrine preached by the group was

essentially that of Methodism, but women wars allowed on an

equal basis with men as preachers, In spite of the good work

done by 0*Bryan, he seemed convinced that rules wore made for

13 Town send, Turkman, Havers, op. cit >. o, 5C5.
14 Ibid., p. 507,
3-5 -bid,. p. 508,
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other people. When his insistence that his vote should be the

final and deciding one in Conference was refused, he resigned
16

in 1"29 from the body ho had founded and left for New York*

Sines the details of the events leading to the forma¬

tion of the Protestant Methodists in 1827 are discussed in a
17

later section of this study, it will sufficejat this point to

say that it resulted from a dispute regarding the erection of

an organ in the Brunswick Chapel in heeds, although the issues

involved were mors far reaching than simply whather or net the

Chapel should have had an organ. The first meeting of the Pro¬

testant Methodists was held in the "1 boner,©r Methodist New
18

Connexion Chapel in Leeds in 1827,

Since, in the case of the format ion of the New Con- •

nexion, the relationship between Methodism and the Church of

England was one of the causes of separation, one. might further

ask, "What was the state of that relationship during the period

of Watson's ministry?" Watson's'ministry spanned a develop¬

mental period in that relationship, John Wesley lived, labored,

and died as a clergyman of the Church of England. His work may

be regarded as the foundation of both the Methodist revival of

the eighteenth century and the rise of evangelical religion with¬

in the Established Church of that century# «s a matter of fact,

Overton and Helton name Wesley as a member of the evangelical
19

movement within the Church, in which category Wesley would prob¬

ably have included himself. It is not an exaggeration, however,

16 Townsend, Workman, -layers, co. clt«. t>, 512.
17 See Fart III, Chanter 5, B,
18 Townsend, Workman, Sayers, on. cit.. p. 515.
19 Overton and Helton, on. cIt.. pp. 248-49,
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to say that it was Lesley's life and work which Ignited the

eva.nrolical movement which gave rise to "the strongest tyne
20

of jfglish gentle nan in the new era, whether Whig or Tory,"

Wesley always regarded the Methodist societies as be¬

longing to the Church of England, Despite his professions to

the contrary, however, his actions tended to prepare the so¬

cieties for a complete separation from the parent body. If

Methodism had been united in its opinion as to the future course

the societies should take, there might have been no difficulty.

As it was, there were three latent parties in the societies

which made themselves felt following the death of Wesley. Many

of the Methodists were Churchmen first and Methodists second.

To many others the Church of England meant little or nothing;

they had been converted through the instrumentality of Methodist

preachers and spiritually reared in the atmosphere of the class

meeting. Any attachment they had for the Church was out of de-
21

ferer.ee to Wesley. The third group simply wanted the Conference

to take the place of Wesley and thus allow the societies to con¬

tinue in a somewhat ambiguous relationship to the Established
22

Church.

The death of Wesley precipitated a crisis, In the

following Conferences an attempt was made to reach a position

which pleased ell factions. The result was the general agree¬

ment on the Plan of Pacification in 1795, according to which

20 Q-, M. Trevelyan, British History in the 19th
Century, P« 54.

21 Harrison, Barber, Hornby, and bavies, on. cIt».
pp. 50-51.

22 Townsend, Workman, Eayers, jon. cit., n, 488.
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Methodism became separated from the Church of England and estab¬

lished its rights to its own ministry and ordinances, but also

according to which each society was given the responsibility of

deciding whether or not the sacraments would be observed in its

chaoel and whether or not its hours of worship would coincide

with those of the Established Church. It is interesting that as

l&te as 1970 some Methodist chanels still did not hold services
23

during church hours* Although the complete separation took a

number of years, most of it occurred during Watson*s ministry.

one can feel the Methodists' change of attitude to¬

ward their own status from 1791 to 1830, When the British and

Foreign Bible Society was founded in 1804, its committee con¬

sisted of thirty-six laymen, fifteen of which were nonconform¬

ists. Lord Teignmouth nroposod that the nonconformists should

acid other names of their brethren to the committee, The Wes-

ley&ns declined on the grounds that they considered themselves

adequately represented by the bishops in places of leadership
24

in the organization. In 1820 Watson could still write to

SoutheyI

To leave the communion is not, in any sense,
a condition of membership with us. All the
services of the Church and her sacraments may
be observed by any person in ouy societies who
choose it, and by ©any are so, °

As an indication of the separation, this further statement of

Watson's is interesting:

23 Towns©nd, Workman, Bayers, op. clt., p. 386,
24 F. W, Cornish, The English Church in the 19th

Century, Part I, p. 39.
25 Richard Watson, Works, Vol, V, p. 458,
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In another respect, also, Methodism answers an
Important purooae. It forms a middle body between
the Ustablishment and the Dissenters, and affords
the means of religious assistance to many who
fully approve of the ecclesiastical polity neither
of the one nor the other. Mr# Southey, with all
his exceptions to ■■ othodism, thinks that an advan¬
tage would be gained by formally attaching us in
seme way to the Church, This is no proof of his
acquaintance with the subject on which he writes.
The tiro in which such a recognition of Methodism
was most practicable has long since passed away*
Perhaps it would never have answered any impor¬
tant endj but certainly it is now neither possible
nor desirable."

f"ot until 1726, however, was a Methodist preacher allowed to
27

administer the sacraments in City Road Chapel. Whereas the

principle of separation had been stated when 'Vatson began his

ministry in 1796, the idea was slowly accommodated to the ac¬

tions of the body throughout the following forty and more years.

The days during which Watson lived were politically

turbulent, spanning the period from before the French Revolution

to the abolition of slavery, including an almost consta ?t strain

from economic distress and industrial unrest. The Method1st

position on political matters was determined by two factors:

the dominant Tory attitude of its leaders, which had been in¬

herited from Wesley, and the more liberal tendencies of its

doctrines and practices. Only by bearing both facets constantly

in mind can one understand Methodism's role in the politics of

the period. One facet is seen in its blindness to the abuses

of the constitution, exemplified in it data Clarke's statement,

"The Constitution Is good: it can scarcely be mended. It is

26 Watson, Works, Vol. V, o, 473.
27 Towr.sead, Workman, 'Sayer sop, cit., p. 479.

Quoting Telford, Weslev Chanel, p. 46.
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28
the best under the sun." The other facet expressed itself in

such a way that Wearrsouth's more recent verdict is, "As a re¬

ligious democracy practically the whole of its technique was
29

taken over by the political societies. *
Watson lived through a period of trial end transition

for Methodism. lis contemporaries included, on the one hand,

Thomas Coke, Adam Clarke, Joseph Benson, and a host of other

men who had been Methodist preachers with Wesley. On the other

hand, ho was also the contemporary of Jabes Bunting, Robert

Mewton, James Dixon, and. others who helped fashion Methodism as

it was to be. He himself was one of the strong vol cos who de¬

termined the course Methodism should take, It is the nuroosa

of the next part of this study to examine the areas of endeavor

in which Watson's labors were most productive.

28 Maldwyn Edwards, - ftor hosier, p, 28,
29 Wearmouth, on. cit., p. 174,
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CHAPTER I

POACHER AMD MINISTER

A * Watson at bis work

The primary goal of a minister of the gospel of Jeans

Christ is to do the will of Cod in the task assigned to hits,

namely, the preaching of the Word and the care of God's children

with all the duties implied in those functions. Richard Watson

was known in his own day as one of the foremost ministers among

the Wesleyan Methodists* For thirty-six years he labored for

Christ and produced results for His cause. He was appreciated

by those both within and without his own communion* If time

could be turned backward and one might revisit the England of

183C, then this question might be proposed to any one of the

Wesleyan Methodist societies, "Which minister in the connexion

has done the most to further the cause of Christ in his genera¬

tion'?" Doubtless, a number of replies would be offered; out¬

standing names such as Jabez Bunting, Adam Clarke, Robert

Newton, Joseph Benson would be mentioned. One is safe, how¬

ever, in saying that no such list would fail to include Richard

Watson near its head, Although generations pass, great names

fade, and styles in preaching change, the truths of Christ's

gospel and the beauty of a life dedicated to that gospel remain

the same. Watson was so dedicated, and his life is to be viewed

In the light of his labor as a minister.

80
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In an attempt to understand him in this respect, the

chanter is divided into two train sections: the first deals with

the man in the midst of his work, in the pulpit* in the study*

in the pastoral ministry; the second, with an evaluation of

his work.
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A. Watson at his work.

If /atson attained any prominence as a minister, if

any success attended his efforts for Christ, he himself would

have been the first to deny that the fruit was due to his own

merit or powers* Christ, he would have acknowledged humbly,

was the newer behind his ministry. In speaking of this he said

to Southey:

No great and indisputable results of this
hind have been produced except by men who have
acknowledged . . . .that promised co-oneration
contained in the words, "And, lo, I am with
you alway, even unto the end of the world.

His manner was such th; t the attitude was perceptible on the

part of his congregations. Even five years after his death, a

writer for the Method i st IIan; an Ine remembered that "he anpea red

in the pulpit as though he had to do th© work of God in the

presence of God,"

One can imagine himself sitting in a pew at City Road

Chanel in London on a Sunday morning in the spring of 1930, A

quiet, expectant atmosphere prevails throughout the congregation.

At the annoInted hour Richard Watson walks in and strides to the

steps leading up into the center pulpit• If one is a stranger,

he may he momentarily surprised that the tall thin nan wears no

gownj but he forgets that in contemplation of the man himself.

1 Richard Wat son, Works, Vol. V,, p. 434»
2 Tiethodist H&gjgyiIne * Ilarch, 1838, p. S07.»
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His six foot two inch frame is carried erect with a solemnity

and dignity which are heightened by his pale countenance. His

congregation is used to the nailid appearance; for they know

of the years of sickness and pain which have helped to mke it

so, yore than once, however, they have remarked to one another

how much paler he seers to be when standing in the high pulpit.

As the service begins the minister stands, and one notices the

easy calmness of Ma manner, the grace of the few motions he

rales. Thought fulness crowns his features which are free from

nervousness cr agitation, but which are sensitive and obviously

quickly responsive to emotion. As he sneaks he stands perfectly

erect within the pulpit, Although he may speak with rre.t feel¬

ing, he seldom alters position and never becomes declamatory.

His motions are usually confined to a slight movement of the

right hand or a nod of the head. This then is Richard Watson:

dignified, free from affectation, calculated to command respect

and silent attention.

If in one's Imagination he might remain throughout a

service, ho might begin to see Watson as those who knew and ap¬

preciated hits did. The sense of God's presence is often extra¬

ordinarily manifest in his prayers. When be prays, it seems as

If the veil is withdm wn and he is permitted to enter into the

holiest of all while the congregation is praying without. As

the deep tones of his voice, often tremulous with emotion, fill

the chapel, the worshippers feel that surely this man has com¬

munion with God and is laying their offerings at the very foot-



3
stool of the throne. His words proceed with deep seriousness 9

earnestness, and pleading, with strong expressions of penitence

and humiliation, with the recognition of the mediation of Christ
4

and the work of the holy Spirit. The neopl© at City Rood have

been heard to confess that if he had dismissed the congregation

on a Sunday evening after the first prayer, they would have been
5

amply rewarded for having assembled, it is to be hoped that

the fact thut the prayers are usually twenty to twenty-five

minutes in length has no direct relationship to their willing¬

ness for an early benediction.

Watson's admiration for the Liturgy of the Church of

England is unbounded, and all who attend his morning services

well know that he advocates its general use bv the kethodists in
6

the forenoon worship,. He seems attracted to it because of its

beauties, but even, more, because of the spirit of pure and ele¬

vated devotion which breathes through it. When his illness con¬

fines him to his home, it is his habit to read it on Sunday as
7

a substitute for public worship.

As Watson begins to recite the hymn, one at first no¬

tices his voice: full, clear, deep, sonorous, and finely r.odu-
9

la tad. Thought of his voice is immediately forgotten, however,

3 .n- ethcdjst la.iau Ine. March, 1838, p. 207,
4 Life of Watson, (anonymously compiled) p. 290.
5 Jaben -'hinting, "Memorials of the Mote Rev. Richard

Watson p. 79.
6 Watson, Worses, Vol. I, p. 319.
7 Thomas Jackson, Memoirs of the Life and Writings of

the 'sov. Richard Watson, p. 596,
S Junes Liken, ''Character and Writings of Watson,"

William Lilian, demons ar-l uitlines by Watson, p, 125.
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in the wonder of the hymn, the meaning of which unfolds under

his spell as it never has hafore. The hymn becoma a alive,

speaks for itself, sends a thrill to one's very soul. Indeed,

the soul of the preacher aeons to have passed into the hymn to
9

give new meaning to avery syllable. It is not difficult to

believe, as is said, that his repetition of a single stansa
10

often produces a visible effect on large congregations. Hor

is it difficult to understand why he is appreciated as an

authority in matters of music among the "ealeyen Methodists.

In 1031 he is to publish a supplement to the hymn-hock for the

Conference. His opinions on music in the chapels is well

known, especially in those where he deliberately and specifi¬

cally disapproved of choirs end singers. He prefers a well-

manage el organ to a group of small instruments; hut he would

rather have no instrument at all ana trust the congregational

sinking to the guidance of a ulcus and judicious loading
11

singer. In regard to the hymns themselves, it is his custom

to choose one of his own favorite tunes to fit the words, a

custom which was so well received in his former Circuit at Hull

that the people continue using his combinations although he has

long since left there.

When he begins to preach, one fools that here is a

master. In spite of all his other virtues and accomplishments,
12

dares Dixon thinks he is at his greatest In his role as a preacher.

9 James Dixon, on. clt., p. 125.
10 Jackson, on, cit.. p. 579,
11 Ibid., pp."*2(5-206.
12 James Dixon, on. cit.. p. 189,



Fr. Watson himself is known to regard preaching as his nrlnci-

pal work, alone, with its pastoral duties, of course. He is al¬

ways sermonising* whether it is in the writing of a hook, a
14

hook review, or 3imiy in nrivate conversation* Usually at

the beginning of a sermon, he discloses his subject and the

basis of his discourse; the outline is announced in order that
15

the congregation tray follow his arguments and illustrations.

On© will notice that he does not read the sermon. It is said

that he attempted to do it once, but noon failing, never tried
16

that method again. A vivid picture of Watson in the pulpit,

too vivid to alter, is minted by his fellow minister and son-

1n-Xaw, Jame s Dixon:

Some nocullaritios of manner wore observable. The
action was never great, and in the beginning
rather slow and. measured, but a perfect model of
its kind. As the difficulties of a beginning,
however, wore cleared, and the depths reached, the
right hand began to move; then it was stretched
out, but never raised higher than the breast; it
was never clenched., out the forefinger or e most
delicate and beautiful hand stretched out, as in
a pointing attitude, Only one deviation from
this gesture was observable: when greatly excited,
when profoundly feeling the weight of some great
truth, before giving utterance to it, and as if
pausing for a moment, to find it a more perfect
form, he thrust his right hand into his bosom,
and then announced the thought In that peculiar
oosture,
one other singularity my be noticed: when he
had finished on© of his most beautiful climaxes
of reasoning or fancy, he gave his head a majes¬
tic nod, with a sort of backward movement, as if
he intended to signify to his hearers that they
were then, at that uoint, to consider the matter
finished; and, moreover, this nod, it trust be
confessed, had somewhat a defiant air about it,

13 "e sic van. -betho d •; at Isana" ine, iiarcli, 1839, p. £10,
14 Richard bat son Vixon, bhe Life of Jamas Dixon, p. 378.
15 James Dixon, ojr»* pit ., t>» 127,
16 Ibid.♦ p. 130.~



as if to intimate to the sceptic that ho had no
fear of his criticism1"'

other neopl© describe the peculiar characteristics of his preach-
18

ing, but none with the same clarity and detail as Dixor;.

If nicfcuring Watson in his pulpit is helpful in leaking

him live again at least for a little while in the mind, it is

also helpful to discover that he suffered from as common a human

liability as forgetfulness. In his early ministry Watson was

once delivering a series of talks on the Lord's Prayer. During

the course of one of them, in the midst of his eloquence and

the development of his theme, he lost all recollection of the

subject matter and was forced to conclude the service» Later a

friend, Robert Stenson, who was present and who related the in¬

cident confessed ttv-.t "under this peculiar embarrassment, his

cotrrDosure, humility, and submission were very apparent; and these

indications of piety made a deep impression upon the congrega¬

tion. The effect was very striking; and the spiritual good
19

which was done rendered it a time to he remembered."' Two

other incidents lead one to believe that there were at least a

few times when he was not completely calm in the pulpit. Once

while preaching at the W&Itham-Street Chapel in Hull, he was

in such an excited state that he forgot where his text was

found and was forced to deliver it by memory rather than read

it. On another occasion before the same congregation he pro¬

nounced the benediction when ho should have prayed the Lord's

17 James Dixon, op. cit.. p. 123.
If ill Ham Will&n, Sermons and Cut lines by hat son.

p. 48.
19 Jackson, on. elt,. no, 41-42,
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Prayer. Were there special re-: sons for his tenporery losses of

memory? In the case of the last two incidents related, Jackson

associates his agitation with the exfcrerne difficulty he had in

finding suitable subjects on which to preach during the course

of his ordinary ministry. This suggestion along with the in¬

dications of the first incident above wight lead one to suspect

Watson of entering the pulpit insufficiently pre wared at times,

Such a charge wight be a grove injustice, howeverj for on at

least one occasion worked by a state of perplexity and embar¬

rassment there is evidence that he was prepared. On entering

the pulpit one Thursday evening during his rlnistry in Leicester,

he requested the prayers of the congregation on his behalf in a

riost feeling manner, adding that he had spent nearly the whole

day in prayer but was still uncertain as to whether he would be

able to preach or not. He read his text (Genesis 6:3), however,
21

and delivered a ''striking and impressive" sermon, Among

"'atson's unpublished sermons is an almost completed treatment

of that text ? so his a ' itation was not altogether founded on his

lack of preparation# Two answers help to explain his infrequent

condition. In the first place, Watson seldom wrote his sermons

in full. Ho supplied himself simply with an elaborate outline

of his thoughts on a given text. This, in conjunction with the

second, which is the consideration that Watson was a sick man

and in acute physical pain during & large part of his life, might

well account for his lapses.

PC Jackson, oj>» clt», o. 227.
21 Ibid.. po~, 57-58.



Another example of Watson without his composure oc¬

curred l.i lull, an example which, strange as It is, lights an¬

other facet c.f the war. Unusual pevor attended his nreaching

one Monday evening, At the close cf the service he retired to

the vestry whore he was followed by many of the congregation

erring and inquiring, "That shall we do to be saved?" Tie seemed

stunned by the reso0.no® to his n reach leg and asked of a class

leader who was standing near by, "What shall we do, brother?"
"Let us pray to Him who can save," came the answer, Watson

immediately knelt beside the nonitorsts and prayed with thaw un¬

til throe of then were able to rejoice in the gardening r;srey
22

of God, Although Watson was widely hailed as an out standing

ore- cher, he apparently sr. 3 surprised when his labor, by the

Snirit, bore dramatic, imrddlste fruit. John Wesley would net

have been at a loss under such circumstances. The brief oc¬

currence demonstrates two things about Tat son's preaching and

ministry. He was not accustomed to having his preaching accom¬

panied by a display of the working of hod's Spirit in convic¬

tion and conversion, as had been many of the Methodists of the

preceding generation. His surprise suggests thet he -did not

expect anything immediate to happen as the result of his preach¬

ing. This lack of expectancy my offer a partial answer to a

later question concerning, his ministry.

Rather than leave Watson, the preacher, in a state

of perplexity, this Illustration of his ability to maintain his

composure is offered, before he had proceeded far into the

22 Jackson, op. cit., p. 203»
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subject; of his senses one morning, a ®n In a pew immediately

in front of him arose and turned around to look at the clock as

if to give the preacher a gentle hint# hatson interrupted the

sermon to say, "A remarkable change has taken place among the

people of this country with regard to the public services of

religion. Cur forefathers put their clocks on the outside of

their places of worship, that they mi lit not be too late in

their attendance. We have transferred them to the inside of

the House of Hod, lest we should stay too long in Eis service*

A sad and ominous change IAddressing the man whose action had

instigated the remark, he said, "You need be under no alarm
23

this morning: I shall not keep you beyond the usual time,"
As to /atson's own study habits and his method of

developing sermons, the ©viaeno© from his own pen is scarce

and must be supplemented by the observations of his friends.

Apparently he early trained his power of concentration to the

point of being able to apply it regardless of the surrounding

conditions, to the disconcertion of his intimate friends whom

ho often passed in the streets without recognizing them. Just

as Wesley hod spent his time on horseback in study, Watson is

said to have formed in his mind many of his sermons and speeches

while traveling by coach to various Missionary Meetings. When

he was at home, it was his habit to road even while taking his

meals; and a copy of Valpy's Greek Testament remained in his

bedroom. Within the last yours of his life he is said to have

read all that work while in the process of dressing and undres-

23 Jackson, on. cit., p. 198,
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sing.

Concerning his actual product Ion of sermons, his

friends agree in certain particulars. In the first place , his

written ones hear but an imperfect rosemblance to their vocal
25

countermart s which when preached were almost extemporaneous.

That is not to say, however, that they were crude or lacking

in preparation. A Ithour,h he committed little to paper beyond

an outline, ho endeavored to make himself thoroughly familiar
26 *

with the subject on which he Intended to preach. Cue might

have found him nacirr to and fro in his room lost in deep

thought for hours or end, studving a text, arranging his own
27

ideas, creating a coherent whole. Prow such proparat ion he

prepared the outline he intended tc use for the actual pre a ch¬

ina. During the letter cart of his life these outlines re re
28

expended more and wore. Likewise, in his later years his ser¬

mons became increasingly expository in nature, being examina¬

tions and explanations of texts and the practical deductions

implied by them. Prayer wts an integral part of viatson1 s

preparation for the pnlp-t. Since he felt that he could net

preach with any satisfaction to himself unless the holy Spirit

excited him to more than human equality to the task, nor with

•any profit to the people unless their understanding and con¬

sciences were quickened, by the Spirit, he gave himself to nraver
29

prior to attempting, to preach.

24 Jackson, on, ojt., p. 555#
25 James Dixon, on. clfc., p. 153,
26 Jackson, on, ebb., n* 431.
£7 mi., o. 1297
s$ Ibid,, pp. 575-76.
29 Ibid., p. 57,



The custom of regularly meeting with the other minis¬

ters of the Circuit indubitably contributed tc the mutual shar¬

ing of ideas and stimulation tc study, Turing his ministry in

Vh.h©fie 11, for instance, he met Tr. buekiey each Saturday,

They discussed the work plans for the week, assisted each other

in selecting subjects for sermons end in making preparations
30

for the pulpit, Similarly, the practice was continued when he

moved to Hull, indeed, one of his colleagues there remembered

hir as in a role of teacher of divinity to the small groups

It was our custom, with our colleagues, to
spend one forenoon in the week in discussing
some selected subject cf divinity, when his
richly stored mind would unfold and illustrate
the important doctrines of the gospel to our
edification: and frequently we knew net which
tc admire most, the 1urinous statements which
he made, or the humility with which they were

§£:iven: the tecchyy generally personating the
earnest inquirer."

In regard to the pastoral office, Watson was apparent-

Ir in no way outstanding but was assiduous in performing his
32

duty, in visiting his people, particularly the sick. He had a

special love for children and often gave them small gifts or

joined their, at their games. This tenderness toward them in-
33

creased throughout his life, A few of the scattered, preserved

letters written by Watson allow one a fleeting glimpse into the

personal and pastoral relationship between himself and past

parishioners or friends whom he attempt© to advise or help, H®

advises a young man, John Faulkner of Manchester, as to courses

30 Jackson, op, cit,, p. 151.
31 Ibid,, pp, 214-15. (quoting Naylor)
32 Ibid., p» 4.33,
33 Ibid., p. 560,
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34
of study which will prove profitable, Later he pens an appeal¬

ing passage to the same correspondent who had recently written

to hits of having fallen in love:

I am glad you are in love. With the object
of your affection 1 have not the pleasure to
be acquainted; but have no doubt she is in
every way worthy of it. It is equally con¬
ducive to happiness and rectitude to for© an
honorable attachment of that kind. The human
heart is formed for love; and love and friend¬
ship are among those efficacious causes which
the goodness of the divine Being hath still
left on earth to humanize the Sgul» and to
soften the asperities of life.'"

To another young person, a young lady who had apparently been

converted under his ministry, he sends advice in Christian

living:

1, Rest not a moment without the felt presence
of your God. 2. To this end, renose a full and
daily confidence in the merits and intercession
of your Saviour, through whom alone you can draw-
near to God. 3. ' aintain the inward spirit of
prayer, and grateful acknowledgment to God in
all things. 4. Pill tip leisure moments with use¬
ful thinking, and reading, and converse, 5. Seise
opportunities of doing good ... As to daily
intercourse with others the following rule is
excellent :-

"Present with God by recollection seem,
Yet present by your cheerfulness with men."

His dealings with children and young people indicate

an accessible friendliness, the quality of inspiring confidence,

and even a lighthearted strain in his nature which more often

than not is hidden under the cloak and weight of his other

duties, %'atson knew pain and illness intimately and was quali¬

fied both to comfort and sympathise with those of his flock who

34 Jackson, op. cit,, p. 1C4.
35 Ibid., p. 1C7.
36 Wat son. Works. Vol. I. on. 267-03.
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were sick. Only one who had ridden great pain to victory could

have tittered these words with sincerity "beside a sick-bed;

Pain is a great blessing: it tends to detach
our thoughts and affections from the world, and
to concentrate them on things eternal. 1 feel
it to be so great a blessing, that I cannot pray
for its removal. Pain, sorrow, sickness, death,-
its tin®, circumstances, and manner, - are all in
the Covenant. How much is contained in those ^

words: "Nothing shall by any means harm you,"0
Watson believed the duties imposed upon a minister to

be sixfold: 1. the preaching of the gospel; 2, the gathering

of those who accept Christ into the communion of His church;

3. the caring for the flock that they may advance in knowledge

and grace; 4. the separating of immoral and unruly members from

the communion, after due admonition; 5. the perpetuating of the

ministry by encouraging those who show evidences of a call to

nreuch and by appointing heleers; 8. the exciting of the neople
38

to liberality in supporting the religious institution. Seven

years before he produced this list he wrote a letter to Robert

Young, a new missionary in Jamaica, in which he re cow-ended

several rules by which Young's ministry might be made profit¬

able, One my safely assume that these principles represent

those governing Watson's own ministerial life:

1. To speak, preach, and labour, every day, as
though it were your last on earth * . » 2 To
give part of every day to secret reading of the
Scriptures, and earnest closet prayer. . . 3. To
read something useful in practical and doctrinal
divinity, etc., every day ... 4. To take care
of your pulpit preparations . . « let these pre¬
parations be fervently prayed over . . . 5. To

37 Bunting, op. cit.. p. 85.
38 Watson, Works. Vol. VII, pp. 93ff.



converse mch with your Cless leaders, and
other persons of sotae standing In the society. .

6, To visit the sick as tmch as possible, and
catechise children and adults . . . 7, To b©
always at your work, and in your work, public
or private . . . S, To act in the full spirit
of your instructions, whatever others nay do.

39 Jackson, on, citup, 34 0-41,
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B. Evaluation#

To propose to ©valueto the proaching of one whose voice

has long since been made silent is to be presumptuous* one might

deceive one's self into believing the task would be facilitated

had Watson written each of his sermons completely as he oreached

ther. In truth, the reader would then be able to follow the pre¬

cise journey of thoughts through his mind; hut such an itinerary

could never lead to the discovery of the sermon as it was

preached or to its results in the hearts and lives of its hear¬

ers. A service of worship is a living, dynamic exnerience,

made so by the power of hod's Snirit working to unite the

preacher and the individual member of the congregation with God,

To evaluate the preaching of a man, one must exnerience it,

Since that alternative is impossible, more fallible criteria

must suffice,

Watson's voice was one of the best known among the

Methodists of his day, As a result, one who is trying to "hear
him sne&kw today has at his disposal the testimonies and o~

pinions of Watson's contemporaries who actually heard him.

There are also his written sermons, outlines, and fragments

which indicate the scope and nature of his subject matter. The

records of the Conference during Watson's ministry offer an

ambiguous testimony to his effectiveness. These three cate¬

gories will be examined.

In the fall of 1814 Watson bad recently moved from
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Wakefield to Hull* Shortly after assuming his new duties he
%

was called upon to preach a Thanksgiving Day sermon. The work

so pleased the congregation that they persuaded him to publish

it. Dot long after, hat son was visiting, in one of the Chapels

in Hull when this announcement was made frets the pulpit i

You will please to notice that our good brother
Watson has been publishing a sermon, which he
preached on the Thanksgiving Day; and you may have
it at the door. It is a very good sermon, for I
have read it myself, and, indeed, you must all
know thatj for it is like his other sermons which
you have heard, I'd have you buy it. It will
serve him a little. You know what a poor pittance
we have; and, if a brother can in this way, get a
penny or twonenee, or threepence, I see no harm.1

Fortunately, all of the recorded critiques of bis sermons are

not of this nature. One cannot help but wonder from the above,

however, if his published sermons were widely used by other

ministers,

Cf the characteristics of Watson's preaching, five

seem to have been outstanding in the memory of those who heard

him:: the loftiness of his sermons, the imagery and ooetry in

them, the solemn and calm, delivery of them, the new light shed

on old ideas, and the manner in which his Ideas embedded them¬

selves in one's memory. IS van as early as 1810 when Watson was

still a member of the Methodist Mew Connexion his oreaching was

characterised as "grand and prophetlcw| but those adjectives

were soon superseded. Hnon hearing Watson for the first time

& minister of another communion expressed his feelings to him

1 T. P, Bant lag, ..-ife of Jo bar, hunting. D. !>.. Vol. II,
pp. 76-77,

2 Thomas Jackson, Memoirs of the Life and Writings of
the Rev, Richard Watson, p. 132.
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after the service in the words of Milton:

Hp led by thee
Into the heaven of heavens I have pre sum* d,
An earthly guest, and drawn empyreal air.3

In recalling the incident Jaber, Bunting adds, "Who of us has not

repeatedly experienced, under the ministry of our now sainted
4

friend, the 11 he hallowed and delightful emotions?" It was

Watson's quality to be able to so captivate the minds of the

people that they traveled with him in his lofty flights. James

Montgomery, the hymn writer, described the sensation of thus

soaring with hits in a noet's similes:

It was the character of his great mind to com¬
municate its own power and facility of compre¬
hension to all minds that cam© under its influence.
He so wholly oassed us with his spirit that during
his nrogress through regions of intellect, cr
manes of argument, we were not aware of the sneed
at which we were carried, or the elevation to
which he had borne us beyond ourselves, till some
mighty thought came rushing by, like some roll of
thunder beneath the car of an aeronaut, reminding
him that he is far above the clouds.b

No less a preacher than Robert Hall, who often heard Watson,

discerned this same mark of distinction in his sermons and re¬

marked to a mutual friend, ''Mr. Watson soars into regions of
6

thought whore scarcely any human, being has ever ventured before"

There were inevitable times, however, when Watson flew alone,

and at least a part of the congregation simply sat and watched

him. The candid opinion of one such person was that "though he

3 Jaben Bunting, "Memorials of the Late Rev. Richard
Watson," p. 40,

4 hoc, cit.
5 0, J, Brails ford, Hi chard Watson, Theologian and

Missionary Advocato, p, 89.
6 Thomas Jackson, Recollections of My Own Life and

Times, pp. 233-64,
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(Watson) is not dassled in his vision nor bewildered in his

course, yet those who watch his flight grow weary with looking

upwards to the glorious heights and 'heavenly places' in which
7

he is exnatiating,"

To a striking degree those who heard Watson remembered

the imagery, noetic quality, and beauty of his language. Al¬

though ho was as strict and careful as Wesley in guarding his

words from error, he was thought to male more free use of the

imagination, so that he maintained a proper balance between the

gravity of a given subject and beautiful language in which to
8

clothe it, Dixon judged imagination to be one of the chief

characteristics of his genius in that, whereas he had devoted

no special time to training In the poetic art, without apparent
9

effort he thought and expressed himself in its language. In the

later years of Watson's ministry he in part deserted an elabo¬

rate approach to preaching, however, and strove increasingly to

present his ideas clearly and understandably. He "out forth

less of the blossom, and more of the fruit J less of formal and
10

elaborate metaphor* and more of solid sentiment," He did not

lose the majesty and beauty of his teaching, but he gained sim¬

plicity.

In 1796 Watson, then a fifteen year old led, was

preaching on the Ashby-de-la-Souch Circuit, commanding congre-

7 William Willan, Sermons and Outlines by The Hev.
Richard Watson, p, 37,

8 Jaben Bunting, oo. clt., p. 76, Quoting letter
from Rev. John Scott, Manchester, Jan, 15, 18.33,

9 Willan, on, clt,. pp. 111-12.
10 Jabes Bunting, op. cit., p. 39,
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gat ions equal to his two elder colleagues, and exhibiting in
11

his pulpit manner the ''seriousness"cf an aged divine. That

seriousness, so soon noticeable, developed Into the solemnity

which characterised the mature ran. Whether in a puleit or on

the platform of a Missionary Meeting, Watson invested the under-
12

taking with spiritual grandeur by his calm, solemn manner. The

biographer of James Dixon applied another figure to this asoect
13

of Watson as "a solemnity that awed and bore down the hearer."
In trying to define the quality, he said:

The tone of Mr. V/at son's mind was very severej
and to this severity, chastened as it was by re¬
ligion, and relieved by a sweet, playful humour
which belonged to his character, were added great
intellectual gifts, grandeur of thought, logical
precision, and refined taste. All these quali¬
ties together produced the overawing solemnity
of which we speak.

Watson's ability to clothe old truths in new light

was so pronounced that his biographer, Jackson, recalled that

quality in the first sermon he ever heard him preach although

some twenty years had passed since the occasion. The truths

which he heard then were familiar, but "they wore placed by Mr.

Watson in a light so new and striking" that they seemed to have
15

awakened feelings of which he had previously been unconscious.

Even the gentleman who grow "weary" looking into the heights

with Watson recognised this aspect of his preaching and apnreci-

11 Thomas Jackson, Memoirs of the Life and Writings of
the Rev. Richard Watson, pp. 40-41.

12 Thomas Jackson, The Life of The He v. Robert Newton, ,

D BP
13 Richard hat son Dixon, The Life of James Dixon.

p, 178.
—Doc, c 11 ,

15 Thomas Jackson, Memoirs of the Life and '.Vritinrs
of the Rev. Richard 'Watson, pp. 152-53.
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afced iti

One Is powerfully struck with the flashes,
which ever and anon appear, of new light upon
old subjects, and with the unexpected, yet
©oat happy introduction of various scriptural
phrases and allusions which hide themselves,
as It would seem, from ordinary preache rs,
but before the magic wand of this enchanter
cone forth in spontaneous profusion, and
sparkle in his speech like diamonds.

He associates it with Watson* s wide knowledge of and freedom

in using scripture as a unit composed of related parts. The

biographer of a contemporary of Watson speaks of hearing

him preach and "having new trains of thought onened to his
17

mind." Truly, this is a gift "devoutly to be wished" by any

minister.

One of the greatest compliments which can be paid to

a pre cher is for one to say to him, "I remember something, you

said in such and such a sermon," assuming, of course, that the

thing remembered made a difference to the life. To a notable

extent Watson's sermons left an impression which continued with

people after they left the Chapel, Like Jackson, Rev. John

Beecham remembered in detail a sermon he had heard him deliver
18

sore twenty years before. Robert Hall confessed that after

hearing Watson the elevation of mind remained with him, so much
19

so, as he said, that "for days I could think of nothing else,"

18 William Willan, £n. cit.. p. 34.
17 Henry W, Williams, The life of the Rev. Joseph

Wood, p. 31.
18 Thomas Jackson, I-'emoirs of the Life and Writings

of the Rev. Richard. Watson, p, 179."
19 Bra lis ford, _on. cit., p, 90.
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so
Stellar experiences were recorded by others who beard him.

James Montgomery admitted that he fell under the spell although

he did. not realise it at the moment:

I then first saw and heard Mr. Watson. But
while my expectations, from reported speeches
in the newspapers, had been highly raised, they
were not entirely met; there was so much tem¬
perance in the tone, and so little ardour in
the delivery of his sentiments; yet even then
they made a deeper impression than I was aware
of at the tire. They recurred to me again and
again in solitude.

Perhaps the clarity and simplicity of outline was one

of the factors which enabled people to remember Watson's ser¬

mons. Although as a young man he was known more for boldness
22

of thought than for regularity of composition, he developed a

method of logical, simple construction which was remembered,

"Few sermons are so happy as those of Watson in division,"
23

one of his hearers said, Another was impressed by the natural¬

ness of his divisions:

It is impossible for anyone who hears him not to
perceive that his sermons are methodically con¬
structed; but the "heads" - or, as modern phraseo¬
logy will have it, the "divisions" are eminently
natural and simple; and the form of their enuncia¬
tion shows that he is far above the paltry ambition
by which some preachers are so strangely captivated,
of tuning the terms in which they are expressed, so
as to sound in jingling harmony with one another.
In short, they are generally such as any man of
plain discourse and moderately good understanding
would be promoted to adopt.

20 By His Son, Memoir of the Rev. Joseph Bntwlsl®.
p. 293.

21 Jackson, ^eeolrs of the Life and frit logs of the
Rev. Richard Watson, p. . 1P1."

22 Ibid., p, 56.
23 Richard Watson Dixon, on. cifc,, o» 179.
24 Willan, o&. cit.. pp. 32-33.
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tfpon turning to his written sermons ami outlines, what

help does one find in evaluating Watson as a preacher? Prom the

point of view of the qualities noted by his contemporaries, one

must confess to very little, nor is it completely fair to seek

it. Of the one hundred and seventy-three sermons and fragments

which remain of his work, less than a doaon wore prepared specifi¬

cally for publication. In reviewing a book of sermons once,

Watson said, "The sermons which have made the deepest impression

upon a congregation generally, will, to all present at the de¬

livery, read the worst J and in those who did not hear them, they

will often excite surprise at the effect reported to have been
25

produced." The words might well be affixed as a preface to his

works. Some of his completed sermons {"Ssekiel's Vision of the

Dry Bones," Usekiel 37:9J "Religious Instruction of the Slaves

Advocated," I retor 2:17, for example) still have a vitality

about them even when readj and one can Imagine, taking into ac¬

count the difference a hundred and twenty-five years has made in

the styles of preaching, that given the life imbued by a per¬

sonality and by the Holy Spirit the sermons might 'well have

swayed the minds and hearts of congregations# For the present

study, however, they bear another kind of evidence. As has

been stated, one hundred and seventy-three of the sermons still

remain, of which number one hundred and seventy have been printed.

Many of the printed copies were made from notes taken by members

of Watson1s congregations. In at least two cases there arc two

slightly different versions of the same sermon, indicating

25 Richard Watson, Works. Vol. VII, p. 468.
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either more than one set of notes to have been talan, or the

existence of Watson's original notes plus those made by a raets-

ber of the congregation.

The scope of Watson's pre ching is broad in the selec¬

tion of texts, but he shows a distinct preference for the Hew

Testament, One hundred and two cf the sermons are from Hew

Testament texts. In order of preference his sources are the

Pauline epistles {3d}, the synoptic gospels (23), and John

(15). John is his favorite book, followed by Matthew (13),

Hebrews (It), Luke and Romans (9), Interestingly enough, the

book from which he procured the most number of texts is i'sains

(2C), seconded in the Old Testament by Isaiah (13). His selec¬

tion of texts, particularly in the Jew Testament, intimates

the there which most often occupied his preaching, namely, the

nature and work of Christ. Accompanying this theme are those

associated with the ramifications of salvation and the moral

government of God. "Christ ocentric" is the word most apt to

apply to his subject matter while "practical" describes his

mode, He was infinitely interested in helping people to know

God as He is, and to become reconciled to Him through Christ,

Watson had two main types of sermons as to composi¬

tion, both of which were well suited to fulfill his evangelical

ends. Almost universally he began a sermon with a lengthy intro¬

duction explaining the context cf his text and perhaps expound¬

ing some implication of it. Following this came the body of the

sermon which he generally treated in one of two fashions. Most

often, the outline consisted of two or three sections which pro¬

truded themselves logically from the text itself, and which
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offered themselves to exposition# For instance, h® has a sermon

on II Corinthians 5:10, "For we mast all appear before the judg¬

ment seat of Christ, so that each one may receive good or evil,

according to what he has done in the body*" The outline in this

case has three parts and be oversimplified and stated:

1. The person by whom the world is to be judged is Christj 2.

dvery individual is to bo put to the bar to receive his trial?

3. The rules of judgement, Other representatives of the same

type are found in the sermons on Matthew 6:22-23, II Corinthians

3:19, John 1:14, John 20:30-31, to nam® a few# The second group

is characterised by mere sections, the ideas of which cluster

around, the main theme of the text but sometimes grow less di¬

rectly from it. Thus, the outline of his sermon on Galat lane

4:2c, nl stand in doubt of you," might read: 1. I stand In doubt

that some of you are acquainted with essential truths of the gos¬

pel? 2. I doubt that the truths of the gospel affect you; 3, Your

goodness is as a morning, cloud which passes; 4. You stop short

of full and complete conversion; 5# You are not as interested

in the welfare of 3 ion as you ought to be; 6* Some of you are

again under the domination of the flesh. The sermons on Psalm

110: 1-3, Proverbs 4:18, Daniel 9:24, and Matthew 15:1-13 fall

into this category. Invariably, Watson closed his sermon with a

section, or at least some remarks, on the practical application

of that which he had said.

To what extent was Watson's ministry successful in

drawing people into the Church of Jesus Christ and in helping

them to live batter live si To supply an answer to this question

is difficult and dangerous, difficult because by far the major-
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ity of the anonymous hundreds of individuals who find guidance,

strength," or comfort in the ministry of a given man never com¬

mit their experiences to writing, dangerous because one might

so easily on insufficient evidence roach an entirely erroneous

conclusion. In Watson's case, there is little' doubt but what

he was regarded as an able servant of God, that he was listened

to with deep appreciation, and that his sermons had the power to

move people, There are two bits of evidence, however, which can¬

not be accounted for if one would make & whole-hearted affirma¬

tion of his success in this field. In the first place, in spite

of the laurels heaped upon hits by his colleagues, they some¬

times admit that whereas he was highly esteemed, he was not
26

particularly popular. Cue might truthfully answer that popu¬

larity is no criterion of effectiveness. The remarks of his

co-laborers add weight to each other though. One said, "Ills
stated congregation was small, and did not generally appear to

27
appreciate the unparalleled excellence of his discourses,'*

Buckley affirmed that his ministry in Wakefield did not attract

the attention which it deserved except among the mora discem-
28

ing persons belonging fee the congregations. Watson himself

recognised this at times and expressed to his more intimate
29

friends his regret that ho saw so little fruit of his ministry.

His sentiments might also be interpreted as the humility of a

26 Jackson, lemolrs of the Life and Writings of the
Hev. Richard Wat3on, o. 56,

27 Ibid., p.; 132.
23 Ibid., pp. 151-52,
29 Ibid., pp. 131-32.
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consecrated and conscientious man,

An examination of the records of the Circuits In

which Watson served offers aowe light to the question. It mist

be remembered, however# that since he served none of these Cir¬

cuits alone but in conjunction with other rinisters, the full

load of neither the credit nor, the blame falls solely on his

shoulders. In 1312 he re -entered the Wesleyan Methodist Con¬

nexion and was sent to Wakefield for two years. During that

period the membership rose from 23C to 1C12, an increase of 82,

From 1814 to 1816 he served in Hull where the membership in¬

creased by 220, from 173C to 2000# Under his ministry in the

London Seat Circuit, 1316 to 1313, the increase was still greater,
-S. v* \

498# from 4000 to 4498, In the years he scent in the London

West Circuit, 1318 to 1821, an increase of 180 occurred from

3000 to 3130, Until the time he became the resident Missionary

Secretary in London in 1821, the Circuits in his care had shown

an increase of 980 members, or more than a hundred a year. When

he returned to the pastoral ministry in 1327, he was sent to

Manchester# In the two years of his work there the Circuit lost

320 members, from 2050 to 173o# The following three years were

spent in Worth London (City Road), which showed a decrease of

25 at the end of that time. Thus, in the last five years of his

ministry his Circuits lost an average of slightly more than 70

a year, How is one to account for such differences? One solu¬

tion might be that Watson had lost the spirit of expectation as

previously suggested, which is vital to the ministry; but that

is only supposition# Perhaps his illness# which increased rap¬

idly in the last years of his life until it necessitated his re-
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raoval from, pastoral responsIbilities in 1832, affected his stam¬

ina and ability to work} but in spite of sickness, he finished

his Institutes and wrote a biography of Wesley, a Bible diction¬

ary, part of a commentary, and pamphlets during this period.

The real answer seers to lie in the turmoil which arose in the
30

wake of the heeds organ case and Watson's cart ir. it, The loss

to the societies in Leeds was heavy as a result of the affair.

Watson's "affectionate address" on the ratter might have alien¬

ated some of his own flock who sympathised with the disgruntled

in Leeds. It is interesting to note, however, that Wesleyan

Methodism's strength in Britain increased by over 10, COC from

1827 to 1829, indicating that the disruption remained for the

most part localised. As for the loss of twenty-five in Worth

London under his ministry, as was previously pointed out, one

of the reasons for Watson's being sent there was the deplorable

condition of the Circuit in 1829. That only twenty-five were

lost in three years may be the highest compliment to '.Vetson's

power in swaying reople.

What then shall one say of Watson as a preacher and

minister? The weight of testimony warrants the recognition of
31

his being among the first rank of the ore©chars of his day,
32

a "master in th© art," Though his style seems faded and his

eloquence worn, one need not look far in his work to find his

firm grasp upon the redeeming love of God as seen in Jesus

30 See fart III, Chanter 5,8.
31 A, W, Harrison, B» A. Barber, G. G, Hornby, and S,

T, Davies, The ethodist Church, Its Origin, Divisions, and
Reunion, p. 69,

32 Richard Watson Dixon, on. clt». p. 89,
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Christ; and undoubtedly he clothed that truth In language which

stirred the hearts of his people fund lifted ther to new heights.

Surely, one of whom young, people could say, "It was Impossible

to hear hins preach, and net be in love with religion," rendered
33

a great service through that preaching* As to his total minis¬

try, Cod alone can know his full value. The measure is not of

numbers but of souls and influence, and who can say his influ¬

ence is net yet alive unto the fourth generation through some

life that he touched?

33 Jabes Bunting., on. cit», p. 79,
(Letter from Rev, John Scott, Manchester, Jan. 15,
1833.)



CHAPTER 2

TIK HIT 11X8 R CP MSTHODIST KISSIONS

In no field did Watson labor more diligently than in

the effort to forward the missionary activities of the Wcsleyan

Methodist body. Prom the inception of the Leeds meeting, to

his death, having completely devoted much of his tine and en¬

ergy to the cause, he became, more than any other one man,

recognised as its leader and defender. It is not an exaggera¬

tion to s y that the mantle which foil from the shoulders of

;>r'» Thomas Coke alighted on Vat son, and lie wore it nobly. The

purpose of this chapter is to examine and evaluate his efforts

in this regard-. It is divided into four sections. The first

is an attempt to demonstrate Watson1s relations to the roots

of Methodist missions in Wesley, Coke, and the baginning of

the organised Method!st Missionary Society in Leeds in 1813*

In the second, his activities on behalf of the cause are set

down. In the third is described in some detail the occasions

on which he was called upon to defend the program. The 1~ st

purports to evaluate his labors,

A,. The Beginnings of Methodist Missions.

The dream of missions was not new in the Methodist

Connexion in -Vatson1 s day. The seed had already been planted

by John Wesley and watered by Thomas Coke. Wesley himself would

probably have been the first to altalt that he had inherited the

110
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seed from his own family "background as well as his religions

convictions. In the mil-seventeenth century when the light of

the missionary Ideal was flickering low, his grandfather, who

was among the 2,000 ejected clergy of 1632, earnestly sought to

go in missionary service tc Surinam in the Dutch •.last Indies,
1

but was prevented by family circumstances. John's father in

the next generation cherished a desire for missionary service

in India, China, and Abyssinia which was never realised, Iven

In the last year of his life he regretted that he was not young
2

enough to go in service to Georgia, Susanna Wesley, John's

mother, fell under the spell of the story of the Danish mission¬

aries,' iegenbalg and Plutschau, and their work at Tranquebar to

such a degree that she said, "For several days I could think or
3

speak of little else." The impression made on her by the nar¬

rative induced her to give missionary Instruction to her child¬

ren and, doubtless, lingered in her mind when she said, many

years later at the departure of two of her sons for Georgia,

"Had I twenty sons, I should rejoice that they were all so em-
4

ployed, though I should never see thorns more,"
To what event in the life of Wesley can one lo.k as

the beginning of Methodist missions? Some might point to his

own missionary experience in Savannah, Georgia, Certainly by

the time he said, "I look upon all the world as my parish," the

1 G, G, Flndlay and W. V, Holdsworth,
the h-osloyan Methodist ' Issionary Society, Vol. I, p. 29,

2 John Telford, A Short History of Weslevan Methodist
Foret ~n hiss ions, n. 3,

3 Findlay and holdsworth, en, c it,, p, 29.
4 Ibid.. pp. 29-30,
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flare had been kindled. To this recognition of Christian re¬

sponsibility to all men has been extravagantly, but not without

some justification, attributed the cows nee rent of the "world
5

expansion of Protestantism." Actually, the missionary program

of Methodism was inauspiciously sat in motion on January 17,

1758, when Wesley preached at Wandsworth in the home of

Nathaniel "'.filbert, who w. s for sot® years the Speaker of the

House of Assembly in Antigua, Wesley records in his journal for

that day, "Two negro servants of his and a mulatto appear to be

much awakened, Shall not his saving health be made known to all
6

nations?" Gilbert returned to Antigua two years later and be¬

came an evangelist. By the time he died in 1774 there were 200
7

Methodists in the island. In 1768 the "first Methodist mis¬

sionaries", Richard Boardman and Joseph Pllmooy were sent from

England to New York in answer to the reouest of Methodists in
8

the new land.

The second period of Methodist missions might be dated

from the masting of Wesley and Coke in the August of 1776, Coke,

who was twenty-nine at the time, was to become the first great

leader of the work and to expend his life and resources for it

over a period of almost forty years. His name and efforts were

known by all classes of English society, A'ilberforce once said

of him, "I wish I could forget his little round face and figure.

Any one who wished to take off a Methodist, could not have done

5 Findlay and Holdswerth, op. clt., p. 32.
6 John Wesley, Journals, Vol. 4, p. 247.
7 Telford, _o£, clt ,, p. 8.
8 hoc, pit•
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"better than exactly copy Ms runner and appearance.Until

179C Coke carried the burden of missions almost alone, waking

repeated trips across the Atlantic and financing the work as

best he could. By that tine, however, the consciences of

Methodists had begun to awaken to their responsibility! and the

Conference appointed the first i s si ona ry C otm Ittee," composed

of Coke, Alexander Mather, Thomas Rankin, James Rogers, Henry

Moore, ^.dam Clarke, John Baxter, William Wr.rrener, and Matthew
10

Lamb, Their charge included nineteen missionaries, eleven sta¬

tions, and 5,350 members in the West Indies, Nova Scotia, and

Newfoundland. Thus, for the first tine the missionary work
11

became an integral part of the Methodist system. Three years

later the committee had to appeal to the Conference for its

supnort* The work had progressed and membership on the foreign

fields had increasedj but all available funds had been exhaus¬

ted, yea, more than exhausted. The Conference, thereupon,

authorised a general collection to be made by the societies
12

on behalf of missions for that year. In 1796 the Conference

again directed, "Let a general collection be made by the preach¬

ers In everv town in England where Dr. Coke has not made appli-
13

cation within six months before the meeting of the Conference,"

Thereafter, collections were made annually; but Coke still car¬

ried the heaviest part of the load of responsibility for finance

9 John St ought on, .Religion in England from IBOt to
1S5 0, Vol. I, t>. 312,

10 Telford, on, cIt.. p. 27,
11 Loc. oit.
12 Ibid"., p. 33.
13 Ibid., p. 34.
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und direction. The Confers ace of 1804 appointed another cgh-

laittee and adopted rules for the nanagetc©at of the missions.
14

Frets that date regular reports of the work were printed.

During Coke's ministry he was tireless in his acti¬

vity for missions. In a true sense, the world was his parish,

the carrying of Christ's gospel to all people his personal

destiny and adventure. The adventure out reached the at/.n as the

result of the bigness of the dream and his success. For that

reason it was necessary that the entire ethoclist body should

capture the dream and make it its own. The actions of the

Conferences in authorising collections had moved in this di¬

rection, but the program was not fully assimilated. At the

Conference of 1813 the sixty-seven year old Coke proposed &

journey to Ceylon and Java, Upon being opposed on the grounds

of expediency, lack of funds, his age, and the need of him at

home, he burst into tears and told the Conference, ''If you will
15

not let me go, it will break my heart t" Permission was given,

but the anticipation of Coke's departure caused some to reflect

seriously on the future of the mission program., up October 3th

of that year a meeting was held in Leeds which became a mile¬

stone both in the history of .Vas leyan Methodist missions and in

the life of Richard Watson,

The immediate cause of the Leeds meeting; was concern

for the mission program: at the removal of Coke, Two questions

seem to have been uppermost in the minds of those who were In-

14 Findlay and iloldsworth, on. cit., p. 36,
15 Richard Vat son, forks. Vol. 1, p. 134.
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fee rested: "How will the connexion finance Coke* s expedition?15

an5 "With Coke "-one how will finances .be -gathered to support

the rest of the mission program?" Coke had been the chief col¬

lector for missions for years and had raised abort 6,000 pounds

annually by his own exertions. Now, not only would his efforts

be at an end. but also the cost of s. new mission would be added,

dither consciously or unconsciously other causes were at work.

The force of the missionary movement outside Methodists was be¬

ing felt. The .Bant 1st Missionary Society had been founded in

1792, followed in 1794 by the London Missionary Society, which

had an Interdenominational beginning but eventually became

Congregational, and the Church Missionary Society in 1799 when

the Anglicans removed themselves front the London Missionary

Society, A pressure from those groups was being made on

Methodists. In October, 1012, Dr. Coke wrote to the Missionary

Committee from North Shields, "The L.M.S. arc forming committees

of two or three of our friends, to raise annual subscript ions

among our Societies and hearers for the support of their Mls-
16

sions," He continued by pointing out that unless Methodism

adopted similar means for harnessing the generosity of her own

people, then they would see thousands of pounds from Methodist

folk poured into Asia in the establishment of Calvinism in that

immense area, With concern he added, nI am certain that our

competent people (and they can only be applied, to for annual sub¬

scriptions ) will subscribe annually for CAIVIFISTIC Missions, if

16 Findlay and Holdsworth, op, cit., p, 37,
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they do not subscribe for ours. "^Behind the willingness of the

people to subscribe to even a "Calvinlstlc Mission" w-.s the

deeper cause of the theological basis of 'Methodism. They be¬

lieved In Hod who had rr&de his love manifest in Jesus Christ in

order that all ren right be redeemed. They knew themselves to

be sinners saved by grace through faith and dependence on that

love. They had been urged by Wesley and the ministers to strive

toward the goal of their own love being made perfect. It was

inevitable that that love should not cease with their visible

neighbors, but that It should bo enlarged to include all rem;

therefore, they were ready and eager to support the banner of

the missionary cause * The foundation of an advanced program

of missionary activity bad been laid before the superstructure

was begun at the Leeds meet inn.

Is to who was the actual father of the idea to organ-

ire a Missionary Society for Leeds, there are various opinions.

Jabes Bunting attributed the credit to George I!orley who was
18

then superintendent of the Leeds Circuit. !' or ley related th-.t

ho had been stimulated by the events of Conference in 1813 to

propose some action tc prevent the necessity of diminishing

existing missionary activity in order tc open the new field in

Ceylon. Upon returning from Conference he approached his col¬

leagues in the Circuit about forming simply a Circuit Society.

The ministers at Bratrlev and Wakefield were consulted and eager-
19

ly joined the plan. One of the ministers at Braslay at the time

17 Find lav and Hold sr/orth, on. pit.. p, 38.
^ Ibid..' p. 39.
19 T. P. Bunting, The Life of Jabey, bunting, P.P.. Vol.

II, pp. 44-45.



was Jams Averett who X-fcor described the orisIn in a slightly

different manner. " r» Searth, a layman cf Leads, had repeat¬

edly remarked fcc "/illiam Dawson, "The missionary cause must be

taken cut of the doctor's hands5 It must be tsade a public, a
t SO

const■ ;-n cause,* While visiting the Conference Scarth expressed

his views to George karsden. who agreed with thorn. Sverett be¬

lieved it not impossible that Scarth might have been the germ
21

of the whole idea, After his opinion had boon committed to

print "liverett received a letter from a George Katfchewmasn in

which "r. Hatthewman sought to correct him and affirmed that

the idea had originated with him. In September, 18X3, he was

a steward in the society at Skinner Lane» He described the

beginning as follows:

On my arriving home to dinner one day. I was
presented with a small printed note, which had
been left at my house, requesting the inmates
to become weekly, monthly, or annual subscribers
to another society. Cn perusing this, I immedi¬
ately exclaimed, ■ I must go down to Ur# Scorth
to consult with him on the subject." After a
short interview we proceeded to l'r, iorley, who
\v. 3 then the superintendent of the circuit, to
lay the matter before hit;;. After several pri¬
vate meetings which were attended by the preach¬
ers and other friends, resolutions we re pC cms to
that a public meet in. should be called.1'""'""'

In another account a ir. Briggs of Leeds first of¬

fered the idea to Dr. Coke in the spring, or early summer of
23

1813, The" diversity of accounts offered for the origin cf the

20 Abol Stevens, The History cf the Religious ioverrent
of fh.- H jr-htennth Century Ca lied Let hod ism, pp, 356-37,

21 dieh.. rd ■Slow, Jas Averett: A Btcrrnphy, pp,
106-107.

22 Ibid,, p. 108,
83 Find lay and Holdsworth, pp. cit., p. 39,
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meeting demonstrates th.t missions were on people's minds, an<3

the tim was ripe for a further step to be t; ken. Many people

doubtless felt that something should be dona J but It is enough

to say that T'orley took the step,

When Bunting and Filter whole -hoa rtedly concurred

with i'orley, they consulted Faylor and Hvnrett at Bramloy, 7J->on

receiving their co-operation Bunting 1s s' id to have exclaimed,

"low we will go on to Wakefield, and consult Mr, Buckley and
24

Mr. Watson? and, if they will join, we will have a meeting**

Thus, Watson and Buckley were approached. When they, too,

gladly ar;rood, they were asked to preach preparatory sermons

for the occasion, Watson was reluctant to comply with the. re¬

quest. He had but recently been readmitted as a Wesleyan

Methodist} and since the plan was an innovation, be thought

perhaps some of the senior preachers might think he was trying

to introduce a novelty, As a result, be suggested that he be

allowed to have only s subordinate part in the event; but when
25

they insisted, he agreed to preach, October 6th was set as the

day for the meeting. The group of ministers addressed a letter

to the Missionary Committee ir London informing then of their

intention and requesting formal sanction. They first received

an unofficial answer from Robert Smith, the Secret.?ry:

It is impossible for me to tall you the strong
sensations fch t sore of us felt when m read, in
the last "ivanre Ileal Magauine, that the Dissenters
had recently preached and made collections in one
of our chapels in Leeds for their Missions, at a

24 Punting, on. c it., r>. 45.
25 hatson, forks7 Vol. I, p. 136,
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tire when our own Missionary affairs were so aw¬
fully embarrassed. -I am sure the Missionary
Committee will be exceedingly delighted when they
hear of your plan for assisting our own Missionary
cause. ^

(no Is sorewhsfc s"rpr1sed to disc-ver that in spite of the "em¬

barrassed* state of affairs, the Committee in London did not

offer its unanimous blessing tc the Leeds undertaking. A second

official letter signed by Coke and Smith and written, one may

believe with reluctance, by the former said!

A Committee of ureaChera of the London Bast,
London West, and beptford Circuits were assembled
yesterday morning, according to regular summons,
and your letter was road, to them» After a long
debate, a very "rest majority of them agreed,
that something ought to be don©, in a general way,
for the support cf our own missions, and to r>re-
vent the money which our friends are willing to
subscribe for missionary matters being turned in¬
to foreign channels? but, as all the brethren
were not fully prepared to decide finally on this
important subject, they therefore leave you to
your own judgment in respect of the plan you judge
I®st to adont.

28
The "very great majority' was an eleven to two vote. The Leeds

ministers, therefore, received the indecisive approval of the

London Corarnittee.

On the evening of October 5th a preparatory sermon

was preached by Buckley at Armlev, between Leeds and Bratsley,

in the then recently opened Wesley Chapel. At 6100 on the morn¬

ing of the meeting a prayer service was held. Richard Watson

pre ehed his first missionary sermon in the forenoon in the

Albion Street Chapel, from the text, "Come from the four winds,

26 Bunt inn, op. cit., pp. 47-48.
2? hoc, cit.
28 hindlay and Holdsworth, op. cit». p. 44.
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129
0 breath, and breathe upon these slain, that they may live, A

public treating at which Thomas Thompson, K. P., presided was

held during the afternoon, It was at Thompson's re c omenda fc ion

that a District rather than a Circuit Society was formed as a
30

result of the meeting. Prior to the meeting these who were to

participate assembled in the vestry. Baylor later recalled

their feelings over the new experience;

As the time drew near we gathered in the vestry,
and the mass of people assembled in the chapel
was appalling to behold, , .The resolutions were
distributed, but no one moved to go into the
chapel, while one after another was saying, "I
know not what to say, I never was at a meeting
of the kind," Dp, Bunting in his Impressive man¬
ner remarked, "And I .know not what to say, but I
am willing to be a fool for Christ's sake ?'

Their apprehension must have been overcome, for eighteen reso¬

lutions were made and seconded during the afternoon, affording

ample opportunity for those present to express their sentiments.

So ample were the expressions that the latter part of the reso¬

lutions were hastily passed due to the approaching hour for the
32

evening service. Of the resolutions, the third approved the

formation of the Methodist Missionary Society for the Leeds Dis¬

trict ; the fourteenth, moved by Thomas Jackson, nominated

Bunting, Watson, Scarth, and a Mr. Sigston as secretaries for

the coming year; the sixteenth, moved by Bunting, requested

Watson to prepare an address to the friends of Methodist mis¬

sions and the Christian public on the subject of the meeting;

29 dnekiel 37:9.
30 Watson, on. cit.. p. 136,
31 noted by Findlay and Hcldsworth, on. cit., p. 46,
32 The Methodist g in©, 1813, December, p. 953.
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and the eighteenth, moved by Rev. Atmo re, requested Watson to

publish the sermon he had preached that -morning, Richard Reece

preached the evening sermon, So collection was taken either at

the sermons or the afternoon meeting} yet, before the next meet¬

ing which was held in the following February a sum of over a
33

thousand pounds had been contributed. From the day of this

meeting until his death, Richard Watson's name was inextricably

bound with missions. His talents which had lain partially dor¬

mant seem to have burst forth to meet the sun of this new chal¬

lenge ,

As a result of the meeting Watson complied in their

request and published his sermon and an Address to the general

nubile. The sermon was given a review consisting primarily of
34

excerpts in the Methodist b a gas trie for June, 1314, The proceeds

from the publication, some thirty pounds, Watson sent to the
35

secretary of the committee in London, His Address was widely

distributed and became no small factor in the development of

the mission program during the following year. At the first

anniversary of the Leeds Meeting the following statement was

made t

For the very liberal contributions thus enumer¬
ated, the Committee consider the Society to be
deeply indebted, under the divine blessing, to
the free circulation of an "Address to the Pub¬
lic," drawn up at the request of the General
Meeting, by the Rev, Richard Watson, in which
the extent and importance of the Methodist Mis¬
sions were briefly stated, and their claims on

33 Flndlay and Boldswcrth, on. cite». p. 52,
34 The Methodist Magaulne. Juno, 1314, Vol. 37, p, 436ff»
35 Bunting, op, clt., p. 91.
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the support of the friends of religion were ably
and energetically enforced. Of this Address many
thousands have been distributed, under the direc¬
tion of the Local Committees.06

As the news of the meeting circulated throughout the

Conference it was greeted with mixed emotions. It was clearly

an innovation lacking the authority of the Conference. Samuel

Bradburn, then chairman of the Manchester District and one of

the most popular of the older preachers, condemned it strongly
37

and stigmatised it as "Kilhamite,n Interestingly enough, when

the plan had proved its value, Bradburn denounced his first

opinion and went so far as to suggest that similar local com¬

mittees be formed "to have an eye to our schools and to all our
38

other concerns, as well as to our Missions." Joseph Benson ex-
39

pressed his approval of the plan. Kntwisle approved but held

a reserved attitude toward the admission of lay members to the

committees. He said in a letter to Bunting, "We must guard a-

gainst lay influence: and yet there is great propriety in talk¬

ing Circuit stewards members of the committee, and we ought to
40

avail ourselves of their talent and influence," Walter Griffith,

President of the Conference for that year and an intimate friend

of Bunting, sent his blessings in a letter expressing regret
41

that the plan was not followed in London. Clarke, writing to

Bunting from London explained the lack of action there, "To our

36 Watson, op. clt., p. 141.
37 Pindlay and Holdsworth, o». cit*, p. 42,
38 Ibid./ p, 53.
39 Bunting, jon. cit.. p. 55.

Loc.■clt.
41 Pindlay and Holdsworth, ot>. cit., p. 54.
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reproach, we are calling no missionary meeting. Why? Because
42

we are not agreed among ourselves." The plan met the further

approval of Barber, with the reservation that he m>s not fond

of their "puffing so much at the outset." In his opinion,
43

Methodists acted In more simple ways.

Thus a new stage in the missionary program was begun

amid both approval and doubt. The success of the activity,

however, was soon to turn all doubt into commendation, as in

Bradburn's case.

42 Buating, op. cit,, pp, 5 9-60.
43 Ibid., p. 50.
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B. Watson, the builder of Missions.

The Leeds Meet lag on October 6th was but the begin¬

ning of the missionary labors of Watson. In the remaining, weeks

of the year h® became initiated, to the tasks which were to occupy

ranch of his tire and energy during the succeeding twenty years,

on November 20th, Halifax held a meeting at which he gave his
1

first address for missions. In rapid succession Hull and Shef¬

field followed in the formation of their Societies. Watson

nre chad In Hull on Thursday, November 25, from the text, "And
2

I saw another angel fly into the midst of heaven, etc." The

following day he preached the same sermon in Sheffield.

It is impossible now to know Watson's complete acti¬

vities for any year since unlike Wesley he kept no diary. Dur¬

ing the year 1814, however, he was busy for the cause. He car¬

ried the responsibility of being one of the secretaries for the

Leeds District Society. Ho attended a meeting in Wakefield, his

home Circuit, on February 7th, at which he spoke to the resolu¬

tions offered. Two months later he fulfilled the same function

at a meeting In Newcastle, At the first anniversary of the

Leeds Meeting Watson was on the platform although the preacher
}^0 0 jQ

for the occasion was Robert Newton who hadAmoved to Wakefield by

the preceding Conference, The event marked the first of many

sermons preached by Newton for Missions, It was also the first

1 Richard Watson, Works, Vol, 1, p. 142,
2 Rev, .14:6 - 7.
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time the "triumvirate" of Watson, Bunting, and Newton stood on
3

t he s awe plat forw»

on February 22, 1815, a Society was formed in 'Manches¬

ter*. -V&tson, Bunting, and Newton were all requested to preach

for the occasion. In a letter to Bunting prior to the meeting

Watson intimates that he had also preached for missions at

Newcastle. The letter is further interesting as a demonstration

of the easy and informal relationship between the three men, and

of the lighter vein in Watson's nature;

I thank you, it is true, as in courtesy bound,
for telling me what < ewtor; intends to preach from;
but as I do not care a rush about that, because
he comes last, I should have thanked you twice
had you Informed me of your own intentions. Trust¬
ing to your mercy, I must now tell you, that you
may not run me down, either in the dark or in the
day, that, for want of either time or inclinat ion,
or ability to make a sermon more to.my mind, I
must trust to my Pewcastl© subject.

During the year '/atson conceived the nrojoct of writing a history
5

of Methodist 1 isalons and wrote his friend Bunting about it.

For some unknown reason he abandoned the plan.

By 1816 Watson's name was known throughout the Con¬

ference in association with missions. When the District Society

in London planned Its anniversary meeting for the spring, Watson's

assistance was requested. In compliance with the request he
6

preached at City Road on the morning of April 25, Upon returning

to Hull from London he attended the Auxiliary Society meeting for
7

the District and read a report which he as secretary had prepared.

3 T, P. Bunting, The Life of Jabes Bunt in'« X), D,. Vol,
IX, p, 77,

4 Loc. clt. 6 Watson, op, clt,, p» 182,
5 IMd. p. 02, 7 Ibid., n. 189,
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The Conference which mot in that suinsr appointed Mr?; to the

London -hist Circuit, where in conjunction with Karsden he served

as "Secretary of the Missionary Committee, an office which
8

he was to occupy for the remainder of his life. The Conference

also approved the employment of a permanent clerk and the secur¬

ing of a separate business office for the Committee, In Septem¬

ber two rooms on the first floor of a Mr, Bruce'a house, 4 City

Road, London, became the first missionary office, Watson and

Marsden were given the assistance of a clerk for five hours
9

daily for fifteen shillings. The first General Report of Metho¬

dist Missions was written by Watson and published toward the
10

end of the year. In words usually reserved for Bunting, his son

and biographer said of Watson in relation to th© year 1816,

"Watson, both by lip and nan, became the foremost champion of
11

the cause,"

The Conference of 1817 was an important one for mis¬

sions, It directed the formation of a Society in overy District,

or at least, the appointment of a District Treasurer who would
12

act as liaison between the General Treasurer and the Circuits.

It approved an outline of a plan of a general Wesleyan Methodist

Missionary Society which was hastily prepared by Watson, and it

recommended that he present the completed plan to the following

8 Thomas Jackson, Memoirs of the Life and Writing of
the Rev. Richard '.'atson, o. 239. ~

~

9 0, 0, Findlay and W, W, Holdsworth, The History of
the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Sooiety, Vol, I, o, 99,

10 Vat son, oo. cit., p, 199,
11 T, P, Bunting, on. cit», p» ICS,
12 Ibid., p. 125.
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Conference. After Conference the business offices of the Com¬

mittee were moved from Bruce' s house to 77 Hat ton Oar-Jen, which
13

became the first Mission House. In December Oat son was requested

by the Committee to prepare a sot of rules of instruction for the
14

missionaries, with which request he complied. Also, toward the
15

end of the year, the Missionary Report he prepared was published.

Th..fc Watson's efforts on behalf of the mission cause were becom¬

ing known beyond the Wesleyan Methodist body is evident from the

fact that he was asked to take n&rfc in the Annual Meeting of the
16

British and Foreign Bible Society that year*

In anticipation of the approval by the Conference of

the plan for a general society, the first meeting of the Wesleyan
17

Methodist Missionary Society was held on Fay 4, 1818, at City

Road Chanel. Watson, Bunting, Newton, Clarke, Benson, James

Wood, and Marsden were among the sneakers on the "all star" pro-
13

gram. At the Conference the plan, which was drawn up under the

title of "taws and Regulations of the General Wesleyan Methodist

Missionary Society" and which was the work of Watson assisted bv
19

Bunting, was approved. The plan, conceived with thoroughness and

foresight, remained unaltered until 18Q4 when it was revised; but

even then Watson's original work was retained In substance and
20

forts. In appreciation of Watson's service to missions for the

13 John Telford, A Short History of Wealevan Methodist
Foreign Missions, p. 71,

14 Watson, op. c It., p. 275.
15 Ibid., p. 220,
16 Ibid., o. 215.
17 Ibid., p. 243.
18 T. . Bunting, op. c'.t.. p. 146.
19 Findlav and Holdsworth, up. cit,. p. 73,
20 Ibid./ n, 77.
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preceding year, his brethren of the Conference rendered their
21

unanimous thanks to hits, Watson was again appointed to the

duties of both the London West Circuit and the missionary secre¬

taryship, After Conference, in early November, Watson with

Bunting journeyed to Bristol for the ordination of several mis¬

sionaries about to embark for the West Indies, The service was
22

conducted in the King's Street Chapel, and Wutson preached, A

similar service was held a month later on December 29th in City

Road Chapel, at which time Watson proa chad prior to the depar¬

ture of seven other missionaries for the charges they had r-e-
23

ceived at Conference, Before the year closed the annual Report
24

of the Methodist Missions, prepared by Watson, was published.

The expanding program of missions taxed even the in¬

creased funds made available for it by the Missionary Societies,

In January, 1819, therefore, an appeal was made to the Auxiliary

Societies to renew their efforts. To promote the ends sought

in the appeal, Watson and Bunting toured northern Wngland dur¬

ing the spring, visiting the anniversary meetings of the so¬

cieties at Liverpool, Manchester, Derby, Macclesfield, Wakefield,
25

Hull, Sunderland, Shields, and .Newcastle, By May 3rd, however,

Watson had returned to London when the Annual Meeting of the

21 Watson, jo£. clt >, p. 845,
22 Ibid,, p, 250, The missionaries departing were J

Messrs, ienr.ee:-:, Hirst, Marshall, uses, Adams, and Hartley,
23 heorge J, Stevenson, City Ho^d Chanel, Lord on, and

its Associations, pp, 295-96, The missionaries were * Messrs,
Allen, Archhell, Bolt, Fletcher, Hume, Roberts, and Stead,

24 Watson, _oo. c it., p. 284,
25 Ibid., p. 270."
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General Society was held at City Road, He seconded a resolution

of thanks to Sir . laxander Johnson, the late Chief Justice of

Ceylon, for his kindness toward hothodlet Missions in that is-
26

land, Again, before the conclusion of 1819 Watson submitted to
27

the public the Missionary Report,

In 1920 Watson and Bunting, in addition to other du¬

ties, toured Cornwall for missions, Watson again prepared the

annual report, although it was not published until early in 1821.

During the spring of 1921 Watson assisted in several

anniversaries of Auxiliary and Branch Missionary Societies

throughout England, Prior to the Meeting of the General Society
23

at City Road on April SO, ho prepared the report for that body,

The Conference that suraser relieved Watson of his pastoral duties

and appointed hir a resident secretary of the mission work along

with Joseph Taylor, who had served in that capacity for the pre-
29

ceding two years. As the fall progressed Watson traveled to

leads, Doncasfcor, A1 ford, Wainfleet, and Retford for missionary
30

meetings.

In February and March of 1822 Watson, with James Reece

and Joseph Taylor toured Cornwall, He, also in the early spring,

completed and published the Missionary Report for 1821, At the

Annual Meeting of the Society at City Road on April 26, he pre¬

sented the report of that body, which he prepared, Following the

26 Report of '.Veslevan Methodist Missionary Society,
1819, p. VI,

27 Watson, on. eit.» o, 288,
28 Ibid., p. 330,
29 Telford, pp, cit., p. 102,
30 Watson, op. cit,, p, 340,
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anniversary in London be visited the west of Lngland, preaching
31

for missions at Bristol, Tiverton, and Prone, The fall and win¬

ter found Wat son ill and almost totally incapacitated.

Although he remained ill throughout most of the year

1823, Watson was not idle. He oomplled the Annual Report and

the report to the General Society in the spring.

Not -until the spring of 1824 did he regain his strength

sufficiently to travel J but as soon as possible, he journeyed to
32

Burs lets and Bristol, The Annual Report written by hir was pub¬

lished in the spring. The year was a precarious one for mission¬

aries and the mission program. The execution of a missionary in

Demer&ra and riots which resulted in the destruction of a Metho¬

dist Chanel in Barbadoes created an atmosphere of tension.

Watson was invited to preach for the treating of the General So¬

ciety at City Road on April 29, His sermon, which will be dis¬

cussed in more detail was entitled, "Religious Instruction of

Slaves in the West Indies Advocated and Defended.'!

Although the spring of 1825 found him still in a deli¬

cate state of health, Watson prepared the Annual Report and mad©

a tour of the north, preaching for Missionary Societies at Livor-
33

pool, Manchester, Newark, Stafford, and other places. He re¬

turned to London to present the re.nort to the General Society

Meeting at City Road in April and lay* At Conference lie drew up

the resolution of thanks extended to Buxton, Butte worth, Smith,

Brougham, and Lushington for their kindness to Methodist Missions

31 Watson, on, cit., p» 353.
32 Jackson, on, cit., p. 389,
33 Watson, .op. cit.. p. 407,
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34
when the Barb&does nutter reached ■ arllament • From Conference

he went with William Franc® to Gloucester where he preached for

a missionary meeting. Impaired health again necessitated a rest

for him during the fall, "hut the relief received from it was only

temporary.

In the spring of 1926 Vatson published the Report of

Missions for the preceding year. When the meeting of the General

Society was held at City Road, Joseph Butterworth, a Methodist

member of Parliament and the Treasurer of the Missionary Society,

was in the chair. little did Wat son reall-.-e that the Society

was so soon to loss its Treasurer and that he would preach

But to rworth' s fun©r 1 sermon on July 9th. The funeral was hold.
35

at Ore. t uaen Street Chapel, and the sermon was later published.

When the Conference met that summer, it elected Watson President

for the coming year. This action may be regarded as a token of

the appreciation and esteem Watson's brethren had for him and

the work he had done. With his accession to the presidency he

ostensibly relinquished his secretaryship but continued to re¬

tain his connexion with the Missionary Society, In October he

journeyed to Leeds to assist with the anniversary of the Aux-
36

iliary Society for that District. As he sat on the platform, his

mind must have wandered back through the years to the meeting of

1913 which had launched his missionary activities*

In spite of his having been removed from his direct

34 Jackson, op. clt.« p. 413,
35 Watson, op. pit«, p. 432.
56 Ibid., p. 4397"
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responsibilities as Missionary Secretary, 'tatson was called upon

to prepare the Report for the year 1826; and he con-plied, pub¬

lishing it in the spring of 1327, .During the early summer Watson

visited Scotland, While in Edinburgh in May h© preached for the

anniversary of the Auxiliary Missionary Society and delivered an
37

address at its public meeting. From Scotland his official posi¬

tion took hits to London, Cornwall, Dublin, Belfast, and Manchester
38

before Conference. One may assume that whatever else his re¬

sponsibilities were in those places, he made use of the opportun¬

ities to command his favorite cause. With the expiration of his

presidency at Conference Watson was appointed to Manchester to

succeed Bunting. For the first tins in eleven years he found

himself away from London and the mission offices, but not for

long. He was appointed an Honorary Secretary to the Missionary

Society and continued a regular correspondence with his colleagues
39

on subjects related to the work. One of his last services

before leaving London was the preparation of the Annual Report
40

for 1327,

For the next few years Watson's activities for missions

were confined largely to his own Circuits. When he was invited

to preach on behalf of the annual meeting in London, however, he

accented and ©reached at Croat O.uoon Street on the tnornin- of
41

May 2, 1828, from the text, Ecolesi&stes lis 1-6. In the follow-

37 Watson, on, cit., n. 449,
38 Ibid., p. 449ff•
39 Ibid., p, 491.
40 Ibid., p. 462.
41 1Mb, p. 465,
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lag year he again preached for the s r,-.© cause at Gre,-t Queen

Street, but he was so indisposed as to be unable to participate
42

in any of the public meetings, Since the Conference appointed

him to the London- North Circuit in 1329, he attended the annual

meeting in I ay of 1B3C but lifted his voice only to a resolu¬

tion. In 1831 he again preached for the meeting at City Road

on Sunday evening, May 1, but tool: no cart in the public meet-
43

ing, which was held the following day at hxete r Hall,

Despite his illness during the spring of 1832, Watson

attended the annual meeting at the and of April, His constantly

declining state of health in no way lessened the activity of

his mind or his deep concern for missions, and they needed con¬

cern that spring. An uprising in Jamaica had again placed the

mission program and the safety of missionaries in jeopardy from

the slave owners. At the annual meeting Watson spoke unoffici¬

ally to a resolution of than" s to the government • for its assur-
44

ance of protection for the missionaries, The Conference that

summer again appointed him as a resident secretary. Immediately

after Conference he assumed his familiar, new duties, one of

his first tasks was to write the circular letter which was sent

to the foreign mission stations following Conference to Inform
45

the brethren of any new rules and the state of affairs at home.

His rapidly degenerating health confined him to his home and bed

during the fall, Although he had papers at home upon which he

42 Watsen, op. clt». p. 484*
43 Ibid., p, 539.
44 Ibid., p. 557,
45 Ibid,, pp. 578-77,
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tried to work, Watson's active contribution to the cause of mis¬

sions, which was a part of his own heart-beat for twenty years,

was finished.
and

The va!uexextent of Watson's efforts for Missions can

In no wise be determined by the sermons he preached, the meet¬

ings he attended, and the reports he wrote. Indispensable as

those activities wore, they do not account for the many days he

spent in planning for the work, in making decisions related to

problems on the field, In expanding the enterprise. For instance,

in 1915 while still stationed In Hull, he drew tip a plan for a

Juvenile 1'issionary Society in which he urged children "to teach

that sacred name you have lisped in your infant prayers to them

who never heard it, and by your contributions to increase the

number of missionaries who may commend the guide of your youth

and. the hope of you.r future years to myriads who wander with-
46

out a guide and without a God." On April 16, 1916, & Juvenile
47

Society w s formed at Leeds, and on M&y 10th one at City Road,

raoldly followed by those at Southward, SoifcalfleMs Street,
48

George's, and Hackney, As an example of his long range plan¬

ning, he Is accredited with having conceived of a self-support¬

ing Methodist Church of British North America some forty years
49

before it became & reality. Watson always took a personal in¬

terest in the missionaries themselves. When lie became a resi¬

dent secretary for the Society, he often had some of the young

46 Telford, qr->, cit,, n. 65.
d? Ibid,, p. 66.
48 Stevenson, on. cit., p. 291.
49 Findlay and Holdswerth, pp. cit.. p. 347.
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prospective missionaries living with Mm and his family. He

directed his attention toward theological training for them

and guided them in a course of reading and study. Among his

papers he left notes of lectures which he apparently addressed

to thom from tine to time before their departures for their
50

foreign stations.

50 Watson, on. clt >. p, 354.
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C, Watson, the Spolc©smun of Missions.

Watson was a tireless writer and was constantly celled

upon to employ his pen on behalf of missions. Some of his work

In the form of numerous reports has bean mentioned, It is the

purpose of this section to disclose three other types of acti¬

vity In this connexion.

In June of 1816 Barh&m, M» P., for Sfcockbridge, in the

House of Commons accused the Methodist missionaries in the West

Indies of Inculcating principles of sedition under the mask of

roll 'ion, of teaching the slaves to disobey their masters, and
1

of encouraging ideas which led to discontent and insurrection.

The Missionsry Committee applied to him through one of the gen¬

eral Treasurers, Rev, James Wood, to furnish them with a list

of the offending missionaries and incidents in order that the

proper action might he taken and the missionaries might he called

to account for the offences, since such conduct was in direct

opposition to the instructions they had pledged themselves to

observe, Barham refused to explain or even to discuss the mat¬

ter except in the House of Commons, The Committee then approached

Butterwrorth who brought the issue before Parliament. Lord

Castlereagh entered his testimony as to the beneficial results of

the labors of the Methodist missionaries, Barh&m confessed him¬

self not prepared to specify the names of offenders or the times

1 Richard Watson, Works. Vol, I , p. 208,
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ancl pincos Involved. The ratter was dropped for the raorsent at

the request of Lord Castlere&gh. Barbara* however, had a zeal¬

ous colleague In the form of a Mr. Karryat, also a me rubor of

Parliament, Morryat persisted In attacking the character and

ministrations of the Methodist missionaries in various pamphlets.

The Missionary Corar.ittee eventually asked Watson to reply to

Marryat on behalf of the mission work. His defence was pub¬

lished in the spring of 1317 under the title, "A Defence of the
?

Wesleyan Methodist Missions in the West Indies: including a

refutation of the charge in Mr. Marryat's 'Thoughts on the Abo¬

lition of the Slave Trade,' etc., and in other publications J

with facts and anecdotes, illustrative of she moral state of

the slaves, and of the operation of 'missions# * The pamphlet was

extensively read by the ra-eir.bers of iarllament, and b'ilborfcrce

was reported to have expressed his approbation for it In the
2

strongest terras. It was alec reported to have silenced Marryat,

Watson received the corarondation cf his brethren at the follow¬

ing Conference by their unanimously passing this resolution.

That the warmest thanks of this body are eminent¬
ly due to Mr# '.Vatson, for his able and triumphant
"Defence of the W® sleyan -Methodist Missions in the
Test Indies," published during the past year, at
tho request of the Missionary Committee.

The pamphlet easily ranks with Watson's defence cf

Wesley against Southey as one of his most finished products.

He not only vindicated the missionaries and the mission program

•but also, what may have been of equal or greater importance in

2 Watson, on. pit.. p. 214.
3 Ibid.. p. 213.
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the lone fart, presented to the public an account of the condi¬

tion of the slaves among whom the missionaries labored, Watson

can best speck for himself. He regrets that a dofonce is neces-

sa. ry and add. a :

Let it be remembered, that they (the anti-
mission party) hove put the Methodist Missions
or, their trial before the public; . . ,th.it the
Methodist Missionaries 'have borne undeserved re¬

proaches in silence for many years; and that
they speak only when it is attempted to blast
the fair fruit of their sacrifices and labours,
by incitements to persecuting laws, and legis¬
lative restriction, uncalled for by a single
instance of proved, misconduct, and opposed also
in the benevolent wishes, and acknowledged in¬
terests, of,,many very respectable colonists
themselves,

The facts and statements of his do fa nee are compiled from the

evidence made available both by returned missionaries and those

still in the field who had answered an extensive questionnaire

relating to their work, Watson begins by disclosing the moral

conditions existing among the unlnstruetod slaves, the ignor¬

ance, superstition, and sexual promiscuity. He then shows how

inadequate the provisions fcr instructing them has been, the

actual hostility from the Colonies and England toward their

instruction, and the indifference of the Established Clergy in

the islands toward the slaves. P description of Sunday among

the slaves offers hira an opportunity of demonstrating that, re¬

gardless of what is said in the colonies about Christianiaing

the slaves, everything is done to prevent it. Ho then describes

the labor and treatment of the missionaries; and finally, he

examines the charges brought against thorn. Before concluding

4 Watson, Works, Vol. VI, p. 431,
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he expresses his onIrion as to sorto of the causes for the oppo¬

sition toward the missionaries.

From ore major charge Wat son is anxious to exonerate

the name of the missionaries, that they preach "seditions doc¬

trines, baneful and pestilent tenets, which endanger the se¬

curity of the white inhabitants by exciting the necroos to dis-
5

affection and revolt." He, too, asks Instances and proof from

those who make the allegations.

They are not now urged for the first time; they
have been made through almost every successive
year of the Mission, without as yet being, veri¬
fied; and if instances more recent and more veri¬
fiable have occurred, none are more anxious to be
made acquainted with them, than the Managing Cora- 6
raittee, -tinder whose direction the Missionaries act.

Since no instances had been offered hat son had asked the mis¬

sionaries themselves if they knew of any; he records their nega¬

tive replies. The missionaries, he affirms, are under instruc¬

tions to "confine their thoughts and efforts solely to the

Christian instruction of the negroes, without either defending

or opposing the system of slavery, or entering into any civil
7

questions whatever." R.ther than being a disruptive and insub¬

ordinating influence, the doctrines preached by the® tend to

have an opposite effect; tmd he again quotes the missionaries

themselves;

We preach the plain principles of the Christian
religion. In the same manner we do in England, only
with greater plainness of language; and we advise
as many "servants as were under the yoke," to be
faithful and diligent, to please thoir masters in
all things, according to St. Paul's directions."'

5 Watson, Works, Vol. VI, p. 490, 7 Ibid.. p, 495.
6 Ibid,, p, 491. 8 Ibid.. p. 496,
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In anticipation, of those who right claim the previous

statements to be merely the missionaries defending themselves,

Watsen points out two reasons why the charges could not pos¬

sibly be true, In the first "lace, the circumstances under

which 3 missionary carries on his work eliminate all oppor¬

tunities for such seditions preaching. The missionary must

labor either in the towns or on the estates, In town the cha¬

pels are open to both whites and negroes, and the meetings are

held at regularly appointed times. It is, therefore, incon¬

ceivable that a man rnivht preach sedition under those conditions
9

without being immediately apprehended. In the case of the plan¬

tations, the charge is still more of -:n absurdity. The mission¬

aries only preach at an estate after obtaining the permission of

the owner or his agent. They are received in the homos of those

planters with hospitality end kindness, and often use the hall

of the raster's house as the place of worship.

Here, then, is a great body of gentlemen, in
different islands, whom the opposers of Missions
rust then-solves allow to be persons of respecta¬
bility and consequence in West Indian society,
who, by their leave and sanction, by providing
places for their slaves to meet in, and by their
contributions to the erection of chapels, and other
donations to the missionary cause, have given,
for mny years, and do still give, their unequi¬
vocal denial to the charges of Mr, farryat and
others.

In the second place, the testimony of those who work with the

negroes is that the Christian slaves have never taken part in any

conspiracy, A Fr. Browne11 even confirms that "the religious

negroes were entrusted with arms, during the last war, properly

S Watson, Forks. Vol, VI, p. 498, 499.
10 Ibid,, p. 504*
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disciplined, and contributed very materially to the proserva-
11

tion of St, Christopher's»"

After clearing the names of the missionaries, Watson,

In stirring passage, declares their determination to fulfill

their sacred destiny:

They are rot to be deterred by calumnies, nor
even menaces, from the prosecution of their work.
Conscious of the oureness of their motives, encour¬
aged by success, secure of the countenance of can¬
did men, even in the islands, they will relinquish
no station, nor hesitate to embrace every new op¬
portunity which may present itself, for instruct¬
ing and reforming the ignorant and neglected ob¬
jects of their Fission. , . Satisfied if thev mate
full proof of their ministry before God and unpre¬
judiced men, and bo able to present, as their bast
epistles of recommendation, thousands of once pagan
Africans, living under every kind of vicious habit,
now enlightened, in the great principles of Chris¬
tian doctrine, and adorning it in the morality of
their lives, and the meekness of their spirits, . ,

There are calumnies without point, and reproaches
without shame j there is a cause which converts
censure into praise, and brightens obloquy into
glory.12
While Watson was a resident Secretary an unfortunate

incident occurred which demonstrated the constant danger of per¬

secution in which the missionaries of the test Indies lived, It

also affords an illustration of another use to which Watson put

his pen in the cause of missions.

In the Report of the Missionary Society for 1319 was

this note relating to the revival of work in Barbados3:

The revival of the Fission in this island has
been followed by the erection of a new and com¬
modious chapel in Bridge Town, toward which
several of the principal inhabitants made very
liberal donations, and have thereby afforded

11 Fat son, Forks, Vol. VI. p. 502.
12 Ibid., p, 529.
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additional refutation to the csItmny for some
time circulated, that the insurrection in that
island was occasioned by the influence of re¬
ligion upon the slaves.1"5

When Watson wrote that, he had no idea of what lay ahead for the

station on that island. The seeds which were planted grew, so

that the District Meeting for Barbadoss could report to the

London Committee in the fall of 1823, "We are warranted to ex¬

tract with confidence a gradual and steady increase of members
14

in the coming year." Within a short time of that report, on the

night of October 19th and 20th of 1823, a mob of whites assembled

and spent the better part of the night destroying the chapel and

the missionary1 s house. xos and hammers were taken to the

furniture. The library, consisting of over 300 volumes, of the

missionary, Mr. Shrewsbury, w.,s demolished J and he himself es-
15

caped only by flight. Another passage from the Missionary Re¬

port for 1823, which was published in the spring of 1924, at¬

tests the patience and determination with which the work was

continued even after the outrage:

Small as our Society is in this colony, and
limited as is its Influence, we may state it as
proof of singular liberality in the cause of
Missions, that the Missionary Society organised
there, contributed during last year, to our
General Fund, near 100 pounds Stirling; 50 pounds
of which have been remitted since the destruc¬
tion of the Chapel, and the suppression of their
assemblies »b

The news, of course, created much consternation when

13 Renort of vesleyan-"ethodist Missionary Society,
1819 , r>. 61.

14 Ibid., 1823, t>. 54. '.noting Mr. Got, Missionary.
15 Matson, berks. Vol. I, pp. 378-79.
16 lienor* o f ■ Yo alevan -Met hod ist Missionary Society,

1823, p. 57.
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It reached 3rylr.ir.cl» On June 23, 1924, Buxton introduced the

matter on the floor cf the Hov.se of Cowon a and was supported

by William Smith, Butfcorworth, Brougham, and Lushipyton. Even¬

tually, a motion hv Canning was passed declaring that "in the

conduct of Br. Shrewsbury it was Impossible to find any cause

for blare whatever,n and reprimanding the conduct of the rioters
17

in the most unqualified terms. Such action could not restore

the damage, however. During the spring and summer the committee

requested Watson to apply his pen to the correspondence with the

government by which they hoped to obtain restitution for some

of the loss. Apparently the committee sent a memorial to Lord

Bathurst on March 10th, after having, spoken to him on March 5th.

On April 5th Lord Bathurst replied, through Wllasot Horton, that

he would recommend the matter to the Lords of the Treasury*

When the committee heard no further word, it requested Wat son to

write his Lordship. ?7afeson' s correspondence is included as an

illustration of his manner in handling such matters. These three

letters have not been published previously,

June 26th, 1924
Ht» Hon. S3 a r1 Be thu rst

My Lord,
I am directed by the Committee of the Wesloyan

Missionary Society to request the honor of being
informed by your Lordship what may have boon the
decision of your Lordship, on the Memorial from
the Committee, to your Lord shin, dated March 10,
124, praying his Mojo sty's Government to take
the case of the loss of property, which the Mis¬
sionary Society for whom they act, had sustained
by the late demolition of the Chapel and Mission¬
ary' s dwelling house in Bridge Town, Barbadosa,
and the destruction of the household furniture

17 Watson, words. Vol, I, p. 410*
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arl of Shrewsbury's library* The particulars
of that loss, and the reasons on which the Com¬
mittee trade that application were set forth in
that Memorial! and as your Lordship wished the
answer to be delayed till the arrival of the next
dispatches from the Governor of Barb&does, the
Committee have not till now renewed their appli¬
cation, Presuming that those dispatches have
arrived, they bey leave humbly again to request
your Lordship's attention to the case, I have
the honor to be My Lord

Your Lordship's
Yost Obedient and Humble Servant

Richard. Watson

The contents of the other letters need no commentary,

July 9, 1824
To R, J. Wilmot Horton, Rsqr.
Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of
yc•r letter of the 6th instant, and to reply, that
when the deputation from the Committee of our Mis¬
sionary Society waited upon Lord Bathurst on the
5th of March last on the subject of the destruc¬
tion of the premises of the Wesleyan Mission in
Barbadoes, they understood his Lordship to say
that after the next dispatches from the Governor
of Barbadoes should arrive, he would Mindly for¬
ward our Memorial on the case to the Lords of
the Treasury, with his favorable recommends, fcion,
and further condescend to inform the Committee
of their decision. In the Inst particular, we
probably misunderstood his Lordship, and were
net authorised to expect more from his Lordship,
than the 'information, that the memorial had been
so recommended, which was obligingly communi¬
cated to us by your letter of the 5th April,
lust. If the deputation thus misapprehended his
Lordship I conclude that our course is without
further trouble to his Lordship, to make our
application to the Treasury to ascertain the
final decision of his Majesty's Government on
the Committees memorial of the 10th March, and.
I am directed by the Committee to express through
you to his Lordship, their thankful acknowledge¬
ment for his ©bilging attention to the case,

I have the honor to bo,etc.
Rd» Watson

July 12, 1824
To the Lords Commissioners
of his Majesty's Treasury
My Lords,

I am directed by the Committee of the Wesleyan
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Missionary Society numbIj to represent to your
Lordships, that on the 1 Cth of Parch last, the
said Committee ad tressed a Memorial to the Ht,
Hon. ble Marl B&thurst, his Majesty' s Secretary
of State for the Colonies, statins the octal
destruction of the Society's fission Chanel,
and 'Dwelling House at 3ridge Town, Barba-does,
together with the furniture of the latter, and
a great p rt of Mr. Shrewsbury's Library by a
mob, on "the 19th and 2tth of October, 132.3; that
la this Memorial, they stated to his Lordship,
that this outrage was entirely unprovoked on
the part of the Society, or its agent there;
and that no interruption was given to the pro¬
ceedings of the rioters by the authorities of
the Island military or civil on either cf the
two evenings on which the mob assembled; they
also stated the amount cf the loss sustained
by the Society, and prayed his Majesty's
Government to take the case into their consid¬
eration, and to afford indemnification to the
Society, to the amount cf the value of the
property destroyed, in order to enable the
Committee to rebuild the oremises and to re¬
establish their Mission,

Ills Lordship was pleased to reply to this
Memorial on the 5th of iprll 1st, and to acquaint
the Cotsm.ittea that the said Memorial had been
referred to your- Lordships "favourable consider-
at ion."

The Committee now direct me humbly to solicit
your Lordships attention to the Memorial thus
favourably 'recommenced by Lord Bathurst, to your
Lordships consideration, and th. -t they may be
informed of the decision cf your Lordships on
the case, as soon as it shall be consistent with
7/c ur Lord ships conve nience.

I have the honour to be
My Lords,

your lordships most
Obedient and humble Servant

R, Watson

Watson further drew up the following resolution which

was unanimously adopted by the Conference that summer*

The most cordial and respectful thanks of the
Conference shall fee presented to Thomas Powell
Buxton, . so,., V,, for the very able and lib¬
eral manner in which he brought forward the case
of ■ . Shrewsbury, and the outrages committed
against the "■"osleyan Mission in Barbados*, in
the Mouse of Commons, on the 23rd of Juno; from
which has resulted, not only the indignant con-
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damnation of those outs rages by fori lament# but
also a declaration of its determination to con¬

cur with His Majesty in any measures which may
be necessary for the prevention of similar pro¬
ceedings, and to secure the full benefit of re¬
ligious toleration to all His Majesty1s subjects
in the West Indi® s ♦

Similar resolutions were passed to Messrs. Butterworth, Smith,

Brougham, and Lushingtom

Still another example of Watson's use of his pen in

the cause of missions is in the correspondence which traveled

continually between himself and men on the field. Br&ilsford

truthfully said of him th t "in his relationship with the mis¬

sionaries in the field the brotherliness of his nature revealed

itself. He knew them all, and the vineyards in which they

toiled were ever before his eve. Their names and needs were
19

on the breastplate of his dully intercession." To the young
20

man he sent words of advice as in th© case previously quoted
21

of Robert Young in Jamaica, or in another instance of William
22

Bridgnell in Ceylon.- He discusses their health, their stations,

finances, plans for future expansion. He praises and censures,

encourages and urges#- His lust letters to missionaries ware

written in the fall of 1832, only weeks before his death. Some

of them not previously published are included as Appendix P

at the end of this volume* They servo to illustrate his activ¬

ity for missions which continued as long as he had strength to

labor.

18 Watson, Works. Vol. I, p. 413.
19 !, J. Brailsford, Richard Watson. Theologian and

Mission;:,rT Advocate. p. 73.
20 See page 93.
21 Watson, Works,. Vol, 1, pp. 339-40.
22 Ibid., pp. 405-407.
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D, 1valuation.

The relation between Watson and missions was recip¬

rocal, To hits is due, in no stbs.11 treasure, the credit of help¬

ing to establish the missionary program on a firm foundation,

to diffuse a passion for its progress throughout British Metho¬

dists, and to make it a popular cause. Missions, on the other

hand, helped to wake Watson, The work called forth the highest

and the best of his mind and spirit, Assessing the importance

of Watson's personal contribution to the movement is rude the

more difficult by the fact that it was a movement, an idea whose

time had come,

The records of the advances of the mission program dur¬

ing the years in which he was associated with it stand in sharp

contrast to the records of his pastoral ministry# One must con¬

stantly remember, however, that Watson was not alone in the work!

but it may be fairly said that no one gave of himself so com¬

pletely in the work from 1813 until 1833 as did ho. In 1812, tbs

year before the Leeds Meeting, Coke reported approximately

13,500 members in the mission fields# The collections for that

year amounted to 4,688 pounds, 10 shillings, 4 pence, as opposed

to disbursements totaling 7,577 pounds, 12 shillings, and 3

pence. Since the program already owed a balance on the account

of 1808 of 4 pounds, 3 shillings, and 1 pence, and on that of

1811 of 1,296 pounds, 9 shillings, it closed the year 1812 with

an indebtedness of 4,189 pounds, 14 shillings# In the first
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full year following the Leeds Meeting, the income to the Mission

Fund, more than doubled to 10,285 pounds, 9 shillings, and 10

oence; and the debt was lowered to 1,892 pounds, 19 shillings,

10 pence. Robert Smith, the Secretary of the London Committee,

could well write in the Report for that year:

Indeed, tha recent benevolent exertions of our
Friends, in the cause of Missions, fully assure
us of their willingness to be workers together
with hod, in the diffusion of divine truth, .. .

The piety, seal, and liberality of these Socie¬
ties is unparalleled; and we anticipate the
pleasure of announcing in our next Report, that
through the assistance of these Societies, we
shall have the means of sending other Missionaries
to those dark parts of the earth that have not1
yet been favored with the light of the 1 osnel.

After .having been a secretary to the work for two years

Watson produced the first Report of the General Missionary Society

in 1818, The figures are revealing. Eighty-three foreign sta¬

tions having a membership of almost 23 , 000 were reported as be¬

ing served by 103 missionaries, Hearly 20,500 pounds were col¬

lected for the year. A glance at the itemised list of donations

indicates the power and imagination with which Watson and his

colleagues were presenting the cause to the people» Over twelve

pounds are reported from the sale of rings, watches, seals, etc.,

which were given at meetings. A steal 1 sum is reported from

Missionary boxes pi - cod on board the ships Venus and Diligence.

Another interesting item in the Report for the year offers an

indication of the spread and work of the Juvenile Missionary

Societies for which Watson had drawn up the plan in 1815 while

in Hull. One my be sure he had & hand in the format ion of the

1 Annual Report or, the State of Ml ssiona, 1814, p. 22,
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Society for that Circuit, which in 1818 led in forwarding over

seventy pounds to the Missionary Treasurer. The Juvenile So¬

cieties, fifteen in number, reported a total collection of ever

244 pounds for the year# 'fatson had harnessed the youth.

To examine all the rencrts of the years in which he

was directly associated with the work would serve no special

purpose; a comparison of some of the figures, however, is impor¬

tant as an aid to evaluating his efforts, Watson was a resident

secretary from 1321 to 1827 inclusive. During that time the

number of foreign stations increased from 108 to 137, the number

of missionaries from 143 to 182, the members served by those

missionaries from 29,699 to 33,152, By 1826 the annual income

had surpassed 49,000 pounds, although it- was slightly less in

that particular year. There can ho no doubt that the years of

Watson's activities for missions were eminently successful for

the cause.

Although Watson was not alone in the mission work, he

reached a ore-eminent position in the eyes of his contemporaries

who appreciated and praised his exertions for the cause. Upon

his death the Methodist V.. -a-.Ino said :

His Missionary sermons will never be forgotten
while the present generation of Methodists exist,
nor will the impression produced by them ever be
effaced. They were unquestionably among the most
extraordinary examples of sanctified genius and
intellect ever exhibited in the Christian pulpit;
displaying such a yearning pity for the perishing
-heathen, such seal for the rights and honour of
Christ, such faith in the efficacy of the Gospel
whan applied by the power of the Holy Ghost, as
were perfectly irresistible. Conviction seemed
to flash upon every mind; and contributions were
presented, unexampled in their liberality, attended
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by fervent prayers for the success of the good
work.»

He was known for his affection for the missionaries, for his

attempts to secure prompt attention to their needs and wants,

and for Ms thorough knowledge and understanding of each foreign
3

station and its respective problems. The decision of his judg¬

ment was relied upon in matters relating to the work, Marsden,

once his colleague as a resident secretary, confessed:

Frequently have I admired the accuracy of his
judgment in suggesting the stations to which the
temper, habits, talents, and acquirements of
Missionary candidates wore adapted. When 6 or
8 young men have been examined and appro\'ed by
the Committee, after being duly recommended by
their respective Circuits and District-Meetings,
it has been a question of no ordinary moment,
both with regard to themselves, and the work in
which they wore to be employed, in what particular
parts of the Mission field they should be respec¬
tively appointed to labour. In such cases I have
almost invariably found that we might safely rely
on Mr. Wot son's judgment

The historians of Methodism, with the clarity of

vision afforded by hindsight, have universally recognised

Watson's contribution in this field, Stevens referred to him

as "an eloquent advocate and chief manager of its (Wesleyan

Methodism's) missions, directing their foreign operations,

defending them by his nan, and commanding for thorn the respect
5

ant patronage of the British people *" Telford attributed the

2 -i?ssleyonethod 1st Maya-.,trio, February, 1833, p. 149.
3 Compiled, "hi To of Rev, Hi chard Watson, p. 894,
4 Thomas Jackson, Memoirs of the Life .and Writing of

the dev. Richard Watson, p. 930.
5 Abel Stevens, A History of the Religious Movement of

the diahteunth Centprv Called Methodism, p. 55.
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success of the movement largely to Bunting's genius as an admin-
6

istrator and Watson's glorious gifts of mind and heart. His

opinion is extended in the following evaluation:

It is not too much to say that Watson took up
the torch when Coke dropped it, , , He reached
his highest level of devotion and effectiveness
in his service to foreign missions, . . Prom
Watson, in the greatest measure from any one man,
came the inspiration, the se1f-eoramunlcating
grace and pity that spread throughout the church,
Hot only did he write the circular to the socie¬
ties which stirred up branch organisations every¬
where, but year after year his ardour inflamed
all with whom he could come into contact by voice
or pen,

Without a doubt the Leeds Meeting opened a door in

Watson's life and gave his spirit freedom in its own congenial

atmosphere. Lvery talent, every facet of his nature seems to

have been fashioned for the challenge. His deep concern for

the souls of men which stands out in his theological works as•

well as sermons came to its maturity in his broad vision of

Christ's work for the salvation of all men. The very depth of

his conviction would not allow him to stand idle while thousands

had never heard of Christ, Watson thought in terms of big Ideas

as is demonstrated by the lofty themes of his preaching, and the

major emphasis of his Theo 1 or.leal InstItntes. The very vastness

of the dream of world missions vibrated In harmony with the

pulse-beat of his own soul. His preaching had the power to make

others sec the dream as he saw it, to make them feel at one with

6 John Telford, A Short History of the Wesleyan
Method 1st Foreign, lesions7 P• 53.

7 W, J. Townsard, U, B, Workman, Ceorge Layers,
1 New History of Icth-odism. Vol. I, pp. 398-99,
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God's purposes, to inspire then with the dauntless faith in the

success of the venture which pervaded his own spirit. In truth,

Watson "took the torch" of missions from Coke. Although he

never left the British Isles, he fashioned the pattern of mis¬

sionary activities? he, more than any other, placed the cause

on the heart of the British Methodists and defended it when

necessary. In this respect Watson rendered his greatest ser¬

vice to his church and to posterity. One begins to appreciate

the full stature of the man when he realises that he was the

leading figure in what was one of the most creative and far-

reaching movements in British Methodism, in the nineteenth cen¬

tury. The following passage by Watson seems best of all to

capture his spirit?

But, says one, "Suppose you fail in this work?"
And, Sir, were we to fail, it would still be more
glorious and honourable to attempt, than, with
some sober-minded person, to fold our arms, and
suffer perishing myriads to cry for help in vain,
We will go farther. Perhaps in some of our objects
we shall fail. We neither promise ourselves nor
others all the success we hope. Duty is ours;
events belong to God. The Divine Being seldom
accomplishes even our own purposes in our own way.
His wish is not to be directed by human views;
and he works out His plan by our disappointment,
that no flesh may glory in his presence. But
though w© may fail in particular purposes, we
cannot fail in the general result. Cur labours,
though not connected with the divine plan in our
own way, are yet connected with thorn. Wo can do
nothing in vain, Everything must have its effect;
and, though unseen to us, must prosper. Our at¬
tempts may seam sometimes to be lost; and wo
ought to prepare ourselves for such disappoint¬
ment s; but they will be lost only as some streams
arc lost in the earth* They run on their course
invisibly, till they unexpectedly break forth
again into day, and.give verdure to the fields.

I conclude, Sir, with expressing my confidence,
that When the veil of mortality is withdrawn, and
the value of immortal souls shall be more clearly
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demonstrated than can ha done in this present state,
when the realities of heaven and hell shall appear
unshaded before us, not the most zealous among us,
no, not the Missionary himself, who wears out health
and life in his work, will think he has don© too p
ranch to promote the salvation of the souls of men.

Truly, vat son's own life ran like a stream through his own day

preparing and making green the field of missions; and though his

body is lost in the earth, his spirit and influence, perhaps un¬

realised, still "breaks forth again into day, and gives verdure

to the fields,"

8 Watson, fforks. Vol# 1, pp* 152-53,



CHAPTER 5

FIGHTER AG A INST SLAVER?

A, Activities*

Tr.o Treaty of Utrecht in 1713 secured for England the

rights to the slave trade between Africa and America* In the

succeeding ninety-four years it Is estimated that three and a

half million negroes were transported to America under the
1

British flag. If the trade had continued on into the period

of commercial exploitation of the tropics, Africa would have

been turned into the world's slave farm, the results of which

could only have been the corruption and destruction of Europe
2

itself. Fortunately for the slaves and the world, the matter

weighed so heavily on the heart of William I'ilherforce fch t he

dedicated his life to the abolition of the practice* Although

he was not alone in the fettle, his inspiration and efforts

Initiated and followed through to success the first stage of the

fight against It, In 1807 the slave trade was abolished, but

the owning of slaves was still practised, The aging. Wilberforce

committed to Powell Buxton in 1821 the parliamentary task of

completing the Job thus begun* On the night of the 31st of July,

thirteen years later, all slaves In British colonies were set free.

1 G. G • Findl; y and V, 7, Holdsworfch, The History of
the Tesle van Vet hod 1st i sslonary Society. Vol. 1, p# 24*

2 G» M. Trevelyan, British History in the nineteenth
Century, p. 51,
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It w-.ts inevitable that Methodism should play a part

in the effort to free the slaves. John Wesley's opposition to

the practice of slavery was well known. The writing of a letter

to V/ilberforce on the natter constituted on© of the last acts of

that gre; t nan. Furthermore, the beginning of bet hod 1st mission

work among the slaves in the West Indies around 1760 placed the

body into a direct contact with the institution. Methodist mis¬

sionaries became the friends and pastors to thousands of slaves.

They knew the slaves as hutmn beings; they know the conditions

under which they lived, Edwards says that in the three periods

of the struggle against slavery Methodism Produced three great
3

champions, in the first period, Wesley exerted his influence

for abolition. In the second, Thomas Coke took up the cause.

Through Coke's influence, the Conference of 1607 determined that

no missionary in the West Indies should be at liberty to marry

any person" who had not previously, by legal methods, emancipated

all slaves they possessed; also, it required all preachers who

had acquired slaves by marriage or any other means to take ira-
4

mediate action for their liberation. In the last period, the

final struggle to free the slaves, Methodism1 s leader was Richard

Watson. Through his missionary activities he labored inces¬

santly for the instruction as well as the emancipation of the

slaves. At Watson's death, Bunting testified that he had ac¬

quired "a place in the highest and foremost rank of British

Philanthropists, as the eloquent and triumphant advocate of the

3 Valdwyn Edwards, After Wesley, p. 69.
4 Ibid., p. 7 0.
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necessity, the obligation, and the benefit of the Christian

Missions established in those colonies for the conversion of
5

the slaves." The degree to which the Methodist conscience had

been moved on the question is seen in the fact that two-thirds

of the Nonconformist signatures to petitions which were drawn

up in favor of emancipation prior to its becoming a law in 1633
6

were Methodist. The purpose of this chapter is to relate and

evaluate the part //atson played in this last stage of the battle

for abolition.

A, Activities.

As early as 1814 Watson became vocal against slavery.

In his sermon of thanksgiving for the peace of that year he

looks forward to the day when the task begun In 18C7, by the

abolition of the slave traffic in British ships, shall be made

universal, and says:

We doubt not but the spirit manifested and
sustained in Great Britain on this subject will
eventually remove this reproach from Christen¬
dom, and proclaim an„eternal jubilee to the
continent of Africa,

Bis next three years association with the missionaries of the

West Indies made him more familiar with the issue and its pro¬

blems, the relations between the planters and missionary acti¬

vities, between the planters and the slaves, and between the

5 Jabes Bunting, "Memorial® of the Late Rev. Richard
Watson, " pp. 41-42.

6 W, J. Townsend, B. B. Workman, and George Layers,
A New History of Method ism. Vol. I, p. 399.

7 Richard Watson, Works, Vol. II, Ser. II,"Thanks¬
giving for Peace," p. 31.
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slaves and the missionaries. Be emerged from those three years

with three convictions: a keen sense of the injustice of the

institution, the conviction that the majority of the planters

did not want their slaves instructed in Christianity in spite of

the moral condition of the slaves,and the certainty that the

only hope for bettering the conditions of the slaves lay in eman¬

cipation rather than mitigation.

Watson was thrust into the public spotlight by his

"Defence of the Methodist Missions in the West Indies" in 1817.

Whereas the defence of the missionaries from the calumnies of

slaveholders constituted the primary purpose of the pamphlet, he

rendered as great, if not greater, service to the cause of abo¬

lition by his exposes of the mom! and living conditions of the

slaves. If they were to be helped, British public opinion had

to be swayed on their behalf; and Watson's pamphlet served to

oresent the matter in its true light to the public, Wilierforce
8

is reoortsd to have acknowledged Its contribution. Watson also

attracted the notice of la chary Kaeaulay during that year; for

on May 31, 1817, Macaulay wrote to Hannah More:

Cur great meetings this year have certainly
been better conducted than I have known them. . .

Watson, the Weslaysn Methodist, spoke with
singular delicacy and feeling, and to a degree
of good taste that would have done credit even
to such a man as Reginald Heber. He is cer¬
tainly both an able and an honest man. . .

Early in 1823, the "London Society for Mitigating and

8 John Telford, A Short History of Wesleyan Methodist
Foreign lesions, p. 101,

9 Edward#, op, cit.. p. 71.
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Gradually Abolishing the State of Slavery throughout the British

Dominions" was formed. Both Watson and Bunting were invited to
10

attend and to unite their efforts with those of the body. Soon

after its formation. Bunting joined the group; Watson, however,

hesitated. Since he w s then a resident Secretary of missions,

he desired to take no step which might olace tho missionaries

and congregations in the West Indies in a difficult situation.

He waited, therefor©, until he could be sure of the nature and

purposes of the organisation. Whan these words appeared in the

first annuel Report of the Society, "Nothing can justify the

raking one man a slave, or even the retention of one w.n in

slavery longer than the real benefit of the slave himself, viewed

in all his circumstances and relations, may require," he read-
11

ily concurred and committed himself to their program.

In February of 1124 the hopes of the anti-slavery

movement were at a low ebb when Buxton wrote to a friend:

The slavery question looks wretchedly. 2 begin
to think that opposed as w© are by the West Indians,
deserted by -.overnr.ent, and deemed enthusiastic by
the public, we shall be able to do little or nothing;
however, I rejoice that we have tried,

Perhaps they fall even lower because of the Barbados s and Demerara

incidents of the preceding fall which have been previously men¬

tioned. Undoubtedly, however, in the long run, those incidents

wore the beginning of the final encounter which defeated slavery;

for because of them, the public began to become "enthusiastic'*

10 T, Bunting, The life of Jabos Bunting, P.P., Vol.
II, o. 202,

11 Watson, Works, Vol, I, p. 389.
12 Charles Buxton, lemoirs of Sir Thomas Powell Buxton,

p. 143.
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itself and to re *llse the problems created by slavery as well

as its i n. j u sfc i ca, '%s n the Wes le yan lethod 1st Klasione ry So -

clety's annual meeting was held at City Road that spring, the

committee requested Watson to preach, He complied with a ser-
(13

won frow the text, "Honour all wen," which was later published

under the title, "The Religions Instruction of the slaves of the
14

West India Colonies advocated and defended," A'll of Watson's

experience, power of thought, and passionate concern for both

missions and slaves cause into focus in that sermon producing an

effect which received note from many quarters, A member of

Parliament who accompanied Butterworfch to the meeting is re¬

ported to have said while returning from it, "The sermon was the

greatest display of Intellectual strength in a public speaker

1 ever heard. 1 have perhaps sometimes witnessed an equal de¬

gree of power for a short period; but an extemporary address of

two hours' length, delivered with such unabated energy of
15

thought and feeling, never before came under my observation."

The Wesloyan ' othodlst liaragine deviated from its usual prac¬

tice of not reviewing single sertsors, because of the "intrinsic
excellence of the Discourse" and "the importance of the subject

which it treats," in order to assure its readers that the message

was a public expression of the opinions entertained on the sub-
16

ject by the body of Christians to which Watson belonged. The

13 I later 2:17.
14 0, J, Stevenson, City Road Chanel, London, and Its

Assoc ia felons, p. 298,
15 Watson, Works. Vol, 1, p, 390,
16 The We 3 le yan.-Method 1st Mayas ine, October, 1324, p, 6 8 7,
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Christian Cuarflion. a magazine with which Nation sometimes took

issue, admitted that the sermon was a "masterly production" and
17

one deserving of the "highest praise." Even the Christian

Observer, an organ of the Church of England, had nothing but

oraise for it:

It is so ably and attractively written, and is
so full of important information, and of able
and conclusive reasoning, on a subject still but
imperfectly understood, that, if we followed our
own inclinations, we should transcribe the whole
of it into our pages. We should be glad to put
it into the hands of every individual in the
kingdom} and we trust that the Society before
whom it v/as preached, and whose cause it so
powerfully advocates, will be sufficiently fi¬
llve to their own interest or rather the inter¬
est cf universal humanity, to cause a copy of
it to be laid, during the present recess, on
the table of every member of both houses of
.Parliament

The sermon demonstrates what might be so id to be a characteris¬

tic of '.Vatson. Although he did not obstreperously keep him¬

self in the public eye but performed his duties riotly and as

efficiently as he knew how, when demanding situations arose,

such as the publication of Southey' s Life of Wesley, or the

H;.-rryat incident, or the Barbadoes issue, he stood at his full

stature j and his greatness met the need.

By the tins© the Conference mot in 1825 Methodist o-
-iv

pinion had become unified against slavery} and the following

declaration, drafted by Watson, was approved:

Nothing is more contrary to the writings of our
venerable Founder, and to the views which our so¬
cieties in general maintain to this day, than the

17 The Christian hoardlan and CLurch of England
Lfiuaaipe. Vol. XVI, Dec., 1824, p* 493,

18 The Christian Observer, Sent., 1324, p. 583,
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notion that it is in any sense consistent with
the spirit or the laws of Christianity, to en¬
slave our fellowmen, or to retain there in inter¬
minable bondage, The slavery of the negroes
this Conference considers to be one of the most
heinous of our public offences; the principle
of which it becomes us as a nation instantly
and. heartily to renounce; and the practice of
which we are equally bound to discontinue, as
speedily as a prudent and benevolent regard to
the interest of those who &r§ath<s subjects of
this oppression will permiti.4"

Along with his other work during the next five years, Watson

remained in contact with the Anti-Slavery Society, Cue may be

sure that wherever he spoke for missions, he also spread his

influence against slavery; for the two were part of one issue

in the -Vest Indies. In the May of 1830 he wrote to .Bunting,

"The intention of the Anti-Slavery Committee is to get siraal-
20

taneous petitions against the opening of the next session."

Accordingly, at the Conference Vat son proposed six resolutions

which were cordially adopted. Four of them are of particular

interest as indicative of the advance in public opinion on the

matter. The second disdains the use of generalities and clear¬

ly condemns conditions in the West Indies as being marled "with

characters of peculiar severity and Injustice." In the fourth,
ry

ministers are urged to exhort the members of the societies to

join with others in presenting petitions to the next Idrllament.

The fifth males clear that the petitions are not to be for a

half-way measure but for the "speedy and universal abolition"
of the practice. The sixth, in an unprecedented request, urges

19 Watson, Works. Vol. I, p. 414.
20 T. }\ Bunting, on. oIt,, p. 266.
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the Methodists who have the elective franchise to "give their

influence and votes only to these candidate'# who pledge them¬

selves to support, in 1'arliament, the most effectual measures

for the entire abolition of slavery throughout the colonies of
21

the British empire," A copy of the resolutions was forwarded

to Wilberforce, and his grateful acknowledgment of them was
22

later read in the Conference. In accordance with the resolu¬

tions Watson had sermons preached; against slavery in every
•

i
chapel in the City Road Circuit, For the purpose of present¬

ing the petition, a special week night service was held at City

Road at which the subject was explained and eooken to by 'Vatson,
2.3

D1 .x on, and Gal land.

In the spring of 1331, a dissolution of Parliament

and a general election were anticipated. The Anti-Slavery So¬

ciety, ever anxious to take advantage of an opportunity, called

a meeting at Jxetcr Hall on the 23rd of April for the purpose

of presenting the cause to the people before elections. Intense

interest preceded the meeting. Addresses were delivered by

Wat son, who was then a member of tho Committee of the Society,
24

Buxton, fir James Mackintosh, Dr. Lushing ton, and many others,

C« other occasions Watson had been invited to address public

meetings of the Society but had been prevented. As it was, he

was ill when he mounted the plat form on this evening. In the
v-

elections which followed, "'atson did not disdain to employ his

influence»

21 Watson, Dorks, Vol, 1, pp. 512-514,
22 B, Gregory, Sidelights on Conflicts of Methodism, p, 64.
23 Stevenson, on. oIt», p.' 160.
24 Watson, Works. Vol. 1, p. 527.
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As a result of the elections only a levari proprietors

of slaves were returned to the House of ComonsJ and a number

of candidates were elected on their n ledge to vote for aboil-
23

ties. The nation had at last bean aroused to action. When the

Conference met in 1332, it lodged its last rrofcest against
26

slavery in the form of resolutions drawn up by Watson# v/atson

himself took an active part in the i©bates and, thus, closed

his Conference career in the moment when victory was assured

but not won. Cven after Conference he continued warning for

the slaves as long as breath was in him. Wesley, as a last act,

had written a letter to Witherforce against slavery. In a

striking parallel, Watson, from his death bed, wrote his last

letter in reply to one from Buxton who had sought his advice

on the same matter.

25 Watson, Works, Vol. 1, p. 592.
26 Gregory, on." cit., p. 126.
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B» Writings and evaluation.

Brailsford said of Watson, "It was when speaking on

behalf of the slaves that Watson reached the highest level of

platform eloquence, and his historical knowledge, moral in&ig-
1

nation, and glowing imagination found their fullest expression."

Although his voice and pen were not the only ones of the Wes-

leyan Methodist cowmanion dedicated on behalf of the slaves,

his devotion and effectiveness at the task marked him as the

foremost among his brethren. His evangelical, missionary ardor

heated by righteous indignation over a moral wrong perpetrated

on a defenceless people kindled a passion in his own soul which

he, to a remarkable degree, communicated to others. After hav¬

ing examined his activities on behalf of the slaves, one might

ask, "But what was his message which had so much influence In

swaying the Methodist people and moulding them into a solid

front against slavery?" From the platform and by his pen Watson

directed his campaign against slavery along five lines. Firstly,

year in and year out he lilted before the people a picture of

the existence led by slaves, of the conditions under which they

lived. Secondly, he attempted to quicken the consciences of•

people by an appeal to their sense of justice, Thirdly, in the

hearts of Methodists he awakened the sense of the Christian con¬

science, the raalir-ation of a responsibility toward God's down-

1 M, J, Brailsford, Michard Matson« T he o1orlan and
Missionary 'advocate, p. 96.
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trodden and uniinstructed children. Fourthly, he pointed to the

successes which had already be on gained for Christ among the

slaves as an assurance of what might "be done if they were free

and if the missionaries were given complete liberty to work

among thorn. Fifthly, in a loss public fashion ho made known

what he considered to be the best means of accomplishing aboli¬

tion peacefully and in the manner best for the slaves. It is,

therefore, the purpose of this section to examine these main

facets of his thought which exerted so great an influence and,

further, to evaluate his efforts for the cause of the slaves.

Paul never proclaimed a more certain truth than that

God always works for good with those who love him. He who was

able to males the cross, a symbol cf man1 s cruelty, tc become a

symbol of His love was also able to fashion of man's injustice

an instrument of mercy. Though it may not have seemed so at the

time, the hardships and persecutions suffered by the missionaries

of the West Indies at the hands of unscrupulous planters became

an important stimulus to the abolition of slavery. Conditions

in the West Indies might have continued for years causing little

notice in hr.gland had all the plantation owners allowed the mis¬

sionaries to work peaceably among the slaves. As it was, they were

denied that right, and their cause was taken up in England and

presented to the people. The presentation of the cause of the

missionaries hastened the presentation of the cause of the slaves.

Watson's first major contribution was the dissemination of infor¬

mation concerning the moral and working conditions of the slaves

as they were described to him by the missionaries. Host Metho¬

dists learned for the first time the degrading, superstitious
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nature of the negro religion frcr Watson, who described it in

his "Defence of Missions"J

They tremble not before God, but before demons J
whilst their belief in witchcraft gives every nan,
E«r© artful than his fellow*savages, the oppor¬
tunity of gratifying his malice or his avarice,
and brings the mind of the multitude under the
bondage of fears, which often embitter and waste
existence J and, in all cases, break the tone. and.
debase and corrupt the feelings of the tnind,^

The state of morals, among the uninstructed slaves, he pointed

out, was lax and practically nonexistent. Karriage, for in¬

stance, was the exception to the rule, as the Institution axis-
3

ted only among the Christian slaves. Another fact which the

people at home perhaps did not realise was that the slaves were

not allowed, a Sabbath rest in the islands. Ho contrasted the

white service of worship on Sunday with the labor of the slave:

Whilst that service is performed which contains
prayers for "all conditions of men," those scrip¬
tures read which hold out the benefits of a
"common solvation,'1 without distinction, to
every kindred, tongue, and people; and that law
pronounced which enjoins that the servant, as
well as the master, shall, on the Sabbath-day,
be exonerated from labour, and to which law the
worshippers pray their hearts my bo "inclined;"
the slave is at his toil, under the lash of his
driver; he la working his ground for maintenance,
or employed in carrying its fruits to market;
where, after he h..s lisposed of them, he spends
the remainder of the day, if he be. not toe far
from home, in dancing, drinking, and every kind
of riot, in company with his follow savages,

Under these circumstances the missionaries had access to the

slaves only in the broken moments of their free time. Although

2 Watson, Works. Vol. VI, "Defence of Missions," t>. 433.
3 Ibid.. p. 438.
4 Ibid., pp. 458-59.
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their Christian charity ml ght cry out in protest against the

svil and the inhumanity of the practice, the missionaries could

say and do little to change it since the slaves hod ne rights.

In short, the picture painted by Watson is that of ignorant and

neglected negroes J but he concludes, That it continues his

character, is less his fault than the crime of those who, by

commanding him to remain ignorant» have commanded him to remain

vicious, and whoso example has not always been a corrective
5

influence,51

besides informing the public of the condition of the

negroes in slavery, Wat son appealed to the purely secular sense

of justice on their behalf. In an unpublished speech he said,

"I have indeed spoken of conscience, and I think, Sir, not with¬

out good reason, for the great subject before us is not one of

expediency, not one of policy, not one of more prudence; it is,

if I view it right, a question of justice, of eternal and all
6

commanding justice." He argued th.-t if it had been wrong to

enslave negroes, as Parliament had decided in 1107, it was also
7

wrong to keep thorn in a hopeless bondage. The fact that the

act was being perpetrated on those who were bora as British sub¬

jects heightened the injustice. In words far mere radical than

Watson's conservative nature generally permitted him to use he

spoke of the negro's birthright to freedom:

Of this right there can be no question. If he ■
is free by nature, and free by the right and

5 hat son, v/orks« Vol, VI, p. 437,
6 Printed in appendix C,
7 Watson, Works, Vol. 1, p. 519.
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privilege of be Inf. born a British Subject, end
I take it, that freedom is as much their birth¬
right as it is ours, for what tuve they done to
forfeit it? It is I repeat an act of injustice
net on the part of their owners alone, for I
lose sight of them, bufc^an act of injustice on
the part of the rat ion,"

Only upon cert in conditions can one's birthright to freedom and

liberty be forfeited, as in the case of criminals and prisoners

of war. The ne'roa were not taken in any honorable conquest,

however; nor were they for. d guilty of crime, He continued,

''They were kidnapped and stolen, and no more right can be est&b-
9

11 shed is them than In any other stolen property." If such a

plight on the part of British subjects had existed within the

boi.in.ls of dryland, Watson was sure the people would have been

horrified and would have lost no tire in relieving the situa¬

tion. He earnestly pleaded with them to remember that the West

Indies, no less than the counties of England, were portions of

the British emuIre, and its inhabitants equally due their share
10

of justice.

In what seems now to have bean a curious blind spot

in Watson's thinking, he did not conclude that the principle

of slavery as such was wrong. When his objectors pointed out

fch.it slavery was accepted and practiced by the atrierchs and
-

. ij}' '' . •

Jews of the bid Testament, he sought to defend it in a speech.
11

delivered at City Rood in 192k, He found Old Testament slavery

justifiable because it was impartial and lacked the injustice

3 Appendix C
© boo, cit»

10 Watson, Works, Vol. VI, p, 425*
11 V, at son, Works, Vol, I, pp. 52 Off,
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which characterised the bondage of the negrog in the West Indies.

If a man were token captive in war or became insolvent and were

sold in lieu of his debt, no injustice had been performed.

Watson's attitude, in this re snoot, is the result of his view

of Scripture; whereby, the Bible is the infallible word of Rod,

dictated, even as to the choice of words, by the Holy Snirit

to wan. He, therefore, chose to defend it by an artificial dis¬

tinction between slavery and slaverT.

Watson sought not only to point out the Injustice of

slavery but also to quicken the consciences of Christian folk

to their duty and responsibility tc slaves. The slave, he af¬

firmed, was as much a child of >od for *'hom Christ was an Advo-
12

cat® as any mn. In Watson1 e day, there were those who denied

that the negro was a human being on the same level with white

men and assigned to him a stage lower than roan in the gradual

development of anima ted nature. For such an Idee, Watson had

only disdain. He pointed to the success of the mission program

in taking the native patience of the negros and exalting it into

char Ity as assurance that they were human souls for whom Christ

died and who were subject to the truths of the gospel. This

fact, plus their servile condition, only made the burden of

responsibility greater for their instruction and care.

This condition of servitude has rendered our

neglect, in rot instructing the negro population
of the colonics in the principles of religion,
the more criminal, because It has taken away the
ground of every excuse which may be ®de for the

12 '/atson, Works. Vol. II, Sermon V, "Instruction
of Slaves," p. 89,
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13
orrulssion of so obvious a duty#

As interested as Christian people were in the instruction of the

sl.ves, however, they could not simply rest with instructing

thorn. Christianity is hostile to the whole system of slavery.

To be exact, Watson said, referring tc the system of slavery,

"It is enough to know that the or indoles of Christianity are
14

opposed to it." Ho inconsistency presented itself tc him be¬

tween this statement and his attitude toward the" Biblical sla¬

very. Be continued his argument by saying that those who pro¬

fessed Christianity were bound by Its principles? therefore, the

Christian must oppose slavery. In his opposition, however, the

Christian "will not snap the chains of the slave, but will melt
15

them."

Much of the trouble toward missions in the West Indies

had bean caused by those who claimed that the missionaries1

preach ire had a seditious effect upon the negros. In order to

counteract the idea Watson said:

As the Methodist Missionaries have been instruc¬
ted to confine their thoughts and efforts solely
to the Christian instruction of the negroes, with¬
out either defending or opposing the system of
slavery, or entering, into any civil question what¬
soever, so they have fulfilled their trust; and
instead of promoting.insubordination, and feelings
of enmity towards the whites, the doctrines they
have constantly1 preached have had an effect di¬
rectly opposite.

13 Watson, Works, Vol, II, Sermon V, "Instruction
of Slaves ," p. 99.

14 >atson, Works. Vol. I, p. 523.
15 G. J, Stevenson, City Road Chapel, London, and Its

AssoclatIons, p. 566.
IS Watson, Works. Vol* VI, p, 495,
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Of the actrf-! results of Christianity on the slaves, Wet son

named five. First, a beginning had been made in the corvmmi-

cation to ther. of Christian knowledge in the tries ion schools

and societies. Speaking of religions truths, he said:

Adr.lts throughout the islands listen to them
from the pulpit, meditate on them at their la¬
bours, tall-: of them in the hut, sine them, in
hymns, arid, in admonitory advices, commend them
to their children. The light has not fully dis¬
sipated the darkness; but that day has broken
which never more shall close,**'

Second, the introd.netIon of Christianity had borne as its fruit

an increase of morality, which brought in its train improved

character, better health, temperance, White the whites accused

the missionary cf arousing insubordination, the facts showed

that in over forty years no slave who mas a member of on© of the

societies had either been a conspirator, a rebel, or an insub¬

ordinate. Watson explained that they had been tanrht the obe-
18

dierce enjoined by the gospel. The introduction of Christian

worship, he named third as one of the foundations of a new and
19

better life for the slaves. Fourth, and one of the most impor¬

tant, was the effect of Christianity on their domestic habits.

Before th missionaries introduced the institution, marriage

was practically unknown. In 1324 Watson said:

About 80,000 negroes in the We si©van societies
alone, are now living; in this "holy state of
matrimony;" and within about 4 years, 4,000
marriages have been performed by their Mission¬
aries, Many of those auvo become heads cf
families; distinguished from the rest of their

17 Cat son, Works. Vol, II, o. 109.
12 Ibid,, pa. 109-110,
19 Ibid., pp. 111-112,
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fellows by the existence of a superior rela¬
tion between them and their children; by the
strength which virtu© lives to affection and
that relation only can supply} by more of res-
noct abroad, and by pence at Hons.'""'-'

Before Christianity was introduced to then# a sick negro would

be forsaken by everyone, wife, husband, relations, and left to

die alone, Among those who had found Christ, that t; s no longer

tr-e. Religion had made n difference to their: in. trouble, slck-
21

ness, and death, After enumerating the beneficial results of

Christianity to the slaves, Wat son could well 'posit that the

character and wanner of the termination of slavery itself was
22

dependent upon the infusion of Christian principles among them.

A word more may be sail about Watson1s idea as to the

method by which slavery should come to an end. He was staunchly

against ell attempts simply to mitigate the conditions of the

slaves, as some suggested. Although Parliament might have passed

laws in favor of the slaves, Wat son knew that the carrying

out of the laws would be left to each individual planter, in

which case, the sieve would still have no redress for his wrongs
23

or an assurance of his rights, He also disapproved of setting'

a date for abolition far Into the future In order that it might

gradually be achieved, To those who oreposed the solution, he

said i

If the fatter be so comfortable an ornament
to the African limb, that in the name of mercy
itself we are conjured not to snap it at a blow,

20 Watson, Works. Vol. II, Sermon V, "Instruction of
Slave s." pr. 113-114 .

21 Ibid., n, 114,
22 Ibid,, p. 104.
23 Anpsndix C.
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why should it be allowed, why should they give
us their full consent, to deprive them of it by
a slow process of filing, which may take some 24
50 or 100 years to effect their liberation from it?

Within a month before Watson's death, he received a letter from

Buxton in which his advice was requested, Mis reply was his

last letter. He disclosed to Buxton the method by which he be¬

lieved the changes of emancipation could be most easily wrought J

I am no advocate for immediate emancipation
in the strict sense; and have always thought
that fixing a not distant time for the extinc¬
tion of slavery would of necessity bring the
planters themselves into preparatory measures,
with seal an^ sincerity, not excluding religious
instruct ion,"00

%

With confidence in the work of the missionaries, he added that

all the smaller colonies in which missions had long been in

operation were already prepared for the change, however great

it .might be. When Buxton informed him of a plan of religious

instruction for the freed slaves, Watson made his last plea for

the work of the Methodist Missionaries among those downtrodden

people :

Dismiss all pinna of yours and your brother states¬
men for providing religious instruction for the
slaves, and take the simple mode of availing your¬
selves of what God has provided for you, by afford¬
ing encouragement to the seal and piety of those
who will voluntarily carry on that work, by build¬
ing them places of worship, spread over the islands,
and houses for the Missionaries and schoolmasters,
and by promoting liberal subscriptions to the dif¬
ferent Societies.

Upon putting down his pen Watson closed his battle for the rights

of slaves and against slavery. Shortly thereafter, he had a

24 Watson, honks, Vol, 1, p. 525.
25 Ibid., n. 593.
26 Ibid., p. 595.
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visit from Mason who had also been a secretary to the mission

work, Durir the course of their conversation, Watson remarked,

"I am now a dying ran; but it is a privilege to have lived to

see the time when the day of liberty begins to dawn upon those
27

poor oppressed people in the West Indies,"

Comparatively little reference has been made by

Methodist writers to Watson's contribution on behalf of the

slaves. He has usually been remembered for his preaching,

leadership of the mission program, and theological writing.

Seen in retrospect, however, his aid to the cause of abolition

assumes a greater proportion. In his own day, Bunting said of

him that his "Defence of the Wesleyan Methodist Missions in the

West Indies" and "Sermon on the Religious Instruction of the

Slaves in the West Indies" had associated his name and memory

with "imperishable honours" ami rendered a lasting, service to
28

the cause for which he pleaded. In more recent times, Edwards

has admitted that "Watson did more for the slaves by his plat¬

form: speaking and his constant writing than has been commonly
29

realised," The names most often heard in relation to aboli¬

tion are those of that small but noble group of men who fought

the battle in Parliament, and their immediate friends and co-

laborers, Theirs would have been a long and discouraging, if

not impossible, task, as Buxton himself intimated in his letter

to a friend in 1824, if an aroused public opinion had not

27 Watson, Works, Vol, 1, p. 599.
28 Jabes Bunting, "Memorials of the Late Rev, Richard

Watson," p. 42.
29 KaldWyn Ldwnrds, After We slay, p. 71.
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turned the tide in their favor. That Methodists as a large and

voc-.l body were a part of that tide is assured by the 224,000

Methodist signatures out of 354,000 names on the petition pre-
30

sented to the Parliament of 1833, Watson, primarily, was re -

sponsible for the inferred and aroused stand of the Methodist

body. In his "Defence of Missions" he began to open the eyes

of individual Methodists to the conditions of the slaves in the

West Indies. Through his pulpit eloquence, of which the sermon

on "The Religious Instruction of Slaves" is only one example,

his influence was felt throughout the entire Conference, This

is all the more certain because of the unity existing between

the issues of missions and slavery in the tumultuous years pre¬

ceding abolition. It was Watson who initiated the denunciation

of slavery first made by the Conference in 1825. It was he who

fashioned and proposed the more drastic proposals accented by

the Conferences of 1330, 1331, and 1832, Watson's efforts in

this cause must be affirmed as among the most lasting and sig¬

nificant contributions of this man cf many sympathies and talents.

30 Edwards, on. cit.. p. 72.



CHAPTER 4

PA HT IC I PAT CR IN POLITICAL ACTIVITIES

The V/esley&n Methodist Societies of the early nine¬

teenth century Inherited an essentially conservative Tory at¬

titude from John Wesley. In the rare instances when its leaders

entered political discussions they were more often than not in

favor of the government. Loyalty to the state was regarded, and

preached as a virtue. As to this relation between politics and

the pulpit* Watson, in a late review, explained his position

as follows:

The question, therefore, . . resolves itself
into this, - whether there are any political
duties enjoined in the New Testament; a question
which admits of an immediate and exnlicit answer.
It prescribes the rendering *unto Caesar the
things which are Caesar's, a of "honour to whom
honour is due, tribute to whom tribute." It
declares human government to be an ordination
of Qad, from which Christians are not, by virtue-
of their allegiance to Christ, in any civil man¬
ner exempt, but to which they are "to submit,"
even for "the Lord's sake." It connects the
honouring of the Chief Magistrate of a state
with the fear of God, the first and fundamental
duty of religion. . . Cf these duties Ministers
are exhorted to put the churches in mind, They
are to be held up in their services, so that
none may offend through ignorance, or sin for
want cf warning. It follows, therefore, that
if It be the duty of every Minister to enforce
all the parts of Christian morality, he is
bound to dwell upon this branch of it as often
as upon .any other cf the relative and social
duties,

1 Richard Watson, Works. Vol, VII, Review 26, p. 512,
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It ts not surprising that one who held such views should apply

his talents in the governmentis behalf.

While Watson was still a tnatsber of the Methodist New

Connexion, two demonstrations of his loyal attitude arose. In

1807, during his ministry in Liverpool, a fast friendship devel¬

oped between himself and a I r, Kayo. When Kaye proposed to

begin a weekly newspaper, "The Liverpool Courier," upon loyal

principles, Watson was prevailed upon to lend his assistance in
2

its management. In the following year William Roscoe, a gentle¬

man who was connected with a banking firm in Liverpool and who

had represented his borough in Parliament, published a pamphlet,

"Considerations on the Causes, objects, and Consequences of the

Present War, and on the Expediency or the Danger of Peace with

Prance," in which he attempted to embarrass the government and

suggested that the nation "crouch to Bonaparte#" Watson, hav¬

ing no sympathy with the views of Roscoe, retaliated by publish¬

ing "A Letter to William Roscoe, Esq., containing Strictures on
3

his late Publication" in which he defended the course taken by

the government. Thirty years later The Methodist Magazine recal¬

ling the dispute said:

We who believe in the correctness of the evan¬

gelical principles of Mr# Watson, believed that
the victory remained with himJ they who think
that Mr. Roscoe' s principles were correct, or,
which amounts to the same thing, who believe in
the complete isolation of the principles of Mr#
Watson, will, as a matter of course, be of 4
opinion that his attack was pointless and inefficient.

2 Thomas Jackson, Memoirs of the Life and Writings of
the •v. Richard .Vatsop, p. 111.

3 Ibid., p. 118.
4 Wesloyan - Methodist Magazine. March,1838, p. 213.
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On one other occasion Watson was Called upon to up¬

hold the cause of the government, In 1911 the general economic

depression of the country plus the poor condition of the work-
5

Ing people gave rise to riots in Yorkshire and Nottingham. The

years which followed were marked by economic distress. In 1817
6

a good harvest eased conditions, but only temporarily. That

year, as well as the preceding one, saw numerous Luddite riots
7

and the destruction of machinery by mobs. The working class

people, among whom the Methodists had a large appeal, were begin¬

ning to seek their own rights. A number of discerning studies

have been trade of the relationship between Methodist and the

working class movements, among them R» P. Weamouth* s Methodist:

and the Yorkint Glass movements of dntl&nd and Maldwyn Awards'

After A'eslev. In its theological individualism and in its prac¬

tices Methodism tended to exert a liberal influence in pollti-
8

cal thought, Edwards finds. Hearmouth further affirms that

"there can be no doubt that a rather close connexion existed
9

between the Methodists and the Radicals.'' As proof, he relates

that the Curate of Bolm.firth, where there was a large Methodist

constituency, reported in February, 1817, that a declaration of

loyalty to the Sovereign and the Constitution, prepared for

public si nature by the Huttersfield magistrates, had been

si "Red by not one of the body of Methodists. Another clerical

5 W. T» Selley, Copland in the Eighteenth Century, p.240,
G Cambridge Modern History. Vol, X, p. 580*
7 Ibid,, p. 576.
8 Maldwyn Edwards, After beslew, pp, 38-45.
9 Robert P. 'Vearmouth. Methodism and the Working-Class

Movements of England. 1600-185e, p. 169.
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magistrate writing from Wakefield in 1919 expressed as his

opinion, "The greater part of the people called Methodists are

united with the Radicals; they assemble in the evenings in cer¬

tain cottages in the country, under the pretence of religious

worship, but their real intention is to promote the work of
10

sedition.M Allowing for the prejudice against Methodism on the

part of clerical magistrates, It still appears certain that

Methodism was exerting an Influence on political thought and

action which its leaders neither understood nor would have

countenanced.

The leading Methodist ministers of the period objected

to the political disturbances and urged the Methodists to re¬

frain from particinating in them* To Grindrod, Bunting wrote

in 1817, "The offence you gave the Jacobinical party by recom¬

mending patience to the suffering poor of your flock, was a

real honour to you, and has, probably, by the over-ruling pro-
11

videnee of lod, ended well for the credit of Methodism."

Bunting himself refused to bury a Luddite who had been shot,

since he regarded the dead can as a criminal and completely un¬
it

worthy of a Christian burial. His views were such that he

avowed that "Methodism was as much opposed to democracy as it
13

was to sin."

10 Wcarmouth, pp. cit., (quoted by Yifeamnoufch from
H. 0, 42, 2ot, 1319, )p. 169.

11 T. i . Bunting, The Life of Ja be n Bun ting, D, T).,
Vol. II, pp. 114-15.

12 Edwards, og, cit., p. 31.
13 Wearmouth, on. cit..(from a statement by Jabez

Bunting reported in "Nottingham Review, " Dec. 14, 1827,) p, 156,
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The Pastoral Address of 1819, written by Watson,

sfc -fees the official attitude of the Conference and urges the

Method 1st people to remain loyal to their government and its

officials:

As many of yon to whom this measure of
national suffering has been appointed reside
In places whore attempts are »i'irg, by un¬
reasonable and wicked men, to render the pri¬
vations of the poor the instruments of their
own designs a alnst the peace and the Govern¬
ment of our beloved country, we are affection¬
ately anxious to guard all of you against be¬
ing led astray from your civil and religious
duties by their dangerous artifices. Remember
you are Christians, and ore called, by your
profession to exemplify the power and influence
of religion by your patience in suffering, and
by "living peaceably with all men,* Remember
that you belong to a religious society which
has, from the beginning, explicitly recognised
as high and essential parts of Christian duty,
to "fear God, and honour the King} to submit
to Magistrates for conscience sake, and not to
speak evil of dignitaries.", » *

Be it your care, beloved, who are exposed to
this trial, "to serve God in all good conscience;"
to preserve your minds from political agitations;
to follow your occupations and duties in life in
peaceful seclusion from all strife and tumults;
and God will, in his own tire, appear by his
providence to your relief. . » Whilst this peri¬

od of suffering continues, we affectionately and
earnestly exhort the opulent members of our so¬
cieties and congregations, to afford as ample a
relief as possible to their brethren in distress.

Shortly after Conference all of 9upland was stirred,

pro or con, by an episode which took place in Manchester on

August 16th. Some 60,000 unarmed working class people gathered,

with permission, for a meeting in St. Peter's field, When the

magistrates became alarmed at the sight of so great a multitude,

they ordered the speaker arrested. When the arresting agents

14 Watson, Works. Vol. VIII," Pastoral Address," pp. 330—31.
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found it difficult to reach the speaker, an order was given for

the cavalry to charge the group. By that lnhu»n act eleven

persons, including two worsen, ware killed, over a hundred were

wounded by sabres, and several hundred more were injured by
15

the horses or crushed in the stamped®. Whether the "Waterloo"

incident prompted the- action, one cannot know; but four days

later Watson sent a copy of the iWstoral Address to Lord Sid-

mouth along with a letter assuring hits, with an abundance of

confidence, "No man would be tolerated as a member of our So¬

cieties who should make himself & member of a political club,

or take any part in such meetings as have recently disturbed

the country." He continued, "Veneration for the reigning family,

love for the Constitution, and respect for the laws are senti¬

ments we proclaim in every part of the landj and during the

prevalence of Lud&is® and the more recent spread of disaffec¬

tion, several of our ministers who hud publicly warned their

congregations, "were, and continue to be, the objects of sau-
16

guinary menaces of desperate and violent men."
In the Pastoral Address of the following year Watson

mentions the continued spread of political agitations and at¬

tributes it to the fact that "the correcting hand of a just and
17

holy God has not boon acknowledged.n

Two other events occurred which induced Watson to

more direct political action. One involved Lord Sidtnoufch, to

15 0, M» Trevelyn, British History in the Nineteenth
Century, p, 189.

16 We a rmout h, op, cit •» pp. 145-46,
17 Watson, Works. Vol. VIII, p, 337.
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whom ho assured l/.ethodist loyalty in 1012. Cn Kay S, 1811,

Lord Sidiroufch moved the first reading of a Bill which stirred

anxiety .among the Methodists. He had previously spoken to Coke

end Clarke- about it and assuaged tltelr fears concerning it. When

he introduced the Bill in the House of Lords, he declared that

his intention was to procure a clear declaration of the law re¬

lating to the granting of licenses to preach and "to remove the

erroneous interpretation adopted by magistrates in general and

to prevent improper persons from office. Certain persons claim¬

ing these certificates were cobblers, tailors, nip drovers and
118

chimney sweeps." In order to gain the ends, he recommended that

no one should be granted a certificate unless his application

were signed by six reputable house-keepers of the communion to
19

which he belonged. The Methodists perceived that, should the

Bill pass, it would seriously injure the societies since it al¬

so prohibited local preachers from, preaching. Lord Sidmouth

moved a second reading of the Bill on May 21st, During the in¬

terim the Committee of Privileges of the Wesleyan Methodists

had. passed resolutions protesting against it and had sent a

deputation headed by Thomas Thompson to Lord Sidmouth. When

lord Sidmouth refused to withdraw the Bill, the Wesleyan Kefcho-
20

dists began to draw up petitions against it. At this time

Wat son was a minister for the Methodist hew Connexion and was

stationed in Manchester. One Sunday night he and Jabea Bunting

both preached in Stockport and happened to meet for the first

13 Edwards, op. qit., p. 76
19 Ibid., p. 77."
20 Ibid., p. 78.
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tin® wh'le returning to Manchester# Lord Sidtneuth* 3 Bill oc¬

cupied the conversation of the two ministers. At Bunting's

suggestion '.Vatson published his views in a letter in the

Manchester dxchar.oe herald on May 23rd, After decrying the

difficulty which the Bill's provisions would place in the nath

of one trying to gain a license to pre ch, the letter gives as

further reasons for opposing it:

It absolutely rope Is a number of the provisions
of the Toleration Act, in relation to the groat
body of it inerant dissent ing itlnistars, and ren¬
ders them liable to the ballot and to all paro¬
chial offices. It goes to destroy the very exis¬
tence of a large and useful class of subordinate
teachers, who, though engaged in business, devote
the Sabbath to the supply of different congre a-
tions, and to the general religions instruction
of their fellow creatures; in as much as it is
not possible, under this Bill, for them to ob¬
tain a license by any means.

With a mind to the Methodist char®Is which depended on local

preachers he add9 *

It also violates the rights of property; bo-
cause many pieces of worship, especially those
belonging to the Icsleyan Methodists, being de¬
prived of their present supply of ministers,
must lose their value, and sink, with the whole
weight of their respective debts, upon the
shoulders of the trustees.

He urges the necessity of hasty action;

Those of you Gentlemen, who have had the op¬
portunity of perusing the Bill in. question, need
not be told that it is necessary for the Dissen¬
ters of this town to make an immediate applica¬
tion to Parliament to prevent it from passing
into law. . .Tomorrow, at furthest, ought to be
fixed on as the day of meeting, that the peti¬
tions may lie in the different places of worship
on the Sunday following for signatures.

Let us net it ion; and let us petition in a manly
spirit. Let us go to the House of beers, and
tell lord Sidmouth that we love our venerable
Sovereign as fervently as any of his subjects;. . •

that in sobriety, industry, loyalty, benevolence,
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and every character of iwn, Christians, and
patriots, the Protestant Dissenters will yield
the pelts of preference to none; that they have
ever been thankful for thoir privileges, and in
no circumstances have abused theraj and that, for
the Legislature to curtail them, would, bs to 21
Inflict a punishment where no crime is alleged.

What effect hat son's letter produced on the dissenters of Man¬

chester, one cannot know. Obviously, however, he was not alone

in feeling as ho did} for thi'rtv thousand Methodists signed the
22

petitions which, in due time, were presented against the Bill,

When so great a demonstration of public opinion appeared against

the Bill, Lord Sidrouth found himself standing practically a-

lone in defending it and, thereupon, withdrew it.

The issue of slavery involved Watson more deeply than

any other in politics, in his resolutions which were adopted

by the Conference of 1830, he suggested that Methodists use their

franchise to vote for anti-slavery candidates in the election

which was axnactsd in the not too distant future. Such an en¬

dorser.® r.t of the exertion of clerical influence over the laity's

political powers had not been previously given by the Methodist

Conference. Indeed, it is somewhat difficult to reconcile

Watson's resolution with, his assurance to Lord Sldracuth that no

member of a Methodist Society would be tolerated who would be¬

come a member of a political club, Doubtless, he was convinced

that the justice and urgency of the cause justified the devia¬

tion from Methodist practice. In the spring of 1831 he prepared

a letter to Methodists on the matter which he proposed to pub-

21 Manchester exchange Hearld, Thurs•, May 23, 1811.
22 Edwards, on. cit.. p. 7r,
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lish, In it ho rewinds the people that their founder's was

one of the first voices raised in England against the outrage

of slavery and adds, "You must cither act worthy of such a

leader by conscientiously refusing your votes to any pro-slavery

candid , fee who proposes to represent you in farl lament, or be

partahers of this frightful guilt," He assures there that the

noble group of reon in Parliament who have taken up the cause

wait only for reinforcements to complete the tusk begun with

the abolishing of the slave trade, At such a time, he says,

every vote "ought to be felt by us as a trust, the more sacred,
S3

and for which we must give stricter account,n

Watson left his letter unpublished, however; for the

General fleeting of the Anti-Slavery Society in meeting on the

23rd of April agreed to issue an "Address to the reople of

tiro t Britain and Ireland" for the same purnose. The document,

urging voters to vote only for candidates who would support

emancipation, was bound with several monthly publications and
24

otherwise distributed widely. It contained the name of Watson

in conjunction with ethers who so valiantly championed the cause:

Buxton, Wilberforce, William Smith, Kaeaulay, Clarkson, X>r»

hushinnton, and Rev, Daniel Wilson,

When at last the election was Imminent, Watson con-
>a'~

tinned his efforts on behalf of the anti-slavery candidates.

Kacaulay, an avowed abolitionist, was contesting with Hichad

Sadler in Leeds. Watson wrote to the Rev, Sanderson in that town

23 Watson, Works, Vol, 1, n, 536,
24 Ibid,. pp. 534-35.
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reminding hits that, whereas Maeuulay had inherited an abhor¬

rence of slavery from his father and had eom-ittcd himself as

opposed to it, Sadler had "never opened his mouth in Parlia¬

ment against slavery." With himself, he said, minor politics

were out of the question; and if Sanderson felt as he did, he

added, "I should be happy if you would say as much for Macaulay

as is consistant for us as Ministers, You are quite at liberty
25

to use my nam©," When his action became known, he r s severely

criticised in the newspapers of Leeds. A correspondent of the

"Patriot" for September 24, 1931, called him a "blasphemer" and

described his letter as "the officious interference of a Metho¬

dist parson; in every sense only deserving of the most profound

contempt." The "Intelligencer" for November 30, 1831, regarded

his conduct as "a prostitution of religion in the cause of party
26

politics." Another critic referred to him as a "once flaming
27

democrat." Regardless of the critics of Watson's interference,

Macaulay won the election, as did most of the anti-slavery

contestants.

The urgency of the abolitionist cause and Watson's

devotion to it indubitably led him to suggest means that he

would have refused to sanction in others under different circum¬

stances. For example, although Wat son affirmed that a minister

should preach civil as well as other social duties, and although

he himself exerted a vocal influence in the election of 1231,

25 We sisyon-Methodist Mama nine. November, 1833, p. 647.
26 V/enrmouth, on. cit.. p. 146.
27 Ibid., p. 167.
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when a brother minister had boon reported at the previous

Conference to have been preaching politics, and when Mr.

Surd sail thought that a letter of rebuke should be sent to the

offending brother, Watson agreed and farthe r suggested that a
28

special report of his conduct be given at the next Confore oo,

In his own case, however, the cause and the success were regard¬

ed as sufficient justification for the means, as had been true

of the deviation in the Leeds Meeting for Missions in X913»

Prcm the point of view of significance, Watson's

political activities are in no wise comparable to his contri¬

butions in other fields. They are, however, indicative of an¬

other asnect of the many-sided interests of the man and of his

approach to matters of principle, Politically speaking he was

a Tory, as had been Wesley, One who reads his works will be

left in no doubt as to his complete loyalty to his country, his

Sovereign, and his government; however, although ho did not

countenance the gathering of working men into political clubs

to press and maintain their rights, he always found justifica¬

tion to suggest a petition or take e determined stand on an

issue which he considered to involve a principle. In short,

he was an heir and agent of Methodism's traditional and theo¬

retical Toryism, but he was also a product and propagator of

her liberal tendencies.

29 8, Gregory, Sidelights on the Conflicts of
Methodism, p. 100,



CHAPTER 5

WRITER

When Richard Wat son dedicated himself to God and to

work In the Methodist Societies, be dedicated all there was of

himself, his mind, voice, time, energies, and certainly not the

least, his pen, With an astonishing regularity, and most often

in the face of pain and sickness in addition to his ministerial

duties, he produced a body of literature unaqualed in scope and

mass by any of his Methodist contemporaries. He gave to his

communion a systematic statement of its belief and fashioned

tools of study for its ministers J he championed its traditions,

beliefs, and ecclesiastical order; he produced literally volumes

on behalf of its mission program, and still other volumes of

sermons; he wrote a biography of its founder, and added a sup¬

plement to its hymn book. For sixteen consecutive years he

produced at least one volume, and often more than one, a year

for his cause. The following: is a list of his longer works.

1800 - An Address to the People Called Methodists.

1307 - The Stranger in live rood.

History of the Roign of •::orgs III.

1300 - A Letter to Willlaw Roscoa, Esq,*

1313 An Address fcc the '^abUc. on missions,

1316 General Report of the Methodist Missions,

1317 Defence of the Methodist Missions In the West

Indies.*

188
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1817 - Goner:.! Ha port of the t-'othodlst "iscions,

1818 - Remarks on the stomal Sonship of Christ end

the rTse cf Reason In Matters cf Revelation, *

Report of theWesleyan Methodist missionary

Society*

1819 - Report cf the Wosleyan Fethodist Hisslonary

Society.

1820 - tlaeryations op Bout hey* s life of Wesley, *

1821 - Report cf the We sloven kethcdlst Missionary

Society.

1822 - Report of the Wesleyan Fothpflist Missionary

Society.

1823 - Thecloyic-.l institutes. Part 1 *

Renort of the Wea lo y&n Hothodiet Missionary

Society.

1824 - Thoc-1 o'-ice 1 Institutes. Part II. *

Re 11 yiors Instruction of Slaves in the "/est

In.Ij.os -pvoc'.: ted rod .Defended. *

A Catechism of the Iviciencea of Christianity. *

Reoort cf the ffealsyan Methodist Missionary

Society.

1325 - Theo1cp,ica 1 Institutes, Part III. *

laport of the We aleyam Methodist Missionary

.Society.

1B2G - The labyrinth, or Popish Circle, a translation

from the Latin of Simon Bpiscopius.

Theolorleal Institutes, Part IV. *
— * titles marked * are included in the collected
Works of tbe Rev. Richard Watson.
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1826 - Report of the Wesleyun Methodist missionary

Society*

1827 - Report of the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary

Society,

1928 - Thoeloglcal Inst itvtos, Part V, *

Affect Ion-to Address tc the Trustees. Stewards,

Local Pre., chers. and Loaders of the South

London Gircult,*

Report of the Wesleyan Method 1st Missionary

Society.

1829 - Thec 1 ogleal Irs111utes» Concluded *

1830 - Conversations for the Yeunr,*

1331 - Life of the Rev, John Wesley.*

Supplement to tho Hymn Boole, in conjunction

with others.

.Bible Dictionary. Part I.

1932 - Bible Dictionary, complete

He began an Cxnosition of the ■■■ow Testament. but death

overtook him before its completion.

In addition to the titles above, he prepared "Pastoral

Addresses" for the Conference, and wrote a number of sermons

which were published individually during his life. He was a

constant contributor of book reviews and articles on theology to

the id; tried lot h alanine.

The very mass of the material produced by Watson pro¬

hibits & detailed examination of each individual wor•- . Indeed,

such an effort would be abortive since, as one might expect from

an output of almost two major publications a year for fifteen
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years, the chaff and the wheat often lie side by side. In the

scope of this present study, however^ most of his Important

works are examined within their proper contexts since a great

deal of his writing was done to meet a gi ven situation. It is

the pur-nose of this chanter to call attention to his out stand-

in;.; contributions which are not treated elsewhere in this study

and to evaluate Watson's efforts as a writer.

Watson re ched the apex of his powers as a defensive

writer in the production of his Observations on Southev'a Life

of Wesley, In the early part of the year 1920 Robert Scuthey

published his Life of Wesley, and the Rise and .Progress of

Methodism# That the biography was even written by Scut hey added

a respectable luster to Wesley's name in literary and intellec¬

tual circles; for Southey was at that time the roet laureate,

famous as a biographer as well as a poet, and the most hi hly

regarded Individual of English letters. His biography pre¬

sented for the first time a portrait of Wesley in a light which

appealed to those beyond the fellowship of his followers.

Samuel Taylor Coleridge is reported to have written on a blank

page of the first volume of his cony, "How many and many an
1

hour of self-oblivion do I owe to this Life of Wesley I" Even a

Methodist minister of the period admits the biography to be

"hi-hly entertaining" and such as to "invite the perusal of all
2

classes of people." In spite of its laudable aspects, however,

stalwart Methodists regarded it as presenting an untrue picture

1 1. J. Brailsfcrd, Richard Watson. Theologian and
Passionary j:.dvocato, p. 107.

2 Thomas Jackson, Memoirs of the L!£§.,.iritiso&
the Rev, Richard .itson. p. 316.
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of Wesley and a gross misunders tandinr. cf his religious principles.

The Annual Conference, therefore, deemed an answer to the work

necessary and passed the following resolution at its meeting in

the sumrer of 1820?

The conference approve of the request of the
Bo ok ~C officii t tee to Mr. Watson, to prepare a Review
of the Life of the Rev, John Wesley, which has
been recently published by Mr. Southey} and the
Bo ok-Cotffis.lt tee are directed to circulate that
Review, when printed, as extensively as possible.3
Thus Watson was requested to undertake the task of

replying to the Root Laureate» It is of interest to note that

the suggestion of Watson's nets© to the Conference was made by

Dr. Adatn Clarke with who® he had grappled on the doctrine of the
4

eternal Sonship of Christ two years previously. Watson published

his scathing reply in the autumn of 1320# Although the work was

completed in a comparatively short time, it should be ranked as

one of his cost finished and competent products from a literary

point of view. His biographer claims for it that "as a vlndica-
i

tion of Mr. Wesley's views and proceedings, it was not inferior

to any work that had appeared since the publication of his own

incomnarablo 'Apnea1 to Men of Reason and Religion,' about
5

eighty years before." Jackson also relates an anecdote concem-
6

ing the document, A copy of it was said to have fallen into the

hands of the Prince Regent, afterwards George IV, and was read

by him with considerable interest and avidity. Upon completing

It, he was reported to have expressed the opinion, "Mr. Watson

3 Minutes of the . ethodlst Conference, 1820.
4 See page 253.
5 Jackson, on. cit», p. 322.
6 Ibid.. p. 326,
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has the advantage over isy Poet Laureate." A later writer dis¬

ci-edits the story, however, and feels that Jackson could "scarce¬

ly have believed that the 'first gentleman in Surope' was capable
7"

of leaving his pack of cards for such a mental recreation."

There is no doubt that hatson's reply was appreciated in his own

day. In more recont years it has been regarded as "eloquent and
8 9

indignant," and "as dealing severely with the Laureate."

Watson begins his reply with mingled appreciation and

censure: appreciation for the fact that Southey*s work is ob¬

viously not a hasty production but is one showing evidence of

"considerable candour" and far more justice and fairness than

had been anticipated, censure for the misrepresentations made

by Southey and for the fact th t Southey, in his opinion, lacked

the theological qualifications necessary for the biographer of

Wesley. Watson names two main objections to the biography which

when elaborated constitute the general backbone of his Obser¬

vations t

The Wesley of I r» Southey is not, in several
of its most important characteristics, Mr.
h'osley himselfj and the picture of Methodism
which he has drawn is not just, either in tone
or in composit

The Cbservations Is divided into twelve sections. In

the first two Wat son examines what he believes to be Southey's

lack of qualifications for the task he had undertaken. Southey,

7 Brailsford, cu. cit., p. 108.
8 Ibid., p. 109."
9 John Stoumhton, RolirJLon in Snp-.land from 1800 to

1350. Vol. 1, p. 326.
10 Richard Watson, Works. Vol. V, p. 354.
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he affirms, did not understand the conversion of Wesley, nor

did ho understand the act of conversion itself, Furthermore,

So-they held a definitely false philosophy on many significant

points, such as belittling the act of Providence whereby a re¬

ligious leader is raised up, minimising the work of the Holy

Spirit in a man's call to and success in the ministry. In the

next three sections Watson defends Methodism's beliefs, particu¬

larly the doctrine of the witness of the Spirit or assurance and

the truth and validity of sudden conversions, from Southey's

charges of enthusiasm. His arguments in this regard are examined

explicitly in the chapter of this study on the witness of the

Spirit. In sections six to eight inclusive, Watson attempts to

dispel Southey's aspersions regarding the practices of Methodism,

those particularly involved in what he culls "enthusiastic extra -

v&gances" and in the separation of the body from the Established

Church. A further discussion of these points is found In the

chapter of this study dealing with Watson as an apologist of

Methodism, In the last section, Watson corrects Southey's mis¬

representations of the character of Wesley, Intermingled with

his appreciation of Wesley, Southey had charged him with enthu¬
ll

stasis, the need of an humbler spirit and a quieter heart, and
12

ambition, Watson calls attention to the charges, which he places

in opposition to Southey1® equally strong expressions of Wesley's

worth, and then says:

Wow, either Mr. Southey's skill in character
painting, has been greatly over-rated, or he has

11 Robert Southey, The life of John .Wesley, p, 178,
IS Ibid.. p. 194,
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wilfully erred on one side or the other. No¬
thing is so impossible in nature, as the union
of those qualities which he has infused into
the character of Mr. Wesley? and the combina¬
tion, in a literary or a moral view, is so
monstrous as to become ridiculous.1°

Upon occasions Watson used his pen as a knife in the hands of

his satirical wit. To the charge of ambition leveled against

We s ley, he re tort s:

I fear that ambitious Clergymen may now be
found, in the Church, Let then the question of
Mr. Wesley's ambition lie put to the proof.
Will any of them com© among us to seek its
gratification? We will give them as many of the
advantages for obtaining "notoriety" which Mr.
Wesley possessed, as possible. They shall
have enough of duty, long walks, and longer
rides, and fields and streets to preach in,
and the darkest parts of the country, and
the rudest of its people, and the hardest
fare. In proportion, too, as they imitate
the seal of the Wcsleys, we will show them
all honour and respect on our part? and they
will not lack that reoroach of which the world
is not more parsimonious in the present day,
tli&n when the names of the Wesleys were cast
out as ovil. It will not fail to calumniate
them while living, if fchsy give it too much
disturbance? and perhaps some future Poet
Laureate may lay by his birth-day and coro¬
nation odes, to asperse the® when dead,'^
Two other examples will servo to indicate the liter¬

ary excellence of Watson's work. In a vein of satire Watson

caricatures Southey as he would have been had he been a Clergy¬

man of Wesley's day;

The mention of the "burden of sin," though
found in his Liturgy, would have called up
all his suspicions of fanaticism? a sob from
a broken heart would have seriously disturbed
his philosophic composure? and any expression
of mental agony in the positions of the body,
or aspect of the countenance, would probably

13 Watson, op, cit». p. 506.
14 Ibid., p. 512.
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have put hits to flight,3-5
He describes the preaching of Wesley and its effects in a pas¬

sage which is - simple yet noble, unadorned, yet moving:

The multitudes to whom he preached were
generally grossly ignorant of the Gospel. He
poured upon their minds a flood of lights
His discourses were plain, pointed, earnest,
and affectionate. The feeling produced was
deep, piercing, and in numberless cases gen¬
uine? such as we have no right, if we believe
the Bible, to attribute to any other cause
than that inward operation of God with his
truth which alone can render human means ef¬
fectual. Many of those on whom such impres¬
sions were made, retired in silence, and
nurtured them by reflection. The stricken
deer hastened into solitude, there to bleed
unobserved by all but God,16
During Watson's life and immediately afterwards he was

chiefly praised and remembered for his Theological Institutes.

At his death the Methodist Kam&slne ranked it, along with his
17

Bible Dictionary, as his "great works." Abel Stevens, in his

History of - ethodlsm. bestows an abundance of praise upon it:

That work presented to the world a scien¬
tific exhibition of Method 1stic theology, and
is one of the most elaborate and thorough
bodies of divinity produced in our century.
Though thoroughly Arminlan, its candour and
vigorous logic have secured it the admiration
of Calvinistic theologians. . .All the other
labours of Richard Watson sink into insignifi¬
cance when compared with this sublime mission
of theological education to tens of thousands
of the most energetic preachers of Christianity
in the 19th century,1®

Stevens intimates that Watson wrote for educational purposes.

15 Watson, op. cit., p. 427.
X® Ibid,, p, 437-38,
17 The Wesleyan-Kothodist Magazine. February, 1833*

p. 150,
18 Abel Stevens, The History of the Religious ,11

of tly; bjyhteenth Century Called .Methodise, p»~ 372.
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Bunting confirm this in his "Memorials of Watson" in which he

says that the Institutes were "chiefly written with a view to

the theological Improver,sent of the junior Ministers and the
,19

younger Local Preachers." one may well imagine that Watson's

mind often returned to his own days as a young Methodist preach¬

er while he was in the process of writing * he Institutes. He

would remember his searchings for truth, his Introduction to

strange new ideas with no guiding hand to lead hits through the

mane. He would remember, too, his being accused of A rian ism

and the door of the chapel being closed to his preaching, his

foolish pride and impetuosity in. resigning rather than in clear-,

ing his name, the wasted days and uncertainty before his accep¬

tance by the New Connexion and finally by the '.Vesleyans again.

Ten years of his life might have been more effectively used if

he had had a guide along the way. Doubtless, these refleet ions

entered his mind more than once throughout the eight years ho

worked on the Institufces. The Institutes, however, served a

purpose other than educational, Wesley left behind him a pro¬

digious amount of writings illuminating his theology and ideas

of Christian experience and oractice, As has often been the

case with spiritual leaders, he never attempted to set in an

organised fashion the sum cf his conclusions. Prom a theologi¬

cal point of view the nearest things to textbooks possessed by

the early Methodists were his standard sermons and his Notes on

the dew Testament. Watson's Theological Institutes represented

19 Jabca Bunting, "Memorials of the Late Rev* Richard
Watson," p. 41.
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the first unified statement of Methodist doctrine, a 4>complete
course of systematic theology, based on those views of scrip-

20
two which 1 r. Wesley was led to take#" As such, it was never

intended to supplant Wesley's works as the standard of that

doctrinej rather, the attitude toward it in that respect is

expressed by James Dixon;

We are. perfectly aw., re that Mr. t tson's
Institutes are not the legal standard of
kethodist doctrine, and lever can be; yet it
may be unhesitatingly asserted that they con¬
stitute the moral and scientific standard of
that doctrine, and that they are worthy of the
position which they occupy,^

Watson himself makes a partial statement of his purposes in the

advertisement to the first volume of the work.

The object of this work is to exhibit the
•Evidences, Doctrines, KeraIs, and Institutions
of Christianity, in a fcrr adapted to the use
of young Ministers and Students in Divinity.
It is hoped, also, that it may supply the
desideratum of a body of Divinity, adapted
to the present state of theological literature;
neither Calvlnistic on the one hand, nor
Pelagian on the other.

Although the work was published in six parts, it is

actually divided by only four which were enumerated by Watson

above, namely, the evidences, doctrines, morals, and institu¬

tions of Christianity. The first part is composed of twenty

chapters dealing in a logical progression with the nature of

man, his rational weaknesses, the necessity of a revelation

which arises from that weakness and which is demonstrated among

20 The Weslevap Methodist M.a~-ar<lne. March, 1933, p. 215.
21 William P |.l lan, Permens and Cut lines by the Rev,

diehard Watson, p. 72-73.
22 Watson, Works, Vol. IX, p. 5.
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the heathen, the evidences necessary to authenticate such a

revelation, the dependability of Scripture as a source of evi¬

dence, and finally, the evidences theresolves, miracles, pro¬

phecies, other Internal and collateral evidences. The second

part consists of twenty-nine chapters setting forth the exis¬

tence and attributes of God, the proof and nature of the Trin¬

ity, the divinity and nature of Christ, the fall of ran, God's

plan of redemption, the atonement, the benefits of it and its

extert, A shorter third part elaborates through four chapters

the moral law and the duties one owes to God and one's neighbor.

The last part' dealing with the institutions of Christianity is

also short, having only four chapters on the Church, the sacra¬

ments, baptism, and the Lord's supper*

In the work Watson makes no claims of being an orig¬

inator of new doctrine? quite the contrary, he strives with

vigor to show that the doctrines which he upholds are those

which all correct interpreters of scripture throughout the ages

have maintained. One is surprised by the relatively few referen¬

ces to Wesley and his works as against the often lengthy quo¬

tations he appropriates from the Anglican divines. It is as if

Watson is leaning over backward to say to his reading public,

"Many charges have been brought against Wesley and the Methodists

of being enthusiastic innovators in matters of Christian exper¬

ience and doctrine; but, behold, we are more orthodox and true

to our mutual spiritual forefathers than are the present day

Anglicans. It is they who have gone astray." If Watson is not

an originator, it can be said that he organises and interprets

his material in an easily understandable and useable fashion.
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Perhaps for thnt very res son it was the more valuable for the

purpose for which it was written. Perhaps that Is why one writer

can say, "To the ministers of Wat son1s tine and the succeeding
23

generation these treatises were an almost priceless boon;" and

still another, "The natural loftiness of the genius of its au¬

thor characterises many of its pages, notwithstanding the rig¬

ours of a philosophic and scientific composition. For more than

a generation the Institutes have been & text-book of the theo¬

logical training of the Methodist ministry throughout the world.

Their advantage in this respect has been incalculable, not only

as it regards Method Ism, but as affecting our common Protestant-
24

ism."

A student reading the Instltufcas today might be tempted

to complain of the relatively groat amount of space given to such

issues as eisxs and Calvinism which now seem somewhat dated. One

rust remember, however, that Watson lived in a day when these

questions were still pregnant with passions which mi ht give birth

to an argument or a controversy at the mention of a text, and he

was writ inf. for practical purposes. Me sought tc equip young

ministers with the weapons whereby they could defend their faith

or convince a doubting sinner, as the case demanded. In order to

be honest one must admit, however, that the work has its defects

as well as Its virtues. From a literary point of view, it is

far inferior to his level of achievement in his Observations on

Sc-they's Fife of dealer or the *>©fence of Fissions in the heat

Indies. The discrepancy may be partially explained if not ex-

23 3railaford, on. c jt.. p. 101,102.
24 Stevens, on. c It.. d. 372,
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cused bv the fact that the Institutes we re written between 1821

and 1929, not only eight of the busiest years of "'atson* s minis-

fcry bat elso a period during which his Illness became progres¬

sively worse. Whatever the reason, In reading the Institutes

one senses tho haste with which they must have been written; and

one grows painfully aware of the lengthy quotations, sometimes

pages long. It is interesting to note, however, that in spite

of its defects the Theological Institutes, over fifty years af¬

ter Watson's death, was still regarded by Stoughton as a work
25

of "far superior -merit,"

A word more must be said concerning Watson's other

major publications. He produced two works primarily for young

people, a Catechism on the dv11onces of Christianity and Convor-

§at ions for tho Y-.-.-r -. The first is supposedly a simplified

version of Part I of the Institutes while the latter is of the

nature of a study guide to the Bible, One cannot help wondering

what effects the works had on the young people for whom they

were written, Brailsford has properly said of them that they

"may be simplified meat, but milk for babes they certainly are
25

not." liven Bunting is reported to have euphemistically remarked

of the catechism, *br. Watson was not the fittest man to draw up.
27

catechisms. He was designed, for a loftier region,"

Another attempt by Watson which, to say the least,

fell short of his highest standard was his Life of Lesley. This

25 St oughtcn, op, clt.. p, 327.
26 !■rails ford, en. clt.« p, 103.
27 B, Gregory, Sidelights on the Conflicts cf

Methodism, p. 138,
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work my bo more aptly called a compilation of material relat¬

ing to Wo slay and his thought than a biography# The writer of

the review of the hook found in the "•"-••the-l 1st -"ap&Pine for July,

1831, does a masterly job of implying what he does not care to

say:

Though it courts no popularity by an accom¬
modation of truth to the taste of a degenerate

age, but seeks rather to elevate the judgment
of its readers to the true scriptural standard,
the simplicity of its plan fits It for general
usefulness, and will make it decidedly a popu¬
lar volume, Utility is the obvious aim of its
accomplished author; and he has left the field
of a more purely literary interest still open
for cultivation. His talents fitted him for
either task; but he has probably chosen the
more excellent way,

A t'ethodist writer removed from Watson's generation is more just

in his criticism if less tender in its statement:

Watson's LI fe was pre oared at the request of
the Conference, and was supposed to be & popu¬
lar summary of facts and principles. If we
judged by internal evidence alone, we should
decide undoubtedly that the ascription of the
book to the man who wrote the Reply to Southey
was a literary libel,2"
The Conference of 1831 requested Watson to compile a

Dictionary of the Bible. He complied and published the first

part ■ in October of the same year. AH that time a reviewer in

the bathed 1st Parasine said:

It is a gratifying circumstance that its cots-
pi let i on has fallen into the hands of one who is
so competent to do justice to the several sub¬
jects which it embraces, . .Its theological ar¬
ticles are rich and instructive; and those on

28 The "/ealeyan-Method 1st Magazine, July, 1831, p. 495.
29 W» J. Towns?}rid, H» 8, Workman, and George Bayers,

A Kew History of bethodism. Vol. I, p. 421,
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Biblical subjects cost gre t light upon the
Phraseology, the biography, the history, and
the prophecies of Holy Scripture#'®

The remainder was finished and published in the following; spring#

That the work was well received is evident from the fact that a

third edition was already in preparation at the time of Watson's

death less than a year later.

There is no doubt but that Wot son was gre*. tly appre¬

ciated in his day as a theologian and polemic. Even after his

death his writings continued to be popular; and when an edition

of his works was published five years later, a reviewer said:

That they are estimated in some measure in
proportion to their worth is proved, we think,
by the large demand there has been for the
volumes while in the course of publication,
although the treatises contained in many of
then had previously been extensively circu¬
lated. 3-

To one reading Watson today many of the works seem dated in

thought and expression; but they afford windows through which

one may catch a glimpse into his mind and heart. One is con¬

scious, first, of the consistency with which Watson returns a-

gain and again to the saw® theme# Whether he is writing of

human reason or West Indian slavery, the subject occupies its

station in the economy of his thought by virtue of its relation

tc hod's redeeming love and His plan for man's salvation through

Christ, Thus, God's love in Christ is the key in which Watson

plays all his music. His melodies range from the uplifting pro¬

mises of treble flights to the somber march of morality in the

30 Weslcyan-hethen1st Togavine. Oct., 1831, p. 69?,
31 Y'bid. ,'liarc'n. 1838, p. 204.
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deep bass. The tune often changes, is goasetlines ethereal, some¬

times trite J but tho key remains the same.

one Is further aware of the various modes of his writ¬

ing. In the best of his polemical works, for instance, the

Observations of bout her's Life of .Vosley. his wit exhibits its

keen edge in satire while on other occasions it fails to rise

above the level of harsh sarcasm, 'Vhen trying to inspire people,

as in his sermon on Hsekiel's vision, his imagination opens new

vistas; and on© begins to feel what must have been his tremen¬

dous power over congregations, on the other hand, when Watson

becomes a teacher, as in some of the better passages of the

Institutes, he purely and simply instructs. Like & cord binding

his various modes together is his solemnity which is never dis¬

carded in his formal writings. The nearest approach of Watson

to humor is an occasional flash of satire. If it were not for

some of his private letters which have survived, one would think

that Watson never eased the seriousness which pervades his pub¬

lished works,

As to the stylo of Wat son's writing, he was given to

using long and somewhat elaborate sentences. To parse many of

them would tax the ingenuity of a draftsman as well as a pro¬

fessor of English, In his better moments, however, there is a

harmony between ideas and language which Is both clear ana plea¬

sant to read.
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CHAPTER I

RBASGN AND FESIiTItl

A» Limits cf Reason in Matters of Religion*

If one would sympathetically understand the writings

of a man who proposes to state systematically the truths of

religion, he must first question the presuppositions with which

that writer enters upon his task. Thus, if one would understand

Watson, he mist first examine his attitude toward Scripture and

his method of interpreting it. Although Watson never wrote a

book developing between two covers his ideas on this subject,

he was, nevertheless, positive and clear in his thinking on the

matter*

When Dr. Adam Clarke's final volume of his Cotkttontary

on the dew Testament reached the public, it was accompanied by

some general, concluding statements in which he made plain the

rules which had guided hits in his study of the Bible. These

tenets, along with Clarke's rejection of the doctrine of the

Kternal Sonship of Christ, prompted Watson's first major en¬

trance into the theological arena of his day. The controversy

between these two equally devout men will be explored in more

detail in a later chanter. Suffice it to say, Watson took issue

with Clarke on the matter of the use of re- son in interpreting

Scripture. His thoughts at this time were confined to the nega¬

tive aspect of the limitations of reason. later, when writing

206
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his Institute's, he developed wore positively his idea of the

necessity of revelation and the use of reason in interpreting

revelation.

It Is, therefore, the purpose of this chapter tc reach

an understanding of Watson's mature position as to the relation

between reason and revelation. In order to do this, the three

wain facets of the development are to be examineds 1. the lim¬

itations of reason as delineated in his dispute with Clarice,

2, the evidences which led him to conclude that a revelation

frctr God to the world was necessary, 3. the valid uses which he

assigned to reason in its relation to that revelation. Finally,

an attempt will be trade to evaluate his conclusions and place

them in their historical perspective.

A, The Limits of Reason in Matters of Religion.

In one of his sermons John Wesley once said, "It is

the true remark of an eminent wan, who had trade many observa¬

tions on human nature, 'If reason be against a man, a man will
1

always be against reason.'" In view of this it is somewhat

ironic that on® of the earliest theological disturbances among

his flock should have boon caused by a clash of opinions con¬

cerning the usefulness of reason in matters of religion. Such,

however, was tho c -se.

In the concluding principles affixed to his Cormentarr

on the "aw Testament. Clarke trade some general remarks on what

1 John Wesley, The Works of the Rev. John Wesley. Vol.
VJ, p. ,35 0.
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he considered to be the function of reason. Perhaps if he had

elaborated his few remarks, no question would have been raised

concerning thorn. Ho did not, however, and their statement

precipitated objections. In order to understand Watson, one

must first inquire into Clarke's principles.

"t?hafc, " one might ask Clarke, "is the relevance of rea¬

son to the Bible?" Clarke replies, "The doctrines of this book

are doctrines of eternal reason, and they are revealed because
2

they are such." As if to explain, he says at another point,

"The Sacred Writings are a system of pure unsophisticated reason.
3

proceeding, from the immaculate mind of God." Anticipating those

who might question whether all the mysteries of God are thus

wade so simple, he continues that the Sacred Writings are, "in

many places, it is true, vastly elevated beyond what the reason

of man could have devised or found out, but in no case centrary
4

to human reason." Whereas human reason could not discover for

itself those things which arc revealed, since the revelation
5

was made, "it can both apprehend and comprehend them." Clarice,

therefore, distinguishes between the "eternal reason" of Scrip¬

ture and. the "human re son" which is to "apprehend and compre¬

hend" the former. Watson, as shall be seen, takes issue with

the doctor for failing to appreciate fully the vast difference

between these two.

"What then," one might further ask, "is the function

2 Adam Clarke, Commentary cvrl t'.-e lew Testament, p. 212& .
3 hoc, cjt.
4 hoc. clt.
5 Hoc. clt.
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of human re--.sen In relation to eternal reason, the doctrines of

Scripture which are from the rind of GodT* Clarke's answer is

significant:

It sees their perfect harmony among themselves,
their agreement with the perfections of the di¬
vine nature, and their sovereign suitableness to
the nature and state of man} thus reason approves
and applauds. • • in every question which invol¬
ves the eternal interests of man, the Holy Scrip¬
tures must be appealed to, In union with reason,
their great commentator.6

In the light of the above statement, the conclusions he reaches

are seen in proper perspectives

Ho man can or should believe a doctrine that
coatradlcts reason; but he nay safely credit
("in anything that concerns the nature of God)
what is above his reason, and even this may be
a reason why he should believe it.

The doctrine which cannot stand the test of
rational investigation cannot be true. » . We
have gone toe far when we have said, "Such and
such doctrines should not be subjected to ra¬
tional investigation, being doctrines of pure
revelation.

Therefore, since it is the function of human reason to perceive

the harmony existing between doctrines of Scripture, one should

not believe a doctrine which contradicts that reason, which can¬

not stand up under such an investigation. In a final statement

he acknowledges that human reason is not expected to bear the

burden unaided. The same Spirit of God which gives revelation
9

also improves and exalts reason.

Shortly after the publication of the foregoing princi¬

ples by Clarke, Watson produced a lengthy pamphlet, which dealt

6 Clarke, j^n. cIt.. p. 2129.
7 hoc, clt.
3 hoc. clt.
9 hoc. Clt.
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for the most part with the doctrine of the Sternal Sonship of

Christ but in which a number of pages were dedicated to an

examination and refutation of these principles Concerning the

function of reason. The pamphlet helped establish him as

Wesleyan Vethodisn's outstanding defender of the orthodox faith.

Although his arguments are mostly of a negative nature, they

indicate the foundation upon which he built his religious

thought, The following words might just as well have been writ¬

ten at the close of his life as in 1818:

V/hat is said by the hod of truth must be true;
what appears reasonable to re may or my not be
true; and the position which best becomes our
humility, as fallible creatures, is, not that
the scripture cannot bo true if it be contrary
to try reason, but that my reason cannot be trie
if it contradict scripture. This must be held
conclusive, at least, by all who believe in the
divine authority of the Bible.

To what in Clarke's thought did Watson object? What

limitations did he perceive to be involved in the exorcise of

reason by those objections? The answers to both questions are

interwoven. Watson's objections may be classified in two cate¬

gories: these general ones ha made against what he considered

to be the implications of Clarke's principles, and more specific

ones made against specific clauses of the principles.
11

Of the general objections, he finds throe. In the first

place, the implication of Clarke's view is that the meaning °£

Scripture is to be determined by our own idea as to what is

reasonable. Secondly, he makes human reason the instrument not

10 Richard Watson, Works. Vol. VII, p. 47.
11 Ibid., pp. 48-49,
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simply of investigating the twining of revelation but equally a

"judge of doctrine." Thirdly, Wat son discovers that CI rke

makes it a canon that where the letter of Scripture indicates a

doctrine which appears unre scrapie, it mast be understood in a

sense which does appear reasonable. Such action, he fears,

destroys the unity of truth and leaves the poor seeker without

a standard of judgment, save that of varying human reason#

of the specific objections, Watsoa states four.

1, In the first place, he agrees with Clarke "that the

doctrines of Scripture are doctrines of eternal reason, Sternal

reason is truth; and the word of Cod trust in all its parts be

true," lifter agreeing to that extent he parts company with the

doctor on the ground that he has made a grievous error in fail¬

ing to distinguish properly between human and eternal reason.

It is remarkable that Dp, Clarke did not detect
himself in a fallacy which vitiates his whole
argument. With him human reason and eternal rea¬
son are assumed to be the same; in other words,
that human reason.is divine reason, and, there¬
fore, infallible, 2

He argues that, since human reason is obviously Incomplete,

"certainly, then, it is possible that there may be truths, the

evidence of which can only be known to the eternal reason of the
13

divine nature." In all fairness to both, when Watson begins

discussing "evidences of truth,he has deviated from the func¬

tion which Dr. Clarice attributes to human reason, namely, that

of seeing the "perfect harmony" among truths.

12 '-'/'-Atsen, on. pit,, no. 49-50,
13 Ibid,, rv, 50,
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2. Watson then questions whether scriptural doctrine

must or can be called upon to stand before a bar of rational

investigation. He defines a rational investigation as "a pro-
0

cess by which we inquire the truth and falsehood of anything by

comparing it with what we already know, and what we have already
. 14

determined to be true.1' If it is to be a rational investigation,

then it must be conducted on previous knowledge. If principles

involving the authority of Scripture are included, then it ceases
15

to be a rational investigation and becomes a scriptural one.

For this inquiry to be strictly and severely
rational, all the knowledge of God which has
been obtained by tradition or previous revela¬
tion must bo put out of the case, and the whole
of what is affirmed of God must be tested solely
by some previous and tested truths. But where,
then, is the inquirer to begin? To what will
he liken God, or to whom compare him? What is
the task we thus assign hit??10
Watson's position invites comment. Cnce again he ap¬

pears to have failed to notice Clarke's sentence assigning to

human reason the task of seeing the "perfect harmony" among

truths. He falls to argue against Clarke; but instead, he ar¬

gues against the definition which he gives to the terms "ration¬
al investigation," Watson has also drawn an artificial and Im¬

possible line between "rational investigation" and "scriptural

investigation." If followed completely, his rule would elim¬

inate not only the use of Scripture in "rational investigation"

but also the use of reason in "scriptural investigation." Such

an end Gatson would not desire.

14 Watson, c>d, cit», p. 52,
15 hoc, oit.
16 Ibid., p. 53.
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3. Thirdly, he objects to the principle that although

reason could not have discovered doctrines of revelation, when

they are discovered, reason is able not only to "apprehend but

to comprehend then."

Clarke ray be understood to mean that reason,
when aided by a revelation, is raised into so
perfect a condition, that what appears incon¬
gruous to it must of necessity be concluded to
be contrary to the revelation itself, This,
however, proceeds upon that very false assump¬
tion, which I hive already pointed out, that
a revelation from God to man mist not only de¬
clare a doctrine, but also discover its con-
gruity with the reason and truth of things?
or that reason, when put in possession of the
doctrine, is able to complete the process,
and to mount up to the discovery of its full
evidence.-'

Be continues by pointing out that, if Clarke's princi¬

ple were true, then faith would be impossible, since ho makes

scriptural knowledge certain; whereas, "believing has been de¬

fined by a great master 'to be the admitting or receiving any

proposition to be true, upon arguments or proofs that persuade

us to receive it as true, without certain knowledge, that is,
18

knowledge derived from the thing itself, that it is so.'"

Wat son further points out that even Gierke himself, in

his same sat of rules, disowns so confident a view of human rea¬

son. after saying that those things which concern the nature of

God might be above reason, Clark© writes, "I cannot comprehend

the divine nature, therefore I adore it; if 1 could comprehend,
18

I could not adore."

17 Watson, op. clt., p. 55.
IB Ibid,, p. 58.
19 Clarke, on. cit.. p. 2129.
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4. Lastly, Watson objects to feh© principle that a Ban

neither car?, nor should believe a doctrine which contradicts

reason.

If >r» Clarke rroans that there is nothing in
revelation, even as it respects the nature of
God, which contradicts eternal reason or truth*
then this is a. mere trulemj but if he means,
as I sup no se, that there are no attributes or
modes of existence ascribed to the divine na¬
ture in his word, which contradict human reason,
then I greatly fear that he will bo understood,
that whatever doctrine of Scripture contradicts
the reason of him who reads it, is not true,
unci must be re jectcd. ^

II© believes that her-© again Clark® has assumed human reason to

be equal with eternal reason, and thereby replaced an infal-
21

11bio standard with a fallible one. Since the exercise of rea¬

son Is limited by our knowledge and must be furnished with sub-
22

jects which it may arrange, compare, and judge, f,in judging of

things which arc but Imperfectly known," which must be the case

with revelation,"in comparing what we know little of with what

we know,-so as to affirm or deny anything concerning them, our

reason. » . may be contradicted, and yet there may bo no contra-
23

diction of the truth of things it-self.*

Thus Sat son limits the value of reason. It is never

to be assumed that our weak human reason can be equated with the

eternal reason of God, Human reason can neither discover the

doctrines of revelation for itself nor necessarily "apprehend and

comprehend them." Sire© human reason Is fallible, its ccmtra-

20 Watson, op* clt., p. 62.
21 Ibid.. p.*"-33.
22 Watson, Works, Vol. IX, p. 24.
23 Watson, Works, Vol VII, p. 69.
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diction by doctrines of revelation does not argue against those

doctrines, human reason is never to ho core a "judge of doctrine."

Upon the publication of Watson*s pamphlet he was ac-
24 25

eused of incorrectly stating and misrepresenting Clark©. As an

examination of the objections makes clear, the charge is not

completely without basis. To believe that an intentional mis¬

representation was made is unthinkable in view of the mutual

respect and friendship which existed between the two men through

the years, oven down to their last Annual Conference, fch&t of

1832, when they war© seated side by side on the platform. It is

conceivable, however, that Watson- in his seal to protect the

primacy of revelation misunderstood Clarke. Did ho refute Clarke?

To make such a claim would be to disregard the fact that in at

least three of his four main objections he did misread or mis¬

understand him. In the first he failed to note Clarke's dis¬

tinction between eternal reason as those doctrines proceeding

from the "mind of God" and human reason as the process by which

one discovers the "harmony among" those doctrines. In the sec¬

ond he argued against his own definition of & "rational investi¬

gation" rather than the function assigned to human reason by

Clarke, In the last he rejected Clarke's principle of net be¬

lieving a doctrine which contradicts reason again without ack¬

nowledging the further idea that reason relates to the "harmony

among" the doctrines.

24 Thomas Kxley, "Reply to Mr. Watson's Remarks on the
Eternal Sonship," r>, l.

25 Ibid., p. 67.
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B. The necessity and Evidences of Revelation,

For what reason did Watson so sealonsly insist on

acknowledging the frail, fallible nature of the human faculty

of reason? First and forewest, he sought to guard against the

exalted opinion whereby ten felt theraseIves capable of discover¬

ing and understanding all they needed to know concerning God

and His plans for the world. Such an attitude he felt to be

the height of folly considering the depraved state of raan,

Clearly, Kin's reason alone was insufficient to assure hi® the

knowledge he most needed. How, then, was ran to gain such

knowledge?

The knowledge so urgently needed by ran is not to be

disclosed by the efforts of his reason, but has already been of¬

fered by the revelation of God, Watson agrees with Bills that

revelation "is the foundation whereon we are to build all our

abstract knowledge of Invisible, innaterial things. It is fro®

instruction alone that the mind takes this flight, advances to
1

remote and sublime truths, which sons© cannot discern." He him¬

self might have said, "Next to the gift of God's own son, revela-
2

tion is the greatest blessing ever enjoyed I"

When Watson speaks of revelation, exactly what does

1 John Ellis, The Knowledge of Divine Things fro®
Revelation, not fro® Bo a sen or HatureT V. ""9^7*"*

2 Robert Walker, "A "Defence of the Doctrine of the
Trinity and 'Eternal Sonship of Our Lord Jesus Christ o. 2,
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he mean? In the first place, revelation is that which:

—gives information on those subjects which are
most important to man, and which the world had
darkened with the greatest errors; - the nature
and perfections, claims and revelations of Godj
his will, as the rule of moral good and evil;
the means of obtaining pardon and of conquering
vice; the true Mediator between God and ran;
divine Providence; the chief good of man, re
specting which alone more than 300 different
opinions among the ancient sages have been
reckoned up; man's immortality and account¬
ability; and a future state*3

He qualifies his waning by adding that a revelation should be

in accord with the principles of former revelations, if pre¬

vious ones have been given. The reason for this is obvious.

For since it is a first principle, that God con-
not err himself, nor deceive us, so far as one
revelation renews or explains any truth in a
preceding one, it wist agree with th© previous
communication; and in what it adds to a pre¬
ceding revelation, it cannot contradict any
thing"which it contains, if it be exhibited as
a truth of unchangeable character on a duty
of perpetual obligation.

One cannot help wishing atson had read Clark© with mors under¬

standing since this principle is in accordance with that of the

latter concerning the function of reason. One would like fur¬

ther to ask Wat a on how the agreement of an alleged revelation

with an accepted revelation is to be determined except human

reason be utilised. Is it to be rejected if it does not coin¬

cide with the revelation which has gone before? Fortunately,

the above feast is not left as the sole determinant of authen¬

ticity. A true revelation should also be "accompanied with an

3 Richard Watson, Works. Vol. IX, p. 86.
op c. c i t *
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explicit and irnressive extern::! authentication, of such a

nature as to rake its truth obvious to the tsass of mankind, and
5

to leave no reasonable doubt as to Its divine authority," Such

an external witness to the revelation is necessary to create
6

the obligation to obedience. As a final tost of revelation,

once it has been made known, it should provide a means for its

effectual communication to all men. "It is a fair presumption,

that the person through whom the communication was made should
7

record it in writing#"
In the inspired writings of the Holy Scripture on©

has the record of God's revelation to man. To say that the

Scripture is inspired is to say that the writers composed the

work under so plenary and immediate «-n influence of the Holy

Spirit that Hod sueuks directly by them to man, not merely that
3

they spoke to v m in the name of God or by His authority.

The whole of the Bible was "dictated by the Holy Spirit with

so full an influence, that it became truth without mixture of
9

error, expressed in such terms as he himself ruled or suggested"

That the Bible came to be written at all, that a

later revolution was even necessary serves but to emphasise

the extent of the fall of ran# Indeed, there was never a time
10

when the knowledge of God wan not in the world, since the first
11

man held fro© conversation with God, Ho people can plead ignor-

5 '• tccn, on. cit., t>. 38.r ..... ..... ..I.. *

6 Luc, cit.
7 Id., p. 90.
8 tscn, Turks, Vol. VI, p. 11,
9 I" id,, p, Id,

10 hat son, Works. Vol. IV, o, 137,
11 hat son, forks. Vol. IX, P. 372.
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ance, for Adam transmitted his knowledge to the e-rly ancestors
12

of all nations. Therefore, human reason has nc ground upon

which to claim for itself the discovery of knowledge of God,

nor even the improvement of that knowledge, Cn the contrary,

the reasonings of man, because they were influenced by a corrupt
13

heart, have darkened the truth man had* Because of the love cf

sin, which in some form or other is found in every man in his

natural and unregenerate state, man's judgment on all subjects
14

of importance in religion has been blinded,

Evidences of the loss of this former knowledge of God

are clearly exhibited among the heathen, Watson examines three

aspects of that evidence es indicative of the necessity of a

revelation such as that which he describes.

1. Although some basic principles were known by the

Ancients, their religious knowledge was insufficient and er¬

roneous, It is true, there was some belief as to a supreme

Being, The Hindus have such a Being, but they do not worship
15

him or believe he concerns himself with human affairs. The

Greeks and Hotsars were so far confused as to believe matter to
18

be eternal. Even Plato, "beginning his discourse cf the gods

and the generation cf the world, cautions his disciples 'not

to expect anything beyond a likely conjecture concerning these
17

things,' *'

12 hatson, Porks.
13 "atson, Porks,
14 Patson, Porks,
15 Watson, Porks,
16 ,lbjd., p, 63,

Ibid,, p. 61.

Vol. IX, p. 372,
Vol, IV, p. 137.
Vol. II, P. 211,
Vol, IX, p. 62ff.
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2. The necessity of revelation is displayed in the

moral state of the heathen.

The notions of all civilised Heathens on moral
subjects, like their knowledge of the first
principles of religion, mingled as they were
with their superstitions, prove that both were
derived from a common source, , , This is an

important consideration, inasmuch as it indi¬
cates the transmission of both religion and
morals from the patriarchal system, and that
both the primitive doctrines and their cor¬
responding morals received early sanctions,
the force of which was felt through succeed¬
ing ages.18

So far had their moral state degenerated that murder was mad©

a pastime in Home where men fought other men as well as wild
19

beasts. The destruction of children was not a crime, and sul-
20 21

cide was commended. Meekness was a defect. Divorce was a mat-
22

ter of caprice, laws against theft and repine did not cover
23

strangers.

3. The necessity of revelation is also soon in the

religion of the heathen. Its gloomy superstitions encouraged
24

cruel dispositions. The practice of human sacrifice was raani-
*

25
festsd among many of them. Impurity, the product of their be-

26

liefs, was strengthened by the practices of their gods.

After exhibiting the state of man and these other

evidences which indicate the necessity of revelation, Watson

18 Watson, Works
18 Ibid,. D. 76.
20 Ibid,, p. 77,
21 Ibid,, p. 78,
22 Ibid., p. 79.
23 Ibid,, p. 80.
24 Ibid,. p. 82.
25 Loc, cit.
26 Ibid,, p. 83.

Vol, IX, p. 75.
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professes that the revelation has heen trade in the Scriptures.

Is it the true revelation? Is it valid? One need not wonder

long, since, as he stated, the revelation mat have its proof,

VVhat, then, is the proof of a revelation? "The evidence us¬

ually offered in proof of the divine authority of the Scriptures
27

may he divided Into external, internal, and collateral."

1, It is his opinion that the authors of "both the

Jewish and Christian revelations profess to have authenticated
28

their mission by two external proofs, miracles and prophecy,

A miracle ho defines in the words of a Mr, Home to be "an ef¬

fect or event, contrary to the established constitution or

course of things, or a sensible suspension or contraiment of,

or deviation from, the known laws of nature, wrought either by

the immediate act, or by the assistance, or bv the permission,
t 29

of God," To this, however, he acids the last clause of Dr.

Samael Clarke's definition, "for the proof of evidence of some

particular doctrine, or in attestation of the authority of some
30

particular person," Thus, the performance of a miracle by God

is for the specific purpose of authorizing a certain doctrine

or the mission of an individual and constitutes proof of revela¬

tion. Watson is not completely satisfied with his definition

and seeks to explain it. "In order to distinguish a real miracle,

it is necessary that the common course of nature should be under-
31

stood." Perceiving the impossibility of completely understanding

27 Vest son, Verbs. Vol. IX, p. 96,
28 Ibid., pp. 99-100,
29 Ibid.. T># 101.
30 Loc. Cit.
31 Ibid., p. 104,
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the "common course of nature," he suggests fch t the miracle

should be manifested in "effects produced upon subjects whose
32

properties have been the subject of common and long observation"
One wonders that he should be willing to leave his major proof

of the validity of Scrlptu.ro as revelation on such sandy grounds,

since it was also a "subject of common and long observation"
that the earth w..s flat nl the sun revolved around it. Shift¬

ing his argument from the reality of miracles to their possibil¬

ity, he says, "The oosslblllty of miracles wrought by the power

of God can be denied bv none but Atheists or those whose systems
33

a ro substa ncially athe1stic»"
To sum up his case, he posits that all knowledge of

God trust be by revelation which is authenticated and accented

upon evidences, of which miracles are nrimary. The use of

"miracles," as defined by hit , however, assumes the acknowledge¬

ment of and knowledge of the newer and nature of God, which is

precisely the knowledge unknown without a revelation.

Prophecy is to be believed on the same grounds and

for the same reasons. "Ho argument a priori against the pos¬

sibility of prophecy can b© attempted by anyone who believes in
34

the existence and infinitely-perfect nature of God." Again, is

the prophecy to prove the revelation which makes known the na¬

ture of God, whom to know proves the pronhecy?

2, Internal evidence also declares the validity of a
•

- *

revelation. By internal evidence he means:

32 Watson, Works. Vol. IX, p. 1C4.
Ibid.» n. 102.

34 Ibid., p. 117.
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- -1 ho t which arises front he considerati on

of the doctrines taught, as being consistent
with the character of God and tending to pro-
note the virtue and happiness of nan; the
ends for which a revelation of the will of
God was needed, and for which It must be
given, if i£ be considered as an act of grace
and mercy. 5

These words echo those of Clarke when he describes the function

of human reason in its relation to the doctrines of Scripture

as that of seeing "their perfect harmony among themselves, their

agreement with the perfections of the divine nature, and their
36

sovereign suitableness to tbe nature and state of man." Thus,

the use of reason he fails to notice in Clarke becomes his sec¬

ond proof of the validity of revelation, and strikingly similar

to the first clause of his third,

3. "The collateral evidence of a revelation from God

may be, its agreement in principle with every former revelation,
37

should previous revelations have been vouchsafed," This evidence

is discovered if one discerns that a revelation "was obviously

suited to the circumstances of the world at the time of its

comrainlcaticrij that it is adapted to effect the great moral

ends which It purposes, and has actually effected them; that if

it contain a record of facts as well a® of doctrines, those

historical facts agree with the credible traditions and his¬

tories of the same times; that monuments, either natural or

instituted, remain to attest the truth of its history; that

adversaries have made concessions in its favor; and that, should

35 Watson, Works. Vol, IX, p. 121,
36 » Clarke, Gorr-.entarv on the few Testament, p, 2129.
37 Watson, Works. Vol. IX, p. 129,
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it profess to be a universal and, ultimate revelation of the will

and mercy of God to man, it maintains Its adaptation to the case
38

of the human race, and its efficiency, to the present day," Any

revelation which can claim these three categories of proofs may

be accepted as authenticated by God, according to Watson*

How were Watson's ideas received in his own day? Jabez

Bunting said of therat

His statement of the •videnees of Christianity,
in the First o&rt of his Theological Institutes,
is comprehensive and. convincing; and that por¬
tion of it which treats on the Proof from Miracles
appears to me toQbe particularly accurate and
d i s c r lisinat ive,

Since both of these eminent ministers and leaders of Wesleyan

i'ethod ism concurred, and since no outstanding Methodist voice

was raised against them, one must conclude that Watson's views

as to the necessity of revelation and the proofs of it were ac¬

cepted and maintained among his brethren* The ideas were not

now. They had boon advocated by Hnglish theologians of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. They had bean with equal

vigor rejected by others. A century before Watson, Matthew

Tindal had exposed the absurdity of making Christian teaching

depend upon one's belief in miracles, and one's belief in mir-
40

acles on the truth of the Christian teaching. He might well

have bean speaking to Watson when he said, "It is an odd jumble

to prove the truth of a book by the truth of the doctrine it

38 Watson, Works. Vol IX, p, 129,
39 Jabez Bunting, "Memorials of the late Rev. Richard

Watson," p. 28.
40 Leslie Stephen-, History of Hngllsh Thought in the

eighteenth Century. Vol, I, pp. 78-79.
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contains, and at the same titre conclude these doctrines to be
41

true because contained in that book."

41 John Hunt, holi^ious Thon-ht in JBiy&and .from the
Heforaatjon tiULhe -nd of the Last Century, Vol. II, p. 445.
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C, Uses of Rs&son in Matters of Religion.

Watson, in his dispute with Clarke, expounds the weak,

fallible nature of human reason which Incapacitates it as an

agent for discovering religious truth. Such truth must b© the

subject of a revelation, which revelation has been given by God

in the Holy Scripture, How can one be sure it Is a true revela¬

tion? The revelation Sod has given boars within It the proofs
•»

by which one may be assured that it is valid. How is one tc

evaluate those proofs? Human reason is at this point placed in

its rightful place. What, then, is the function of human reason

and its proper uses in determining the things of religion?

"/atson derives his answer to the first part of the question from

John Locke by way of John Wesley,

He admits with the leist that nreason is the founds-
1

tlon of all certitude,* That certitude is to be gained by a

process in which we inquire into the truth or falsehood of any¬

thing by comparing it with what m intuitively or by experience

know to be true, or with that which we have formerly demonstrated

to be so. ''Rational proof, therefore, consists in the agree¬

ment or disagreement of that which is compared with truths al-
2

ready supposed to be established," This idea was already in his

mind v/hen he wrote in answer to Clarke:

All reasoning Is founded upon a comparison of

1 Richard "//atson, nforks. Vol, IX, p, 142.
2 Ibid., pp. 133-34.
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two or mere thin-; s together, so as to ascertain
an agreement or a disagreement, and. to affirm
or deny something respecting them., It may be
compact or extended, as what is predicted of
each is at once understood, or requires the
introduction of intermediate ideas to show
their relation; but in all cases it is essen¬
tial to good reasoning, that we should have
determinate ideas of the thing© themselves
which are compared, in the respect in which
a comparison is instituted, or we can never
ascertain their relation to each other, or to
any intermediate idea which may have a common
relation to both# Between what I know, and
what I imperfectly know, there can be no cer¬
tain or complete comparison, and no determin¬
ate judgement »3
The foregoing outline of the manner of operation of

reason is identical with one of the four functions attributed

to it by John Lesley, namely, that of judgment# According to

Lesley, a definition of reason rust include two main facets.

First, reason is something taken for argument, as one might say,

"Give me a reason for your assertion#n Secondly, and more im¬

portant, reason is the same as understanding. By understanding,

he means a faculty which exerts itself in three ways: by simple

apprehension, by judgment, and by discourse. Simple apprehension

is merely conceiving a thing in the mind, the most simple act of

understanding# Judgment is the determining that things previous¬

ly conceived either agree with or differ from each other. Dis-
4

course is the movement of the mind from one judgment to another.

John Wesley is not to be accused of decrying the use of reason.

On the contrary, he finds in the Wpistle to the Hebrews *'a chain

of reasoning, or argumentation, so close, so solid, so regularly

3 Watson, Works, Vol. VI2, up. 67-68.
4 Wesley, Works.,, Vol. VI,Sermon WXX, pp. 352-53,
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connected," as not to be equalled "in all the productions of
5

ancient and modern tines." He did, however, seek a mean between

undervaluing and over-valuing reason. He does confess that John

Locke has found something applicable to what he seeks, but Locke
6

"does not come home to the point."

Although Locke did not "corse to the point" for the

founder of Methodism, he did influence hirr. The similarity be¬

tween the two men is manifested, in Locke's four steps in the pro¬

cess of reasoning.

The first and highest, is the discovering and
finding out of truths; the second, the regular
and methodical disposition of thorn, and laying
them In a clear and fit order, to soke their
connexion and force be nlainly and ©as lly per¬
ceived; the third, is the perceiving their con¬
nexion; and the fourth, a making a right con¬
clusion."

These four steps were also adopted by one of Watson's favorite

authors, one whom 1.© often quotes, John Ellis, in his Knowledge
8

of Divine Thinfs.

Tho relation between Watson and Locke is evident also

in the limit placed on reason by the former when he says, "Be¬

tween what I know and what I know not, there can be no cowp&rl-
9

son," In like manner Locke declares that reason "fails us,

where cur ideas fail, It neither does, nor can, extend itself

farther than they do. And, therefore, whenever we have no ideas

5 Wesley, 'orh. Vol. VIII, p. 12,
6 Wesley, Works, Vol. VI, p, 352.
7 John Locke, An Assay Concerning Human Understanding.

p. 512,
8 John dills, The Knowledge cf Divine Things, from

Revelation, not from Reason or A .t-.-.-e, p, 55.
9 Watson, Worts, Vol, VII, pp. 67-68,
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our reasoning stops.w^°
In spite of the limitations of reason, Watson never

intends to eliminate the uses of it from their rightful sphere
11

in relation to revelation. He does, however, insist that it be

used in its moral sense, "humbly, under the sense of the weak¬

ness and imperfect ions of our own powers; and with docility,

as being willing to receive truth at all hazards and sacrifices;

and also devotionally, so that, accompanying our investigations

with prayer to the 'Father of Lights,' we may be preserved from.
12

error, and led Into all truth."

What then are the legitimate, specific uses of reason

in matters of religion? There are but two for the ordinary

layman: the examination of the evidences claimed by revelation

to establish its validity, and the interpretation of revelation

once it is acknowledged as such. Reason has various other

snecial uses when called into the service of divines. The first
13

he refers to as an "intellectual use of our reason" which con¬

sists in examining the evidences on which the revelation is

founded in order to determine whether the proof of its divine

authority is adequate and sufficient. The alleged miracles are

to be examined to determine whether they are real or pretended.

The testimony of witnesses must be investigated to determine

whether the events they testify to actually occurred; and if the

testimony is in the form of a. written record, one must determine

10 Locke, on. cltp. 521.
11 Watson." Works. Vol. VII, p. 46,
12 "Vatson, Works. Vol. VI, p. 10,
73 Ihjd.. p. 9.
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whether it was faithfully made and has "been carefully and un-

corruptedly preserved,, With resoect to professed prophecies,

one mst determine whether the prophecy be & real prediction

of future events, or sir ply an ambiguous and equivocal saying

capable of being understood in various ways; whether uttered

privately or publicly; whether, if it were recorded, the record
14

has been faithfully preserved. This is the first valid use of

reason. It is not to examine doctrines in order to decide by

one's own opinions of their excellence whether or not they are

from God; one may only inquire into the credentials of their

messengers in quest of sufficient proof that God has spoken to
15

mankind through them. If reason finds those proofs that a

revelation is from Gud to be in order, then the revelation is

to be accepted in its entirety. In the words of a later Metho¬

dist writer, reason "consents to accept what it cannot itself
16

verify." Although, once a revelation has been accepted upon

its proofs, reason is excluded from Investigating its doctrines

with any idea of choosing or rejecting them, there are many

revealed doctrines to which it has pleased God to allow right
17

reason to add its subsequent testimony.

The great Author of revelation, has accom¬
panied some of the doctrines of his -word with
rational evidence;, , .he has in no instance
made reason a judge with the right of laying
down the law of the case; but the appeal is
made for cur deeper conviction, and to render

'\K
V \ Vol, I, p. 45

V
X

14 Watson, Works. Vol, IX, pp. 131-32,
15 IMd.. po, 13 0-131.
16 W, B-, Pone, C orme odium cf Christian Theology,
45.

17 Watson, WorIts, Vol. VI, p* 8,
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us the more inexcusable if we reject the
doctrines thus laid down on the joint author¬
ity of their Author and their own evidence.-3
Sven if reason is not to be trusted as a judge of the

doctrines of authenticated revelation, upon it is placed the

duty of interpreting that revelation. In order to aid reason

in this responsible undertaking, Watson suggests six rules or

guides:

The terras of the record are to be taken in
their plain and commonly received sense; fig¬
ures of speech are to be interpreted with re¬
ference to the local peculiarities of the
country in which the ager ts who wrote the
record resided; idioms are to be understood
according to the genius of the language em¬
ployed; if any allegorical or mystical dis¬
courses occur, the key to them must bs sought
In the book itself, and not in our own fan¬
cies; what is obscure must bo interpreted toy
that which is nlain; the scope and tenor of
a discourse must be regarded, and no con¬
clusions formed on passages detached from
their context, except they are complete in
their sense, or evidently intended as axioms
and apophthegms.

He acknowledges that some would include a seventh rule that

when & revelation is sufficiently attested, nothing is to be

deduced from It which is contrary to reason. Clarke's tenet

noted previously approached such a statement, but differed in

that lie did not specify the interpretation of a doctrine of a

sufficiently authenticated and'accented revelation. Sat son

views this rule with scepticism and warns that the reason of

man is not to be confused with the reason of Qod. Truly, no¬

thing can be revealed contradictory to the reason of God, "but

IS Watson, Works. Vol. VII, p. 73.
19 Watson, honks. Vol. IX, p. 132,
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It follows not fro® this that nothing should be contained in

th t revelation contradictory to the limited and often erring
20

reason of man." Watson does not appear to realise that he has

changed the question from whether or not a deduction contrary

to reason may be drawn from a revelation to whether or not a

doctrine we cannot prove by our reason is thereby contradic¬

tory to the reason of Ood, The first concerns the liberties

one may take in interpreting a given revelation. It assumes

the revelation to be acted upon by th© process of reasoning.

The second assumes a given doctrine which may or amy not be

rationally related not to revelation but to the "reason cf God."
He continues, however, that such a mile may be admitted in all

cases where we knew the real nature of things. Again he issues

a warningt

1. In all cases where the nature of things is
not clearly and satisfactorily known, it cannot
be affirmed that a doctrine contradicts them,
and is therefore contrary to reason.

2. When that of which we would form a rational
judgment is not Itself distinctly apprehended,
it cannot be satisfactorily compared with those
things the nature of which we adequately know,
and therefore it cannot be said to be contrary
to reason.®1

Reason has what may be called a more professional use

for those men who devote themselves to the study and exnosition
22

of theology. In their service it exhibits five special uses.

1. It aids in presenting th© question at issue
in its true form and thus detecting the sophistry
of objectors.

20 Watson, Works, Vol. IX, po. 132-133.
21 Ibid., p. 139,
22 Watson, Works. Vol. VII, p. 56.
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2. It helps to prove the arguments of objec¬
tors to be false, on principles held by them¬
selves and acknowledged by all sen,
3. It serves to demonstrate that in a choice
of difficulties the greater number, and most
formidable, lie against the objectors.
4. It helps exhibit the evidences of the
revelation.
5. It shows in how perfect a manner Chris¬
tianity meets the wants and miseries of the
human race.

Although such won taay never suffer the charge of Impartially

applying their reason, they are lauded by Watson as the true

heroes of both faith and reason.

Thus, Watson discloses what he considers to be the

valid uses of reason. In a sentence, human reason mist accept

or roject in its totality the Holy Scripture as a revelation from

God, If it accepts, it must protect and defend the usually ap¬

proved interpretation of that revelation.
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I>. Perspective and evaluation.

In their historical perspective the roots of Richard

Watson's thinking are seen to lie "both in and counter to the

English theology of the latter part of the seventeenth and of

the eighteenth centuries. By the lest two decades of the seven¬

teenth century reason had he corse the watchword of most English
1

theologians. This was true of the High Churchmen, Sharp,

Patrick, and Scott, as well as of Stilllrgfleet, Tillcfcson,

Teniscn, and Burnet. Sharp affirmed that 'we have no other

way to judge or to be convinced of the truth of any matter of

faith or article of religion but the agreeableness of it with
2

the principles of our natural reason." When revelation came,

Stillingfleet says, "It brought n thing contrary to the rin-

cinlos of human nature, but did only rectify the depravations

of it, and clearly show more that way which they had long been
3

ignorantly seeking after." This period has been called the
4

golden age of '.nglish theology; and for a time, at least,

Christian theology and reason seemed to have formed an alliance.

The object of those men who discoursed on the certain-

1 John Hunt» Religions Thought In Enrland from the
Reformation to the Hud of the last Century. Vol. II, r>. 194.

2 Ibid., n. 114. (From Sharp's Works, Vol. VII, p. 4.)
3 Ibid., p. 139. (From Ctillingfleet, trinities Sacrae.

p. 9.) In the thought of those men and that of their intellectual
forefathers, Whichcote and Cudwerth of Cambridge, one discerns
the position advocated by Clarke.

4 Leslie Stephen, history of Cny.H »h Thmicht in the
EirHiteonth Centnyy. Vol. I, p. 79.
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ty of natural religion was to establish & foundation for truth.

They sought to use reason in the reconstruction of Christianity

on its orl in&l basis. Thus, when Locke wrote his Hec.3onablene33

of Christianity, it was an effort to construct a system of

Christianity from an open-minded reading of Scripture alone,

without reference to the creeds. So great was his confidence

in reason that he could say of those to whom the oromlse of the

Tessiah was never made -manifest:

Yet God had by the light of reason, revealed
to all mankind, who would make use of that light,
that Ho was good and merciful. . .He that made
use of this candle of the Lord, so far as to find
what was his duty, could not miss to find also
the way to reconciliation gnd forgiveness, when
he had failed of his duty.0

Watson would never have agreed that God had revealed himself to

mankind "by the light of reason." To be a channel of revelation

is not within the power of reason. It can only accept and inter¬

pret an authentic revelation proposed to it. On many points,

however, Watson was guided by Locke, When Locke says:

'fIs plain in fact, that human reason unas¬
sisted, failed men In Its great and proper
business of morality,c

one hears the echo in Watson:

.1 ven if reason could deduce God's moral sys¬
tem, since most oeoole are not, cannot, or
will not be given to contemplation and reason¬
ing, they would still have to be taught.'

In the conclusion that regardless of reason men would "still

have to be taught" is demonstrated the basic difference between

5 John Locke, The Reasonableness of Christianity as
Delivered in the Scrlnturos, op. 255-56»

6 Ibid., p. 27 0.
7 Richard Watson, Works. Vol. IX, p. 21ff.
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Watson and the later seventeenth century theologians. They had

sought in reason a foundation for truth and certainty. They

valued and trusted It not only because It bore testimony to the

external revelation but also because that revelation seemed to

confirm the conclusions of reason itself. Watson had no such

trust. Men rast still be taught; he must find certainty in an

authority beyond himself.

At least four influences intervened between the seven¬

teenth century and the manhood of Watson which caused hit: to

have a lack of faith in re son. In the first place, David Hume

extended Locke's rationalism to Its conclusion which resulted

in scepticism and the accompanying distrust of rational processes.

Rather than assure a firm foundation, reason could only lead to

doubt and uncertainty. Secondly, the flowering of Deism demon¬

strated that such a free use of reason resulted not in the adorn-
I

ing of the faith but in a "continual process of ' subtraction,1
.8

of a progressive thinning of the substance of Christianity."

Thirdly, by the third decade of the nineteenth century tremors

were reaching England from German rationalism which was soon to
9

inaugurate a new age in theology. Fourthly, Watsen matured in the

Methodist society which was built by the life and work of John

Wesley. Wesley himself never entered the arena either for or

against reason. His main interests wore in the souls and lives

of men. By his own experience he discovered that one's soul is

not saved nor one's life changed by a process of reasoning. That

8 .ir.il Qrunnor, Revelation and Reason, n. 355.
9 Wat son, Works, Vol. VII, p. 178,
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duos not iv ply that he decried the value of reason. "If you

ask, what can reason do in religion? I answer, It can do exceed-

in*.' much, both with regard to the foundation of it, and the su-
10 11

perstructure, " he said. "Employ it as far as it will go," The

salvation of the soul and the change of life whereby a sinner

comes to desire and seek holiness depend not upon reason but upon

a personal encounter with Jesus Christ which results in com¬

pete faith and trust in the power of Jesus to save and to change,

Therefore, whatever reason may be able tc do, it is unable to

produce faith; and since it cannot produce faith, it is incapable

of nroducin, hone which springs from faith, or love which flows
12

from both faith and hope.

Because of these influences Watson found no assurance

in reason as a discoverer of religious truth; therefore, men

"still have to be taught." They must have an authority outside

themselves, an infallible authority. God has given that infal¬

lible authority in the form of the inspired Holy Scripture, To

question or reject the Scripture is to question and reject God,

If one accents God, he must accept His revelation intact. Thus,

he sou ".lit to serve two ends. The first was essentially the same

as that of the seventeenth century rationalists, an attempt to

establish Christianity on a sure foundation. This foundation he

asserted to be an infallible revelation rather than reason. The

second was an effort to protect and keep equally inviolate all

It John Wesley, The Works of the Key, John "beslow. Vol.
VI, Sermon LXX, p. 354."

11 Ibid,, p. 36C,
12 Ibid., n. 355.
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nortions of the divinely tnsoired revelation*

Watson's treatment of this issue is of special inter¬

est as being the first systematic statement by a Methodist au¬

thor* Rid he sneak for his fellow ministers and Methodists of

his day? In so far as opinions have been recorded, they bear

evidence that he did, James Dixon evaluated his work:

We may say that bases of opinion, - rules of
criticism and interpretation, claims of mental
independence, irrespective of Divine authority
and guidance, - somewhat after the manner of
the derman Rationalism, had begun to disturb
the quiet faith of the Methodist body. All
this turned upon one point, - the principles
cf reasoning j and. these it was Mr. Watson's
aim to place in their true light, and employ

in their legitimate use. ^
Jaben Bunting's approbation of his views has been previously

noted. He further stated concerning the ideas on reason ex¬

pressed in Watson's mmphlet in refutation of Clarke:

More of just, and in some respects original
thinking, seems to me to be there embodied,
than can anywhere be found, as far as I recol¬
lect, on that subject.1-

Watson was held in high regard for his defense of the divine

authority of Scrioture,

Of the inspiration and consequent divine au¬
thority of the Scriptures , his conviction was
deep, permanent, and influential. With him this
was pre-eminently a practical principle J and hence

he was decidedly opposed to all mere specula¬
tions in religion3 and to all attempts to bring
down the mysteries of rod to the reason and -pre¬
judices of men, to explain away the plain and
obvious import of the sacred writings, and to
Introduce novelties into the church cf Christ.

13 William Wlllan, Be rmo n s a r,d Out 1 ire a by tli£uJB.Q-V.
Richard. Wat son, p. It7,

14 Jaben Bunting, "Memorials of the Late Rev. Richard
Watson," p. 28,
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On all the vital doctrines of religion he
was strictly orthodox*-®

only after the tide of theology had turned its flow

have need of defenders. The voice of a reviewer was

against hits in the bet hod1st narterly Review for April,

The reviewer says, "If reason is wholly incom¬
petent to produce certitude when the existence
of God is under consideration, it is equally
incomnetent to do this J if It cannot decide

what a revelation from God should he, it can¬
not examine the seals thereof," In a word, if
it cannot do the greater, it cannot do the less l"l®

His defender insisted;

r. latson raises no objection to philosophers
or philosophy properly so called? but to that
"pride of science which borrows the discoveries
of the Scriptures, and then exhibits itself as
their rival, or affects to supply their defi¬
ciencies.". . .He objects to the dishonest and
pernicious practice of stealing Scripture, and
giving reason credit for the discovery thereof,~

Watson's opinions were held in esteem by his contem¬

poraries. If theology has passed him by today, that does nut

diminish the fact that he helped meet the need of his own tires

by offering, instead of worn out rationalism, a confidence in

Scripture upon which people could and did build their- faith.

did he

raised

1962.

15 T'-q Tesle^an-yothodist Maganlne. February, 1833,
pp. 149-149,

16 John levin "ton, Watson's Theological Institutes
Defended, n. 103.

17 Ibid,, p. 98.
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CHAPTER 2

TH3 EXISTENCE AND ATTRIBUTES OP GOD

John Wesley, In spite cf his voluminous writings,

never produced a unified view of his ideas concerning the na¬

ture and existence of God, his controversy with George Whit-

field called forth, in some degree, a delineation of his stand

on the morel character and omnipotence of God, It remained for

Watson, however, in his Theological Institutes to pen a com¬

plete statement of the Methodist position. In his own day that

statement had a special significances for two reasons: it of¬

fered a theological foundation for young ministers coming into

the Methodist connexion? and it made clear to the general pub¬

lic the Methodist views. Although Watson contributed nothing

new in this field, his ideas are of interest to the student

because of their unique place as the first Methodist statement.

In this chapter, therefore, will be presented a brief outline

of those ideas on the existence and attributes of God,

I, Ex'stance of God,

Watson appeals first, as always, to the authority of

the Scripture. He finds that in three ways the writers of the

sacred word convey information concerning the existence and na¬

ture of God. By the names they give to Him they attest to His

being and attributes, names such as "I Am," "Supporter, " "Lord,n

240
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"Judge.By the acts they attribute to Hits they teach that He

alone is Cod, that He is present everywhere fcc govern and. sus-
2

tain all things, that His power is irresistible. Finally, under

the influence of the Holy Spirit, they describe aspects of the

nature of hod, such as His being as a Spirit, the King, eternal,
3

invisible,

Actually, the Scripture never attempts to prove the

existence of Cod. do ither Hoses, whom he denominates as "the

first of the inspired penmen,'' nor any succeeding authors ex¬

hibit such a proof; they assume God's existence as a truth com¬

monly known and admitted. How then, was the first knowledge of

God's being made manifest? hid man wake the discovery by the

power of his own reason? Ho, says Watson, That erroneous idea

is plainly refuted by the fact that the first man received know-
4

ledge by the simple act of conversing, with God. To debate,

therefore, whether reason alone can or has discerned Cod as the

First Cause is a fruitless effort, "We owe the knowledge of

the existence of Cod, and of his attributes, to revelation alone";
but since that revelation has been made, the rational evidence

for both is copious and irresistible, He proceeds to offer some

of that evidence.

Heture, he observes, proceeds from causes to effects;

but the most successful investigations of man concerning the

existence of God proceed in the reverse order from effects to

1 Richard Watson, Works. Vol. IX, Theological
inat itufees, o. 363.

2 Ibid,, p. 367,
3 Ceo. cit.
4 Ibid,, p» 372.
5 Ibid., p. 378.
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cause. ''Cause'1 la defined as "the supposed principle of change"

and "effect" as the "change considered in relation to the prln-
6

ciple of change whence it proceeded," But what if David lut&e

were right? What if there is no instance in which one is able

to nerceive a necessary connexion between two successive events,

or to relate one to the other as its cause? In order to elimi¬

nate this objection, Watson seeks the aid of Professor Stewart

who makes the following distinction*

The word "cause" is used, both by philosophers
and the vulgar, in two senses, which are widely
different, "then it is said, that every change
in nature indicates the operation of a cause,
the word "cause" expresses something which is
supposed to be necessarily connected with the
change, and without which it could not have
happened. This may be called the metaphysical
meaning of the word; and such causes may be
called metaphysical or efficient causes. In
natural philosophy, however, when we speak of
one thing being the cause of another*, all
that we mean Is, that the two are consistently
conjoined; so that when we se© the one, we may
expect the other. . .The causes which are the
object of our investigation in natural philo¬
sophy may, for the sake of distinction, be
called physical causes.?

In Watson's opinion, If Hume's doctrine denies the above delini-

ated "efficient causes, " it contradicts all consciousness and

the experiences founded upon it." If it is to be understood

only in relation to "physical causes," "it either confounds thorn

with efficient causes, or says, in paradoxical language, only

what has been better said by others, and that without any danger
B

of involving either absurd or dangerous consequences," He there-

G Watson, pp. cit., p. 379,
1 Prid., p, 331. (From Slemtsts of the rhjlosenhy of

the 'vuman Find, by Stewart.)
9 Ibid.I p. 334.
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upon assumes Huts® to be referring to the latter and concludes

that it is of little consequence to the argument as to the

existence of a suoreme First Cause whether the succession of
9

events among physical causes has a necessary connexion or not.

In reality, Watson has not attempted to answer Hume' s doctrine

but has only denied it and altered its meaning.

After having satisfied himself that Hume offers no

great difficulty, he continues to propound the a posteriori

argument for the existence of hod. In this he is guided exten¬

sively by Locke, Howe, Samuel Clarke, and Paley. The first ar¬

gument Is drawn from, the fact of one's own actual existence and

the existence of those around him. He presents Locke's argu¬

ment as follows:

Avery man knows with absolute cert inty,
that he himself exists. He knows also that
he did not always exist, but bo an to be.
It is clearly certain to him that his exis¬
tence was caused, and net fortuitous; and
was produced by a cause adequate to the
product ion,

God alone is the only cause "adequate to the production" of man;

therefore, because I am, God must exist. He quotes extensively

from Howe's Living Temple in exhibiting the a posteriori proofs

for the self-existence, eternity, and self-activity of the First
11

Cause, God. From both Samuel Clarke and Howe he gleans nroof
12

of the intelligence of God, Again from Howe and Fa ley he adopts

9 Tatson, on, cit., p. 381,
lb Ibid,, p. 387.
11 Ibid,, pp. 387-393
12 Ibid.. n. -394.
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their statement of the proof for the existence of God from the
13

fact of motion. Thus, he concludes, the uroof of the being of

God may rest wholly upon a posteriori arguments and needs no

other. Lest the power of reason be too highly exalted by this

victory, he adds!

Even with this safe and convincing process
of reasoning at our command, wo shall find at
every sten of an inquiry into divine na¬
ture, our entire depend©nee upon divine revela¬
tion for our primary light; that both must
originate our investigations, and conduct them
to a satisfactory result. ^
Although he considers no other proof to be necessary,

Watson introduces his readers to the one founded on a priori

reasoning, a process which he rants among the over-zealous at¬

tempts of the advocates of truth. He doubts whether any athe¬

ist has ever been converted by this nrocf. If the line of a

posteriori argument is from effect to cause, that of a priori

is the reverse, from c use to effect. If God be considered as

the First Cause, then how could there be a "cause" of the First

Cause? Nothing is prior to God. Samuel Clarice, however, made

a search for the ground or reason for the First Cause, After

proving by a posteriori reasoning the existence of the First

Cause from the existence of dependent beings, he continued to

demonstrate the necessity which compelled the being of the First
15

Cause. Watson explains that the true idea of the necessary

existence of God is to b© understood that "he thus exists be¬

cause it is his nature, as an independent and uncaused being,

13 Watson, on. elt., p. 40Gff»
14 Ibid., n. 460.
15 Xhid., p. 454.
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to be; his being is necessary, because it is underived; not
16

undorived, because it is necessary."

II, Attributes of God,

Watson proceeds to demonstrate the attributes of God

which it has pleased Him to reveal to men. In every case Watson

first leads his readers to the Scripture to the nassar.es in

which he finds the qualities he affirms, Cnly after verifying

them, as objects of revelation docs he proceed to give the ra¬

tional ground upon which they are to b© received,

1. "Jnitv - Tha unity of God acknowledged by Scripture

is further discerned by reference to the nature of the divine

existence and the divine work, God, by His very being, is the

independent First Cause. It is impossible to conceive of two

or wore equally independent and absolute beings, two First

Causes. An even more satisfying argument he finds in the con-
17

ternplation of the absolute perfection of God, The divine work

testifies to God's unity, If two independent powers of equal

power had concurred to create the world, good and evil would be

equal; but good predominates. Furthermore, evil is subjected
13

to good, Therefore, God's unity is maintained; and the certain-
19

ty of His oneness is the basis of all true religion,

2. Spirituality - The spirituality of God is attested

to by both the Scripture and. reason. He is spirit, not body;

mind, not matter. He is:

16 Watson, no. dt,, p. 459.
17 Ibid., p, 464.
1° Ibid.. t>. 467.
19 Ibid., p. 470.
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"The Invisible God '.Thorn no man hath seen or
can see;" an immaterial, Incorruptible, impas¬
sible substance j an immense mind or intelligence,
self-acting, self-moving., wholly above the per¬
ception of bodily senses; free from the imper¬
fections of matter, and all the infirmities of
corporeal bein s} far taore excellent than any
finite and created spirits because their Cre¬
ator, and therefore styled, "the Father of
spirits," and "the God of the spirits of all
flesh."SO

If one allows that there is a First Cause, one must also admit

that Cause to be intelligent. Since intelligence is not a
21 22

property of organised matter nor even life, it must be a prop¬

erty of the spirit. Therefore, an intelligent being mist be a
23

spiritual being,

3, '.ternity - God is eternal, as is declared in the

Scrinture, "From, everlasting to everlasting Thou art God," As

to the nature and duration of that eternity, some people to

their confusion and that of others proclaim it to be an eternal

and fixed Nov;, from which all ideas of succession, of past and
24

future, are excluded, Watson regards Chis as a misconception.

If the duration of the divine Being admits
not of past, present, and future, one of these
two consequences must follow, - that no such
attribute as that of eternity belongs to him,
or that there is no power in the human mind
to conceive of it. In either case, the Scrip¬
tures are greatly impugned; for "He who was,

and is, and is to coma," is a revelation of
the eternity of God, which is then in no
sense true,^5

20 'Wat son, op. cit., p
21 Ibid.. p. 475.
22 Ibid.. pp. 479-480,
23 Ibid.. p, 472.
24 Ibid.. p. 490-491,
25 Ibid., p» 4 94 .
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4. Omnipotence - This attribute is exhibited in

Scripture in those passages which present God as the author

of all creation, the sustainer, orderar, and controller of
26

powerful and unruly elements} for "By him all things consist,"

His is the Power from which all other power is derived, and to

which it is subordinate. There are, however, two limitations

to the power of Ood, 'Vatson agrees with .Bishop Wilkins that

where things imply a contradiction in themselves, as that a

body may be in a place and not in that place at the same tire,

such thlr.,". s cannot be done by God since contradictions are im-
27

possible by their very nature, he further concurs with Pearson

that God cannot do anything inharmonious with his other per¬

fections. "He c—nrot lie, nor deceive, nor deny himself; for

this would be injurious to his truth, He cannot love sin, nor

punish innocence; for this would destrov his holiness and rood-
t 23ness."

5. Omnipresence - In a felicitous passage Watson says:

In the Scriptures there is nothing confused
in the doctrine of the divine ubiquity. God
is everywhere, but he is not everything. All
things have their being in him, but he is dis¬
tinct from all things; he fills the universe,
but is not mingled with it. He is the intel¬
ligence which guides, and the power which sus¬
tains} but his personality is preserved, and
he is independent of the works of his hands,
however vast and noble. So far is his presence
from being bounded by the universe itself, that,
as we are taught in the passage above quoted
from the Psalms, were it possible for us to
wing our way into the immeasurable depths and

26 Watson, on, oltp. 496,
27 Ibid,, p. 499,
28 Ibid., p. 500,
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breadths of space, God would there surround us,
in SB absolute a sense as that In which ho Is
said to be about our bed and our path, in that
nart of the world in which his will has placed us.29

In relation to omnipresence, he insists that the tcrn-s "presence"
and "place" be underetc d in their commonly accented sense on

the ground that the Holy Spirit would have chosen other words if

he hud not approved of the meaning of those two. This attribute

also bears its rational evidence. It must be acknowledged that

a being cannot act where it is not. If, therefore, actions

which manifest the highest wisdom, power, and goodness are con¬

tinually produced everywhere, the author of the actions, God,
30

must be continually present in all places. He also oresents
31

the a priori argums t, but expresses his doubt as to its value.

Briefly, it may be stated as follows: There is a First Cause

independent of other causes and, therefore, unlimited, which

exists by necessity of nature, Since parts of space ere uniform,

if he exists in one such part, be must exist in all. His pre¬

sence in some space is seen by his wisdom and power; therefore,

he must be ore sent everywhere,

6. Omniscience - After affirming by Scripture the

omniscience of God, Watson confronts the question of that om¬

niscience as it relates to man's free will. To the statement of

sos© who say it is a matter of choice for God to think finite

ideas he gives this answer. Firstly, that God should choose to

know some things and not to know others supposes a reason for

29 Watson, on. clt., r>» 503,
3 0 Ibid., n. 505.
31 I -id., u. 509,
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his refusal. The reason roust arise from the nature of the

thing. It is, therefore, implied that he must have at least

a partial knowledge of the circumstance in order to have reason

for refusing to know it. Secondly, if men have been held re¬

sponsible for those events which were foretold by the .ronhets,

and if in those cases roan's free will has been reconciled to
32

rod's omniscience, no other case should nrove more difficult.

To those who claim foreknowledge of contingent events to be by

nature a contradiction, he reolies by simply denying, that fore¬

knowledge implies influence upon the freedom or certainty of an

action. He does this by defining "contingent" as an antonym of
33

"necessity" but not of "certainty," To those who assert that

God's foreknowledge is so different from human perception that

it is not a subject for argument, he noints out that they merely

shift the difficulty of reconciling foreknowledge with contin-
34

gent events rather than remove it. Besides, their attitude is

dangerous since by it we can have no sure revelation of God in
35

the Scripture, In re tard to this attribute, Watson follows his

own dictum for the use of reason by divines in showing the dif¬

ficulties confronting his objectors; but he never presents a

positive case of his own,

7, Immutability - God's iroautability is clearly de¬

scribed in Scripture in those passages which 3peak of His coun¬

sel standing fast forever and His mercy enduring forever. It is

32 Watson, Works, Vol. X, Theolo '.ical Institutes, n. 11.
33 Ibid,, p. 14,
34 Ibid.. pr>» 24-25.
35 Ibid,, p. 25,
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36
further discerned in the orderliness of nature, the moral govern-

37 38
rent of God, and the perfection of ' is nature.

In his being and perfections, God is therefor©
eternally the s&"@, He cannot cease to be; he
cannot be mere perfect, because his perfection
is absolute; he cannot he less so, because he
is independent of all external power, and has
no internal principle of decay, 39

Allied to God's immutability is His liberty which is realised in

its raost noble manner only as one perceives that His unchange-
40

ableness is the result of His own will and moral excellence,

8. Wisdom - This attribute is ascribed to God in the

Scrinture as He is referred to as "the onlv wise G-od." The ch&r-
41

acter of His wisdom is displayed: in the design in creation;
42

in the way He always acts for worthy ends; by the fact that the

process by which His work is accomplished is simple, for example,

the production of seasons and varied temperatures merely by
43

riving, an inclination to the earth's axis; by the infinite vari-
44 4o

ety of His works; by the connexion and dependence of His works;

by the adaptation of means to ends, for example, an oyster is

fixed to a rock while a herring swims the sea, but the power of
46

neither is deficient; by the fact that He allows nations and
47

states to govern themselves; and finally, in the means by which
43

offending men are reconciled to Him,

36 Watson, Works, Vol, X, o# 40,
3V ibid., p, 41.
33 Ibid,, pp. 42-43.
39 Ibid.. p. 43.
4 0 Ibid.. n. 48,
41 Ibid,, p. 50,
48 Loo, cite,
43 Ibid,", pp. 51-52. 46 Ibid.. p, 55,
44 Ibid.. p, 52. 47 Loc, clt.
43 Ibid,, p» 54, 48 lb id,. p. 56,
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9. Goodness - The goodness of God is abundantly avowed

of God in Scripture, His goodness of nature is one of His es¬

sential perfections. It is displayed in the pleasure He takes
49

in the exercise of benevolence and mercy, What of the relation

of His goodness to the presence of evil? Watson distinguishes

between those evils which are self-inflicted and those which are
50

inevitable, and the majority fall into the former category. The

e,ri! which does exist does rot do so necessarily.

It is, indeed, a proof of the divine goodness,
to bring good out of evil, . .The true key to
the whole subject is furnished by divine revela¬
tion. Sin has entered the world. Kan is under
the displeasure of his Maker. Hence we see
natural evils, and punitive acts of the divine
administrate ion, not because '.rod is not good,
but because he is just as well as good,SI

How did moral evil core to be? In answer to this question Watson

quotes Wesley to show that it is the result of voluntary abuse
52

of the will on the parte of rational and moral agents. Those

who have thus offended God may hooe to find an expression of His
53

goodness in His willingness to pardon,

10. Holiness - Since it is manifested that "the Lord

loveteh righteousness, and hateeth iniquity," it must be concluded

that this preference for one and hatred of the other flow from
54

a principle of His nature j this principle is holiness. The ex¬

pression of iod's holiness is found in the two branches of jus¬

tice and truth. of the particular aspects of justice there are

49 Watson, Works. Vol. X. p. 59
5 0 Ibid., p, 67.
51 ibid,, pp. 71-72,
52 Ibid.. p. 93.
53 Ibid., p» 91»
54 Ibid., p. 96.
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two. Firstly, legislative justice determines man's duty, binds

him to the nerformanee of it, and defines the rewards and puni sh-
55

rents of obedience or disobedience. Secondly, distributive

justice, which reelects rewards and punishment, assures one that
56

God renders to men according to their works, The truth of God

is contemplated by the sacred writers in the two aspects of

veracity and faithfulness. "It forms the basis of all religion,
57

to know the true God, and to know that God is true#"

The ouroc.se of this chanter has been to ore sent a

concise, clear statement of Watson's position on the existence

and attributes of God. In accordance with his faith that the

only knowledge man may have of God is that which God has re¬

vealed of Himself by His inspired penmen, he assumes both the

existence of God and those qualities of nature attributed to

him. The arguments which occupy so great a part of his thought,

with due respect for consistency, must be viewed as weapons in

the hand of that faith, One is reminded that he visited a

Methodist chapel in his fourteenth year in search of "points"
to use in debating the quinquarticular controversy. So, in his

later years, he offered to his brethren weapons with which to

defend their faith* He adorned the arsenal with no novelty

but, rather, polished the nieces and presented them for action.

For the arguments themselves he was indebted to the English

theologians of the latter seventeenth and of the eighteenth

55 Watson, Works. Vol. X, p. 97,
56 Ibid., o. 907
57 Ibid., p. 104.
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centuries, as his numerous quotations show. His repeated

dependence upon those sama theologians indicates the strength

of the bond between the hethodist societies and the Church of

England In spite of the Methodist separation froir that body.

It was this which caused Watson to deny that Methodists were

Dissenters.



CHAPTER 3

ETERNAL SCNSHIP CP CHRIST

A» Refutation of Ad©.® Clarke#

In the years immediately following the death of John

Wesley the harmony of the Fethodisfc societies was more than once

turned into discord on matters of ecclesiastical policy# The

peace of their theological life was maintained, however, until

the publication of the final volume of Dr. Adam Clarke's

Commentary on the New Testament caused the first major eruption

of dissension# In his notes, particularly on Luke 1:35, Clarke

denied the eternal Sonship of Christ, thus affording cause for

disagreement among his brethren* Watson's voice was heard above

all others in his protest and defense of the orthodox view. The

controversy has long since been laid to rest in the quiet pages

of history? and the combatants are now largely remembered (or

forgotten)on the ground of other merits. In 1810, though, the

discussions gave rise to much heat, and a measure of light. It

is the purpose of this chapter to examine the controversy, the

part Watson played in it, and the development of his thoughts

on the question at issue, This will be done in two divisions:

1. an examination of the controversy, including the statement of

Clarke's view and Watson's case against him? 2, Watson's mature,

positive development of his doctrine as exhibited in the sections

of his Theologlcal Institutes which later dealt with the eternal

254
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ScnsMp of Christ. In conclusion., there will be an attempt to

place Watson's view ir its historical perspective and evaluate

his contribution,

A, Refutation of Adam Clarke,

As early as 1810 when the first volume of Clarke's

Commentary on the bible reached the public, Methodist eyebrows

were raised over his idea that the serpent in the creation story

was in reality a baboon. In general people only sailed; and one

minister asked of another, "Must we row say, As Moses lifted
1

up the baboon in the wilderness'?" The smile had given way to a

frown of suspicion on the part of some by 1815 when Brarawoll

wrote to Bunt in ., "It is written by several of the brethren
2

that his Commentary is tending; to heterodoxy." The suspicion

was fully realised in 1818 when Clarke, in his note on Luke 1:35,

denied that Christ could have been the eternal Son of God on the

ground that such a notion was antiscriptural and impaired the

divinity of Christ, Christ's Scnship, he asserted, was to be

understood as relating to the human aspect of His nature rather

than the 11vine. A cry was lifted against Clarke by the ortho¬

dox among his brethren. Only nineteen years previously a Metho¬

dist, James Bikes of Whitehaven, had been expelled from the so¬

ciety for affirming essentially the same thing, that whereas

Christ's soul was begotten before the world, his body was born

IT. , Bunting, The Life of Jabez "anting, P* P».
Vol» 1, p. 3 1 •

2 Ibid.. Vol. II, p. 80.
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•2

in the world, which constituted his Sonship. Such a course of

action was never considered in relation to Clarke, however.

He was held in high esteem in spite of his deviation from ortho-

dozy. long with Joseph Benson he was regarded as one of Metho¬

dism's great scholars. It was -precisely this appreciation of

Clarke in conjunction with the acknowledged influence of his

voice in theological matters which led some to fear the outcome

of his expression of disregard for the accepted view. Therefore,

a series of pamphlets were produced by which various ministers

attempted to defend the eternal Sonship of Christ and preserve

the theological unity of the Methodist body,

Moore, who had been a companion of John Wesley's, ex-
4

pressed himself in opposition to Clarke. In defense of the doc¬

trine he drew what he consids red to be proofs from Scripture,

Wesley's hymns, the Church Fathers, and the Nicena Creed. His

work met with, little an roval, and a later critic confessed
5

that it carried no conviction. In reoly to Moore, Thomas Wxlev
6

took up his oen and defended Clarke. Hare entered the ranks

3 David Williamson, "The Doctrine of the Churches
of 3nyland and Scotland, &c., with Respect to the Sternal Son-
Ship of Christ, and the i'ro cess ion of the Holy Ghost, Shewn to
be Clearly Founded on Scripture," p, 10.

4 Henry Moore, "Thoughts on the eternal Sonship of
the Second Person of the Holy Trinity,"

5 Stephen Brimski11, "Thoughts on the Divinity and
Sonship of Jesus Christ," p. 7,

6 Thomas dxley, "A Vindication of Dr. Adam Clarke,
in Answer to Mr. Moore's Thoughts on the Hternal Sonship of
the Second Person of the Holy Trinity, Addressed to the People
Called Methodists, Late in Connexion with the He v. John Wesley,
Deceased, and '.specially to the Preachers in that Connexion."
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17

against the doctor.

Watson was at first reluctant to express himself on

the natter, even though he felt strongly about it. He was re¬

strained for a number of reasons. In the first place, he ad¬

mired the levotional sections of Clarke's Commentavr and con¬

tinued to do so throughout his whole life. Just before he died,

ho nrofessed the® to be "the finest comnosit ions of the kind"
S

that he had ever read. He was further restrained by the general

appreciation for Clarke. The circumstances of his own oast his¬

tory also gave him cause to cause. He had retired from the

Wesleyan Methodist Connexion in 1801 with the taint of heresy

associated with his name. He had not returned until 1812 and

had, therefore, been a minister in connexion with the Conference
Q
V

again only six years. Desnite these disadvantages, he submit¬

ted to the public a lengthy pamphlet entitled, "Remarks on the

Sternal Sonship of Christj and the use of Reason in Matters of

Revelation* suggested by several passages in Dr. Adam Clarke's

Commentary on the New Testament. In a letter to a Friend,"
The friend to whom the namohlet was addressed was Rev. Thomas

Galland, A, ¥., of Queen's College, Cambridge, who had recently
10

been admitted to the We alevan itinerancy. The publication made

an immediate and deep impression. It determined Watson's rank

7 Idward Hare, "An Apology for Continuing in the
Steadfast Belief of the Sternal Sonship of Our Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ. In a Letter to the Rev. Joseoh Benson."

8 Samuel Dunn, The Life of Adam Clarke, p. 161.
9 Thomas Jackson, Memoirs of the Life and Writing .of

the Rev. Richard "Vatson, p. 261,
10 Ibid.. p. 262.
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11
at one© as a nrofound theologian*, and was viewed as "a plant

12
wrestlinu with a plant," Thomas ;xley again defended Clarke

13

and nroduoed a purported refutation of Watson's arguments.

Clarke himself never publicly answered any of his

critics. Throughout the entire natter he conducted himself

in a manner becoming to his character. Shortly thereafter,

when the publication of Southev's Life of We slay was deemed tc

require an answer, It was Clarke who declared to the Conference
that in his oninion Watson was the nan best fitted to under-

14
take that responsible task, Although the two men differed on

the question of the eternal Sonship, that difference did not

stand between then; they remained friends until they died with¬

in six months of one another,

'•/hat were the oninions of Clarke which precipitated

the dissension? They were found In the notes in his Commentary

on Luke 1:35 and certain of the concluding principles appended

to the Com-entarT.

And the angel answered and said unto her,
The Holy Ghost shall come upon thee, and the
power of the highest shall over-shadow thee:
therefore also that holy thing which shall
be born of thee shall he called the Son of
God. Luke 1:35

In reference to the "Son of God" Clarke avows that the angel doe

11 Abel Stevens, The History of the Religions
Movement of the ?, ightoenth Century Called ct iodism, n, 202,

12 Richard '.Vatson Dixon, ~Tb.e Life" of Jams3 Dixon.
p. 81.

13 Thomas Sxley, "Renly to Mr. Watson's Remarks on
the eternal Sonship of Christ J and the Use of Reason in batters
of Revelation, Suggested by several Passages in Dr. Adam. Clarke'
C oTsr-e nt a ry on the Bew Testare nt. "

14 Jackson, on. cit.. p. 265#
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nob hero give that appellation to the divine nature of Christ

hut to the holy thin,?:, to , which was to ha horn of the

Virgin by the energy of the Holy Spirit.

The divine nature could not he horn of the
Virgin; the human nature was born of her. The
divine nature had no hog.in.ninr; it was God
manifested in the flesh. I. Timothy 3:16; it
was that word which being in the beginning
(from eternity) with God, John 1:2, was after¬
wards made fiesh (became manifested in human
nature), and tabernacled among us, John 1:14. °

For a clear understanding of Christ one must clearly distinguish

between His divine nature, as above affirmed, and His human na¬

ture, "in reference to which he is the Son of God and inferior
16

to hir, Mark 13:32, John 5:19, 14:28," He concludes that the

doctrine of the eternal Sonship of Christ is "anti-scriptural

and dangerous" for at least five reasons. Firstly, he fails to

find an express declaration of it in Scripture. Secondly, if one

assumes Christ to be the Son of God as to His divine nature, He

cannot be eternal; for son implies a father; and a father in¬

dies, in reference to his son, precedency In tire if not in

nature as well. Thirdly, if one assumes Christ to be the Son

of Cod as to His divine nature, then the Father is necessarily

prior and consequently superior to him. Fourthly, if the divine

nature were begotten of the Father, then there was a period

when it did not exist and a period when it began to exist. Fifth¬

ly, to say the divine nature was begotten from all eternity

is an absurdity; for the phrase "eternal Son" is within itself

15 Ian Clarke, Commentary on the Hew Testament, on
Luke 1:35.

16 hoc. cifc.
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17
a contradiction.

In four of the concluding principles of the Commentary

Clarke elaborates on his position.

In due tine the Divine Logos, called afterward
Jesus the Christ, the Son of God, the Savior,
etc., became incarnated, and sojourned among men,
. . . This Divine Person foretold by the pro¬
phets, and described by the evangelists and
apostles, is really and nrooerly Godj having
by the inspired writers, assigned to him every
attribute essential to the Deity} being one
with him who is called God, Jehovah, etc.

He is also perfect man in consequence of his
incarnation, and in that man or manhood dwelt
all the fullness of the Godhead bodily; so
that his nature is twofold - divine and human,
or God manifested in the flesh.

His human nature is derived from the blessed
Virgin I'ary, through the creative energy of the
Holy Ghost; but his divine nature, because God,
infinite and eternal, is uncreated, under!ved,
and unbegotten; which were it otherwise, he
could not be God in any proper sense of the
word; but as he is C-od, the doctrine of the
eternal Sonship must be false,*"

Although these views ware objectionable to most of his fellow
19

ministers, Clarke was not alone in holding them.

In what manner and with what effect did Watson pro¬

ceed in answering and refuting Clarke's arguments? He begins

by asking this question: Are the names "Son" and "Son of God,"

and other titles of similar significance in the Hew Testament,

to be understood, in every instance, as designations of Christ's

human nature, with reference to His miraculous conception; or

17 Clarke, oj>. cit.. on Luke 1:35.
18 Ibid., p. 2128.
19 Richard Treffry, Jr., An Inquiry into the Doctrine

of the Sternal Sonship of our Lord Jesus Christ, p. 42. Treffry
points out that similar""views" were expressed in the following
publications: Wakefield, Inquiry Concerning the Person of Christ;
H» Taylor, Ben !'ordecai' s Lottors; S. Drew, on the Divinity of
Christ; Stuart, Letters to Changing. "
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are they used as appellations of .His divine nature in reference

to His personal existence in the Trinity and His eternal rela¬

tion to Hod as the Pathart He perceives that if Scripture tray-

be used to demonstrate that the terra "Son of Hod" was applied

to the divine nature of Christ, either separately or in direct

contrast to His human nature, then Clarke's position will be
20

refuted. He is certain that such an application of the terra is

discernible in Scripture j but whether it is or not, in conjunc¬

tion with his third use of reason in the service of divines, he

affirms:

If we cannot establish the eternal Scrshio of
Christ, as the express doctrine of Scripture,
no ran can briny evidence from Scripture to con¬
tradict it, 21

To Clarke's first statement that he refuses to believe

the doctrine of the eternal Sonshlp because Scripture me -es no

"express declaration" concerning it, hat son replies that a simi¬

lar lack of "express declaration" does not prevent him from be¬

lieving in three Persons as one Hod, nor two natures in one oer-
22

son, nor the validity of infant baptism. He then proceeds to

attempt to destroy Clarke's argument by proving that the divine

nature of Christ is referred to by Scripture in reference to his

being a Son of hod. In order to do this, he offers three main

categories of evidence: 1, those passages in which the terra

"only-begotten" are interpreted as referring to Christ's divine

nature j 2, application of the terra "Father" to the first her son

2C Richard fat son, "do rks. Vol, VII, p, 6,
21 Ibid.. n, 13,
22 Ibid,, p. 5,
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of the Trinity in relation to the second Parson as "Son";
3, and those passages in which the name, "Son of God, " is to

be understood as definitely denoting the divine nature.

1. In the first place, "only - begotten" must in some

instances be interpreted as referring to the divine nature.

And the Word was wade flesh and dwelt among
us, and we beheld his glory, the glory as of
the only begotten of the Father, full of grace
and truth* John 1:14.

In this verse Watson posits that Clarke must either acknowledge

the lory seen by the apostles to have been the 'lory of Christ's

human nature, of which he can find no evidence, or he must admit

that glory to have been that of a higher nature, which nature is
23

called "the only begotten of the Father."

No wan hath seen God at any time; the only
begotten Son, which is in the bosom of the
Father, he hath declared him. John 1:18,

If "'the only begotten Son" here refers to the human nature of
24

Christ, then there is an apparent contradiction in the text.

Watson quotes other passages to the same end.

Secondly, Christ was called "only begotten" not'only

because of His miraculous birth. After all, Adam was also mad©

immediately by God, but in "no instance is he spoken of as "be-
25

gotten,"

Thirdly, if in John 3:16 the use of "only begotten",
does not refer to the whole compound nature of Christ, then the

expression-of God's love to the world is greatly-diminished.

23 Watson, on. cltx>» 8.
24 Ibid., p. 7,
25 Ibid., p. 9,
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It is by the existence of the tender relations
of the Father and Son, in the first and second
persons of the Trinity, that the love which re¬
deemed the ullty is heightened as much beyond
our concent ion, as the love of the Father to the
Son is beyond it,**®
2. Another proof he finds in the application of the

name "Father" to the first Person of the Trinity, To deny the

essential paternity of the First Person is to take away all the

meaning of "Father" as an lied to Him in the Trinity, If He is

Father t all, ie must be Father of the divine nature of Christ,

since the human nature was produced by the Third Person in the
27

Trinity, the Holy Spirit,

3. An examination of the passages in which the appel¬

lation, "Son of >od,n occurs, Watson feels, proves that in none

of the® is it given to the divine nature of Christ in contra¬

distinction to his humanity, If any of the® refer directly to

His divinity, Clarke is refuted, He proceeds to exhibit those

which make such a reference and, thereby, invalidate Clarke's

argument,

Concerning his Son, Jesus Christ our Lord,
which was made of the seed of David according
to the flesh? and declared to be the Son of
Cod with power, according to the spirit of
holiness, by the resurrection from the dead,
Romans 1:3,4.

An opposition is here expressed between what Christ w»s according
\

to the flesh and wdv.t He was according to a higher nature. It is

obvious that "the nature put in opposition to the fleshly nature

can be no other than the divine nature of Christ, the apostolic

26 W&tson, op# cit.. p, 10
27 Ibid., p. 12,
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ii 28
designation of which is, 'the Son of Cod,' " He gives another

example in the calling of Nathaniel by Jesus (John 1:44ff,).

Nathaniel could not have called him "Son of God" because of

his miraculous birth, for he knew nothing of it. He gave him

that name because Jesus had exercised a divine attribute. He

had seen Nathaniel and known his actions when Nathaniel had not

been in His como&nv. It was, therefore, the divine nature to
29

which Nathaniel referred. Watson examines other passages to ~

the same end, such as rater1 s confession (Matthew 16:16-18),

the affirmation of Christ's Sonship by his works (John 14:11),
and the affirmation of the man who had been born blind (John

9:35-38), Thus, Watson presented his case In refutation of

Clarke.

Watson's pamphlet was immediately circulate! and so
30

widely read that a second edition was required after two weeks.

For the most part, the opinions created by the publication wore

favorable to Watson, He was heralded as an "able divine and a
31

profound thinker.i: Sven Clarke's biographer later suggested

that if anyone would master the subject, they should study
32

Watson's "Remarks." So Influential was the pamphlet that at

the following Conference a resolution was passed to admit no

candidate to the ministry who denied "the divine and eternal
33

Sonship of Christ." To the credit of Clarke, it is noted by

28 Watson, op. city,, p. 14.
29 Ibid., p. 17.
30 Jackson, op. cit.. n, 265.
31 Loc. clt.
32 J. .V. the ridge, The Life of the Rev, I dam Clarke,

p, 331.
33 Stevens, op. cit., p. 202,
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his biographer that after the Conference had thus pronounced

on the matter, when he was elected President of the Conference,

he was studiously exact in elicitin •; fro® every candidate for
34

ordination his statement of agreement cn the point. Not all

opinion was for Watson, however. Samel brew, who shared

Clarke's views, wrote to a friend that during a fortnight's
35

trip he noticed "a decided majority in favor of Dr. Clarke."
It hardly seers likely that the Conference would have passed

its resolution, however# if this had been an impartial observa¬

tion. To Thorns ixley# Clarke's defender, Watson's "Remarks"
36

"evince him to be neither a good logician, nor a sound critic."

James Dixon, who was destined to become Watson's son-in-law, was

uncertain as to which of the two men was most convincing.

Whichever of these two great men is right I
cannot say. However, Wat son has taken up the
subject, as all such subjects ought to be
taken up, as a matter of pure revelation.0

Did Watson refute Clarke? Again, the two men have

addressed themselves to different problems. Clarke confronted

the dilemma of reconciling the concept of the perfect divinity

of Christ with the imperfections implied in th© concept of son-

ship. To hit, the two posed an insoluble contradiction to the

mind. As a solution he declared that th© idea of sonship applied

to the created human nature of Christ} thus Christ's perfect di-

34 dtheridge, on. citep. 332.
35 J. H, Drew, The life, Character, and Literary

labours of Samuel Drew, p. 287.
36 hxley, jon. cit.. p» SI.
37 R. W, Dixon, 90. cit», p, 82.
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vinity was defended from the implied imperfections of sonshlp.

Watson addressed himself to the question of whether or not the

Scripture ever attributes soilship to that nature of Christ

which is more than human. He offered what he considered to be

conclusive evidence that it did. If one agrees with Watson's

interpretations of the passages he called forth, then one will

agree that Clarke1s solution is untenable, after indicating

that Clarke had reached a wrong conclusion, Watson should then

have faced the dilemma of reconciling the apparent contradiction

which was Clarke's basic affirmation, that divinity and sonshlp

are mutually exclusive of one another. Actually, Watson saw no

cause for am poaching that issue. For him there was no dilemma.

If the Scripture indicated that Christ was the Son of God as to

His divine nature, then no apparent contradiction could cause

him to doubt that He was the eternal Son of God. At this stage,

therefore, Watson merely affirmed that Christ was both per¬

fectly divine and eternally God's Son. His positive thought

was left to the development of his Theological Institutes.
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B. Statement of Fafcure Position.

After bavin * examined Watson's case against the denial

of the eternal Sonship of Christ, one Mist explore his positive

position for the Sonship, This position he developed in his

Theological Institutes. although he does not deal with the

question in this order, his thought rr.ay he outlined in the

following mannerJ 1. a statement of the importance of the doc¬

trine; 2. the answering of further objections raised against

the doctrine; 3. presentation of Old Testament texts which tes¬

tify to the doctrine; 4. or sentat ion of New Testament passages

v/hlch do the same; 5. and the testimony of reason on the matter.

Watson admits that the question of the eternal Sonship

of Christ is of itself not a fundamental issue. Those who hold

the divinity of Christ and yet deny his eternal Sonship, if they

carry their views to a logical conclusion, mste eventually find

themselves at odds with the orthodox in all ages on an issue
1

which is fundamental, however, namely, that of the Trinity.

In addition to this, he finds at least five other considerations

which accentuate the significance of the doctrine. In the first

pl_.ee, it must either be accented, or the nassages which sneak
2

of Christ as the Son of Cod must be loosely explained. Secondly,

the affirmation of the doctrine is essential to the maintenance

1 Richard Watson, Works, Vol. X, p. 257.
2 hoc. cit,
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3
of oroper relations among the Pereons of the Godhead# Thirdly,

it is the doctrine of the divine paternity alone which preserves

the scriptural idea that the Father "is the fountain of Deity;
4

and, as such, the first, the original, the nrincinlo," Watson

does net linger on the rational difficulties involved in main¬

taining the "eternal" Son ship in opposition to the Father as

"the fountain of Deity," "the first." Fourthly, he believes

the doctrine of the eternal Sonship necessary in upholding "the

scriptural doctrines of the perfect equality of the Son, so

that he is truly God, equal in . lory and perfection to the

Father, being of the same nature, and, at the same time, of the

subordination of the Son to the Father, 30 that he should he
5

capable of being sent," Fifthly, and most important, the idea

of the love of God as a Father in the gift of His Son has no

real meaning unless that Father-Son relationship is maintained
6

in the Godhead. Thus, he might have sung with Charles "Yesley*

C Love divine t what hast Thou done?
The immortal God hath died for tre I

The Father's co-eternal Son
Bore all my sins upon the tree;

The immortal God for irse hath died I
V.j Lord, mv Love is crucified,''
Watson addresses himself to three objections which were

raised against the eternal Sonship# Some people claim, he says,

that the title of Son was assumed by Christ and given to Him by

His disciples because of His miraculous birth. That this is an

erroneous interpretation is s- en by the fact that Jesus himself

3 Watson, op. cAt., p. 237,
4 IMd#. n. 258.
5 Ibid., p. 259.
^ ^oc» cit.
7 The bethod 1st Hymn-Book, p. 186, Charles Wesley.
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0
remained completely silent as to the nature of his birth.

Furthermore, when Peter confessed Him to be the Son of God, no

mention was made of his birth, dgain, when Nathaniel had called

Him "Son of God," the evidence of his ignorance of Christ's

birth was seen in the previous question he had asked, "Can any
9

good thing come out of tfasareth?"

other people tsi 'ht claim, he continues, that the term

"Son of God" meant simply "Messiah" to the Jews, It was an of¬

ficial and not a personal appellation. This, likewise, is er¬

roneous, he feels, on the ground that the Jews distinguished

between the names. Evidence of this lies in the fact that to

the Jew, for a parson to profess to be the Son of God was for

him to commit blasoheray; but to profess to be sIrmly the Messiah
10

was not so considered. Watson's thinking is not clear on this

uoint, however, as in another connexion he asserts that "Son of

God" "marks the natural relation of Messiah to God; and the

term 'Messi&V his official relation to men," in the same man¬

ner that one might sneak of David - the King of Israel, Son of
11

Jesse,

To those who object that the use of Sorshin implies

a beginning of existence, he affirms that one must stand upon

the sure rock of the testimony of God#

This being established, the incomprehensible
and mysterious considerations, connected with
the doctrine, must be left among those deep
things of God which, in the present state at

8 Watson, on, clton, 221-222,
9 Ikld,, p, 222,

10 Ibid.. p, 223.
11 Ibid., p. 235.
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least, we are not able to search and fathots.
For this reason, the attempts which have been
made to indicate, though faintly, the manner
of generation of the Son, are not to be com¬
mended. -2

He thus evades once again the essential problem which Clarke

confronted.

The objections beir- answered to his satisfaction,

Watson approaches the problem of proving the eternal Sonship of

Christ. From the Old Testament he calls forth four passages:

. salts 2:7; Proverbs 8:88; Flesh 5:2; Proverbs 30:4.

In his discussion of Psalm 2:7 he again attacks the

notion that Christ's Sonship was in any way determined by the

miraculous nature of his birth, v'/hen the psalmist used the

words, "This day have I begotten thee," he was referring not to

the day of Christ's birth but to the day of his resurrection.

Paul himself confirms this in Romans 1:3-4 when he noints to
13

the resurrection as the declaration of the Sonship. This offers

an illustration of Wat son's often indiscriminate method of hand¬

ling Scripture. He begins with a clause of Ps. 8:7, "This day-

have I begotten thee," which he arbitrarily interprets in rela¬

tion to Paul's statement that Christ was "declared to be the

Son of God with power, according to the spirit of holiness, by

the resurrection from the dead." Having related the "day" of

the begetting with that of the declaration, the resurrection, he

draws this conclusions

Neither the miraculous conception of Christ,
nor yet his resurrection fro© the dead, is,

12 Watson, on. cit., p. 265.
13 Ibid., p.*225.
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therefore, the foundation of his being called
the "Son of God" in this Psalm. Hot the first,
for there is no allusion to it nor the second
for he was declared from heaven to be the
"beloved Son" of the Father, at his very en¬
trance upon his ministry, and consequently
before the resurrection.^

His exeesis would have been far less confused if he had not

tried to expound against the miraculous conception theory of

Christ's Sonship and had been content with John Wesley's inter¬

pretation of the verse:

I have begotten thee from eternity, which by
its unalterable permanency of duration, is
one continual, unsuce®salve day*~5

In roverbs 3:22,

The Lord possessed me in the beginning of
his ways, before his works of old,

he explains that Solomon is referring to the personal Wisdom of

God in the same relation as a Son to whom he ascribes divine
16

attributes. This bears evidence that the Jews were not com¬

pletely ignorant of the relationship between the Father and Son

In the iodhead and accounts for the idea of divinity which they
17

connected with the name, "Son of God," The irrelevance of this

verse is obvious unless one identify the "Wisdom of God" with

the "Son of God," as Watson suggests. To make such an identi¬

fication, however, is to beg the question with those who be¬

lieved with Clarke that there was no "Son of God" until Christ's

birth,

14 Watson, on. cifc., p. 226.
15 John Wesley, explanatory Notes upon the New

Testament, on Hebrew 1:5.
16 Watson, oo, clt p. 230,
1? Ibid.. p. 231.
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Still in a line of opposition to the idee that Christ's

birth established his Sonship, Watson finds nether convincing

verse in Proverbs 30:4, which "expresses as clearly as possible,

that 0od has a Son, and wales no reference to the incarnation
18

at all,"

Who hath ascended up into heaven, or descended?
Who hath gathered the wind in his fist? Who hath
bound the waters in a garment? Who hath estab¬
lished all the ends of the earth? What is his
name, and what is his son's name, if thou canst
tell?

But, thou, Bethlehem Bphrafeah, though thou be
little among the thousands of Judah, yet out of
thee shall he come forth unto me that is to be
ruler in Israel; whose goings forth have been
from old, from everlasting, Kicah 5:2.

In this instance, Watson affirms, the person of whom the verse

speaks is said to have had a twofold birth or "going forth."

By a natural birth he came forth from Bethlehem of
Judah; by another, and a higher, he was from the
days of eternity. On© Is opposed to the other;
but the last is carried into eternity itself by
words which most clearly intimate an existence
prior to the birth in Bethlehem, and that an
eternal one,

Here, he is again merely begging the. question with one who would

not deny that God was to send his eternal "Word" or agent into

the world, but would deny that the relation of sonship existed

previous to the tire the "Word beearse flesh."
of the four passages thus presented by Watson from

the old Testament in proof of the eternal Sonship of Christ,

three of thorn are negatively directed toward the idea that Son-

ship was the result of Christ's birth; and the remaining one

18 Watson, on, cit,, n. 234,
1® Ibid,, p. 232.
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begs the question* One can hardly declare that he has estab¬

lished a positive foundation for the belief fro® the material.

He was less cautious than another writer on the subject:

It appears to me, that nothing can be gathered
from the Old Testament, but what militates a-
galnsfe the doctrine; and the few passages that
have been brought forward by its advocates, fur¬
nish evidence in general to overthrow it*'~°
Prom the Gosnels Watson brings forth five sections in

21
proof of his case. In a lengthy argument he maintains that God

himself bore witness of the Sonshin of Christ, as testified at
22

His baptism and later claimed by Jesus in John 5:37. As a Son

He was invested with all the offices, nower, and authority im¬

plied in the use of the term as a personal title rather than an

official one. Watson further implies that the acceptation of

the name of Son in a personal sense must lead to the accepta¬

tion of the fact that He had always been a Son.

And it is affirmed, not that he is Son, and
beloved as a Son, because of his being invested
with these offices, but that he is invested with
them because he was the well-beloved Son; a cir¬
cumstance which fully demonstrates that "Son of
God" is not an official title, and that it is
not of the same import as Messiah.23

Attestation of this view he finds in the actions of the Jews

who tried to kill Jesus because He said that "God m.s his Father,
24

waking himself equal with God."
In another argument he refers again to the passages

20 Stephen Brunokill, Thoughts on the Divinity and
Sonship of Jesus Christ," p. 13.

21 Watson, or>. Pit.. p. 235ff•
22 Ibid.. p. 236.
23 Ibid., p. 237,
24 John 5:18.
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used in his refutation of Clor" e, namely, those relat in;; to the

"only begotten" of God, Particularly, he exhibits John 1:14

as orovi.nr his point that the "iorr of Christ was more than a
25

human lory. towhore, hotter than in the discussion of this

verso, Is the futility of th's entire controversy mere discern¬

ible, The question at issue was not one of vital importance to

the Christian faith. All parties believed in the full divinity

of Jesus Christ but debated in circles the meaning of the word,

"Son". To Watson's affirmation on this verse Gxley replied:

I grant the Word is called also the only be¬
gotten Son of God. But why is he so called"?
host clearly because he was made flesh, the
Divine Nature, in connexion with the Human,
not exclusive of it, is called, Christ the Son
of "rod.00

Clarke would agree with Watson that the glory of Christ is the

glory of the "orly begotten;" indeed, he would insist that it

is tV; lory of the "Word made Flesh," which is what he main¬

tained.

That very person who was in the beginning -
who was with God - and who was God, verse 1,
in the fullness of time became flesh - became
incarnated by power of the Holy Ghost, in the
womb of the Virgin

(and dwelt among us) And tabernacled among
us; the human nature which he took of the
Virgin, being as the shrine, house, or temple,
in which his immaculate Deity condescended to
dwell.27

The Word made flesh was the Son of God, according to Clarke.,

Wesley agrees, also, that "the Word made flesh" was the "only

25 Watson, op. cit., p. 259,
26 Thornss <xley, ""^A Vindication of Dr. Adam Clarke, in

Answer to Mr, Voore--" p, 12,
27 Adam Clarice, Commentary on the New Testament,

on John 1:14.
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begotten" of the Father? but he does not intimate whether he

believes the "Word" tc be a "Son" previous to the incarnation.

The whole versa wight be paraphrased thus:
And in orler to raise to this dignity and hap¬
piness, the eternal Word, by a most amazing
condescension, was made flesh, united himself
to our miserable nature, with all its innocent
infirmities. And he did not make us a tran¬
sient visit, but t be mac led among us on earth,
displaying his glory in a more eminent manner
than ever of old in the tabernacle of Moses.
And we. who are now recording; these things,
beheld his glory with so strict an attention,
that we can testify, it was in every respect
such a glory as became the only be ctten of
the Father,28

•This verse was ill chosen by Satson as proof of the fact that

"only begotten" refers to a status of Sonship prior to the

Incarnation.

Wat son next affirms:

All those passages, too, which Socio re that
"all things were made by the Son," and that
God "sent his Son" into the world, may be con¬
sidered as declarations of a divine Sonship,
because they imply that the creator was, at
the very period of creation, a Son, and that
he was the Son of God when, and consequently
before, he was sent into the world.

Unfortunately, he does not give the full references of the texts

quoted. Apparently, in the first Instance, he means John 1:3,

"All things were made by him; and without him was not anything

made that was made." If this is true, he has mistakenly sub¬

stituted "Son" for the pronoun, "him," which in its context

refers not to the Son but to the Word; therefore, his point

loses its force. Concerning those verses which refer to the

28 Wesley, on. cit.. op John 1:14.
29 Watson, op. clt., p. 241.
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Son as be 1 r * "sent fro to Ood," such as John 3:16 J 3:17; 1 John

1:14, Watson Interprets them to imply that the Son must have

been with the Father before be ins sent. Those who disagree with

Watson, however, might point cut that John sneaks of God's send-
30

in-; his "Only begotten Son," which term he has previously used
31

in apposition to "the Word made flesh," The comments of the

preceding paragraph, in that case, are again applicable,•

Watson produces two passages in which Christ calls

God, Father, which he claitrs refer directly and. wholly tc His

divine character. Or both occasions when Jesus said, "I andhry
32

Father are one," and again, when he said, "My Father worketh,
33

hitherto, and I work," the Jews triad to kill hi® because they
34

understood hi® to be equating himself with God, The remarks of

Clarke on the former verse, however, indicate how one who be¬

lieves otherwise might interpret it.

It is worthy of remark that Christ does not
say, "I and my Father, r which gy our transla¬
tion very improperly supplies, and which in
this place would have conveyed a widely dif¬
ferent meanings for then it would imply that
the human nature of Christ, of which alone.
I conceive, God is ever said to be the Father
in the scripture, was equal to the host High:
but he says, speaking then as God over all,
"I and the Father,'1
the Creator of all things, the Judge of all
men, the Father of the spirits of all flesh -
f'ar>0 one," one in nature, one in all attri¬
butes of odhead, and. one in all the opera¬
tions of those attributes: and so it is
evident that the Jows understood hitr.3^

30 John 3 J16.
31 John 1:14.
32 John 10:30.
33 John 5:17.
34. Watson, op. cit». p. 243.
35 Adatn Clarice, on. cit., on John 10:30.
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Wesley also rnJc^g the correction referred to by
36

Clarke* To another writer the verse "neither determines the

Cround of oaternal character in the one, nor the filial re-
37

lation in the other." Macgregor, writing more recently, af¬

firms that ''the unity here claimed is ethical rather than meta¬

physical, a unity of will rather than of essence and personal-
38

Ity, a mystical unity implying two so ear- to personalities."

Concerning the second verse, Jesus said, "Ky Father"} hut did

he not also teach his followers to pray, "Our Father"?
To the above examples in which Wat son claims Christ

to have called God His Father solely in reference to His divine

nature, he adds a final one, When Jesus was brought before the

Sanhedrin immediately preceding His crucifixion, they put the

question to Hi®J

Art thou then the Son of God? And he said
unto then, Ye say that I am.39

Jesus' answer actually means, according to Watson, "I an that
4°

ye say," Thus, Jesus was here claiming a personal rather than

an official relation to God} and the Sanhedrin understood it to

be such.

In confessing himself to be, in that sense,
the Son of God, he did more than claim to be
the Messiah; for the council judged him, for
that reason, guilty of blasphemy; a charge
which could not lie against anyone, by the
Jewish law, for professing to bo the Messiah.-1

36 Wesley, ojo. clt., on John 10:30,
37 /ill lata alrleish, The True Sonshin of Christ Inves¬

tigated and -lis Person, fir; ity and" office Fxnlained and Con -
firmed linn the Cucred■ Scriptures, p. 37-38.

38 . U C. Macgregor, The Gospel of John, n, 241,
39 Luke 22:7 0.
40 Watson, on, c- it., p, 245 . 41 Loc. cit.
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If cm agrees with the Sanhedrin that Jesus posits his divine

Sonship, '.Vatson concludes that one mist also agree that if the

relationship is perfect in its divinity, it mst be eternal as

well.

Watson turns his attention from the gospels to the

Epistles to the Rowans and Hebrews where ho finds four further

significant proofs of the eternal Sonship: Romans 1:3,4; 8:3;

Hebrews 1 } 3:5,6. His views on Rowans1:3,4 have been pre¬

viously noted,

For what the law could not do in that it was
weak through the flesh, God sending his own Son
in the likeness of sinful flesh, and for sin,
condemned sin in the flesh. Romans 8:3.

He argues forcefully that Haul obviously intimates that Christ

was the "'Son" before he was sent; and that flesh was the nature

assumed by the ''Son," but not the only nature in which he was
42

the "Son,"

Fairbairn has said of the Sonship that it is the

"determinate idea" of the Hoistle to the Hebrews, "the pivot on
43

which the argument everywhere turns." Watson finds the whole

argument of the first chanter designed to prove Christ tc be
44

superior to the angels, Concerning: Christ as the "brightness"
45

of God, he says,

Certainly this brightness, or effulgence from
the Father, is expressly spoken of the Son; but
it cannot be affirmed of him with reference to
his humanity; and, if it rust necessarily be

42 Watson, op. cit., p. 251.
43 A, ¥. Fairbairn, The Place of Christ in Modern

Theology, pp. 324-325.
44 Watson, op. bit., p. 248.
45 Hebrews 1:3.
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understood of his superior, his divine nature#
it necessarily implies the idea which is sug¬
gested by Sonshlp.-"®

;e eight ha ve quoted fealey' s note on verse five and, thereby,

appropriated the we 1 lit of the opinion of the founder of Metho¬

dism to his position,

"I will be to hilt- a Father, and he shall be
to me a Son" - I will own myself to he his
Father, ana hir. to be my Son, by eminent to¬
kens of my peculiar love. The former clause
relates to his natural Sonship, by an eternal,
inconceivable generation; the other, to his
Father' s acknowledgersnt and treatment of him
as his incarnate Son,^7

He might also have referred to verse two which directly states

that it was the Son by whom God made the worlds. He chooses,

however, to build his argument on the rounds that the Son is

pi.ced in a position even above the angels; and therefore, his

Sons'hip must apply to his divine nature. In the same line of

argument he a one ale to Hebrews 3:5,0 to prove that Christ was
48

the Son in a sense higher than human and higher than roses.

After having thus demonstrated his position by the

witness of the Scripture, ho closes the case with an appeal to

reason. The first Person of the Trinity is called the Father

of Christ, Since the Holy Spirit is accredited with having

produced the human nature of Christ in the womb of Mary, the

use of the word "Father" as applied to the first Person of the

Trinity must be in reference to His having produced the divine
49

nature of Christ, Furthermore, if the term, "Son of God," is

4C 'bat son, op, c it ♦, p. 249.
47 Wesley, "op. cIt., on Hebrews 1:5 (on Psalm 2:7).
48 'Patson, op, cit,, p. 251.
49 Ibid., p. 252."
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founded on the incarnation, it can have only three possible

weanings: 1. the nature in which He was incarnated - 1'anhood;

2, the act of Incarnation, of assuming our nature; 3. the na¬

ture which incarnated itself - Godhead, That Christ was the

Son simply because of His human nature and birth, he feels to

be sufficiently refuted. The second choice he rejects as be¬

ing without scriptural support. That Christ is the Son and

has eternally been the Son, by virtue of his nlace in the God-
50

head, thus remains and must be the true answer.

Did Vat son establish his position? The question will

be treated in the conclusion to the chapter#

50 Watson, on, cit,, p, 254.
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G. Evaluation,

The controversy surrounding the eternal Sonship of

Christ was net new when ■'/«• tson rnd Clarke entered the field.

In the century preceding the to the doctrine had been defended
1 2

by David 'fill laws on and Robert Walker and Questioned by so
3 " 4

notable o figure as Isaac Watts ana by William. Dalgleish, The

fundamental principle never questioned by the above named

writers, nor by Watson and Clarke, is the sane. That princi¬

ple trust be examined, however, in order to evaluate Watson's

posit ion.

The assumption underlying all of Watson's thought,

as well as that of his brethren whom he opposed, concerning the

person of Christ is that Christ is to be understood only in the

traditional terms of two natures, human and divine, which are

united in Him, but which are not to be confused.

In him there is no confusion of the two na¬

tures,. , ."lis edhead was not deteriorated by

1 David Williamson, "The Doctrine of the Churches of
England and Scotland, &©,, with Respect to the Eternal Sonship
of Christ, and the Procession of the Holy Ghost, Shewn to be
Clearly Pounded on Scripture#"

2 Robert Walker, Defence of the Doctrine of the
Trinity and Sternal Sonship of our Lord Josus Christ, As revealed
in the Script arcs? In Opposition to a Late Scheme of Temporal
Sonship.w

.3 Isaac Watts, ''oofv". and Important -usst ions Concerning
foe Son of God Freely Proposed to which is" Added "A Charitable

■ -s'say .

4 William Palgleish, The True Sonship of Christ
luvr st, ir r. h; :ul ahis rhraun, ' *.rr; it T and --■fflce Explained and
Confirmed from the Sacred Scriptures,
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uniting itself with a human body, for "he
is the true Godj" his humanity was not,
whilst on earth, exalted into properties
which made it different in kind from the
humanity of his creatures*

Hot only are the opposite natures not to be confused but also

neither is to be considered in any way imperfect or impaired

by its union with the other.

If the divine nature in him had been imper¬
fect, it would have lost its essential char¬
acter, for it is essential to Beity to be
perfect and complete J if any of the essential
properties of human nature had been wanting,
he would net have been man J if, as some of
the preceding notions implied, divine and
human had been mixed and confounded in hit,
he would have been a compounded being,
neither God nor man*

Since this differentiation is a matter of fact to Watson, he

maintains that the understanding of the Scripture is dependent

upon the constant remembrance of it*

This distinction is expressed in modem theo¬
logical language, by considering some things
which are spoken of Christ, as said of his di¬
vine, others of his human, nature; and he who
takes this principle of Interpretation along
with him, will seldom find any difficulty in
apprehending the sense of the sacred writers,
though the subjects themselves be often, to hu¬
man minds, inscrutable.

In this respect, as in many others, Watson asserts

the orthodoxy of his views by comparing them with the opinions

of the Church and church fathers. He points cut that the second

article of the Church of Sngland reads as follows J

The Son, which is the Word of the Father,
begotten from everlasting of the Father, the

5 Richard Watson, Works, Vol. X, n. .345.
6 Ibid., p. 345.
7 hoc, cit.
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vary and eternal God, of one substance with
the Father, took man's nature In the womb
of the blessed Virgin of her substance; so
that•the two whole and cerfect natures, that
Is to say, the Godhead and the manhood, were
joined together in one oarsen, never to be
divided, whereof is one Christ, very God and
very man,

Likewise, he finds in the statement of the Council of Chalcedon
9

a further attestation of the validity of his position. He

might also have referred to the founders of FefchoGisr; for

Charles Wesley sang J

Very man, and very God,
Thou hast bought us with Thy blood:
Two distinguished natures we
In Thy single person see,
God and man in Thee alone
1 !;•: i n se pa rablj One ,1C
Both Watson and Clarke founded their variant doctrines

upon this distinction, Clarke asserted that either Christ was

the Son of God as to His human nature, or His divine nature was

made inferior and imperfect by the implications of Son shin,

Watson as strongly affirmed that Christ was the Son of God as

to His divine nature end was, therefore, His Son from all eter¬

nity because the Scriptures declare it to be so. An important

question at which he hinted, but which he failed to develop, was

that of the relations between the nersons of the Trinity if

Christ "becare" a Son. Th t both of them expressed the common¬

ly accented concept in making the distinction is acknowledged.
That such e rigid bisection of the nature of Christ is valid,

8 Watson, on, cit., p. 345,
® XiiAii * » P * o44 «

10 J. A. Rottenbury, The :v^ngelfoal Poctrines of
Charles 'hosier's Hymns, o, 144.
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however, is mestionable.

The scone and purpose of this study does not warrent

an exhaustive examination of this issue in the early Christo-

lo- ical controversies. In the light of both Watson* s and

Clarke's positions, however, one taay readily agree with H, R,

Mackintosh's statement concerning the dangers accompanying the

duality of the two natures concept of Christ. "In suite of all

attempts to find safe middle waters, it has always led to choose

between being tossed on the Scylla of a duplex personality and
11

the Charybdis of a denial of Christ's real manhood.!I Clarke's

theory that the sonship of Christ is the result of the Logos

be in,; made flesh is essentially that of Karcellus of Ancvra.

When carried to its logical conclusion it leads to either

Sabellianiscj or Adopt ion ism, depending on whether the main em¬

phasis is placed on the Logos or the Son, Watson's attempt to

protect the divinity of Christ leads hiw into an undisguised

statement of bocetisr. The divine nature of Christ bears a

filial relationship to the first person of the Trinity. The

other nature of Jesus, rather than being a truly human nature,

is the supernatural creation of the third person of the Trinity.

There is, therefore, no perfectly hum .n nature in Christ. It

must be admitted th-t neither Watson nor Cl,rke would have fol¬

lowed their arguments to such conclusions, but that does not

alter the fact that their positions logically inclined toward

the conclusions.

11 John Bail lie, The i'la ce of Jesus Christ in Modern
Christ lapity, p. 131. Quoting H» R, Mackintosh.

i
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Can the duality of natures he properly maintained?

The assumption underlying it is that the nature of God and the

nature of man are separated by differences too vast to recon¬

cile, Professor John Salllie expresses the doubt that this need

necessarily bo true,

God* s nature and man's nature, '.re believe, are
not different in kind, because in kind they are
both spiritual nature, and ethical nature, , .

God's nature is, in the wholeness of eternal
and infinite perfection, that to which our hu¬
man nature gropingly and blunderingly, and ever
imperfectly, strives to attain. God's nature
is love, and man's nature is trying to be love.
Indeed that, for us, is the very meaning of the
Incarnation, , »The Christian announcement is,
quite centre 1 ly and essentially, that God was
made manifest to us in a Man - in a soul of
like passions with our own but controlled to
finer ends, in a life of simple faith and quiet
helpfulness lived out under conditions in its
own little niche of tire and place, and in a
cruel death bravely borne,

God's nature is, in. essence, the perfection of that toward which

human nature must strive, hit they are not different kinds of

nature, "The Word became flesh." He took the form of a man,

but He took no new nature with that form. Rather, He was God's

demonstration to man of the creature which man, by his nature,

is intended to be, Christ's life declared, once and for all,

that the fulfillment of man's nature is the expression of God's.

God is lovej Christ is love incarnate; love is the fulfillment

of man's destiny, Christ is also the revolution to man of the

nature of God, which is to say the same thing. Fairbairn sneaks

of Christ in relation to the Incarnation as an "historical Per¬

son so placed that he realises the affinities of God and man,

12 Baillie, op. cit», pp. 135-136.
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13
and so constituted that he briers t lets into organic relations."

Christ realised the "affinities of God and man," and those af¬

finities are of nature. Christ is, to use another expression of

Pairbairn, the "cociminicatlon" from God to wan of the truth con¬

cerning the natures both of God and nan.

How then can Clarice sneak of Christ as the Son of God

by His human nature, and Wot sen sneak of Hits as Son by His di¬

vine nature? "He was not a person who became a son, or was

destined to be a son, but his whole personality was absolute
14

sonship." Christ is the Son of God by virtue of His unique be¬

ing as the full, perfect nature of God in human form, not tainted

as is man, by sin. Sonahin, in. this sense, is a state of com¬

plete expression of 'od's nature ; and it is into this state that

Paul invites men to be adopted, That is not to say that Christ

was adopted, for He always was and is the Son of God; but be¬

cause he lived as a Son, man may new know both the nature of

God and the meaning and end of human life, namely, to become

sons of God, It is a mistake, therefore, tc differentiate between

a divine and a human nature, much less, to found the relationship

of Christ to God upon such a distortion.

Did Watson, upon his own ground, present a convincing

case for the eternal Sonship of Christ? In his Controversy with

Clarke his main effort was to prove that Christ was a Son in a

divine sense. In the Theole- leal Institutcs he developed the

same thesis with renewed vigor, his conclusion being that if

13 A, M, Pairbairn, The rl.-.ce of Christ In Hodern
Theolopt, p. 471,

14 P. T, Forsyth, The Person and Place of Josus Christ,
p. 28S,
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Christ is divinely & Son, He mst be eternal since divinity is

perfect and, therefore, eternal. At la st two of his points

contribute positively to his causes the fact that the Jews so

interpreted Jesus' words and claim as to warrant the charge of

blasphemy? the appeal to Hebrews which definitely attributes to

the Son a status higher than tsan. Those who agreed with his

premises doubtless found his arguments convincing. Clarke and.

his followers, however, could have complained that ho never

confronted or offered a solution to their problem of the ap¬

parent contradiction between divinity and Sonship* Matson did

not try to explain it. In keeping with his ideas of the use

of reason, no contradiction to the mind could be allowed to

stand in the way of accepting a doctrine which was declared by

Scripture* Actually there was no answer as long as both men

attributed dual natures to Christ.



CHAPTER 4

WITNESS CP TIE SPIRIT

A, Importance of and Statement of the Doctrine,

In the course of his Theo 1 o:-.leal Institntas Watson

expounded the Wesleyan Methodist Interpretation of the belief

that the Spirit of God witnesses with the spirit of man that

he is a child of God, At tires he referred to the doctrine as

"the witness cf the Spirit," at times as "assurance," By either

name, the belief occupied a central place in his thought re¬

lating to the interplay between God and man in the salvation of

the human soul. When the Methodist interpretation of the doc¬

trine was attacked, Watson defended and elaborated it in the

pages of the Method 1st Magazine. To this Important Phase of

his thought attention must now be turned, It is the purpose

of this chanter; 1, to present his statement of the belief;

2, to examine his defense of the doctrine; 3. to examine the

texts upon which he based his interpretation; 4. to view the

doctrine in the light of other theological writers; 5* to ex¬

amine the doctrine in the light of religious experience*

A, Importance of and statement of the Doctrine,

Jamas Penney coined this apothegm about the doctrine

of assurance:

Nothing, is more characteristic of Churches
than their attitude to assurance, and the place

288
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they give it In their preaching and their
systems of doctrine. Speaking broadly, we
may say that in the Romish Church it is re¬
garded as essentially akin to presumption;
in the Jrotesfcant Churches it is a privi¬
lege or a duty? but in the lew Testament
religion it is simply a fact

In the thought and lives of John Wesley and the early Methodists

the doctrine was regarded as both a privilege and a fact. Prior

to Wesley1 s "heart warming" experience, while he was still a

missionary struggling in Savannah, Georgia, he was confronted

with the belief} and it proved to be somewhat disquieting to

him. on Su&day, February 8, 1738, he recorded this conversation

in his Journal:

I asked Mr* Span enberg's advice with regard
to myself - to my conduct. He told me he could
say nothing till he had asked rm two or three
questions. 'Do you know yourself? Have you the
witness within yourself? Does the Spirit of
God boar witness with your spirit that you are
a child of God?' I was surprised, and knew not
what to answer. He observed it, and asked, "Go
you know Jesus Christ?1 I paused, and said, 'I
know he is the Govi.o^r of the World.' 'True,' he
replied; 'but do you know he has saved you?' I
answered, 'I hone he bus died to save me.' He
only added, 'Do you know yourself?' I said, 'I
do.' But I fear they ware vain words.2

Two years later Wesley's experience of faith removed all hesi¬

tancy so that he could record for May 24, 1738:

I felt my heart strangely warmed. I felt I
did trust in Christ, Christ alone for try salva¬
tion; and an assurance was given we that he had
taker away my sins, even mine, and saved me
from the law of sin and death.

1 Bernh.trd Citron, Hew Birth, p. 179. ■ noted from
The Christian ixperience of Forgiveress, Machirtosh.

2 John Wesley, Journal^ Vol• 1, o. 151.
3 Ibid., p. 476.
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Thus, for Wesiay himself the assurance that his sins were for¬

given became a fact, one which he later declared to be the

"corsen nrivilege of Christians, fearing God, and working right -

4
eousness." Assurance, or the witness of the soirit,thereupon,

assumes a role of cardinal significance in the theology of

WesleyJ for it is the means by which "a nan's justification is

made manifest, the internal sign that the power of God has

touched his life, that his sins have been forgiven, and that he
5

has been set on the road to holiness and final salvation."

Charles Wesley, as well as John, found in the exper¬

ience of his own soul's relation to God the same witness and

assurance, the expression of which in his hymns tends to "break
6

through language and. escape." In speaking of the intercession

of Christ before God for man he affirms:

The Father hears him pray,
His dear anointed One;

He cannot turn away
The presence of His Son;

His spirit answers to the blood.,
And tells me I ats born of God.

My God is reconciled,
His pardoning voice I hear;

He owns rm for his child,
I can no longer fear:

With confidence I now draw nigh,
And Father, Abba, Father i cry.1?

The early Methodists were, therefore, steeped in the doctrine.

They heard it oreached by their founder; they sang it in their

4 Robert Sonthey, The Life of John Wesley. P» 243,
5 W. R. Cannon, The Theology of John Wesley, p. 215.
6 J. .. Rattenbnry, The -5 vary el leal Hoctrlres of

Charles Wesley's Hymns, p. 258, ^hrase quoted from Robert Browning.
7 The ''othoilst Ujxm Book With Tunes, o, 369,
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hymns; what was more important, they discovered it to be glori¬

ously true In their own lives.

Not everyone was as convinced of the experience as

were the 'Vesleye and the Methodists, however; and their asser¬

tions were received by most people as a sign of "enthusiasts,"
a condition as devoutly to be shunned as sin, according to the

accepted pattern of life in eighteenth century England. In a

conversation with Wesley, Joseph Butler is reported to have ac¬

cused such nrefcence of gifts from the Spirit as being "a horrid
8

thing, a very horrid thing." In Watson's day the attitude of

antagonists toward the experience was far frets dead; for Wesley's

assertion of it as distinguished from presumption, Southey judged

to be the answer of "every one who has been erased by enthu-
9

siasm." Opposition to the doctrine was sufficiently great that

Watson deemed the holding aloft the light of Its truth to be a

special charge to the Methodists of his day!

and though we rust expect the stigma of enthu¬
siasm, not only from many who are "without,"
but from others also, it is a part of our cal¬
ling, as a religious community, still to bear
the testimony, through evil report and good
report. 10

Watson recognised the importance of the experience in

man's deep interest in knowing not only that sins may be for¬

given and that sen may become members of the family of God, but

also, what is of greater significance to the individual soul,

8 Howard Wat kin-Jones, The holy Spirit from Arrainius
to Wesley, p. 313,

9 Southey, on. cIt., p. 242.
10 Richard Watson, Works. Vol, VIII, p, 248.
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that his particular- sins are tcvf iven and that he has been ac~
11

copted into that family. Without such witness there can be no

certainty of one's being at present in a state of salvation.

Without the witness the condition of the good men in the Old

Testament was superior to that of those in the ;aw Testament,
12

in Watson's opinion? for even David knew the joys of salvation.

The witness of the Spirit is inextricably bound in

Watson's thought to the entire process of salvation, the pro¬

cess whereby a sinner is convicted of his sin, makes repentance

to God, is forgiven by God's grace, is adopted into Cod's fam¬

ily, is assured by the witness of the Spirit of God with his own

spirit that he has received such favor in God's sight, is re¬

generated, and lives a new life of holiness and love. only

upon the condition of repentance can a man he justified; for

"justification is that act of God whereby he remits all past

sin, receiving the sinner into his favor, and treating him as
13

a just or righteous man." "The pardon and remission of sins,"

"the nonimnutation of sin," and "the imputation of righteous-
14

ness" are all terms of the same import. By justification one

is said to be in Christ, that is, one becomes a personal par-
15

taker of the benefits of his death, and is thereby adopted into

the family of God. Adoption, therefore, is the act whereby one

who was alienated and disinherited is made a son of God and an

11 Watson, Works, Vol. IV, p. 289.
12 Ibid.. pp. 296-97.
13 Watson, Works, Vol, II, p. 456,
14 Watson, Works. Vol, XI, p. 173,
15 Watson, Works. Vol. VI, p. 259.
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heir of his eternal glory.lcT1o < ne ir. the adopted state belong.:

freedom from & servile spirit, filial confidence in Ood, free

access to Hire at all times and under any circumstance, end the

Spirit of adoption, which is to say, the witness of the Holy

Spirit to his adoption, only upon the confirmation of the

Soirit can one know of his adoption and entrance into those
17

privileges of the children of God, The granting of the inward

witness of the Spirit is, therefore, a necessary stage in the

process of salvation, Watson defines it as:

The inward witness or testimony of the Holy
Spirit to the adoption or sonshin of believers,
fro® which flows a comfortable persuasion or
conviction of our present accents-nee with Ood.
and the hone of our future and eternal glory.-8
The words "nresent acceptance" are significant for

his thought inasmuch as the assurance imbued by the inward wit¬

ness is in no wise to be -understood as insurance against the be¬

liever's relinquishing his status in God's family. Watson him¬

self prefers that the word "assurance" be renlaced by his phrase,

"a comfortable persuasion, or conviction, of our justification

and adoption," although the expressions of Haul, "the full assur¬

ance of faith " and "the full assurance of hope," mi ;ht war¬

rant the former; for by his definition, +*he doctrine of the in-

wai'd witness is not to be ' confused with the doctrine of assur-
19

ance as maintained by the followers of Calvin. Another reason

for caution in the use of the term "assurance," is that it

tends to imnly the absence of all doubt in the exnerience of

18 Watson, Works, Vol. XI, n. 252.
17 hoc, cit.
IB Ihid.', o. 253.
19 Ibid.. p. 254.
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Christians; whereas, experience itself confirms that ;'as our

faith may not at first, or it all times, toe equally stron ;■*, the

testimony of the spirit may have its degrees of strength, and
20

our persuasion or conviction toe proportionately regulated,"

The basis of V .tson's Interpretation is found in two

passages:

For ye have not received, the spirit of bondage
again to fear; tout y® have received the sol.rife
of adoption, whereby we cry, Abba, Father, The
Spirit itself boareth witness with our spirit,
that we are children of riod. Rowans 8:15-16.

But when the fullness of time was come, God
sent forth his Son, born of a woman, born under
the law, to redeem then that were under the lax?,
that we might receive the adoption of sons,
And because ye are sons, God hath sent forth the
Spirit of his Son into our hearts, crying, ibba,
Father, Galatian.3 4:4-6.

That these verses lead one to anticipate sots© sort of witness

tc his adoption, should that adoption take place, is acknow¬

ledged, When theologians have tried to interpret the nature

of that witness, however, agreement has ended, Watson affirms

that there were four main explanations of the passages, four

delineations of the nature of the witness in his day,

1, The first explanation he offers is his own, the

Wesleyan Methodist, The clause, "the Snirit itself beareth

witness with our spirit," indicates that the witness to be ex-

nectod is twofold, the witness of the Spirit of God and of one's
21

own spirit. The former bears a direct testimony and is, in

Wesley*s words,an "inward imnresslon on the soul, whereby the

20 Watson, Works, Vol. XI, o» 254.
21 Wat son, Works, Vol. XI, o. 255 and Vol, IV, p. 292.
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Spirit of God witnesses to iry s ilrit that I ars a child of God;

that Christ hath loved mej that I, even I, am reconciled to
, 22God." This testimony is not to he misconstrued, as by some, to

mean an awakened sense of one's fallen condition, or true repen¬

tance, or even an awareness of a changed moral condition, where¬

by a person reaches the conclusion that he has become a child

of God, Rather, it witnesses simnly and directly that one has
23

been adopted by God, and loaves no conclusions to be drawn.

The second testimony is that of one's own spirit witnessing

indirectly, not to the fact of one's adoption, but to the truth

that he has received the Spirit of adoption, that he is under
24

no delusive impression concerning the direct witness. In answer

to the question, "How aw I assured that I do not mistake the

voice of the Spirit?" he ago in quotes Wesley, "By the answer of

a good conscience toward God: Hereby you shall know that you
25

are in no delusion, that you have not deceived your soul." To

describe the wanner in which the testimony is communicated would

be difficult, Watson confesses; and, indeed, it is not necessary.

Whether it be called an impression or any other name, it amounts

to a witness by which all ioubt is nut away and a fact ascer-
26

tained. It is followed limed lately by the "fruit of the Spirit,"
27

namely, love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness.

Watson would further agree with Wesley that "it is inevitably

22 Watson, Works, Vol. XI, p. 255.
23 Watson, Works, Vol, IV, pp. 292-93.
24 Watson, Works. Vol. XI, p. 291,
25 Ibid ,, r>. 255.
26 Watson, Works. Vol. IV, >, £94.
27 Watson, Works. Vol. XI, r>» 256,
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destroyed, not only by the cost lesion of any outward .sin, or

the ottr-issioii of known duty, but by giving way to any inward sin;
28

in a word, by whatever grieves the Iloly Spirit of God,"

2. The second opinion likewise acknowledges a twofold

witness, The "witness of the Spirit" is not direct, in this

instance, but consists of the moral effects produced in one who

believes, and is in reality merely the "fruit of the Spirit."
The witness of one's own spirit is designated as the conscious¬

ness of one's faith, Advocates of the opinion recognise it as

the reflex act of faith by which a person who is conscious of

believing reasons in this wanner, "I know that I believe in
29

Christ, therefore I know that I shall obtain everlasting life,"

3. The third interpretation, maintained by Bishop Bull

is attributed by Watson to a "great part" of the evangelical
30

clergy of his day. There is but one witness, that of the Holy

Spirit acting concurrently with man's spirit* Advocates of

this idea reason in the following manner, says Watson:

Since God has said in his word, that those
parsons are his children in whom certain char¬
acteristics are found, we trust examine ourselves,

to see whether these marks are found in us; and,
if we find them, wo may conclude that our sins
are forgiven, and that we are the children of
God; and thus, in this safe and rational way, we
my infer our adoption into the divine family, ■*
4. A fourth interpretation is that there is a direct

witness such as Watson elaborates, but it is reserved as the

28 John Wesley, The Works of the Key, John Wesley.
Vol. V, p. 124.

29 Watson, Works, Vol. XI, p. 256.
30 Ibid,, p, 257,
31 Watson, Works, Vol. IV, n. 299,
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special privilege of a few favored parsons.32
In opposition to the erroneous opinions, Watson rea¬

sons that sowe " cote fortable persuasionM or, at least, a hope of

divine favor Is attainable and is actually possessed by rrany

Christians; for if the act of justification takes place at all,

it mist be rude known. The general promise of God's love and

forgiveness is insufficient to convey such personal informat ion}

besides, Scripture definitely declares a twofold witness con¬

sisting of the Holy Spirit with our own spirits. Bull's inter¬

pretation must be in error since he delegates to the Holy Spirit

a testimony which is mediated through the rind and spirit of ran,

and thus constitutes only one witness. Furthermore, If the Holy

Spirit only aids the rind to discern the extent of his work in

ran, hew far rust that aid progress before one can be sure of
33

his adoption? it is true that the Holy Spirit works repentance

and faith in man; but repentance and faith, of themselves, can¬

not instigate the "comfortable persuasion of a man's adoption."

"What," one right ask, "if the fruits of the Spirit appear In a

man's life? Is that not sufficient evidence of adoption with¬

out a more direct witness?" Whereas such fruits do net result

frora anything but manifest pardon, they themselves cannot mani¬

fest that pardon. They car. only exist after the pardon is

granted.

If we "love God," it is because we know him
as God reconciled; if we ha\*e "joy in God," It
is because wo have received the reconciliation;
if we have oeace, it is because, "being justi-

32 Watson, Works. Vol. XI, p. 257,
33 Ibid., p, 262.
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fled by faith, we h&vi peace with God, through
our Lord Jesus Christ," God conceived of as

angry c rmofc be the object of filial love• -

Watson, therefore, concludes that there is a twofold witness and

that the witness of the Holy Spirit is not mediated but is given

directly to man. In order to dispel any notion that the doc¬

trine is new or enthusiastic, he quotes extensively frors such

Church figures as Bishop Hooper, Bishop Andrews, Bishop Pearson,

and Richard Hooker,

34 Vatson, Works, Vol, XI, p, 285,
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B, Pefense of the doctrine.

Since Watson believed so emphatically in his inter-

pre tat ion of the witness of the Spirit as a necessary phase in

the plan of salvation, it was inevitable that opportunities to

explain and defend his views would present themselves. The

first such opportunity, chronologically speaking, was the occa¬

sion of the publication of Scuthey1s Life of Wesley; but his

defense in that instance will be reserved until last in this

section. A larger field for his mn was afforded by the reper¬

cussions of a review which he wrote for the hethodist H agar, Ine.

Upon the publication of a book of sermons by Rev. J.

W, Cunningham, then Vicar of Harrow, Watson contributed to the

Hothod 1st Uagasine a review cf the work. Cunningham had said,

in speaking of the witness of the Spirit, "It is not a mere

unaccountable persuasion of cur eternal safetv, without any of
1

the fruits of the Spirit in our life to warrant this persuasion;'

Although Watson agrees in part with this statement, he finds

sufficient cause to doubt that the author fully understands the

significance of the doctrine with which he deals, or even that

his views on the doctrine are correct. In the first place, the

witness of the Spirit In no way implies a "persuasion of our

eternal safety." Watson jealously guards the doctrine from any

intimation which wight remove responsibility from the individual

1 Richard Watson, Works. Vol. VIII, p. 241, Review
XLI, quoting Cunningham,
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for the future. Assurance is g iven to a norson not in regard to

the future hut for the present iforsant. Whether or rv: t the con¬

fidence will be maintained depends upon one1 s life and faith

from moment to no wont» This is his affirmation in his sermons

as well.

Some nersons confound this assurance of
present acceptance with an assurance of final
salvation* , .Wo are called to live in the
comfortable assurance of the divine favour,
and to rejoice in hope of the glory of God;
but this conveys to us no certain assurance
of final salvation. We are still to walk by
the same rule, and to rind the same things.
The faith which brings us into this state must
maintain us in it. We must still watch and
pray; still lay aside every weight, and easily
besotting sin; still fight the good fight of
faith, ever feeling that only to those who are
faithful unto death shall the crown of life be
given,®

Watson objects to Cunningham's implication that the

inner nersuasion can continue unconnected with the fruits of the
3

Spirit. This is the heart of Cunningham's fallacy and indica¬

tive of his mistake In understanding the doctrine; for he makes

the proof of pardon depend exclusively upon the production of
,8

the fruits of the soirlt in an individual, Watson agrees that

the fruits in a life are connected with the witness of the Spirit,but

in a way far more vital than. Cunningham realise®. There are no

real fruits of the Soirit where the direct inward witness has

not been previously granted. They are not only connected to it

but deoendent upon it, cannot exist without it,

All reason lies against it; for how can God
be loved with a filial love, unless he is known

2 Watson, Works. Vol, IV, p. 303,
3 Watson, Works, Vol, VIII, o. 241, Review XI,I.
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as a Father? and how cm there he wace, peace
in the conscience, where there is no knowledge
of a previous re coneillst1on?4

Seen in correct perspective, tha fruits of the Spirit cannot be

regarded as the ground upon which one ray conclude that he is a

son of God; for such a view endangers the proper acceptance of

justification by faith, God sends the Spirit of adoption into

men' s hearts crying, "Abba, Father," because they are already

sons, and in order that they way know that they are so.

Cunningham implies that the Spirit is sent into men's hearts to

wake them holy, and that upon the ground of the holiness they

are to infer that they are sons. Watson affirms:

Here is surely no witness of the Spirit in
any proper sense; and this view, in point of
fact, if closely pressed wo\jld subvert the
doctrine of justification by faith alone, by
waking our scnshlp to depend upon our holiness,
and not; our holiness, cur proper, evangelical
holiness, to flow immediately from our sonshio,5

Furthermore, how does the serious penitent fare under Cunningham's

view? He is possessed by doubts and fears. He trios to live a

good life, but he mst continually wonder if the fruits evident

in his life are sufficient to warrant his conclusion that he is

a son. His minister might say to him, "The Lord is with you

though you know it not," To speak, thus, is not only to deceive

the man but also to speak without authority, yea, positively
6

against it; for "being, justified by faith, we have peace with
7

God," "We joy in God, through our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom we

4 Wat son, Works, Vol. VIII, p. 244,
5 Ibid,, pp. 245-43.
6 Ibid,, p. £43,
7 Romans 5:1.
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have now received the atonement. "8 The true penitent need not
■ ' ' I

he left in a state 'of uncertainty* He can and. will know of his

adoption by a direct witness of the Holy Spirit*

After '/atson* s review reached the public he received

two letters questioning his views* He replied to each of the

correspondents in following issues of the Me th odj st Haga %ine»

In his review he had quoted Wesley as saying, "we must love God
9

before we can be holy, love being the root of all holiness.*

The first correspondent, i>.mhrenins, insisted that a knowledge

of God's love for nan is of itself sufficient to produce in wan

the corresponding love which characterises a person who has been
'10

justified by God, The question, therefore, is whether love of

God springs fror a response to God's general love to roan or

fro® a persuasion of his love to an individual. Although Watson

had dealt with the matter previously, bo attempts to state it in

a different and clearer Banner for Kuphrontus* Hen, he savs,
11

say be divided into four classes, Firstly, there are those who

are careless and carnalj they know of God's love but show no

indication of a desire to love hir in return. Secondly, sore

know of God's love, but for a reason they believe themselves

to be beyond it; and, therefore, they go through life hopeless,

despairing. Thirdly, others know of God's general love to man,

and in that love is their hope; but do they, can they, by that

hone, love God in return?

8 Romans 5:11.
9 Watson, Works* Vol* VIII, pp, 254-55.

10 Ibid*, p", 256.
11 Ibid., pp. 255-254,
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This is impossible; for these ,seeking the, h
hoping, penitents do not regard God as their
Father, in that special sense in which the word
is correlative to "children" and. "heirsthey
do not regard hire as their God in that covenant
which says, "I will bo rercifi.il to their unright¬
eousness, and their sins end iniquities I will

remember no more ; and I will be to them a God,
and they shall be to r:e a people.?f This is what
they seek, but have not found; and they cannot
love God under relations in which they know and
painfully feel that he does not yet stand to
then. They know his general love to man, but
not his pardoning love to their.IS

Fourthly, there are those, the justified by faith, who know God's

love and love him in return as children. Their love rests upon

their persuasion of their personal interest in his pardoning and

adopting »ercy to there; and, where these benefits are rot person¬

ally enjoyed, proper love to God cannot exist, Since one is not

certain that God's forgiving, adopting love has been applied to

hire personally until the Holy Spirit hears a direct testimony of

the fact, there is no proper love of God until that witness is

given. For the sane reason there can be no real holiness nre-
13

ceding the witness of the spirit.

Watson's second correspondent, an evangelical clergy-

man who signed himself, Clericus, addressed to him a number of

questions, of which the answers to three serve to further define

Watson's view, oiericus first asked how one may distinguish the
14

direct testimony from an imagination of the heart, Watson re¬

plies by appealing to experience. There are many who claire. a

direct witness whose lives are such that the accusation of their

12 Wetson, Works, Vol. VIII, up, 253-54.
13 Ibid., p. 255,
14 Ibid., n. 262.
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urtfer
beingAa delusion can not be brought against them. That there

are cases in which imagination has nlayed a mrt, he does not

denvj but he does deny that there ore mnv such examples or
15

that they are the norm. There is a sure method of deciding,

however, which Wesley himself affirmed. The granting of the

testimony of the Spirit of adoption must always bo followed by

the fruits of the Spirit, love, joy, peace. The consciousness

of the presence of these fruits is given to ran as the witness

of his own spirit, an indirect witness, to the truth of the

direct witness borne to hint br the Seirit, No nan need wonder.
16

If the Spirit has sncken to hits, his life will show it. Thus,

the indirect witness of the human spirit confirms and chocks

the direct testimony of the Spirit of God, To the obvious ques¬

tion, "Why not, then, trust the evidence of the fruits without

requiring a direct witness?" Watson*s answer has been examined,
CXericus norsued Watson by asking hitr If he could produce

Scriuture "requiring" the assurance of the forgiveness of sin,

Watson retoifcs by requesting him, as he did Clarke, to prove

the validity of infant baptism or the observance of the first
d '.y of the week as the Sabbath bv texts. The oersuasion of our

17

acceptance by God is one of promise rather than command. It is
an integral part of God*s method of saving man.

Thus we see that it is indispensable, not
per se, but as it is inseparably connected
with the faith whereof coraeth salvation, and
which God commanded all rsen everywhere to
exorcise, as explicitly s he commandeth

15 Watson, Works, Vol. VIII, p. 262,
16 Ibid,, n. 263.
17 Ibid,. p. 265.
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ther to repent,

Clericus then inquirer?, "What of faith and repentance? You say

that holiness is completely dependent upon and follows the direct

witness. Faith and repentance mist precede justification, how-
19

everJ are they not fruits of the Spirit?" Watson points out

that Clericus is failing to distinguish between fruits of the
20

Spirit of bondage* and those of the Spirit of adoption.

The penitent in the seventh chapter of Romans
felt the convincing and "killing" power of the
low only by the Spirit. . .and, because he had
not the power to do that he would, cried out
under a sense of both guilt and bondage, "0
wretched man that I am, who shall deliver me
from the body of this death?" These were fruits
of the Soirit; but it would be very remarkable
should anyone argue that they are such fruits
as nrove him pardoned aril regenerate. . .

Clericus must know that there are fruits of
the Spirit as the Spirit of conviction; and
fruits of the Spirit, as the Spirit of adep-
tion. 21

The correspondence between the wen did not end with

their first letters, but only one further matter of importance

was raised. In a second communication Clericus questioned the

wisdom of giving the doctrine so prominent a place in the minis¬

try as did the Methodists, on the ground that it "tends' to make

many sad whom God hath not made sad, and, on the contrary, also

to produce 'stony ground hearers,' of whom a hasty, unfounded
22

joy is pointed cut by our Lord as a leading characteristic,"
Rather than produce undue sadness, Watson assures him:

18 'Vatson, Works. Vol, VIII, p. 266,
1© Ibid., p. 267,
20 Wit son, Works, Vol. IV, p. 290.
21 at son, "forks, Vol. VIII, p. 267.
22 I kid., p. 273,
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The only evangelical node of affording solid
comfort to the sa&ties.® of the truly penitent,
Is to rest that ccgfcrt, not upon moral feelings
and changes, which either cannot prove their
reconciliation or which, .per so, prove just the?
contrary, but upon the promise that God will
send "the Snirit of his Son into their heart3,
c rying, Abba, P&ther.9 23

pith regard to the charge of making "stony-ground hearers, "

Watson knows of no example that such is true. Whatever the con-

sequences, however, the doctrine is in the Scripture and sust be

preached in conjunction with all other truths which constitute
24

the "word" spoken of in the parable.

When Southey wrote his biography of John Wesley, he

particularly charged Wesley with enthusiasm on the basis of his

doctrines of human corruption and of assurance. These charges

afforded Tut son an opportunity, when he wrote his defense of

Wesley, of expressing his own conviction as to the presupposi¬

tions which underlie the doctrine of the witness of the Spirit.

That he considered these thoughts to be Important is evidenced
25

by the fact that he repeated them in his Life of Wesley and in
26

a sermon, 1 Ha reasons as followss If 1, w:n is by nature prone

to evil, a violator of the law, and liable to punishment J

2, grace and pardon are promised on condition of repentance and

faith; 3, repentance le-ds to contrition of heart, grief of

mind, and supplication for pardon; then 1. forgiveness is to be

expected only after death, and a troubled mind can hope only

for a favorable final decision; 2, forgiveness is granted as

often as repentance and trust are exercised but is net known,

23 Tut son, Works, Vol, VIII, t>. 274. 24 Loc. cjjfc.
£5 Watson, Works, Vol. V, p. 176,
26 Watson, Works, Vol, IV, p» 287,
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and, therefore, the troubled tin! remains? 3. forgiveness is

followed by assurance, neace, a id satisfaction of Kind in the
27

pi ce cf anxiety and fe r» The lest is for 'Vatson the Scrip¬

tural view, .a for its tocsin-; enthusiastic, the charge itself

is evidence of the charger's ignorance of the doctrine * The

doctrine of the witness of the Spirit, of assurance, is as
t

onoosed to license and reel enthusiast" as it is to nride and
28

self-sufficiency.

27 -.at;sen, Works. Vol. V, p. 3S3.
28 Ibid., pp. 103-84.
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C, Examination of "fatson's Texts.

The textual burden of the validity of Watson* s doc¬

trine is rested by himself on two passages of Scripture, both

of which are found in Paul's writings: Rowans 3:14-16 and

Oalatians 4:4-6, Of these two, on the former alone depends the

truth of his theory that there is a definite twofold witness:

1. the direct witness of the Spirit of God, 2, certified by the

indirect witness of one's own spirit attesting to the produc¬

tion of fruits of the Spirit resulting from the changed rela¬

tionship from that of a slave in bondage to that of a son of God.

It is acknowledged that this is a heavy load to place upon a

single short passage, or even two, narticularly since Watson

grounds all holiness of life in his doctrine. If Watson's

interpretation is correct, a great truth and hope is held out

to the aspiring sinner; if he has misinterpreted the verses,

his soteriology is defective in a major respect, It is, there¬

for®, the purpose of this section to examine the texts in an

effort to determine the validity of Watson's conclusions.

Romans 8:14-16.

For as many as are led by the Spirit of God,
they are the Sons of God, For ye have not re¬
ceived the spirit of bondage again to fear; but
ye have received the Spirit of adoption, where¬
by we cry, Abba, uther, The Spirit itself
beareth witness with our spirit, that we are
the children of God.

As opposed to trie translation given the verses by the King Jatsos

version of the Bible above, the Revised Standard version renders
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the® as follows:

For all who arc led by' the Spirit of Ood are
sons of God. For you did not receive the soirit
of slavery to fell back into fo- r» but you have
received the snirifc of Sonship. When we cry,
"'Wbhat Father I" it is the spirit hirsoIf bear¬
ing witness with our spirit that we are child¬
ren of God,

A difference is tramediately discernible in interpretation as well

as translation between these ■notations. It is one thing fee say,

"The Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit," but quite

another to say, "When we cry, 'Abba! Father!' it is the Spirit

hir self bearing, witness with cur spirit." iatson would object

strenuously to the latter rendering on the ground that it places

the recognition of God as Father prior to the assurance that one

has been adopted. This, ho would say, is impossible since one

con ®ake a filial cry to God only after his justification and

the certainty that God's wrath and anger have been assuaged,

The cry to the Father depends upon a relation of sonship and

cannot be tsade until a person is conscious of that relationship.

This constitutes a fine distinction but one which is, neverthe¬

less, significant for Watson's theology. Although he and John

Calvin represent different schools of thought in other respects,

there is an interesting agreement between them on this point,

After acknowledging that one's own mind of itself, without pre¬

ceding testimony of the Spirit, could not convey assurance,

Calvin asserts that "when the Spirit testifies to us, that we

are the children of God, he at the same tire oours into our
1

hearts such confidence, that we venture to call God our Father."

1 John Calvin, ~amuentcries on Romans, p. 290,
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He also affirms that "w© do not ..rightly pray to Ood, unless we

are surely persuaded in our hearts, that he is our Father, when
,a

we so call hit: with our lips," He, too, places the assurance

of sonship prior to the expression of it and, therefore, would

deny that the expression is the witness, of similar interest

is the fact that Methodist writers succeeding Watson failed to

maintain the strict distinction he established. After saying

that the Spirit calls forth the cry of Father from the spirits

of men, Beet avows that men know it to be no earthborn cry, but

the voice of Bod's spirit within their. They, therefore, "ac¬

cent it as a divine testimony that they are Bod's sons, and as
3

a divine confirmation of their faith and hope," Watson would

have been sad to see one of his own coarunion deviate so far

from what he considered to be the truth. He would have said to

Beet that the cry to the Father, since It is indicative of the

fruit of love, is, indeed, a witness to one's sonshipj but it

is not the divine witness? it is a pert of the indirect witness

of one's own spirit confirming the direct witness of the Spirit

from which the cry rust have ccme,

Watson would also object to the Revised Standard ren¬

dering of the text on the ground that in making the confirmation

of the witness subsequent to the cry of Abba, Father, it tends

to confuse the witness of the Holy Spirit with that of man and,

thereby, produces a single test irony rather than a twofold.

2 Calvin, cm, clt. pp. 299-300,
3 Agar Beet. A Commentary on St, Paul's .'Bristle to

the Rc-mars, P» 395,
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Unless the witness of the Spirit: is prior to the cry, then it

bears test irony to nothing move than man's spirit wight dis¬

cern for itself and, therefore, loses its distinct quality,
Watson's case stands or falls on these two distinc¬

tions in interpretation: that there ore two separate witnesses,

the one being directly borne to reap by the Holy Spirit, convin¬

cing him of his acceptance as a son of God, and the other being

the indirectly borne witness which man's own spirit ray infer

from the fruits which begin to appear in his life; that the

assurance ;iven by the witness of the Spirit is necessarily

prior to any real love of God or any fruit which may be attested

by one's own spirit.

What does the Greek text indicate concerning these

points'? In Romans 8:14 Paul soys that those who are led (U^-ov-r<*t )

by the Spirit of God are (eicn.v ) the sons of Cod, He has been

speaking to the Romans in the present tense. The two major

verbs in verse 15, however, are aorist. "For you did not re¬

ceive (eAw^feT*-) the spirit of slavery to fall back into faarj

but you received (eb«.(3*re) the Spirit of sonship," The trans¬

action involved in their receiving a spirit is obviously com¬

pleted, James Dennay sugrests that the tIs© past refers to
4

their baptism. Taken as the words stand, however, they only

indicate a completed experience by which Paul's hearers received

in the place of a spirit of slavery, characterised by him as a

state of fear, a spirit of sonship, characterised in opoosition

4 The oopsit ora reek Testament. Romans 8:15.
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to fear as a condition in which they recognise God as their

ha, r. kv 3 my be translated, "In respect of (Duke

1:7; 1. Cor. 1:7) which we cry." Paul reverts to the present

tons© and continues in it. The same sequence of tenses is used

in Galatians 4:6, "because you are {krre ,present) sons, God

has sent (*4*7rtrTeihe* , aorist) the Snlrit of his Son into

your hearts crying (kpS^o/ # present participle) Abba, Father."
Upon the basis of this, one way affirm that the granting of the

Spirit of God's Son or the spirit of 3onship Is prior to the

cry whereby on© recognises bod as Father. Watson posits, how¬

ever, that not only adoption but also assurance of that adoption

mst precede the cry* Can that be deduced frotx the Scriptural

evidence? Is the receivi: • of the solrlt of sonship synonymous

with receiving a direct witness of the spirit ? Watson thinks so.

He says in regard to the spirit of sonship that haul "refers to

the Holy Spirit hit:self, because, in the next clause, you will

see, he says, 'the Spirit itself,' or hirself, or that same

Spirit, *beareth witness with our snirita, that we are the

children of God.1 . . .His office it Is to give its in soxm way

or other, a blessed testimony and assurance of our adoption

into the family of God, an assurance that we are the Children
5

of God." His case would have been strengthened had he pointed

out that Paul indicates the result of the spirit of senship to

be trust and the recognition of God's love and Fatherhood, in

opposition to the spirit of slavery, of which the result is

fear. It may bo concluded upon the basis of this verse that

5 Richard Watson, Works. Vol, IV, p. 291.
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sonship precedes the ro co.rn it ion of it by an individual; that

the spirit of adoption brings to that individual a trust in,

and love for, God, in opposition to fear; that in respect of

the condition engendered by that spirit, the individual cries

out to God as his Father. This confirms Watson's doctrine to

this point.. Is, however, the direct witness insisted upon by

Watson synonymous with the Spirit of God's Son sent into one's

heart crying, "Abba, Father." Watson's fine distinction cannot

be maintained in this instance. Watson argues that the cry to

God as Father ci.n come only from one who already is assured of

his adoption by God, In Galatians 4:4-6, the statement is sim¬

ply made that the Spirit of God's Son is the agent responsible

for the cry in man's heart. The condition is laid down that they

are sons, but no mention is tsade of a previous assurance. This

neither supports Watson's doctrine nor militates against it; for

he, too, would say that the cry, when it does come, is the

result of God's Spirit, or that of his Sen's, in the heart. Is

Watson's insistence on s direct witness of the Spirit prior to

the fruits of the Spirit scriptural then? According to the

Revised Standard version it is not. On the grounds of the above

infcerpretation of Romans 8:14-16 it is indicated, but not in¬

sisted upon, as is evident in Galatians 4:4-6.

What of Watson's other distinction, that there are

two separate witnesses, the direct witness of the Spirit and the

indirect one of one's own spirit recognising the fruits of the

Spirit? In the passage from Romans Paul says, "The Spirit hire-

self witnesses with (on^o^Tt/pei ) our snirits that we are child¬
ren of God," The verb, <r(//j.fx<xf>TVf>*ut , is found in two other
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passages, both in Romans. In Remans 2:15 Paul says that the

consciences of the Gentiles witness with their deeds, and in

Romans 9:1 that his own conscience witnesses with the fact that

he speaks the truth in Christ. In both instances there was

more than one witness! therefore, one may conclude that the

verb was understood in the plural sense. In the Revised Stan¬

dard translation the testimonies are said to occur simultaneous¬

ly but are distinguished as two. Watson would charge that such

a view really means only one witness. In the Interpretation

above, however, the occurence of two distinct testimonies may

be legitimately maintained, tn the basis of Galatians 4:4-6,

there is only the Spirit of God's Son in the heart! and no fur¬

ther witness is intimated, It is clear, then, that Paul meant

to be understood as indicating two witnesses, but that he did

not attempt to delineate the method of their operation, nor did

he hold them, both to be necessarily distinct concomitants of

adopt ion.

After having explored the .passages referred to by

Watson, can one conclude that his distinctions are valid accord¬

ing to Scripture"? Certainly his Interpretation is not invalid,

but neither is it confirmed by a great number of scriptural

passages supporting it. To assume Watson's own attitude, that

is no proof against it. His doctrine is an integral port of

his attempt to explain, perhaps in too much of an A,B.C. fashion,

the process whereby a man might be saved, his attempt to do-

scribe the road along which ha felt on© must travel to redemption.

His guides included not only the words of the Bible but also the

theclo y of John Wesley and. through him the experiences of
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hundreds cf Christian folk, in addition to those which he him¬

self had occasion to observe, His thought rtust now be further

examined in the light of theology and Christian experience be¬

fore trying to evaluate it.
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D, The Doctrine In ths Light of Theology.

To Watson's mind there is no fall announcement of the

Gospel which does not include the doctrine of the witness of
1

the Spirit, nor, on the other hand, does the doctrine stand
2

alone to ho judged as an isolated truth. It is a vital and in¬

tegral part of the process whereby taan is saved. In order to

completely evaluate his position, therefore, his doctrine of

the witness of the Spirit mist be examined in the relationship

it bears to what he would consider to be the other steps in¬

volved in salvation. Such is the purpose of this section.

A somewhat oversimplified version of Watson's soterio-

logy may be stated thus' God has promised the forgiveness of

sin to all who repent and believe; but neither repentance nor

faith constitute the pardon, nor do they bear witness of the
3

pardon; rather they are prerequisites of it. Upon the condi¬

tions of contrition and faith in Christ, an. act of justification
4

tabes place, Justification is the pardoning of sin or forgive-
5

ness. The immediate and inseparable consequence of that gra¬

cious procedure is adoption. These results are not kept secret
6

by God but are made known to man. Since the spirit of mn can

1 Richard Watson, Works, Vol. VIII, p. 243.
2 Watson, Works, Vol. V, p. 397,
3 Watson, Works, Vol. XI, pp. 263-4 and Vol. VIII,

p. 278. —
4 Watson, Works, Vol. XI, n. 258,
5 Watson, Works. Vol. VIII, p. 263,
6 Watson, Works, Vol. XI, p. 258.
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tab© no cognisance of the Kind o.f God, the Hcly Spirit who knows

God's taind bears witness to the &ccomnliahwent of forgiveness
7

and adoption. As soon as ran is pardoned and receives the Spirit

of adoption, or of witness to the adoption, regeneration, and
8

the fruit of the Spirit begin to flow from both. .Ithough these

actions must be stated as if in a temporal sequence, there is no

time lag between them. At different times Watson affirms that
9

the justified are "in that moment regenerate"; or, "To be 'in

Christ' is, therefore, to be justified, and regeneration in-
„10

stantly follows.''

The witness of the Spirit is to one's justification

and adoption by God. Watson constantly maintains the difference

between justification, as forgiveness, and adoption, as God's

acceptance of a justified individual as his son. At times he

draws the line less distinctly, as when he refers to the justi¬

fied as already "in Christ"; and he always speaks of the latter

as concomitant to the former. To what extent is his view up¬

held by other theologian#? RifesOhl distinguishes between justi¬

fication and reconciliation as the removal, respectively, of
11

guilt and enmity of sin to God. This distinction is so slight,

however, that Taylor feels that they should be more clearly sep¬

arated and says that "justification Is the act of God which makes

7 Vat son, Works, Vol. VIII, p. 275 and Vol. IV, p. 223.
8 Watson, Works. Vol, V, pp. 158-59 and Vol, IV,

pp. 300-301.
9 Wat son, Works. Vol. VIII, p. 264*

10 Ibid,, p. 255.
11 .Ibrecht Ritschl, '■ Critical hi story of the

Christian Doctrine of Justification and Reconciliation, pp* 8-9.
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reconciliation possible; it is the ethical condition of recon¬

ciliation, the gift to the sinner of that standing by which
12

alone he can enter into fellowship with God." Pope, a Methodist

theologian of the generation succeeding Watson, also limits the

scope of justification as "pardon; but more than pardon, the

imputation of righteousness: not however Christian righteous-
13

ness, but the benefit of it." His idea unites Ritschl's re¬

moval of guilt and enmity in the content of justification, but

continues to distinguish that from what Watson would call adop¬

tion or reconciliation. Following the beginning of the present

century the concepts began to be lost in one another. W, H.

Koberly interprets forgiveness as "the full restoration of

delicate personal relations between friends or between oarent
!4

and child," Forgiveness does not consist of the remission, of

nenalty, explains Temple; "to forgive is to restore the old
.15

relationship." R. N, Flew maintains that "God's forgiveness is

never a mere passing of the word, a dumb turning of the back, a

formal canceling of a debt. It imolies a personal relationship,
16

violated and now restored." Each of the above three men extends

the meaning of forgiveness beyond that which Watson attributes

to it in his definition of justification. Taylor concurs in

the significance of Watson's distinction:

12 Vincent Taylor, Forgiveness and Reconciliation,
p. 77.

13 W. B. Pope, A Compendium of Christian Theology,
p» 497«

14 Taylor, on, cit., p. 1, quoted from W. H. Moberly ,
Found.at ions, p. 293.

Loc. cit.. quoted from W, Temple, Christns Veritas,
p a 257,

15 Loc. cit.. quoted from R. N. Flew, The Forgiveness
of Sins (Manuals of Fellowship), p. 5.
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It my well be that tie blurring of the New
Testament distinction between forgiveness
and reconciliation, however such It my be
defended, is in port responsible for our
modern neglect of justification, to our
great l£>Bs in Christian theology and exper¬
ience. 17

He continues to develop what he considers to be the Now Testament

relation between the two concepts. Forgiveness is not the re¬

miss ion of penalties but of sin. It is not presented as the

equivalent of reconciliation nor sis the restoration of fellow¬

ship between persons. It is "action directed to the removal or

annulment of some obstacle or barrier to reconciliation, . .It

is a stage antecedent tc reconciliation; It is that which makes
18

reconciliation possible." After having thus defined forgiveness,

he points out that for Paul the idea of "being justified" has a

richer connotation than that of "being forgiven" ard is "more

adequate to express the ideas of God's gracious action in re¬

storing sinners to Himself and of ran's standing with God as a
19

redeemed personality." He, therefore, defines justification:
It is the divine activity in which God gives

effect to Ills redeeming work in Christ by mak¬
ing possible that righteous mind necessary to
communion with Himself.20

Thus, Watson might find later voices than his own to defend his

distinction between justification and adoption, or reconcilia¬

tion, although he would not agree with them all as to exactly

where the line should be drawn,

When on© is justified, he is adopted as a son of God.

17 Taylor, on. cit., p. 34.
18 Ibid., PP. 3-4.
19 Ibl-1., p. 35.
20 Ibid., a, 79,
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Although, the actions are separate, they are concomitantj and

the latter flows directly fro® the former. The Spirit bears

Its testimony of the condition of one who has reached the sec-
21

end state. If Watson is sometimes tedious In his indefatigable

attempt to simplify the experience of salvation into an A.B.C,

formula, it is because he is trying to guard against what he

would regard as the confusion evident in the following passage;

Repentance is the subjective side of the for¬
giveness of sins. It is one facet of that unan¬
alysable Divine-human experience in which the
sinner while bewailing his sin - because bewail¬
ing his sin - knows himself reconciled to the
God of righteousness,""

Watson would declare it utterly ridiculous that a man might know

himself reconciled to God while he was bewailing his sins, much

less because he was bewailing them. The bewailing of sins in

repentance is a ore requisite, with faith, of justification. The

act of justification itself must be an accomplished fact before

one may be completely reconciled to God and accepted as a son.

Since the adoption takes place in the mind of God, man can have

no knowledge of it until God reveals it to hitr by the direct

witness of the Spirit, the Spirit of adoption. He agrees with

Calvin that in the order of things the adoption itself must
23

precede the testimony, What of the testimony itself, the in¬

ward witness, the assurance?

In the usage of the 'Gospel, assurance is simply a fact.

21 Watson, Works, Vol. XI, p. 253.
22 Robert Mackintosh, Assays Towards a New Theology.

P» 50,
23 John Calvin, Commentaries on the Hoi sties of Gaul

to the Galatlans and Gphesians, p. 120, on. al. 4:6,
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"The Samaritan leper* the publican Lacchaeus, the woman who

anointed Jesus' feet, and the repentant thief had the Master's

word for it. To them, this certainly was neither presumptuous

nor a special privilege, nor a duty. They simply knew that
24

they wore saved." Although Jesus left the earth in his bodily

form, he did not leave his children without a certainty as to

their spiritual condition. Calvin strongly affirms, "Let this

truth then stand sure, - that no one can be called a son of
25

God, who does not know himself tG be such*" Luther speaks with

equal conviction on the matter:

But we must be assured and out of doubt that
we are under grace, that if we please God for
Christ's sake, and that we have the Holy Ghost:
"For if any ran have not the Suirit of Christ,
the same is none of his." Romans 8:9.

He further indicates the nature of the testimony:

But Christ is most certain in his spirit that
he plcaseth God, etc,; therefore we also having
the same soirit of Christ-, rust be assured that
we are under grace for his sake, which is most
assured* This I have said concerning, the in-
wa rd test irony.{"
among the Protestant divines of England during the

seventeenth century the doctrine of assurance found approval,
28

This was prompted by Hooker. John Smith, the Cambridge Pla-

tonist, after alluding to the testimony of the conscience, de¬

scribed the testimony of the Spirit as "a superadded taste out

24 Be rollerd Citron, How Birth, pp. 179-80,
25 Calvin, Cor.re.ntaries on Romans, p. 301, Rots. 8:16.
26 Martin Luther, A Commentary on or, ik.nl's -Pistlo

to the alatians. p. 374.
27* Ibid., p. 375.
28 Howard Watkin-Jones, The Holy Spirit from Armlnlue

to Wesley, p. 306,
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of God's right hand, as it were a niece of heaven in the soul. ,

29
chasing away all our dark and gloomy doublings before it."
A direct witness of the Spirit is upheld by Owen in his work,

Concerning the doIt Snirit, in which h© affirms that the Holy

Spirit testifies with our spirits by "sotae such act of His as

evidenceth itself to be fro® Hi® immediately unto the® that are
30

concerned in it." By the eighteenth century, however, the at¬

titude of the English divines had considerably cooled toward

the doctrine; and most of the® had be corse definitely hostile,

as exemplified in Joseph Butler's conversation with healey pre¬

viously quoted. That conversation may not have been Butler's

last word on the matter, however; for Watkia-Jones presents

this scene of the Bishop's room as death approached:

When lying on his death bed, he summoned his
chaplain and said to hi®: 'Though I have en¬
deavoured to avoid sin, and to please God to
the utmost of my power, yet, fro® the con¬
sciousness of perpetual infirmities, I a® still
afraid to die, ' 'My lord,' said the chaplain,
'you have forgotten that Jesus is a Savior.'
'True,"was the answer, 'but how shall 1 know
that he is a Savior for me?' '! y lord,' re¬
plied the chaplain, * It is written, 'Hi® that
cometh to Me I will in no wise cast out.'
'True,' said Butler, 'and I a® surprised that,
though I have read that Scripture a thousand
times ever, I never felt its v|rt\ie till this
moment J and no?/ I die happy, '31

Historlc&lly as well as scripturally Watson, following

Wesley, was sound in affirming that God in some way grants an

authentication of one's acceptable status in His sight, Many

agreed with the® thus far, Wesley, however, went further than

29 I" at kin-Jones, op, cit., p. 307,
30 Ibid.. p, 308.
31 Ibid., p. 314.
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others might have wanted to go in attempt in-' to analyse the
32

experience. He stated that a twofold testimony is to he ex¬

pected; the testimony of the Spirit, which is ''an inward im¬

pression on the soul, whereby the Spirit of God, immediately

and directly witnesses to raj spirit, that I am a child of God;

that Jesus Christ hath loved rr-e, and given himself for tseJ that

all my sins are blotted out, and I, oven I, an reconciled to
,33

God,"; and the testimony of one's own spirit, which is "the tes¬

timony of our own conscience, that Cod hath given us to be holy

of heart, and holy in outward conversation. It is the con¬

sciousness of our having received, in and by the Spirit of

doption, the tempers mentioned in the word of God, as belong¬

ing to His adopted children;. . .a consciousness that we are

inwardly conformed by the Spirit of God, to the image of His
34

Son." Watson adopted Wesley* s explanation entirely and elabor¬

ated it in his defense of it, as has been seen,

Watson defended his doctrine against three particular

errors frequently made in his day in understanding the twofold

witness. If he were writing today, a single volume would not

suffice for him to correct all the mistakes he might find in

the course of a day's reading. One of his contemporaries, whom

he never mentions in this respect, avowed that God's only tes¬

timonies were his word "made plain to my conviction, and His
35

own work upon m made plain to wr conscience," which for Watson

32 Pransi Hildebr&ndt, Prot?: Hut her to Wesley, pp. 45-46.
33 John Wesley, T":q Works of the Rev, John Pesley, Vol,

V, p. 124.
34 Ibid., p. 115.
35 Thomas Chalmers, Lectures on the rustic of Haul

the ..loostle to the Romans, p. 7 0,
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would exclude a direct testimony. Since his time the twofold

witness has been variously interpreted as: "the subjective tes¬

timony of conscience, confirming the objective testimony of a
3G

man's works or actions "j the third trinitarisn person co-witnes¬

sing with a believer and confirming "the testimony of the be-
37

lievers conscience*} the adding of "His infallible testimony to

the testimony of our own spirits," which assures us "that our
38

filial confidence is no delusion " (This is directly opposite

from Watson); "a witness born© in the whole Church, which sup¬

ports and sustains the witness of the individual soul, . .Be¬

hind his own spiritual consciousness, with all its vicissitudes,

lies the inspired consciousness of the whole body, the witness
39

of the Spirit n; "the authority of the word of Cod and the pre-
*

sence of the Holy Snirit with us* guaranteeing "the certainty
40

of one's salvation," Watson would agree with none of the above.

For that matter, no two agree with each other. Who then is cor¬

rect? Can that question be answered? Before further examining

Watson's doctrine in the light of experience, it is necessary to

inquire into its relation to one other noint in his theology.

After one has been pardoned by God, adopted by Cod, and

granted the testimony of Cod's Spirit to that fact, then, but not

until then, the fruit of the Snirit becomes manifest in his life.

36 William Sandy and A, C, ieadlats, A Critical and
Exigetleal Commentary on the Hrustle to the Romans, p. 203',

37 W. G, T, Shedd, A C ritical and Doctrinal Commentary
upon the Hnjstie of St. Haul to the

Agar Beet, A Commentary on St, Paul's Hnlstle to
the Romans, p. 236,

39 Charles Gore, 3t« Paul

Romans, p. 248,

s 3pistele to the Romans, a
r-. ct leal ■xooslt ion, p. 205,

40 Citron, on. clt,, u 178.
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He then tsar love God} for he is sure of his reconciliation to
41

God. .11 holiness, therefore, Is dependent on one's assurance

of his right relation with God. Again there is no time lag; for

regeneration flows Instantaneously fro® forgiveness, adoption,

and the assurance of the Spirit. Indeed, the first outward

sign of that which has taken place In the mind of God is the

insuporessible cry unto God as father, "."hen this and other

fruits of the Spirit appear, the recognition of them certifies

the assurance previously given by the Spirit, If holiness is

dependent upon the witness of the Spirit, then it is equally

true that full assurance cannot be had without holiness cf life.

"•/atson would charge Hobert Mackintosh with meaningless confusion

in regard to regeneration when he says:

Repentance, which is the subjective side of
the forgiveness of sins, is equivalent to re¬
generation, . .Regeneration is just repentance;
repentance is just regene rat ion.42

He would also find it impossible to agree with Taylor that the
43

"work of regeneration both precedes and follows justification."
The work of the Snirit precedes justification, but it is the

Spirit of bondage, of conviction, not of adoption. To say that

regeneration should do so is a mistake since it must follow the

completion of justification and its attestation,

Thus, Watson's doctrine docs not stand alone but is

a vital link necessary to the remainder of his theology,

41 Watson, A'orks. Vol. XI, p. 265.
42 Mackintosh, op. cit,, pp. 50-51,
43 Taylor, op, cifc,, p. 77.
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S# The Doctrine In the light of Religious 'Experience,

Watson's doctrine of the witness of the Spirit assumes

a set and unchanging pattern by which a sinner is brought into

a new relationship to God, is reborn as a son of God, and goes

forth from that rebirth to lead a new life of holiness. The

direct testimony of God's spirit is the key which unlocks the

door to that new life. Hot only is his a doctrine in theology

but also it is a description of the psychological processes

Involved in conversion. The question, therefore, becomes not

only, "Is it logical?" but also, "Does it conform to the facts

of experience?"

What is conversion according to the definition given

to it by psychologists? Mellon© metaphorically describes it as
1

"the shifting of the 'center of gravity' of the inner life,"

William Janes describes it as follows:

To be converted, to be regenerated, to receive
grace, to experience religion, to gain an assur¬
ance, are so many phrases which denote the pro¬
cess, gradual or sudden, by which a self hither¬
to divided, and consciously wrong, inferior, and
unhappy, becomes unified and consciously right,
superior, and happy, in consequence of its firmer
hold upon religious realities.

It is of importance in relation to Watson to note that the key

word in his description is "consciously," The idea of unity

1 Sidney Herbert la11one, The Bearings of rsycholory
on Religion, p* 152,

2 William James, The Varieties of Religions Experience,
p, 189,
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and harmony is farther expressed by Hughes:

''Ve must admit that the new psychology is
perfectly right in insisting that whatever
else conversion -may be, it is a restored
harmony* » .But it is even more then this.
It is a harmony of man's whole nature* , .

We may, then, accept this view of it, as
the restoration or achievement of harmony
and unification of the whole being, where¬
by it achieves fullness of life in God.3

He elaborates his me .ning of a "recovery of harmony within" as

a unifying of life which, in the deepest sense, can only cone

by a realisation of harmony and union with God and which "does

not seem then to move within the region of ideas, but of con-
4

notations and, most of all, of feeling." All of the above

descriptions indicate that in conversion a change rust t Ice

place, a change from a divided, inharmonious self to a unified

self which bears a new relationship to reli ious realities and

to God,

Is there a definite pattern by which the change takes

place? A difference of opinion aonears concerning this point.

Starbuck, however, affirms that six factors seers to be consis¬

tently ore sent in cases of conversion:

1. Self surrender.
2. Determination, or the exercise of the will.
3. The sense of forgiveness.
4. The sense of divine help and of the divine presence.
5. A spontaneous awakening.
6. A feeling of oneness with God.5

A similarity with /at son' a direct witness of the Spirit is seen

in the phrases "the sense of forgiveness," "the sense of the

3 T, H» Hughes, The few Psychology and Religions
Sxne rionce, n. 236,

4 Ibid.. n, 223,
5 Ibid., p. 224.
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divine presence," and "a feelirr. of oneness with God." Hughes

finds in mny conversions a lets complicated pattern. A per¬

son turns away from self, froir his own conflict, and transfers

thoughts and feelings to rod or to Jesus Christ. Relief cones

in the turning away fro® the conflict; and a sense of harmony

and oeace comes in the consciousness of reposing in God or in

Christ. Success in such an experience always brings joy and
6

a renewal of energy which wakes further success possible. One

notices again the use of the terms "sense" and "consciousness"
in relation to the resulting harmony, peace, and union with God,

Can one hope to find a single pattern for all conver¬

sions ? Is such a search an attempt to force human experience

into a would which does not exist? James points out that just

as one used to hear of two ways, lysis and crisis, one gradual

and the other abrunt, by which a nerson might recover from a

bodily disease; so, likewise, there are two ways in the spir¬

itual realm, one gradual and the other abrupt, whereby "inner
unification" way occur. The experiences of Paul and John Wesley
are indicative of the abrunt way, while John Bunyan and Tolstoy

are examples of the wore gradual way, Are these two processes

basically different? Is one the result of divine intervention

as opposed to a natural growth? Hellene does not find such a
8

conclusion necessarily true. Although the person for whom the

conversion experience is abrupt is usually an individual "subject

6 Hughes, on, cit.. p. 240.
7 James, on. .cit,, p, 183,
8 Mellon®, on. cit., p» 162.
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to invasive experiences free: fchit region of the mind wliere ten-
9

dencie s have been working unconsciously," the one for whom it

is gradual, also, finds it is generally "& process of unification

of a divided self, and has its natural sources in the unconscious
10

mind," In both sudden and gradual conversions certain features

seem to be present: "the individual's very self seers changedj

the change seers wrought upon hi?; by an outside agency; it takes

olace in the mental factors of character; and there is a posi-
11

tive feeling of attaining to a better life." In view of the

last clause, Tolstoy's own testimony is interesting:

Just how or when the change took olace I can¬
not tell. But as insensibly and gradually as
the force of life had been annulled within tre,
and I had reached my moral death-bed, just as
gradually and imperceptibly did the energy of
life core back, ^

Watson would, indeed, say that "there is a positive feeling, of

attaining to a better life;" but to say that the energy of life

corses back "gradually and imperceptibly" is to say that a tree

grows gradually without any roots. All energy for the new born

life Is derived from its awareness of its condition as reborn.

This is a significant point for the study of Watson's view. Al¬

though the pyschclogist might say that essentially the same

factors are evident in both sudden and gradual conversions, for

Watson the awareness of one's changed relationship, his "unifi¬

cation and harmony" with God, is instantaneous upon the act it¬

self or there are no grounds for claiming the experience to be

9 Hellene, on. pit.. t>. 162.
10 Ibid., p. 152.
11 LPS* sdk*
12 Janes, ,op» clt., p. 185.
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a conversion* He would say that God's Spirit as the Spirit of

conviction sometimes works gradually within an individual pro¬

ducing repentance and faith; hut the actual change, the cessa¬

tion of conflict, the unification, and the primary awareness of

it are instantaneous* He would say to Tolstoy, "There was a

first otser.t when you perceived a change in your condition; that

was the moment in which the change took place. The energy of

life flowed hack to you because of your consciousness of the

change," But the fact rerains that Tolstoy did not give that

explanation to his experience.

Watson's theology, as well as Methodism's as a whole,

has tended to place the errnhasis on an instantaneous conversion.

In this respect, it has remained truly Wesleyan, in spite of

the development of a program of Christian education in the lat¬

ter part of the nineteenth and in the twentieth century which

has tended to emphasize the concept of growth. James affirms

that in this respect Methodism surely follows, "if not the

healthier-minded, yet on the whole the nrofounder spiritual in-
13

stinct," In referring to sudden conversion he says:

It is natural that those who personally have
traversed such an experience should carry away
a feeling of its being a miracle rather than a
natural process* Voices are often hoard, lights
seen, or visions witnessed; automatic motor
phenomena occur; and it always seems, after the
surrender of the personal will, as if an extra¬
neous higher power had flooded in end taken pos¬
session. Moreover the sense of renovation,
sal t , cleanness, right&ess, can be so marvel¬
ous and jubilant as well to warrant one's be¬
lief in a radically new substantial nature*

13 James, _0£» cit,, pp. 227-28.
14 iold», p. 228*
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lb is the "sense of renovation, safety, cleanness, tightness"

which occupies Watson's thinking as the direct witness of the

Spirit,

After describing the self-despair of a soul strug¬

gling and then finding salvation, Jemes affirms that with "those

who undergo it in its fullness, no criticise avails to cast

doubt on its reality, They know; for they have actually felt

the higher powers, in giving up the tension of their personal
„i5will," One man speaks of feeling the hi her powers as "floods

of light and glory,"
The very heavens seemed to open and pour down

rays of light and glory, hot for a worsent only,
but all day and night, floods of light and glory
seemed to pour through my soul, and oh, how I
was changed, and everything became now. I'y hor-,.,
ses and hogs and even everybody seemed changed,ib

A former drunkard from Jerry !■'1 Auley1 s mission in New York re¬

fers to the experience as a "feeling of safety, of freedom,"

Never with mortal tongue can I describe that
moment. Although up to that moment my soul
had been filled with indescribable gloom, I
felt the glorious brightness of the noonday
sun shine into my heart. I felt I was a free
man, Ch, ther precious feeling of safety, of
freedom, of resting on Jesus \ I felt that
Christ with all his brightness and power had
come into my life; that, indeed, old things
had passed away and all things had become new."1-7

To David Brainerd it cats© as a "new inward apprehension" of God.

Here in a mournful melancholy state I was at¬
tempting to pray; but found no heart to indulge
in that or any other duty; my former concern,
exercise, and religious affections were now gone,
I thought that the Spirit of God had quite left

15 James, _on, cit., o, 110,
18 Ibid., p. 250,
17 Ibid, , p. 2 03 »
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re. . .than, as I was walking in a thick grove,
an unspeakable glory seeded to onen to the apore-
honsion of try soul. 1 do not mean any external
brightness, nor any imagination of a body of
light, but it was a new inward apprehension or
view that I had of God, such as I never had
before, nor anything which had the least resem¬
blance to it.

A wown speaks of the experience directly as a "realisation of

forgiveness.

I plead for mercy, and. had a vivid realisation
of forgiveness and renewal of my nature. When
rising from try knees I exclaimed, "old things
have passed away, all things have become new."
It was like entering another world, a new state
of existence.^

One cannot help but notice the repetition of certain ideas in

the above illustrations. In each case, whether it was a "'sense

of," a "feeling of," or an "apprehension of," the individual was

certain of the experience of which he or she was a part. That

certainty was apparently mediated directly to them as a part of

the experience itself. Three of the four refer to the feeling

that a change had taken placej and the fourth describes a change,

All of them speak of the experience in terras of great joy, of

relaxation from tension, of being "in touch with a larger world
20

of power."

In analysing such experiences of "assurance" Jarses

finds that they all tend to have three characteristics in cots-
21

man. The first is the loss of worry, the sense that all is

ultimately well, a feeling of peace and harmony. In the case ■

18 James, _oo. cit.. p. 213.
19 Ibid., pp. 249-50.
20 Hughes, on. cit., p, 255,
21 James, on, clt., p. 248.
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of Christians the certainty of Hod's y ce, of justification,

and of salvation usually aecornn mies the change; but this ray

be entirely lacking and yet the peace rerain the sane, Wat sen's

approving nod would have turned into a frown of doubt at the

last clause, The second characteristic is the perception of

truths not known before, Watson would again nod in vigorous

agreement; for no nan can know the real nature of God's love,

for instance, until God's Spirit witnesses to his adoption by

the loving; Father. The third feature of the assured state is

the change which the world itself often seems to undergo,

Watson would agree that "all things become as new,"

Is Watson1 s doctrine valid, then, in the light which

psychology has thrown on religious experience? If he had been

less dogmatic, a convinced affirmative might have been given.

As his doctrine stands, it posits the sawo general outline con¬

firmed by the psychologists. First, one undergoes a period of

rising tension, of conflict, or as Watson would soy, a period of

struggle with the Spirit of conviction. Then, one gives up the

struggle in e surrender of self, which is another way of saying,

for Watson, the giving of self in the act of faith. Following

the cessation of struggle, one experiences a "sense" of peace,

safety, joy, freedom, Watson would say that this is the inward

witness of God's Spirit bearing to one a "comfortable persuasion"

of his acceptance by God and his new relationship with God. The

world seems changed, says the psychologist. Indeed it does, says

Watson; for a changed person enters the world to live a new life

of holiness. James even goes so far as to describe what Watson

would call the witness of one's own snirit, but which James
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refers fco as "the real witness of the spirit," as that which is

found only "in the discosition cf the genuine child of God, the
„22

permanently patient heart, and the love of self eradicated,"

Janes adds a statement which pin-points the difficulty in main¬

taining Watson's doctrine, "And this, it has to be admitted is

also found in those who pass no crisis, and may even be found
23

outside of Christianity altogether," Wat son presents his doc¬

trine as a map which must be followed explicitly if one is to

be saved. He charted one route, but all men do not travel by

the same road, ISven Paul did not try to produce a systematic

outline of at ens which could bo depended upon to usher one all

along the way to salvation. He laid, down the principle that

"the just shall live by faith," but he advised the Philiunians to work

out their salvation with "fear and trembling," "Alio reas in general

outline Watson's doctrine is an accurate description cf conver¬

sion, many people have doubtless found God, through faith in

Christ, whose experiences did not follow the precise order de¬

sertbed by hit:. The very existence of other interpretations of

the Witness of the Spirit in hie day by equally devout man is

evidence of the fact that God may net deal in detail with every

human heart in the. same fashion,

'.'fiiat may be said, then, of Watson's doctrine? Prom the

point of view of Scripture, although the references are few, he

does have scriptural ground for asserting that there is a two¬

fold witness to one's adoption: the Spirit of God's direct tes¬

timony to the individual, and the witness of one's own spirit

22 James, op. cit., p. 239,
23 Loc. cit.
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confirming the former hj the evidences of fruit of the Spirit

in life. The doctrine occupies a logical and neciessary posi¬

tion in his soteriolory. As to Its relation to actual exper¬

ience, a state of assurance, corresponding to that which he

affirms is given by the Holy Spirit, is evident in most conver¬

sions, but is not limited by the conditions set upon it by

Watson. After thus criticising Watson, this must be said: al¬

though, in his effort to rake it olain, he tended to oversim¬

plify and tsake rigid a cownlex human-divine experience, he did

accentuate a truth which since John Wesley's Alders,gate exper¬

ience has historically and spiritually been a nart of Wethodis®,

a source of power in its preaching, a source of power in its

bringing men into a living, relationship with hod through Christ.

God dees grant to His children a witness by his Spirit, an as¬

surance. There is a "clear consciousness of the tremendous ob¬

jective force greater than ourselves which God has provided for

the salvation of the world, and which, bv atraropriation or as-
24

sitail., tion, has entered into our own lives." In speaking of

Methodism, one of its historians has said, "Once let it as a

church lose- this note, and its historic justification has per-
25

ished," Watson grasped the significance of the doctrine and

reaccented it for his own day.

24 W. J. Townsend, H. B» Workman, and George Havers,
A Hew History of Hethodisug Vol. I, p. 30-31.

25 Ibid.n. 27.



CHAPTER 5

BE FEUS! OF VB31SYAN METHODISM

A. From Outside Foes.

Watson's ready pen was early applied to ttA Defence

of the Wesleyan Methodist Missions in the West Indies" (181?)

and "A Defence of the Sternal Sonship of Christ" (1818). It

was inevitable that it should be called into service on behalf

of Wesleyan Methodism itself. Over a period of ten years (1820-

1030) he was at various times called upon or felt himself moved

to defend the church from aspersions cast upon it from those

outside its fold and also fro® dissensions arising within its

own membership. The purpose of this chapter is to examine the

major issues which stimulated Watson's pen in this respect. In

so doing, the chapter will be divided into two sections: one

dealing with the charges leveled at Wesleyan Methodism from with¬

out, and the second dealing with the crucial points of difference

which arose within the communion.

A, Defense of Wesleyan Methodism from outside foes.

On two occasions Watson attempted to answer voices

raised against Wesleyan Methodism from the outside. The first

incitement to his pen was the publication of Robert Southev's

Life of Wesley in the early part of the year 1820, The details

relating to that work and Watson's reply are found in. the present

336
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study in the chanter dealing with Watson as a writer. No mere

need be said here than that Soul hey made allegations against the

practices of Methodista which Watson attempted to correct at the

request of the Conference.

The other occasion which prompted 'Watson to a similar

defense was the publication of a series of reviews in the

Christ ion -uerdian during the years 1824 and 1825. The reviews

were instigated by the opinions expressed in a pamphlet, "Obser¬

vations on the System of Wesleyan Methodism," by Mark Robinson,

a Methodist preacher in Beverley who advocated a closer unity

between Methodism and the 'established Church. Watson found

cause to dispute some of the assertions made by the reviewer.

Watson defended We sleyan Methodism from five main

charges which he considered to have been brought against it by

Southey and the C hr i st ia n 1 ua rd ian:

1. The charge that Methodism exhibited enthusiastic

extravaganees in both action and doctrine, made by Southey.

2. The charge that Wesley and Methodism were moved by

a tendency to separate from the established Church, also made

by Southey.

3. The charge that Methodism had in fact deviated fro®,

the true We sleyan principles, alleged by the C h r i s11an C- ua rd ian,

4. The charge that Methodism had alienated the people

fro® the established Church, presented by both Southey and the

Christ!en n uarAian.

5. The charge that Methodist ministers had introduced

the administering of the sacraments to their people and the or¬

daining of themselves in order to serve their own purposes,
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alleged by the Chris11an Quardiin.

With regard to the above points, it must be admitted that Watson

was extraordinarily sensitive and took exceotion at the slightest

orovoeafc io.ru

1, Watson first complains that Southey1 s Life of Wesley

leaves the impression upon a reader who way not be acquainted

with the entire history of Wesley and Methodism that, in its

early stages, wherever Wesley and his preachers went, scenes of

disorder and confusion appeared among their hearers, and that

outcries, convulsions, and ecstasies uniformly Barked the pro-
1

press of Methodism, He might have been referring to a passage

such as the following!

It deserves particular notice that no fits or
convulsions had yet been produced under Whitfield's
preaching, though he preached the same doctrine as
the Weslevs,. • »8ufe when Wesley, on the second day
after his arrival, was preaching to a society in
'dapping, the symptoms reappeared with their usual
violence, and were more than usually contagious.

Souther's error, he feels, arises in part from his having com¬

piled his Life only fro® books, and without sympathetic under¬

standing of Wesley or the Methodists. He is presenting a warped

picture,

He has been attracted to that stream of religious
influence which Mr. Lesley was the instrument of
Conveying into every part of the nation, only where,
by accidental occurrences, it whirled into eddies,
and was ch fed among the shallows; but he has re¬
fused to follow it when, in deep and noiseless flow,
it spread along its course the beauty and fruit of
moral vegetation.

1 Richard Watson, Works. Vol. V, p. 424.
2 Robert Scuthey, The Life of John Wesley, pp. 165-66.
3 Watson, on,, clt». p. 425.
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He joints out to Southey that Methodists "believe

that no rsan can repent without sorrow, believe without joy, or

oray in the true snirit of devotion without obtaining inward
4

support and consolation." It is, therefore, improper to place

into one category those cases of "irregular and exuberant feel-

in*" along with all the instances in which Wesley's congrega¬

tions were powerfully affected under his sermons and in which

people were brought through strong: distress into a state of in-
5

ward peace. Nor w s it correct of Southey to suggest that such

extrava ant effects were new. If he had been better acquainted

with ecclesiastical history, "he would have known that great and

rapid effects of this kind,. . .were produced in the first ages

of Christianity; and that not without 'outcries,' and strong

corporeal as well as mental emotion, nay, and extravagancies

too, and, by perversion, condemable heresies, and a rank and
6

real enthusiasm." If Southey had better understood Methodism,

he would have known, Watson says, that the true test of Metho¬

dist character had always been not the effects evidenced during

oreaching but subsequent conduct, a "steady, fervent, habitual,
7

and practical piety."

Thus, Watson countercharges that Southey presents a

one-sided view; he lumps cases of real conversion with those of

actual extrava ance; he falsely accuses th.t the effects pro¬

duced are new; and he witnesses to his ignorance of Methodism

4 Watson, on. citp. 444,
5 Ibid., p. 431.
6 Ibid.. n. 432.
7 Ibid.. po, 444-445, p. 431, and p. 430,
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by not racogniaing that such effects were never accepted as a

test of true Christian character#

By 1020 when Watson debated Souther's application of

the terms "enthusiasm" and "enthusiastic extravagances" to

Methodism, he was waging battle in the cool of the evening after

the he : t and fury of the rain encounter concerning the ratter

had sne.nt itself. Following the fierce expression of religion

which took recourse to the sword durin ;; the seventeenth century,

the pendulum of religion swung to the other extreme in eighteenth

century England. Moderation be car© the watchword of the reli¬

gious ran; and enthusiasm, whether for that which was good or

evil, was regarded with suspicion and hostility. In 1739 the

Bishop of London confessed to John and Charles Lesley that he

believed sorgo Whitfield's Journal to be tainted with enthu-
8

siasr. During the years which followed, the cry of enthusiasm

was often lifted against John Wesley himself, as is evident

from his Journals and. letters. For example, in 1750 he wrote in

answer to Amicus Veritatis, a correspondent:

You affirm. . ."Enthusiasts is the fountain
from whence this evil (Methodism) flows." I
cannot allow this without some proof that
either Christianity or Methodism (another
name for the same thing) flows from enthu¬
siasm or is any way contrary to reason.®

From the uses of the word in the literature of the eighteenth

century it is obvious that the burden of connotations carried

by tho term far outweighed any denotative meaning it might have

8 Charles Yeslev, The Journal of Charles Yeslev,
Feb. 21, 1739, n, 223.

9 John Lesley, The letters of the Rev, John Wesley,
Vol. Ill, p. 26.
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had, In ruc-h the s~ tie wanner 'a.-? the word wcotsruniswn" In ■ merlean

usage today. For this reason Mat son w. s particularly anxious

that Method is® not be tainted with the term,

2. Concerning Wesley's tendency to separate from the

Established Church, Southoy sans:

Schism, according to Wesley, has almost always
been wrongly defined a separation fret* a church,
instead of a separation in a church. Upon his
own definition, he himself was more particularly
guilty of the offence; and however much he con¬
tended against those of his followers who were
for separating from the Establishment, it is
scarcely possible that he should not have fore¬
seen the separation to which all his measures
tended,1°

In sneaking of Wesley's ordination of Richard Watcoat and Thomas

V&sey he says:

on this occasion his actions spoke for him:
by arrogating the episcopal authority, he took
the only stop which was wanting to form the

1 ethodists into a.distinct body of separatists
from the Church,

In answer to this charge that Wesley tended to sepa¬

rate from the Church of England, Watson divides Wesley's work

into three stages and then gives what he considers to be the

real causes for the separation. The first stage of Wesley's

career began with his itinerant ministry at home. His object,

fur from personal ambition, was no other than to revive the
12

spirit of religion in the Church of England, Since he did not

conceive himself to be bound, by his ordination to undertake the

cars of a particular parish, and was confirmed by his ordaining

10 Robert Souther, op, cit., p. 190,
Ibid., p. 305,

12 Watson, op, cit., p, 449.
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Bishop in so be lievim, ho went cut to oreach ond to bring peo-
13

nle not into a sect but into the Church, a Church which was in
14

dire need of a revival.

The very success of his efforts led to the second stage,

lore people were turned to religion than Wesley and his friends

among the clergy were able to care for effectively. Since the

clergy in general made no provision for such people, Wesley con¬

cluded that "the expedient that remained was to find someone

among their selves, who was upright in heart, and of sound judg¬

ment in the things of God, and to desire hi® to meet the rest as

often as he could, in order to confirm them as he was able in

the ways of >o 1, either by reading to them, or bv nrayer, or by
15

exhortation." Although the process was irregular, Wesley re¬

sorted to it rather than see those who had been brought under

reli ious influence fall away for lack of instruction and care.

Even at this stage, however, Wesley did not anticipate separa-
18

tion as a necessary consequence. Rather, ha took precautions

to see that no obstacle should stand in the way of the closest

connexion between the societies and the Establishment. Mo so¬

cieties held meetings during the hours of public services; no

lev preachers were allowed to administer the sacraments to those
17

with whom they labored.

During the last period of Wesley's life a separation

was foreseen as probable; but even then, it had no sanction

13 at son, ^n. cit.. o. 454.
14 Ibid., p. 451 - 452.
15 Ibid., p. 456.
16 ~cc. clt.

Ibid .7 P. 457,
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from hir, Until his last breath he employed his influence in

such a wa j that if sens rat ion should ensue, it should be de-
18

nrlved of all hostility and bitterness.

The. real cause for the separation, Watson affirms,

lay not in Wesley's ctions but in the conditions which trade

thaw necessary, namely, that "the Clergy, generally, did not

oroach the doctrines of their own Church and of the Reformat ion;

and that rsanv of them did not adorn their profession in their
( 19lives." Thus, Watson admits that Wesley incorporated changes

which tended to separation, but he denies that a separation was

Wesley's desire.

Watson is correct in acknowledging that Wesley's ac¬

tions tended to sever Methodism from the Established Church in

suite of all his personal statements confirming his allegiance

to it. as a more recent Methodist historian has said, "Wesley,

like a strong and skillful rower, looked one way, while every
20

stroke of his oar took hir in the opposite direction," Watson,

however, oversimplifies the issue by attributing the separation

completely to a necessity ir nosed by the degenerate state of the

Established. Church at that time. He might have pointed out that

Wesley in the catholicity of his spirit held a doctrine of the

Church which could not have been harmonised with the doctrine of

the An 11can Church. This question of Wesley and separation is

carefully considered by W, J, Sparrow Simpson in his book, John

18 Watson, on. cat,, p. 458.
13 Ibid., n, 459.
20 J, Townsend, H, B, Workman, George Mayers,

A dew History of Methodise?. Vol. I, P» 488.
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Wesley and the Church of * r, 1b . ( .

3. If Soutbey had answered Watson, he probably would

have said, "if Wesley did not desire or intend a separation,

then the Methodist body has certainly deviated from his princi¬

ples." ' ctually that chare® was brought against the Methodists

in the Christian uardian in 1824 and 1025, but not particularly

because of separation.

But though Methodists will not readily allow that
it (Methodists) is deteriorated, yet all must ack¬
nowledge that it is materially altered since the
death of Mr. Wesley. Were that venerable wan to
return to the world, and revisit his numerous so¬
cieties, he Would not know his own children; so
far are they departed from those peculiarities
which distinguished the Methodism of his day,-1

With particular reference to doctrine, the Christian Guardian ac¬

cused the Methodists of having confused the distinction drawn by

Wesley between faith and assurance. With reference to the prac¬

tices of Methodism a rather caustic contrast was drawn between

the "eurlv" and "modern" Methodists:

Were we to attemnt a contrast between early
and Modern Methodists, we should say, the former
were zealous, ardent, simple, devoted christians;
evincing a high degree of self denial, contempt
for the- world, compassion for perishing sinners;
carryin at tires their seal beyond all due bounds,
and. often advancing very wild and fanciful ideas;
losing sight of the rules of propriety, politeness,
and nrudence; but yet patient in tribulation, un¬
wearied in exertion, walking closely with their
led, and seeking, at great personal risk, to
preach the Josoel to the r>oor, to miners and col¬
liers and the most depraved and wretched of man¬
kind, Of Modern Methodism we are compelled to
fear that there is less simplicity, less humility,
less zeal for their Master's honour; more anxiety
for the honour of their own party; more love of

21 Christian Iuurdl-..n and Church of ..ngland Magazine,
Vol. XVI, July, 1 24,"" i. 274.
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show, display, accomodation, deference and.
reputation among ren, with more of worldly pol¬
icy and contrivance; more attention to the
rich and rreat j and more desire to intrude in¬
to parishes and olaces where Christ Is already
preached, than to seek out and instruct those
who are really destitute,

In answer to the Christian Guardian* s alteration con¬

cerning doctrine "/atson denies that there had been a confusion

between faith and assurance and affirms, "The most siwnle oerson

amon ' us could have told the reviewer that, as assurance, or *a

sense of oardon,' is consequent on believinr, it must be distin-
23

finished from believing. w He then attacks the Christ Inn Guardian

on the basis of its statement:

The fact is, the reviewer got hold of a quota¬
tion from Mr. Wesley which he did not understandj
and he takes it as giving & sanction to a favorite
notion of the Guardian, that among persons to whom
the Gospel is clearly ^reached, a sense of oardon
is not connected with justifying faith, excent in
C • " £3 • "> p "r P <■ -^X
w — W W —. V- — W WW *

With regard to the charge concerning the practices of

Methodists Watson does not attempt to refute it. ny his silence

he concedes that Methodist cruet ices had changed since Wesley's

death so that the form of Methodism was somewhat altered, but

he retorts:

The Methodism, of old times, and the irregu¬
larity of Mr. Wesley, were just as little agree¬
able to the High Churchmen of his day as modem
Methodism is to the same class of men in the pre¬
sent } and the Methodism of Mr. Wesley's time
would be but little more agreeable to the party
of the Christian luardian, than the form which

22 Christian uordian and Church of Bnglund If. a a'-, ine,
Vol, XVII, Nov., 1825, v. 3 50.

23 Watson, Works, Vol. VII, p. 167.
24 hoc, cit.
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it has now assumed

Watson clevis with the issues involved in this question

in only a superficial way. Actually the Methodism cf his day was

associated with that of Wesley's on at least three levels. On

the first level, the surface, Methodism had positively altered

the designs of Wesley, This is seen in its separation from the

Church in spite of Wesley's affirmation of allegiance to it.

On the second level Methodism had simply carried to their con¬

clusions certain principles upon which Wesley acted. In that

respect, although the outward circumstances of the societies

were changed, no real violation of Wesley's principles was in¬

volved, Hindsight discloses that on a third and deeper level,

whereas the principles of Wesley were being carried to their

logical ends, the spirit of Methodism was being changed. The

birth cf the rimitive Methodists was in measure both the re¬

sult of and a revolt against this subtle change. Methodism was

presenting a more "refined'' and "respectable" appeal,

4. To the accusation brought by both Southey and the

Christian Guardian that Methodism had alienated neonIs from the
26

established Church, Wat son offers three answers. In the first

place, Methodism began by meeting a need, Most of her early

members were gleaned from the ranks of the religiously careless,

from those who had little knowledge and no experience of the
27

power of religion. As for their being alienated from the Church,

25 '-"fetson, Works, Vol. VII, pp. 138-39.
26 Christ ion •}uurdien and Church of England Magazine,

Vol. XVI, July, 1024, p. 274,
27 Watson, Works. Vol, V, pp. 472-73.
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they were never such as to consider themselves properly members

of it. Those, however, who were members were at liberty to re-
28

wain so and to frequent her cor. union#

In the second nlaco, the Church Is greatly indebted
29

to othodisr: for her own higher character and better condition.

In order to judge fairly the "evil" which has resulted to the

Church because of the efforts of Wesley, one should consider

what the state of the country and. Church would probably be if
30

he and his associates had never appeared,

Thirdly, under the laws of roll ious liberty free ac¬

cess to the population is granted to all protected sects. Al¬

though the established Church has her "legal rights in their

tithes and offerings, of which we have no wish that she should

be deprived in any way,. . .she has none exclusively in their
31

souls."

In soite of his defensive fervor, at son maintained

an attitude of admiration for the Established Church,

I would not forget that she is "the mother of
us all"j and I can never contemplate without the
deepest admiration, her noble army of confessors
and \*arfc2rrs, and the illustrious train of her
Divines, whose Writing's have been end continue
to be the light of Christendom#32
5. The Christian On.,rdlan further accused the Methodist

ministers of introducing the administration of the sacraments to

their people and the ordaining of themselves in order to serve

28 Watson, Works. Vol. VII, p. 142.
29 Loc. cjt.. and Vol. V, p. 472.
30 Wat son, Works. Vol. V, p. 466.
31 Watson, Verbs, Vol. VII,pp. 142-43.
32 Watson, 'Works, Vol. V, p. 459.
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their own interests.* Watson disputes the allegation in his reply

to the Christian hjardian; and later, at greater length in his

Theolc iccl Institutes, he defends the Methodist right to Presby¬

terian ordination. Concerning the accusation, Wat son denies it

on the ground that Wesley himself had acted on the principles

involved and established the practice before his death, both by

giving ordination and bv allowing those whom he ordained to ad-
34

minister the sacraments in Scotland and the United States. It

was begun not to serve the interests of the preachers but those
35

of the people; for the preachers receive no extra remuneration
36

for the administration of either the Lord's supper or baptism.

As if in answer to the question, "But by what authority other

than Wesley do the Methodists presume to administer the sacra¬

ments?" he replies:

What gives the Clergy their authority to adminis¬
ter the word of God and sacraments, but their
ordination? What gives to Dissenting Ministers
and those of the Church of Scotland their authority?
Their ordination. What ;ives to Methodist Preachers
their authority to administer? Their ordination.
Ordination takes place in all these cases; that is,
the separation of ten from secular concerns, upon
profession of a call fro® God the Holy Ghost, and
after a good report from the churches, by the recog¬
nition of men already in the ministry,

After having thus defined "ordination," Watson defends

the principle acted upon by Methodism in four steps. First, he
«

distinguishes between the offices of the early Christian Church,

33 Christian un.rdian and Church of ln; l;.nd Maganine,
Vol. XVI, July,1824, p. 271.

34 Watson, Works, ~7ol. VII, pp. 130-4 0.
35 Ibid., pp. 140-141.
36 Ibid., p. 146.
37 Ibid,, p. 144.
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That of Apostle was confined to those immediately commissioned

by Christ to witness to his wir&clos and resurrection and to
38

disclose the complete system of Christian doctrine and duty.

Whether the office of "prophet* "be understood as denoting per¬

sons who foretold future events or extraordinary teachers who

were raised up until the church was established under permanent

instructors, in either case, it was temporary and nassed away
39

with other miraculous endowments of the first age of Christianity.

The Evangelists, such as Timothy and Titus, constituted another

order of temporary officers whose function was to assist the
40

Apostles. The offices of "Pastor" and "Teacher" were distin¬

guished by the fact that although all Pastors were Teachers, the

reverse was not necessarily true since the term "Pastor" imnlies
41

a function of government as well as of instruction. The Deacons

were those who had charge of the gifts and offerings for charit¬

able purposes, but not In every instance; for Justin Martyr
42

speaks of "chief Ministers" fulfilling that responsibility. Cn

the ground of the promiscuous use of the terms "Bishop" and

"Presbyter" in the New Testament, Watson concludes that the same
43

order of ministers is exoressed by both. He also equates

"Presbyters" and "Elders*" When Paul called the Elders, or

Presbyters, of the Church at Mphesus to meet hir in Miletus, he

charged them as 'errca- kottows , "overseers," to tend the flock

38 fMtson, Works. Vol. XII, x>\ 169.
39 Ibid.. p. 17 0.
4 0 Loc. cit.
41 Hoc♦ cit.
42 Loc. cit.
43 Ibid., p, 171.
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and feed the church*'"-'-In this ir stance he afi'iras that the names

are used interchangeably, as they are again where Paul commis¬

sioned Titus to ordain Elders and then added, "a Bishon must be
45

blameless." Furthermore, since only Bishops and Deacons are

addressed in Philippians," if Presbyters v?ere not understood to

be included under the term 'Bishops,' the omission of any notice
46

of this order of Ministers is not to be accounted for." Watson

does not object to Episcopacy s such, but to Its assumption of

a superior order, of an exclusive right to govern pastors as
47

well as the people and to ordain into the Christian ministry.

He agrees that a distinction between the two arose early in the
48

church but denies it to have been a distinction of order. The

second step of his argument, then, is that Bishops have no ex¬

clusive right to perform the act of Ordination.

Since the Apostles were ordained by Christ, the evan¬

gelists by the Apostles, and the Elders by the Apostles and

evangelists, Watson concludes that the people themselves are
49

not invested with the right to ordain* Finally, the power of

ordination is "vested in Ministers alone, to be exercised on
50

their responsibility to Christ," Thus, "all the regular Metho¬

dists have not only as legal an authority, but one as fully

scriptural, as the Clergy of the Christian Guardian party, to

discharge all the functions of Ministers of Christ to their
51

societies and to the world."

44 Acts 20:17,28.
46 Watson, Works, Vol. XII,
47 Ibid., p. 179.
49 Ibid.. p. 191.
51 Wat son, Works. Vol. VII,

45 Titus 1:5-7.
p. 171.

48 Ibid*, p. 173.
50 Ibid., p. 192.

p. 146,
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B. Defense of Wesleyan Methodism from Inner Strife,

Following the Cor fa re nee of 1827 a major conflict dis¬

turbed the peace of the Method 1st societies. Although Watson

was not an active participant in the events related to its ori¬

gin, he eventually entered the dispute by the publication of a

pamphlet in December, 1028, The entire unhappy experience be¬

gan when certain members of the Brunswick Chapel in Leeds de¬

sired an organ for the Chapel, According to a law of the Con¬

ference of 1820 with soaclal reference to organs, for a Chapel

to obtain one a request had first to be made to a District Meet¬

ing, Upon being granted the sanction of that body the request

was then to be referred to the following Conference, Such a

District Meeting was held prior to the Conference of 1827, In

view of the fact that the members of the Chapel were not in

agreement on the matter, the Meeting refused to give permission

at that tiro for the erection of the organ. Some of those who

wanted the instrument were dissatisfied with the action on the

District level and appealed to the Conference, The Conference

of 1827, in what now seems like a blunder, disregarded their

own law requiring the sanction of the District Meeting and re¬

versed the opinion of that body. The unrest which developed

over the decision among the societies involved was heightened

after Conference by the determination of the new Superintendent,

Mr. Grindrod, not to interfere with a matter on which the Con¬

ference had given judgment.
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A local preacher, Matthew Johnson, as311wed the ini¬

tiative in an agitation against the action and, in opposition

to another Methodist law, called a meeting of the local oreach-

ers of the two Leeds Circuits. Johnson disregarded a warning

fro® a brother minister and persisted until charges for con¬

voking unauthorized assemblies were brought against him before

the Local Preachers Meeting. Grindrod acted by suspending

Johnson for three months. A number of preachers sympathised

with Johnson, declaring that they too would remain silent.

Since the matter was clearly getting out of hand, Grindrod

exercised his authority by calling a Special District Meeting.

revisions for such meetings had been outlined by the

Conference of 1797.

That no Chairman may have cause to complain
of the want of power in cases which (accord¬
ing to his judgment) cannot be settled in the
ordinary district meeting, he shall have author¬
ity to summon three of the nearest superin¬
tendents, to be incorporated with the district
meeting, who shall have equal authority to vote
and settle everything till the Conference.^-

Blunder followed blunder. Grindrod invited not the three "near¬

est superintendents" but three beyond the limit prescribed by

the law. He further invited the -resident of the Conference,

who by virtue of his office had the right to attend. The Presi¬

dent brought with him, however, an "official advisor" in the

person of Jabes Bunting, who was that year Secretary of the

Conference, but who had no legal sanction for being a part of

the meeting, of course, the meeting found the action of Johnson

1 William Pierce, Ecclesiastical Principles and Polity
of Wesleyan Methodists, p. -398. quoted fro® Conference Minutes,
1797, Vol. T7 p. 395. "
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to have been unauthorised, reprehensible, and the nestings called

by him Illegal#

Since the Special District Meeting had no legislative

or administrative power, Johnson and those involved with him were

loft to the investigation and verdict of a Leaders' Meeting,

'■/hen that meeting was held, however, no member was allowed to

vote who had not first committed hi?self by document or speech

to the opinion of the superintendent. The actions thus taken in

the weeks following Conference did nothing to assuage the unrest

but rather gave new cause for discontent. A number of people,

among whom wore members of the South London Circuit, objected

to what they considered to be flagrant violations of the Con¬

ference laws and Interference with the rights of the people.

When the Conference wet in 1828, the matter had as¬

sumed far more serious proportions than in the preceding year.

It was debated on the Conference floor. Watson spoke to the

issue in a conciliatory speech, of which a resume is given by-

Gregory in his Sidelights on the Conflicts of Methodism.

Richard Watson, speaking from his own experience,
questioned the wisdom of the Leeds ministers who
had allowed themselves to b® sucked into the vortex
of agitation through the public press. Whilst he
warmly recognised the ability of their defence of
Methodism against Congregationalism, he condemned
the depriving of the Leaders' Meeting of its guaran¬
teed rights by forbidding voice or vote to every
leader who would not either sign or vocally assent
to a written document, which would have committed
him beforehand to one particular side. He con¬
cluded by proposing that the permission to erect
an organ in the Brunswick Chapel, Leeds, which
was given by the Conference of 1827, should be
suspended till the Conference of 1829, in order
to allow time for a strenuous effort to bring the
trustees' meeting on the one hand, and the lead¬
ers and local preachers on the other, into a
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brotherly aecoramodation of the natter In dispute,^
An address defending the people's rights which had previously

beon printed and circulated was presented to the Conference by a

group frets the South London Circuit, only to receive the censure

of the Conference, The dissatisfied group later produced some

resolutions which raised issues sufficiently significant to

cause Watson to apply his pen to a defense of the Conference

and an atterapt to mollify the dissentients. He published "An

affectionate Address to the Trustees, Stewards, Local Preachers,

and Leaders of the London South Circuit," which bears a date of
3

December 29, 1828. The fact that only five members were lost in

South London because of the dispute, but more than a thousand in

Leeds, has been attributed in measure to Watson's conciliatory

efforts in conjunction with the policies pursued by the Trefferys,
4

father and son, and James Dixon,

The conflict was a painful and costly one for Metho¬

dism, When the Conference net in 1027, the membership of the

two Leeds Circuits was 5,20Cj but by the time the conflagration
5

began to subside in 1830, it was 4,500, William Dawson pictur¬

esquely referred to the Leeds organ as "the great dragon, that
6

made one mouthfull of a thousand Methodists and 'more." It is

worthy of note that the results of the dispute remained to a

degree localisedj for the total number of Methodists in Great

Britian increased by 11,000 between 1827 and 1830, Against the

2 Benjamin Gregory, Sidelights on the Conflicts of
Methodism, pp» 59-59,

3 Richard Watson, Works. Vol, VII, pp. 97-129.
4 G regory, o]3. clt >, pp. 87-88,
5 T.P. Bunting, Life of Jabep Bunting, D.T).. Vol.II, p,239,
G Gregory, op, clt., p. 95.
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background as sketched an attempt is to be made to understand

•Vatson's position on the issues to which he addressed himself

and to evaluate his contribution.

The address of the South London Circuit had been

nrinted in the form of a pamphlet bearing the title,"The People's
7

Rights," It was composed of two main sections preceded by a state¬

ment of their premises and followed by some concluding remarks

on what they deemed to be fallacies in the reasoning of the

Special District Meeting. In the first section they reviewed

the laws of the Conference relative to Special District Meetings;

and in the second they reviewed the proceedings of t"Leeds eefc-

ing, objecting to the unconstitutionality of it, its claims to

authority, and the conduct of it. They were convinced that the

Special District Meeting had exhibited an "unwarrantable exer¬

cise of authority, which if once admitted, must effectually over¬

turn everything worthy of the name of right or privilege on the

part of the laitv, and place our societies in a condition of ab-
8

ject subserviency to the Conference, and to its official agents,"

They avowed their loyalty to Methodism and its system as it nad

long boon established and denied that they were either reformers

or radicals. The development of their case depended upon two

points. In the first pi ce, they maintained that the Special

District Meeting had no authority in local matters and:

--That t,reveling preachers alone are, by the pre¬
sent constitution of Methodism, amenable to special
district meetings; and that the application of the

7 "The Peoples Rights," London: John Kayo and Co., 1850.
8 I hi d., p, 1,
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judicial and in quisitorial powers of such meet¬
ings to officers and members of our societies,
is a novel and unauthorised extension of their
juried let ion.9

In regard to the Rules of the Conference of 1797, they disclaim

that these gave to Special District Meetings a power to inter¬

fere with local jurisdiction:

--because the Conference possessed no such power
or right; but, on the contrary, this vory Con¬
ference of 1797 published to the world their ack¬
nowledgement of quarterly meetings, leaders' meet¬
ings, and local preachers' meetings; and declared
that they had given up to the® "the whole manage¬
ment of their temporal affairs," and "by far the .

greatest part of the superintendent' s authority,"
Watson discerned a danger to the connexlonal nature of

Methodism in the premises underlying the address; and, therefore ,

his Address to them accentuates three things: the connsxional

nature of Methodism and the "power" of the Conference, the juris¬

diction of the Conference in relation to local meetings and

local officers, and the jurisdiction of the Special District

Meetings.

The religious body to which all Methodists belong, he

reminds then, is a Connexion, "a number of societies who ha\e

agreed to unite themselves in a common bond of doctrine and dis¬

cipline, under a common code of regulations and usages, and
11

under a common government." The societies are not independent

churches; and by virtue of their union, each society is com¬

mitted to submission to the influence and opinion of the vrtiole.

In a subsequent reply to but son, it was pointed out that the

9 The People's Rights," t>, 3.
10 Ibid., r>. 8.
11 Watson, Works. Vol. VII, p. 90,
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societies were called a "connexion" because of the connexion
12

with Wesley and not with each other* , fter the death of Wesley

the societies were similarly connected with the Conference, how¬

ever; and, therefore, Watson's assertion stands. In either case

they were still united "under a common government." That common

government, Watson affirms, is vested in the Conference but is
13

subject to regulations which restrain its exercise.

What, then, is the power of the Conference? The sun
14

of its power is nothing more than is vested in each minister,

namely: to preach and receive members into the societies, to

exercise pastoral care, to separate the immoral from the flock,

to peroetuate the ministry and appoint assistants, to maintain

sound doctrine, and to excite the people to liberality in sup-
15

porting the institutions. The exercise of the power is subject

to checks, as in the case that if a leaders' meeting declares a

person to be unfit to be admitted into a society, the preacher
16

cannot admit him. Such checks were never meant to "make co-

Pastors of men who are not Pastors? co-Ministers of. , .the

Leaders, who never professed to be Ministers; and so invest the®
17

with the duties and power of an office which they disclaim"

The Conference has another power, "a conventional

power arising out of the voluntary association of the body

12 "Reply to the Affectionate Address of the Rev.
Richard Pat son p. 112#

13 Watson, works. Vol. VII, p. 92.
14 Ibid., r>, 93.
15 Ibid.. p. 93ff.
16 Ibid., p. 97, and Pierce, op. clt.. p. 771.
17 Watson, on, cit., p, 98.
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18
according to our fore cf church government." "By virtue cf the

connexion# the Conference is both the protection and court of

fincl appeal to ministers and poople alike. Should a minister

or a p-rt cf a congregation devf.fce from the law or practice of

Methodism, the offended parties would have the right to insist
19

that the Conference interfere.

Concerning the jurisdiction of the Conference, Vat son

affirms that it is conceded the right to Interfere in local af¬

fairs by three passages from the ; inutes of 1797, In the first

place, the President of the Conference is specifically given the

"right, when written to by any concerned, to visit any Circuit,

and to inquire into their affairs with respect to Methodism,
20

and, in union with the District Committee, redress any grievance."

As evidence that the rule was understood in fcho sense he attri¬

butes to it, "/atson reminds the men of South London that in his

year as President some of the wen who were then taking os rt with

the® had summoned him to|their assistance on the ground of that

prerogative. Secondly, "the Conference recommends it to the

Superintendents of the Circuits to invite, on all important occa¬

sions, the Chairman of their re sue ct ive Districts to be present
21

at their ruarterly Meetings." Thus, a Chairman of a District,

an outsider in regard to a local Circuit, is clearly given the

right to "interfere officially by advice and influence" in local
22

affairs. T irily, he appeals to the section previously quoted

18 Wat son, Works, Vol. VII
19 Ibid., p. 99.
O A i '4 a vs i"> ft AiTi rt 4* m . Jl. MI.

, p. 98.
X i7 ft f U » -.7 ft

20 iioree, up. ext., p. 454 and Watson, op. cite., pp.105-
1^6, 21.Pierce, op. cit ., p. 385, quoting Minutes, Vol, I,
p. 395. 22 Watson, on* cit., p. 107.
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which empowers the Chairman, "in cases which cannot be settled

in the ordinary District Meetings," "to sum on three of the near¬

est superintendents, to be incorporated with the district com¬

mittee, who shall have equal authority to vote, and settle every-
23

thing till the Conference,"

The South London Address had also denied that the con¬

ference had any right to try local officers. Watson denies that

any such case as they implied had occurred; for even in Leeds "no

man was tried by the District Meeting, but by the Meeting to
24

which, -s Local Preacher or leader, he belonged." He then pro¬

ceeds to distinguish between "ordinary" and "extraordinary"

cases. Suppose, he suggests, that a local officer actually

ought to be expelled; hit because of neglect, or fear, or some

other reason, the local society fails to bring action. The

pious members of the society would have no other way of purging

the offending officer; the conscientious minister would have no

authority to act; the Conference would have no way of maintain-
25

ing the purity cf the societies. Expedience, if no other reason,

demands that the Conference be at liberty to interfere in extra¬

ordinary cases. At this point, it rust be admitted that Watson

is arguing into the very teeth of the rules of 1797, one of

which decla re s:

No person shall be appointed a leader or
steward, or be removed from his office, but
in conjunction with the leaders' meeting;
the nomination to be from the superintendent,
and the approbation or disapprobation in the

23 Watson, Works. Vol. VII, p. 106.
24 I hi d», p» 109,
25 Ibid.. pp. 109-10.
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leaders' weetIng.

In spite of fehe above rule, Watson exhibits again three other

passages from the rules which he is sure convey to the Conference

the rl ht even to try local officers in extraordinary cases. The

first is that which etcrowers the President to enter a Circuit

upon request to "inquire into their affairs with reference to

Methodisr, and, in union with the district ecrrittee, redress

any grievance." In his opinion the clause includes all evils

which right arise, whether concerning a preacher or a local of¬

ficer, whether the redress requires "persuasion, admonition,
27

suspension, or expulsion." The second is that which rakes the

Chairman of the district in conjunction with the committee "re¬

sponsible to the Conference for the execution of the laws, as

far as his district is concerned," In this instance, the Chair-

ran is empowered to execute the laws, under any circumstance and
28

in any local society, should they be disregarded. The third is

that in which the Chairman is allowed to Invite three of the

nearest superintendents bo incorporated with the Special

District -Meeting in order to "settle everything till Conference."

The "everything, " he affirms, gives such a meeting a blanket
29

power to deal with any ratter, if it should be necessary.

The other premise upon which the wen of South London

based their objection to the organisation and administration of

the Special District Meeting at Leeds was that, in their inter¬

pretation of the rules, such a meeting had authority to deal

26 Fierce, pp. cit.. p. 771.
27 Watson, Works, Vol. VII, p. 113.
28 hoc, cit. 29 Ibid., p, 114.
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only with the traveling preach?rs. 'Vatson's argument for the

extended, power of the Conference and, particularly, his inter¬

pretation of the blanket clause in relation to the Special Dis¬

trict Meeting us quoted above, sufficiently refutes such an idea

in his opinion. His discussion of the South London case, how¬

ever, illustrates an Interesting quirk in his rethod of argumen¬

tation, It anpears from the evidence that Watson is not entirely

adverse to slightly bending the truth or closing his eyes if such

action aids his cause.

In regard to their position the South London Address

had quoted these words from the Minutes of 1797, "Cur District

Committees themselves have hardly any authority rerainln ."
Watson announces that this had been quoted in no creditable man¬

ner, and continues?

The "authority spoken of is not the authority
of the Districts in mutters of discipline; for
the same Minutes irake the Districts responsible
for "the execution of the laws;" but it is. . .

their authority In financial matters, and in
then only; for the words of the Conference, if
your agent had fully quoted their, are, "Our
District Committers themselves have hardly any
authority remaining, but a bare negative in
general?". . .But the Conference had already
explained its meaning in the preceding pages,
when, summing up the concessions made, they say,
"The whole management of our temporal concerns
ray now truly be said to be invested in the
Quarterly Meetings? the District Meetings have
nothing left then but a negative,"00

He, therefore, creates the impression that the quotation used in

the Address was perverted and calculated to deceive. Watson

himself, however, appears to have perpetrated a similar calumny.

The section of the Minutes in question actually begins, "Thus,

30 Watson, Works, Vol. VII, p. 119,
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Brethren, we have given up the greatest part of our executive

government into your hands, as represented in your different
31

public meetings," There follow six areas in which concessions

had been made, including** the management of yearly collections,

management of temporal concerns, checks on the superintendents

regarding the admission of members to the societies, checks re¬

garding expulsion, necessity of consent by the local meeting be¬

fore an officer is received or appointed, regulations concerning

new rules. The second of these concessions is the quotation

Watson refers to as the "meaning in the preceding pages." Fol¬

lowing the list is a paragraph again confirming the concessions

to the people and containing the sentence quoted in the Address,

which obviously refers to the entire preceding section. Watson

obviously alters the intention of the quotation in applying it

only to the second concession when it is placed in a position to

refer to all six.

To what extent was Watson's pamphlet effective? In the

oninion of the biographer of Janes Dixon, It had a great share
32

in preventing a numerous secession from Wesleyan tethodism. Per¬

haps the best commentary on the acceptance of his views may be

perceived in his appointment for the year 1829, Gregory admits

that the controversy had caused so much dissension within the

London North Circuit (City Hoad) and caused the congregations

there so to dwindle that it became a matter of anxious considera-
33

tion to the Conference. An appreciation of Watson's position

31 Pierce, oj>, cit., p. 772,
32 R» W. Dixon, The Life of James Dixon, p. 167.
33 Gregory, op. cit ., p. 79.
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and his pacific policy in the matter doubtless influenced his

appointment to City Road in 1929.

Not everyone accepted his views with approbation,

however. A lengthy reply to his pamphlet was issued charging

primarily and rightfully that he had failed to deal with the

question which first promoted the South London Address, namely,
34

the facts of the Leeds case, the composition of the Special

District Meeting, the unauthorised presence of Bunting, and the

action of the body.

Never was a case made out against public men
more unanswerable; never was there exhibited on
the part of Christian ministers an abuse of dis¬
cipline less justifiable. In proof of this,
Sir, is your silence I You have not a word to
say in defence of your brethren, on a single
point raised and discussed in Part II of the
London South Address b'5

Watson docjs not try to justify the particulars of the case. In¬

deed, he had already expressed his disapproval of the intimi¬

dation of the leaders' meeting. He attempts to establish the

principle of the ultimate jurisdiction and power of the Con¬

ference in local matters. As an effort to defend and maintain

Methodism's conr.exional nature, his contribution is to be ap¬

preciated. The extended jurisdiction of the Special District

Meeting which he defended became later more explicitly stated
36

in Methodist law. On the matter of the powers of the Conference,

however, his reasoning is subject to questioning.

34 "Renly to the Affectionate Address of the Rev.
Richard Watson." pp. 114-115.

35 Ibid., pp. 29-29.
36 Pierce, _op» cit.. p. 398.
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His argument is built in three stages. First, he dis¬

tinguishes between "ordinary" and "extraordinary" cases. Such

a distinction, however, must always involve ambiguity and a

matter of nersonal opinion. The laws of the societies relat¬

ing to the various rights and duties of the laity, the extent

and. jurisdiction of the local meetings, are operative in all

"ordinary" cases. In the second stage, all "extraordinary"

cases are covered by the two blanket clauses: one giving the

Soecial District Meeting the right to "settle everything till

Conference," and the other charging the District Chairman with

the responsibility of upholding all la?/s in his District, Ulti¬

mately, this might be interpreted In such a way as to make void

the protections given to the people by virtue of the juris¬

diction of their local meetings. It might moan the disregard

for normal procedure and laws in "extraordinary" cases and the

investing of the Chairman and the Special District Meeting with

unbridled power. The third stage simply assumes that once an

"extraordinary" case is out of local hands, the Chairman and

the Special District Meeting are agents of the Conference.

Watson, then, discovers the operation of two sets of rules for

"ordinary" and "extraordinary" cases. However expedient such

a distinction may have been in the matter he was defending, it

is one which bore a seed of danger for the peace and consistent

operation of a body.

»
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In making an effort to evaluate the importance of

Richard Watson for Methodism the student is confronted with

three questions: 1. What was his place in the general progress

of Method!sr.? 2. Why has he been so largely forgotten today?

and 3. What were his contributions for which he deserves a

permanent remembrance? The concluding pages of this study con¬

tain an attempt to answer these questions.

What was Richard Watson's place in the general pro¬

gress of the movement called Methodism? In order to answer

this question one must first establish the pattern of the pro¬

gress of Methodism. To perceive such a pattern demands a cer¬

tain degree of abstraction and comparison. In a sense, the

progress of Methodism ray be compared with the early progress

of Christianity itself. The stages of development in both may

be applied to any movement, religious or secular, which has

maintained its living unity and integrity as an influence on

mankind.

A movement is begun when a dynamic force incapable

of being bound by, or refused admission to, existing categories

and institutions is introduced into a given situation in answer

to some need. Immediately following its inception the force,

be it an idea or a way of life, is subjected to the test of hu¬

man experience. At some point during this stage it may begin

to evolve as a definite movement. Throughout the first stage

365
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the dynamic force ray be embodied in the life of an individual

or a group of individuals. If the movement is to have an objec¬

tive life of its own beyond the lives of its inceptors, it trust

become embodied in another form. Thus, fro® the early days of

Christianity an Institutlonall&ed unity began to evolve with

its center in the Church at Rome, The embodying of the nove-

sent in an institution ra&y be called the second stage although

no definite line can be drawn between what is referred to here

as stares. This second stage is necessary If the dynamic, force

is to remain alive as an influence, but it is accompanied by

definite liabilities, For instance, in the urocess of preserv¬

ing the force by institutionalising it, rules and bounds are

placed upon it, so that the movement which had its origin in

the fact that it transcended existing bounds takes to itself a

new set of limitations. These stages are seen in the first

four centuries of Christian history. An analogy, it is true,

which cannot be taken too literally, is implied in the first

three books .of. the old Testament representing as they do the

beginnings, trials, and codification of early Judaism.

How are the above remarks applicable to Watson and

Methodism? What is Watson*s significance in the process de¬

scribed ? Methodism had its genesis in the spiritual truths

experienced by John and Charles Wesley and George Whit field.

Through the agency of their preaching others experienced as

they did by faith the sense cf God's forgiveness and acceptance.

Thus, these men and their followers became the channel by which

the dynamic force of the Holy Spirit performed his work in not

a new but in a renewed way in the hearts of men. Was the
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noverrent to be contaired within the institution of the Church of

England or was it to have an objective life of its own? Wesley
/.

gave it the foundations of an organisation but denied that it

was a body apart from the Anglican Church, As long as he lived

John Wesley provided in his own person its •motivating and uni¬

fying force. At his death Methodlaw was faced with the alter¬

natives of either embodying its truth in a new institution or

losing its unity as a force. The latter alternative was the

path taken by the Calvinlsfcic Methodist 3 who had adhered to

Whitfield during his lifetime. The former course was taken by

the Wesleyan Methodists, although not without dissension among

their own numbers. Wesleyan Methodists, thereby entered the

second stage, a stage of institutionalization, of consolidation,

and,to no small degree, of crystalination and rigidity. No fact

better illustrates the emergence of this second stage than the

expulsion of the Primitive Methodists from the Wesleyan com¬

munion in 1007,

In the second stage of Methodism the name of one man,

Jabes Bunting, stands out above all others for good or ill be¬

cause of his labors in establishing the forts and character of

Methodists,the instigation. Because of his administrative abil¬

ities and the length of his influence which extended through

some fifty years, Bunting is the most remembered rsan of the

neriod. If the significance of an individual is to be discerned

from the significance of his contribution, then Richard Watson

deserves a place as one of the two outstanding Methodists of

this period. Watson performed for Methodist theology of the

second stage the same task achieved by Bunting for its consti-
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tut ion. He organised K-ethodist theology, giving it system, form,

and direction. Cn being viewed in this light Watson is seen in

his proper perspective.

How well did Watson do his work? If the opinions of

his contemporaries, so often quoted in this study, constitute a

basis of judgment, it mist be admitted that his contribution was

greatly appreciated. It is of significance that following the

death of ' atson the Conference placed a higher value, financial

and otherwise, on the copyrights to his works than on those of

Adarr, Clarke, After affirming the esteem bestowed upon Wat-son by

his contemporaries the student of his life today is confronted

with a fact, a fact in no small degree disconcerting but none

the less a fact. One hundred and twenty-two years after Watson's

death he is very largely a forgotten ran. It is true his name

is periodically resurrected for a half page or less by the scho¬

lars of Methodist history; but by and large, even his modern

brethren of the ministry are oblivious of his life and influence,

une is tempted to attribute this to the overshadowing prominence

of the wore controversial figure of Bunting, Such an answer,

however, is far too simple. Why, then, has Watson been forgotten?

When the above question is applied to 'Vatson's thought,

at least three possible answers present therselves. The first

involves the nature of his own theological quest and the direc¬

tion of his theological case consequent upon his methods. one

is reminded that his first theological interests as a lad. re¬

sulted in his attending a Methodist chapel for the express nur-

pose of acquiring arguments tc use against an annoying Calvinist.

In a sense this motivation dominated his theological development.
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Of course, everyone brings his preconceived basic attitudes to

a task involving thought, but %tson never passed beyond the

stage of regarding theology as a weans of marshalling arguments

in defense of his own particular point of view to the discom¬

fiture of opposing opinions. This is confirmed in all five of

his uses of reason in the service of theologians, which have

been previously presented in the section of this study dealing

with the uses of reason. Because of this bias, his Theological

Institut ;s Is primarily a dictionary of arguments for and against

certain theological propositions, The very nature of the

Institutes, therefore, undoubtedly made it a valuable tool in

the hands of ministers in his own day; but it had the disadvan¬

tages of dating the work and failing to establish a cogent and

ranch needed theological foundation unon which Methodism as an

institution distinct from the Church of England might build.

If V,'atson's method gave his work a superficial time¬

liness, it also led him into paths which proved intellectually

abortive. lis oreoccupation with arguments induced him to con¬

centrate his thought on major fields involving controversies,

such as Deism, Socinianisw, and Calvinism, For both the subjects

of his Interest and his arguments Watson turned his ©yes to the

past. Although he culled the best arguments from the past,

unfortunately the issues ha chose to debate were dead or dying

as objects of his style of treatment# For instance, when Deism

which had lain dormant for forty years enjoyed a revival with

the publication of Faine's works in the last decade of the eigh¬

teenth century, the cries of "infidels" and the worn out argu¬

ments of the first half of the century were of no avail against
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it; yet Watson reproduced the opinions of" Leslie's Short and

Easy Method with the Deists for the guidance of his readers.

Watson neither understood nor took into consideration the new

forces surging through the life and thought of Britain in his

day, forces heralded by Methodism itself and brought into ex¬

pression by Burns, Cowper, Wordsworth, and Coleridge.

John Wesley was a great religious leader,, a practical

man, and a saintly ran, but he was not in the strictest sense a

theologian. Methodism in this second stage, therefore, stood

In need of having the religious truths accented by him inter¬

preted and oriented within their own philosophical and theolo¬

gical framework. Methodism needed a Paul not a Judalser. It

was in a measure because of Watson's method that he failed to

fulfill this need. Because, therefore, he offered Methodism no

sure foundation upon which to build, his work was soon forgotten.

A second reason for the brief remembrance accorded to

Watson's religious thought is similar to the first but way be

st ted separately. His work fell stillborn from his nan because

philosophy and theology had already passed into a new phase at

the time of his writing. At the heart of his theology was a

distrust of reason in the dilemma of reason versus revelation.

This was his answer to ths "natural theology" of the eighteenth

century. Even as he wrote, however, the Impasse irnosed by the

dilemma had been superseded by Kant's distinction between pure

and practical reason. It is interesting to note that the year

of Watson's birth, 1781, was also the year of the publication

of Kant's Kritik der Reinen Vernunft and marks the beginning of

the new era, Unfortunately the significance of the new flow of
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German thought was slow in reaching England. Coleridge in his

Aids to Reflection which was published in 1725, was one of the

first to appreciate the new trends. Thus, although Watson

chronologically succeeded Kant, his theology belongs to the

period preceding the German influence on English thought• For

this reason hson's theology, to many alert and sensitive winds,

was obsolete before it was written.

A third, and perhaps the west important reason why

Watson's religious thought is now so largely forgotten by those

of his own cor-union is that he unwittingly diverted the streats

of Wesleyan theology fror its true course. The pattern of

Wesley's theology my be indicated briefly by three words:

LOVE - FAITH - LOVE, Its origin is the love of God in Jesus

Christ ; its end, a human life of love and holiness. At the cen¬

ter Is a sinful individual's experience of faith in Christ,

whereby the love of God is appropriated to hit in forgiveness

and adoption, and from which flows a life of holiness grounded

on the motive of love. Wesley had an essential humanity which

never allowed hit* to lone sight of the individual human being

in his need and in his experience of faith. The individual

faith-experience was the beginning of one's deepest knowledge

of God and was the best evidence or proof of the truth of

Christianity. In a letter addressed to Dr. Conyers Fiddleton

in reply to his A Free Inquiry into the k Ira en Ions 'owe rs, which

are supposed to have subsisted in the Christian Church, after

speaking of faith Wesley says:

And Christianity, considered as an inward prin¬
ciple, is the completion of all those oromises.
It is holiness and happiness, the image of God
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impressed on a created solrit, a fountain of
neace and love springing up into everlasting
life.

And this I conceive to be the strongest evi¬
dence cf the truth of Christianity. 1 do not
undervalue traditional evidence. Let it have
its place and its due honour. It is highly
serviceable in its kind and in its degree.
And yet I cannot set it on a level with this.
t # ' #

The Inward evidence is int irately ore sent to
all persons at all tines and in all places.
It is nigh thee, in thy mouth, and in thy heart,
if thou believest in the Lord Jesus Christ,
"This,*' then, "is the record," this is the evi¬
dence, emphatically so called, "that God hath
riven unto us eternal life: and this life is in
ills Son."1

Now it would see® on the surface that Watson gave to

faith an equally prominent position, as is indicated by his

depreciation of reason in discerning the things of religion.

Actually, instead of building his theology on faith as a recip¬

rocal experience between God through Christ and ran, he builds

on faith in its waning of assent. The result is that for the

intellectual content of his discussions on God and the validity

of Christianity he relies on the traditional evidences. The

perversion by this course of the true Wesleyan theology is indi¬

cated by the fact that in his catalogue of the attributes of

God that of love is afforded no place at all, Watson, therefore,

in failing to expand the implications of Wesley's thought suc¬

ceeded in binding Methodist theology to thought fonts and expres¬

sions which were dying.

The one Major objection which wight have caused Watson's

other activities to be minimised with the passing of time is re¬

lated to his failure to realise the significance of the huwan-

1 John Wesley, Letters, Vol. II, pp. 383-84.
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divine relationship in the faith-experience. Cne of the charac¬

teristics of John Wesley was his abiding concern for people,

their problems and their needs. This is seen tine and again in

his theology, his ministry, his letters, and the acts which

alienated him in principle from his Church. To say whether his

natural compassion helped fashion his theology or vice versa is

impossible. This much is certain; John Wesley never lost sight

of the individual human being. Satson's work seems to have

been dominated wore by a concern for ideas than for individuals.

This helps to exnlain his comparative lack of success as a minis¬

ter while at the same time being highly acclaimed as a preacher.

one mast confront a final question. What were Wat son's

contributions which warrant his being remembered today? In a

sense this whole study has been an attempt to answer this ques¬

tion. At the close of each of the chapters dealing with his

various activities and the selected facets of his thought an

effort has been made to evaluate his particular contributions.

In the light of these evaluations the following remarks are

simply a statement of the most significant and listing aspects

of his work. In the area of thought, although he did not pur¬

sue the distinctive line implied by Wesley, he gave to Methodism ,

particularly in his Institutes, in its second stage a unified

intellectual foundation adequate to its current needs, one which

retained its place in the training of the ; ethodist ministry for

more than a generation. In the area of his activities, he

should be remembered for his leadership in the two major crea¬

tive movements in which Methodism narticipated during his ministry.

He shares with Bunting a place of highest Importance in the
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development of Methodist Missions in the crucial period, from

the organisation of the first District Missionary Society in

1813 until his death. He v ore than any other one ran was re¬

sponsible for the support by Methodise of the movement which

culminated in the abolition of slavery in British possessions

in 1833, a support the importance of which has already been dis¬

cussed, For those reasons, if for no other, Watson deserves an

established place of remembrance.

Aside from questions of contributions, importance,

and remembra nee Watson1 s influence will never cease to be felt.

While he was yet a young man, God touched his life and gave him

a mission to perform. For nearly forty years Watson kept the

faith in his life and passed it on through his service to the

will of God, No greater thing can be said of any man,
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APiSfflMX A1

S3 HICK I

Genesis 6:3 "And the Lord said, 'My spirit shall not always
sfcri e with ran, for that he also is flesh: yet his days shall
be an hundred and twenty years.'"

Punishment of Adam did not deter his posterity from
sinning -- through Ada- be care mortal — and death entered the
world — ground cursed -- and all doomed to labor, yet vice pre¬
vailed and corruption and violence filled the earth and even
the race of Seth, which constituted the church of God did not
preserve itself. Though called the Sons of God, as being in
covenant with hi®, and his worshippers, yet they did net rain-
tain their character. Among ether instances of their yielding
to tne prevailing, corruption, one is recorded in the preceding
verses. They intermarried with the descendants of Gain and
by this means the whole antediluvian Church of God became so
corrupted, that Noah and his family only were found righteous
in the sight of God,

In these circumstances Almighty God, the lover of
justice and purity offended with the crimes of wen -- with the
unchecked corruption of morals, and especially with that vio¬
lence and oppression of which the earth was full — repented
th t he had r;...de man — nay it grieved him at his heart. Sore
say this is spoken, in condescending tones, after the manner
of van -- I think not, I think that it is spoken after the
manner cf God, that the emotions there ascribed to the Divine
Nature are trie emotions, tout divine not human, th .t God can
tooth repent and grieve, for he hath said it; but that it is
in a manner which we cannot comprehend because we cannot compre¬
hend God. He resolved therefore upon an awful demonstration of
his justice and hatred to sin, such as might strike'all succeed¬
ing ages with dread, and be a public and everlasting monument

1 The following sermons by vYatson were discovered
among the capers in the archives of the Lefchodist Book Room.
The co-operation of : r. J. H.. Martin, the archivist, has made
possible their inclusion, along with that of Watson's Anti-
Slavery Address in Appendix C, in this present study., All the
sermons here produced, except the one on John 3:16, were in
Watson's handwriting.. Those on Genesis 6:3, I Kings 8: 57-60,
and Luke 21:33 have not been previously published. The ether
two have anoeared in his works in slightly varying, forms: the
one on Mlcah 5: 2-4 in his Works, Vol". VIII, p. 526ff; the one
on John 3: 16 in the same volume, p, 428ff»
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of the danger of persevering in iniquity — he resolved to des¬
troy the whole race of sen one family alone excepted,

0 Terrible resolve I niho sees not in this, that how¬
ever kind and merciful, yet that it is a fearful thing to fall
into the hands of the living God,

Yet even here was rorcy, that all the world right know
that he is just when he judges. My Spirit shall not always
strive with nan — he strives With hi* now -- he shall net al¬
ways strive; he right in strict justice even now be withdrawn,
yet he shall strive with man one hundred and twenty years longer
the flood shall be so long delayed, and wan shall have that space
to repent —

To this subject your attention is now directed. It is
an ancient transaction, but it is recorded for our learning, and
as the principles of God's moral Government new.', in the same in
all ages, we are interested in it and the text is monitory and
instructive to us. —

I. The first particular in the text which strikes the
attention is, the description of wan as a corrupt and guilty
creature, "He is flesh," This was that term in the Antediluvian
Theology which designated the wicked and worldly — and it runs
through every dispensation, it is I he language of the New
Testament as well as the Old, "The carnal fleshly wind is en¬

mity to God" and they that are in the flesh cannot please God.
He term could wore accurately describe the natural

unregenerate State of wan. Before the fall the body was in
subjection to the Spirit, To this divine grace raises wan
again, so that ha walks not after the flesh, but after the
spirit -- but when this change has not taken olace, the soul
is under the dominion of the animal nature, wan is in the flesh
and cannot please God. The Immediate question before us, is,
how far does this apply? *Vho are included in this sad charge?

1, All sensual men — This I need not stay to
prove -- All epicureans, whose principal enquiry and care is
what shall we eat and what shall we drink -- the language of
whose conduct, if not of their creed is let us eat and drink
for tomorrow we die — all whoremongers and adulterers whom
God hath so expressly declared he \ri 11 judge. But we turn from
the head of gross and sensual men, and observe,

2, That to be flesh, comprehends the whole
body of worldly men however respectable in character and decent
in morals — Flesh is opposed to Spirit — carnal to spiritual
— now for what end and purpose do they live — to buy, to sell,
and to get gain — to gratify^ "the lust of the eye," by appear¬
ances, *the lust of the flesh" by indulgences luxurious if not
immoral, and "the pride of life," by that elevation of circum¬
stances after which they aspire. Now hero is nothing spiritual.
'This is living to the flesh — no preparation for heaven, and
no laying up treasure there. So rich wan in the gospel — No
gross immorality charged — his lands brought forth plentifully
— full of worldly cares -- Death art" sted him -- stripped of
the world -- and not rich toward God -- he left earth, and he
found no inheritance in heaven —

3, In this description, we wist also include
the votaries of what are called refined pleasures. Hot any
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great proportion of these content thew.seIves with rofined modes
of sinningj but even if they did they are by a Scriptural deci¬
sion. in the flesh -- for if we have not middle state between the
carnal and the spiritual — then unless these pleasures spring
from spiritual habits and tend fee spiritual ends, all their
votaries are in the flesh, Now will this be pretended, that
the theatre, the card table, that jocose society and all the
other manners of pleasure which are comprehended in the general
ter" aurusensents, are at all spiritual in their tending • Do
they lead you to God? -- do they dispose you to npayer? do they
fit you for works of charity and piety? .ut the® in their best'
aspect and call the® recreations -- we allow the lawfulness of
recreations; but none are lawful which do not recreate, that is
renew the strength and spirits and tastes of man for the serious
duties of life among which surely the duties of religion are the
most serious, and the most pressing, You know they do not, that
the effect is precisely opposite, and that nothing is so dull,
tasteless, and even offensive to the lovers of Pleasure as the
word, the worship, and the work of God, You then with oil your
refinements are fleshly and carnal,

Wh. t is the conclusion of this ruin? I beseech you
think of it, They in the flesh cannot please God* You are
always displeasing; him -- every word, thought, action is vi¬
tiated -- and to be cam lly trended fs death. It infallibly
leads to it, for life and peace are to the spiritually minded
only,

II, But though Kan is fleshly, fallen, corrupt, and
worldly, yet, God by his S irit strives with hlr. Word ren¬
dered strives, signifies to struggle, debate and kindly, and
for the good of the party to contend the matter with him. This
was the benevolent office of the Spirit in the earliest ages,
and this Is his office to the present time.

At so early a period do we have the great doctrine of
the Trinity and the relation of each to the work of our redemp¬
tion manifested. We have God the Judge, "We have God also God
the Redeemer who was wade flesh in the seed of the woman, and
in the anticipation of whose Incarnation, and the bruising of
his heel by suffering, this God the Judge is longsuffering and
merciful -- and God the Spirit whose delightful work in all
ages it has been to carry the Redeeming plan into effect in the
hearts of individuals. In what wanner then does he strive,
kindly contend and debate so with men, in order to their salva¬
tion? —

1, By his co-operation with even outward things
-- He wakes all sin a source of misery and all pleasures cf sin
unsatisfying. Who can account for these facts? This is the law
he has stamped upon them. For near 2,000 years, men have been
trying the experiment but in vain , He restrains men by circum¬
stances by labour and poverty so that they cannot do the evil
they would, and thus the inward fight and rage commences which
constitutes one of the miseries of sinful state —

He disappoints and afflicts. So all these things work
with hist — God often strives with man. See in this the good
and kind hand of your God —•

2, The Spirit is the author of the Revelation
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In all ages — and of the whole Inspired volume — By this he
strives, debates, contends — The publication of the holy Law,
the record of terrible judgments the exhortations, the reproofs
the exalted Christians — the history of the Law of God in
Christ — all these things keep up the standard — call con¬
science into exercise — keep God before ran as a Judge — and
as a Father often' still more troublesome to the man going on in
his trespasses — The effect of this is apparent — sin is the
source of greater shame and misery when this word is known —
hard to kick against the Pricks — all show it by their care¬
ful shunning of the word, read it not, hear it not faithfully
explained —Some by their malignant enmity, show that there is
that in it which debates and contends with them and will not
suffer them to go on in their trespasses without check — C
happy they who suffer the word even to slay them that they may
live —

3. By his Ministers — work of the Holy Spirit
to raise them up and send thew, Lnoch prophesied of Judgment,
Noah debated the matter with the wen of his day one hundred
and twenty years -- Isaiah rests polished eloquence, Jeremiah
with tears, l-.ekiel by reproaches -- Last of all his Son --
See how he debated the matter with all the tenderness of love.



SIRMO! II

I Kings 0s 57-80 "The Lord our God bo with us as he was with our
Fathers, let hits net leave us nor forsake us - that he ®ay In¬
cline our hearts unto hit* to walk in all his ways, and to keep
his cor.nmndwmts, and his statutes and. his judgments which he
commanded our fathers - And let these ray words wherewith I have
wade supplication before the Lord be nigh unto the Lord our God
day and night, that he maintain the cause of his servant, and
the cause of his poopis Israel, at all tires that the ratter
shall require, th-.t all the people of the earth way know that
the Lord is God, and there is none else

Many many interesting circumstances attended the build¬
ing of (the) tample of Solomon, These will appear to be pecu¬
liarly impressive.

David not allowed to build — wan of blood -- was un¬

lawful — yet this work to be associated with no ideas of judg¬
ment — out of pure and rest affecting mercy, that God will per¬
mit us to worship — and be near to listen to the voice of man -

That universality and unanimity of co-opsrat ion —
David and Solemn both affected by it -- was a pleasing sight —
scarcely any such act of national piety on record — yet what a
convent on human nature — dven Solomon became a worshipper of
Ashtoroth and Baal, and this whole people sunk into bare and ab¬
ject idolatry — Let hi- that thinketh he standeth — remember
not outward circumstances however favorable can keep us — pre¬
sent as feats of piety no safeguard' -- watch ye and pray always
— collective piety sum of individual —

The abasement and oven annihilation of. man before God
This was the first ever built by any of "Lis true wor¬

shippers to him •— Noah had built an t Ifcar -- Jacob had annointed
a stono Loses had erected a tent of boards -- this the first --

and most splendid and costly — but no boasting — all, as It
ought who adoring wonder that 'ad should accent any work for —
What am I and what is wy people says David who wade the prepara¬
tions -- end Solomon when all was complete will —
God in Song, and behold he a van and the heaven of heavens etc.- -
The vary object of its erection was enough to impress humility
upon ran — it was a house of prayer, nr&yer for pardon, for
help -- there man is a criminal so he needs pardon, and corrupt.

Brethren let us not forget this — the feeling I wish
to ir.press upon you is, that of dependence -- this is a house
of prayer, and your business here is prayer — your case renders
1; rge prayers necessary and God is near you to fulfill your
longest requests — The words of Soloman now read as the text

'

we use to guide our petitions, and there is not one; but is not
only as appropriate, but wore appropriate to Christians than to
Jews --

To the points of this important prayer then, in

380
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succession, I call your attention. are taught to pray —
X, That God may be with v s --

II. That he may bo with us, as with our fat ha rs
III. That practical piety ray be perpetuated among us —

that he &ay incline our hearts unto hi , to walk in his ways
IV, That our supplication before hi" to maintain cur

cause and the cause of his people may bo nigh unto hi® day and
night — and let these my words etc.

V. That God's especial concern to us ray be Instruc¬
tive and salutary to the whole world -- that other people

I. That the Lord our God may be with us -- Sentiment
of Solomon — that all ha had dona nothing without this —
the sentirant just, and it was honoured of God -- what he
sou ht he found — he with us as with our fathers, and s.t this
prayer God came down as he had done to their fathers, and
filled the house with his "..lory.

Remember then that your work this day, and all your
works are vain unless God b© with you, unless he come to you,
and remain with you — But you ask, can we expect a special
manifestation of God, like Solomon? not like his but mch more
glorious. However glorious Old Dispensation the new excolls
in <"lory; and the distinction nowhere marked more strongly than
in the manifestations of God -- Did God appe r to our convicted
first parents at once to pronounce their sentence and to give
hopes of pardon -- God manifest in the flesh has not intimated
to us an obscure avenue of escape, but thrown open wide and
refulgent the new and living way, and showed how mercy and truth
root together.

Did Moses see the flory of God tempered by interposing
and. encircling clouds, we have seen it beaming now mildly and
yet more effulgently frou the face of Jesus Christ -- that coun¬
tenance of divine dignity, of weeping sympathies and winning
love.

Did the nious pair of Israel converse with the angel
whose name was secret, wonderful, and see him after he had done
wond._rou.sly ascend in the flame of their humble altar, we have
seen the wonders of the life, death and resurrection of the
same mighty being whose name is secret, and seen him ascend to
heaven -- in the flame of his own sacrifice --

Did Daekiel see among the wheels the emblems of
providential rule, the figure of a hand of a ran. an indica¬
tion of the subjection of this world's dominions to God. We
have seen not the hand of the man, but the man Christ Jesus
himself and heard him say to our comfort "all power is given
to me etc,"

So likewise the descent and dwelling of God in the
tabernacie and the temple glorious as they were but the twi¬
light radiating which preceding that act of spiritual manifesta¬
tion, reserved for a higher d@ssensation — the descent of God
took place in wind and falling fir©a of Pentecost, and Pod's
inhabitation of the Churches that of the Holy Ghost for ever.
So such more glorious and efficient was this than the visita¬
tions of Sinai and Si on, that our Lord represents it as wore
so than his own personal presence with his disciples, dear to
fehom as that was, it is expedient that I go away for if I go
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not tha Comforter, ate. Press, thut hour, God has been wore emi¬
nently and vitally "God with us'?— than in any age, and is now
always at hand to manifest hirself to us. When we then pray
that the Lord our God my be with us, what is that when inter¬
preted in the full import of the Gospel,

God is with us as the fountain of life --

as God reconciling us by pardon
as God our restorer
in special manifestat ion as God our all
Such he is to individuals; but how is he God with us,

collectively in such a house as this, in such services as these,
That he should be with us we have seen ia indisponsible, for if
not here in you have built and in vain you assemble,

The word my be oreached -- but it will be but a dis¬
play of doctrine — ale '»ence mj be poured forth; but its sub¬
ject will not render it saving — if God be not here an oration
by Cicero would wove some as effectively. Feeling both in the
preacher, and the people may be excited; but it will be mere
sentiment, an animal emotion, a physical impulse from the imagina¬
tion

You may have services, but a body of forms, siranle or
compile ted it matters not

Prayer will be offered but it will be but a bodily exer¬
cise -- no hearts of stone will become hearts of flesh, no mourn¬
ful spirits will break with joy, no weary and heavy laden find
re at —

Such is the result of being without God not in the world
only; but what is worse without God in the church.

But if God be with you, how will the picture be reversed?
Crod will be with you in the word -- its pages shine with

light, and burn with influence quick and powerful
With you in your preachers -- In then? he will fulfill

those wondrous words — I will be to you a south -- and a vision—
Go• who made the mouth will be with their mouth — taught of God
they shall teach you, and feeling what St. Paul calls the eighty
working of God in me, he will work by them in you —

Your feeling shall not be sentiment but conscience, your
services not body but spirit, your prayers if they go forth weep¬
ing, shall come again rejoicing etc. Here the dead shall hear the
voice and live — here you and your families to ba trained up for
heaven — forget not that all this nothing without God, Bid him
come to you, the Lord our God be wit' us, forsake us not again,
thou and the ark of thy strength —

II. Ye are taught by our text to pray that God would be
with us as with our fathers

Solomon had an illustrious ancestry though there was
but one king in its line -- bis people shered this honour with him;
there was an emphatic way in ich they cculd speak of their
fathers — and yet their heraldry was peculiar. It was net that
they had at that tire to speak of their princes, their heroes,
and their statesmen, the limits of their country, and their par¬
tial relations to other states, kept all there on comparatively
a s all scale of exhibition; the eiders approved their good re¬
ports, their fame, through faith; it was the glory of their
descendants to joy our fathers trusted in this and were not
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confounded — The rank which their heraldic bearings indicated,
that they were, the people whor God had chosen for his inheri¬
tance and its most illustrious allusions were to events which no

other nation could register In its history, events effected by
the right hand and the outstretched hand of God. Such is the
ancestry of all true Christians, ancestry drawn through a long
line of moral glory — Avery ran who has faith a child of
Abraham he corns by his confession into a new farily, which
are born not of blood nor of the will of the flesh; but of God.
The loftiest noble, the highest monarch, if born again from
heaven might suurn the genealogy of nature, for by that change
in his soul he would go into the family of God, and claim among
his ancestors, men whom God hir.self admitted to his counsels,
and wade the instruments of his dispensations to wan kind --
This line of our spiritual ancestors is indeed so long, so
lefty in the characters it exhibits, and in so eminent a sense
was God with them that it is not perhaps without some hesitancy,
a trembling anxiety lest we should be presuming too much to ask
that God should be with us, as he was with them — We know too,
that a common notion prevails that those who stand out in this
line with peculiar prominency as fathers, fathers of the patri¬
archal church fathers of Jewish and Christian churches -- fathers
of the reformation, fathers of the rosoected churches and so¬
cieties into which the reformation has been carried, men under
a dispensation so special, that not only their gifts but their
graces were peculiar to the® -- and that their descendants
would in vain expect that God should be with their-, as with
their fathers --

And indeed we grant that God was eminently with then
and that the grace of God in them was exceeding abundant —
That Anoch walked with God — that Abraham exhibited all lofti¬
ness of faith — that the tire would fail to tell how God was

with the "goodly fellowship of the prophets, ! the glorious com¬
pany of the Apostles; the noble army of martyrs; the venerable
reformers of modern Christendom; and those distinguished men
the instruments and first fruits of the last great revival of
religion in our own country — many of the latter are especially
fresh to your recollection, and you know how God was with them --

What decided conversions; how full the surrender of
their souls to Christ — what deadness to the world -- what care
for souls -- what patience of reproach and shame — what atten¬
tion to the religion of the heart; — what a subordinating of
all things to one thing only, living to glorify God -- what
generous sacrifices tie they for others, what hallowed converse
among themselves; with what a power did truth and love invest
them, so that the people fell under them -- and what deaths of
peace and glory crowned the whole.

Are we to be this, or must we by some law, which re¬
stricts this eminence of holiness to some former ages, must we
necessarily be less than this? If anyone affirms this wo ask
for his proofs, veritable proofs frcr holy writ, and we boldly
say, he cannot find the® there; and the theory Itself supposes
sc many absurdities that it is its own refutation.

It supposes that when extraordinary gifts of the Spirit
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are withdrawn, and extraordinary ®en are no wore, that the vital
current of divine influence narrows up its banks, and shallower
in its depth — but neither extraordinary gifts, nor extra¬
ordinary wen ever directly converted or edified a sol, — they
attracted attention, they led run to the vital current, but it
was opened fro** & higher source, and flowed on independent of
their --

This theory of necessary decay supposes too that char¬
acters of internal piety are lowered, and that even the practice
has a lower strand, but then to prove this they rust show us a
new revelation God gives less help, they mist show he requires
less. But thank God they have no Bible to show which tells
that since the days of our fathers are fled, our faith is to
be mixed with doubt j our ardour lowered by coldness, our ccr-
sunIon with God to be weak and Interrupted, our hatred of evil
less complete, and our holiness less exact and exalted — the
promises are as rich, and tie precepts shine with a beauty of
holiness as beaming as when first pronounced by the lips of
our Lord and bis Apostles. It supposes also with respect to
this that a less intense action upon the world which lies in
wickedness will save it -- But the fact refutes It -- it has
been tried -- hen did decay, and the church itself became dark
-- Now did you ever see religion spread but in the hands of
ran who aimed then-selves, and led others to alw at nothing less
than the religion of the scriptures — Truly it has been said,
The Bible, the Bible only is the standard of our experimental
and practical religion — brand yo your fathers, and call them
enthusiasts and fanatics who are like them -- ye hypocrites, ye
build the sepulcher of the prophets and stone the iron who have
the same commission and preach the same doctrine -- Beloved
fall not into this error in any decree — air to be in heart
ani life like the best wen the Church has presented -- whose
faith follow, and adoring the grace of Cod in theraj s .y this
day, the Lord be with us, as he was with our fathers, let his;
not leave us nor forsake us —

III, Another part of this nray©r is the narpetnation
of practical piety — that he may incline our hearts etc.

Not necessary here to enter into a critical distinc¬
tion between the terms ways, commandments, statues and judgments,
they express that entire regard to all which the Lord hath en¬
joined upon a poorIs, calling themselves his people, and in
covenant with hi® to obey him in all things — and the whole ray
be compressed in our steady and persevering regard to doctrine -
to worship - and to raoral practice --

1. Doctrine -- To oray that our hearts my be inclined
by ad to preserve his doctrines pure is no unimportant part of
the soleisnity of a day like this — for we have but to look
around us to so© the effect upon the Churches by its corruption
— NJhat has hurabled, and despaired the seed ox Abr&m, but a
corruption of doctrine as to Messiah That has made the super¬
stition of the church of Rome spoken of like her faith formerly
throughout the whole world; but t\ series of subtle and of gross
corruptions; what has been the bane of so raany of the churches
of the Reformation — philosophy and vain deceit after the rudi-
f«nts of the world, not after Christ.
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k notion has been advocated by deceiving and subtle
ten, that the great fault of the churches has been to attend
man more to doctrinal distinctions than to practice, and this
I fear sometimes with a vie?/ rather to abate our regard for
the leading truths of the Hew Testament, than any great tender¬
ness for practical piety — and no attempt has ever been made
by any church, by any creed, by any writer, to guard on scrip¬
tural grounds against the evasions and the invasions of error,
but is entitled to cur gratitude — In fact all right practice
is built on right experience, and all right experience upon
doctrinal truth, and the one cannot consist without the other.
Suffer ire briefly to confirm this -- Take doctrine of God¬
head of Christ -- if Christ be not God, his death can have no
greater efficacy than the death of St. Paul, and its whole
character is changed. Take the atonement of none for sin,
then justification must be by works not by faith —if take
doctrine of Holy Spirit of none or that spirit is not given
than man has no help in his moral conflicts from heaven but
is left wholly to himself — if there bo no supernatural
renewal of our nature, then must we live and die with the
original taint unpurged, and the actual habit unbroken — if
there be no attested pardon, there can be no rejoicing in
Godj if there can be no conscious internal intercourse with
God, then worship is a form, and devotion a more sentiment.
See you not the immense difference it makes in experience and
practice then? In one case man pleads as the ground of his
pardon the merits of his Savior — in the other he pleads his
own merits — in the one case God the Holy Spirit gives him
hope and comfort and strength -- in the other man is without
God in the world literally and truly so -- In one c^se he is
ass-red by God's own Son from heaven, that God loves him; in
the other he at the best is left to infer that he may possibly
obtain pardon at his hands -- In the one case he can go to God
in prayer, in all troubles, in all sorrows, in all dangers,
and be assured of help -- positive help — in the other no
other effect can possibly be ascribed to prayer, than you
might assign to a musical instrument, it is to calm and tran-
quilliso and soothe, and like David's harp to cast out the
evil spirit of melancholy, and grief — and then for practice,
it is not the simple hearty conformity to God's will, which
is the result of a new naturej but such as human infirmity
can give to a law about which the merciful God is not over
strict -- I would rather be a heathen at the foot of Socrates
than such & Christian for Socrates would not have deprived tae
of God, or the inspiration and help of some benevolent pre¬
siding genius — I state the matter so to show you the con¬
nection between doctrine and experience and practice, and to
impress upon you the necessity of this prayer -- Will you
have some such emasculated system for the religion of Christ--
Will you have Christianity without Christ — the dispensation
of the Spirit without the Spirit — the laver of regeneration
without the water — the alter without the fire, the holy
place without the holy inhabitant, the temple without God --
you this day choose for yourselves and your children if you
feel for both, then pray and worship -- God's ordinances —
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to those we pray that our hearts trey be Inclined
Men have been altered by authority — but God is to

be publicly acknowledged — prayer offered -- assemble to hear
his word, sacraments administered imperatively on the Sabbath—
and on such ether occasions as edification may require

Whatever is changed these things remain,
Order, which implies solemnity, reverence, method, and adaption
to real edification —

Constancy -- our mercies demanding constant acknowledgement and
our wants constant supply, we are not therefore to forsake the
assembling etc, —
Spirituality For God is a Spirit and requires truth in the in¬
ward narts —

Pray for a heart "inclined" to this -- wonderful as
to an angel it must be, that man allowed to come to God, assured
that in all places where God records his name he will come to
him and bless hira -- should be backward and/negligent you know
that this is one of the blots upon our nature --be attending
his Sabbath — love his house — come when God calls — be
examples of this to your families -- place them from their
earliest years under his shadow, bring them to put their trust
under the wings of the holy one of Israel -- and then often and
delightfully will you sing How amiable etc,

3. Moral practice - This the end of worship, not a
substitute for moral duties -- but to lead to them -- Tash then
hands and so encompass his altar -- lift up holy hands without
wrath and doubting — put off your theories, and turn again to
see this great sight — For those are his statutes — his
statute law — and God will not hold him guiltless who violates
it --

How beautiful a picture a people inclined in heart
to all these — Scriptural doctrine— to his ardent, reveren¬
tial worship -- and departing from the house of God to adorn
the gospel in all -- Why should it not be so -- God can make
it so, and for this we pray "That he may Incline our hearts etc."

IV» That our suplication before him to maintain, our
cause and the cause of his people may be nigh etc.

We have an individual cause our soul's health -- our
salvation -- To what dangers exposed — prosperity, adversity,
health, success, etc. all war against the soul — or may all
promote it as God shall maintain our cause or not —

We have a public cause -- God's cause our cause, or
we are not _of_ God -- my cause says Solomon, and the cause of
my people, the only church which God had on earth, -- we must
not disjoin — maintain my cause oh Lord, and thy cause which
is also mine. But what Is God's cause — not that of a party
of . ny party as such-- his cause is the cause of his dominion
over men -- so far as our party cause harmonises with that it is
his cause, and we may pray that he may maintain — but no farther
and we are not to forget that his cause is connected also with
other branches of the church, and we pray him also to maintain
that — the blessed position into which we ought to wish to see
parties who hold Christ to come, is that they may in no case make
runs upon each other; but upon the world --
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God1 s cause is the cause of his religion — it is
always In. contest and danger, and though he could minta in it
without us, he chooses to do it by our actions and prayers —
let it have both.

It is the cause of his truth — let this be a sanc¬

tifying truth, never wn be darkened by error, and when it is
obscured bring It forth again in the full effulgence of that
original glory in which it cam from thee —

It is the cause of simplicity and power against super¬
stition vain and delusive -- how it has deformed the church of
Christ — how has man intruded into the place of God — religion
weighed down, helpless, and inefficient under the weight of the
very armaments with which the folly of tnan has loaded it — and
there is no efficacy in it — in vain do they worship me teach-
in-' for doctrines the commandments of men — God has rained
upon me distresses, let us feel for these marts of the inheri¬
tance of God with more pity and pray etc.

It is the cause of his honour against idols which
have usurped his places, and made millions of men forget their
maker — he are to pray for missions.

It is the cause of justice against wrong — we are to
pray for widows, orphans, slaves, oppressed and where the
cause of mercy against misery. We are to pray for all who are
sick and in prison, -~

It is the cause of our country, for happily we can say
that the cause of our people is the cause of God — her pros-
nerous trade, for her profits will not be withheld from God —
her abiding free institutions for these -- on the honorable
efforts of her religion a light to the world -- her extended
commerce for she carries out the richer merchandise — the sta¬
bility of her empire, for where her power is felt, mankind in
the highest sense feels her mercy and the mercies of the gospel.

The cause of the prosperity and increase of the church
against decay

How says Solomon; let this our supplication plead our
cause and the cause of the church, which is thy cause, be nigh
unto the Lord day and night — expression singularly striking
and beautiful -- Lot us for a moment enter Into its import —

1. It may import — that & prayer of this kind may
be nigh unto God, in the sense of its being first answered

As to ourselves, we may pray for many things — a
right to do so, for all things ~~ but Lord whatever prayers we
put up before him for health in sickness, for ease in pain,
for etc. yet let this prayer be always nearest then .our first
answered -- maintain cur cause the cause of our souls health
and as to our country -- we put no many prayers; but whether
war or peace -- prosperity etc, yet this prayer be nigh then --
maintain thy cause in our land, let that prosper.

As to the world -- we nray for diffused commerce
peace Cultivation, liberty but whether our cause sheds its
beams maintain thy cause in it, let that prayer be nigh thee.

• r;i if wo seek first the kingdom of God etc. all other things etc.
2. It Imports, that prayers may be deposited with God

to be answered as the matter shall require —
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Interesting consideration that such prayers have been
lodged with God in all ages — and I doubt not we are often
enjoying, and the church shall enjoy, the collective influence
of the prayers of faith often, by the saints when on earth —
and it is our privilege — let us learn then to pray with under¬
standing of our state and circumstances -- and those of the
church, let us lock out to probabilities — and let us make a
copious deposit and lodgment of our faith and love and desires
with God, that he may answer as the matter shall —

3. That there are seasons when prayers may be with
more than usual confidence deposited with God, to answer as the
matter may require —

Sabbaths - general intercession
Sacraments - Baptism for children - Lords Supper
Solemn dedication of ourselves to God - covenant
$estivals"and ' fast s -

And surely on such a day as this - 1
We talk often of a present blessing; but let us not

forget future — I am for the doctrine of a ore sent blessing,
yet I watch to the future also, the upper and nether spring —
the hill and sweeping valley

If I should in any future time be languid, and care¬
less, and in danger, 0 let my prayer this day, when I have power
with Thee, be nigh Thee 0 God, remember it, and maintain my
cause as the matter may require, and If as I hop© I may never
cease to pray, join then my remembered prayers with my present
ones and give me the double blessing --

So as a Society -- and for the world - as we have
secured the blessings of the prayers of former ages, the men who
have sighed and cried - so let us make a liberal lodgraent of our
prayers for - her conquests, and her glories - so let our
prayers be nigh thee day and night.

That all the people —
I delight to come with every new place of worship etc. - the
benefit to be increased to the world - higher style of Chris¬
tianity in our dey - prayers for heathen - contributions -
missionaries - example etc.

1 This sermon ^as ^reached for the opening of a new chanel.
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S3HI.'CN III

Luke 21: 33 "Heaven and earth shall pass away; but my words
shall not pass away,-"

Among the most pressing wants c-f can is that of
instruction in those things which from their Interest, and
importance make for his peace, »s a creature it is necessary
for him to know his God, as a guilty creature, the terras on
which he may obtain pardon, as weak and insufficient by what
means he may be led to the rock which is higher than himselfJ
and as an accountable being soon to appear in the presence of
God his Judge he needs directions, copious and explicit how
to obtain his favor, To supply this want was one of the great¬
est acts of divine mercy, and next to the blessing of possessing
a revelation on these subjects is the assurance we have that
that revelation like its author is unchangeable, Were there the
least reason to susnoct that the will of God with respect to us
could change, that the revelation which is the copy of his will
in one age, is not its copy in another, that in a word truth
like everything else in this lower world may rise and fall,
flower and decay, then the ground of all confidence, of all
hope, of all piety would be removed from under us, the Bible
itself would become obsolete. The foundation would be taken
away and whet could the righteous do. In every age therefore
it has been the care of those who have communicated divine
revelation to man, to impress upon the world, this grand distinc¬
tion between the words of man and the words of God, The one may
pass away; but the other cannot. The counsel of the Lord says
Bavid shall stand and he will do all his pleasure, A prophet
hears a voice saying to him "Cry,f! and he answered, "What shall
I cry? All flesh is grass- and the glory," etc. The same senti¬
ment is impressed by the Great Teacher, in this and other simi¬
lar passages, it echoed too by the Apostles, In the Apostles
whose epistles close the sacred code, and who all unite with
St, Paul In declaring, that "Jesus Christ with his doctrine is
the same yesterday and today and forever."

To this subject, the stability of the divine word we
now call your attention, Christ had beon uttering severe and
fearful prophecies, his hearers might even from their interest
be disposed to disbelieve them, and thus destroy that moral
impression which he intended to produce. He therefore reoeats
the sentiment of prophet in even stronger language. Not only
shall the grass ?/ither and the flower fade; but heaven and earth
shall pass away, the expanded scroll of the firmament shall be
shrivelled up,"the solid earth shall be dissolved, but my words,
whether on this or any other occasion shall not pass away.

We shall consider this stability of the divine word.
I. In its principles

II. In its extent

389
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III. In its proofs
IV, In its pro et c I influence
I. In Its principles
The divine word may be considered as composed of law,

or the rule prescribing the conduct cf a creature; of a gracious
system of redemption, by which these who have violated that law
may be recovered; and of prophecies which either respect the
groat person who was to fulfill the redeeming scheme, or events
which one under his mediatorial administration (he breaks off
here by scratching out the next three lines)

The stability of all these stand on very obvious
grounds. The law cf Clod Is founded upon his absolute right
over the service of the creature he has made, and as that right
resting itself, not uoon accidental circumstances, not upon
agreement but upon the nature of the thing itself, it rust be
perpetuated as long as the creature who is the subject of it
shall remain in being, we have no indication that God gives up
his right, and. the creature cannot free itself from obligation.
Even the goodness of God. would forbid such a giving up of the
rights in as much as law properly understood is the rule by
which a creature may best secure and increase its happiness,
wherefore the law is holy, and the commandment holy, just and
good etc.

The permanence of the gracious interposition of
Christ in our behalf, under the limitations and. conditions
which one attached to it — rests also on the exuberance of
the compassion and kindness of God our Savior, The same rea¬
sons which led to the adoption of the gracious plan remain
through the whole period of the duration of world in which the
successive generations of men are continued in a state of pro¬
bation. The work and dangers of rum remain the same, the com¬
passion and love of God remain unaltered, and it is not till
heaven and earth pass away that man is placed in a new circum¬
stance to become the subject of a different dispensation; and
even then the redeeming scheme dees not pass away but is ful¬
filled in the eternal glorification of saints, and the ever¬
lasting destruction of the impenitent, according to the terms
and w. rnings of the ulan itself. The certainty of the prophetic
part of the divine word rests on the prescience of God joined
with his almighty power* on either scheme of impalseness or
free agency, it must be fulfilled — In the one case who can
stay his hand in the other the prediction is made with the per¬
fect knowledge of the last determination of a force in voli¬
tion and action - known unto God all from the beginning to the
ending,

II. The extent of the proposition
This may be collected from parallel passages with

respect to the revelation of God in the Old Testament, Not on©
jot or tittle not a point or turning of a letter - the most
exact and minute accomplishment, continuance without the least
abrogation —

1. This applies to the legal part of the Revelation of
God - In full force as to its demands Love the Lord thy God -

Though man sinned - through Adam federal head, and transmitted
a dying body and vicious mind to his descendants - the lav/
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remained in force - Mot unjust since a dispensation of mercy
came in along with this new condition - This rendered the death
of Christ necessary - necessary over:/ moment that faith may be
imputed for righteousness, not a jot of the demand is abridged5
but Christ answers it for all that believe -

2. he are to understand the proposition to imply also,
fcb:• t the efficacy of the provision uade for the salvation of
trie guilty is permanent - not a jot or tittle of that passes
away - efficacy remains from age to age - from Adam - to the
last sinner who may find mercy before the close of the final
scene - It may be increased but cannot be diminished beyond
that point of sufficiency - dispensation of the Gospel more
powerful than the law - future ages may witness even more co¬
pious effusions of the Spirit - but under all circumstances,
he that believeth shall be saved —

3» The interesting, predictions of the word also must
be fulfilled to their iota - "Whether we understand thorn or not,
there is a truth, that rest be accomplished -

Prophecy of the utmost importance to good tr.cn - not
to gratify curiosity - but supnort hope - the world is dark bit
that presents a brighter day - the stream of time has hitherto
been rushed through its course with tumultuous waves, agitated
by winds, darkened with lowering clouds - we track its course
and see it subsiding Into quiet, reflecting now orightening
skies, rolling through future ages with peaceful grandeur, till
it falls into eternity. Is it wrong to feel interested in the
cause and reign of the Redeemer? Those who attended his cross
gar-eel on hit till the clouds removed him out of sight, saw the
triumph of his cross and desolating sweep of his scepter - Does
he now arrest our notice, as the Lamb of God washing away sin -
as the Lion of the destroying his enemies, does the struggle
still continue, era we not interested in the result - God has
shown to his servants what shall be hereafter - "Prom the tops
of the rocks we behold him, and from the hills we see him - "
Prom this moment to his final conquest of the world, from thence
to his coming to judge the nations, when he shall seal up the
vision and give the whole the authenticatlon of his verity.
Not a jot or tittle shall fail - This.of his may be obscure,
enough, it is clear to him who is to bring it to pass - The
instruments may be wanting - he calleth them out not by names
as though they were - The whole scheme may be intricate. Remem¬
ber C man, thou art not appointed to marvel, the Lion of the
Tribe he hath prevailed to open the book - The thing may appear
impossible, but what is impossible to man etc. Heaven and earth
may pass away etc.

To all these reasonings one may now
III. Add proofs of the permanence and certainty of the

divine word. If we prove that the words of the Lord have in all
ages to the present moment - This at least justifies the senti¬
ment as to all past ages, and lays the strongest
ground to admit the proposition in all its extent.'

1. The laws of God have continued to this day
This Book proves it, hero are the laws, where is their

repeal - The Taw of Moses was given from Sinai the gospel law
was brought by the Son from heaven - And what moment has God
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descended in 1'ajesty to repeal the law of loses? - where has an
Incarnate God been seen, to blot out rule, and cancel the obli¬
gation? It continues then in the Bible,

But it continues in the recognition of the world —
That we are under a Son of God and that he is judge is acknow¬
ledged not in religious institutions only? but in civil ones -
oath - last offered to the Sod who knows truth and punishes
falsehood.

It continues in the mind and conscience of every sin¬
ful man - Why do the thoughts of a heathen, accuse, or else
excuse - Why that restraint upon your sins - you see an eye
which sees you, Why that remorse after crime - a hand comes
from the wall, and writes thou art weighed in the balance and
found wanting etc.

2. The Gospel of the grace of God continues to this
day, unabated in its energy and where is the proof of that ?

It is in the church - the faithful have not failed -

from the sons of wen Lion troy lock upon her numerous progeny
distinguished by different names, and say Who hath he gotten in
them? And what is the answer, they were born not of corruptible
seed but incorruptible, by the word of God which endureth for¬
ever

It is proved by the constant efficacy of preaching —
by that it still pleases God to save them that believe -- What
Sabbath leaves us, but it bears away, narked in its register,
the glorious proofs that the gosnel has not lost its saving
power - How many are striken to the heart and cry What shall we
do? How many ar bound up whom :cd has bruised. How many
wearied with the world spring into new life, how many rise up,
under the inspiration of an agency divine, and undecaying, and
call him blessed who is the some yesterday today etc.

It is proved by the effect of the Gospel in heathen
lands - the same commission given to St. Gaul is still given to
many of God's honoured servants to go to the Gentiles, and turn
them, from darkness to light, and they go, and the Gentiles are
t'arnod from dumb idols to service of the living God, Bel bow-
eth down

3, The proof that not a jot or tittle of prophecy shall
pass away is equal in strength - "
The whole of time past from the time the first prediction was
fulfilled, to this moment gives its witness to the truth of the
'sure word of prophecy,tt Bursue the track of any age, and monu¬

ments of the most striking, and often of the most stupendous
kind, appear at any stage to attest that God is not a man that
he should lie etc. Behold the race of Ham and. ask whether he
has not been a servant of servants to his brethren - Visit Kgypt
in its present degradation, and say whether it is not the basest
of all kingdoms as the Lord hath spoken, see typical persons and
symbols, and minute prophecies all fulfilled in the persons and
offices of Jaws, Behold the Jews, are they net a oroverb and
bye word among all people - Trace the desolate shores of Tigris
and Guphr tes, and look for the ruins of Nineveh and Babylon,
if you find them, then has the word of tha Lord fallen to the
ground, and they are not swift with the lesson of destruction.
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Read the predictions of our Lord respecting: Jerusalem, and cam-
pa re with the history, and behold in thorn history anticipated.
We might multiply the instances; but it is enough —
For ever Lord is thy word settled in heaven. Heaven and earth
shall pass away etc,

IV, To consider the subject in its practical influence,
and none on which we can fix the attention is more fruitful of
improvement --

"I'y words shall not pass away," With what an aweful
emphasis ought this to fall on the ear and heart of a sinner.
Do you neglect the great salvation, he hath said whose words
cannot pass away, you cannot escape Do you refuse the call of
mercy he hath said Because I have word and that word cannot
pass away, !>o you live in sins of various kind Hear that word
which cannot fail, They that do such things cannot inherit the
kingdom, of God,
Heaven and earth shall pass, but when they shall have passed,
these words will have all , , •

! y word shall not pass away, What a cheering sound
is this to the seeker of salvation, Seek the Lord and ye shall
live - Turn unto me and I will turn etc, - He that comefch to me
etc, - He that bellcvoth shall not be confounded,
Remember the words are nut pass etc.

What a source of encouragement to believers I
You are in him unless through manifold, etc. - you

say God hath forgotten me, etc. Hear the word which cannot pass
I have mraven them upon the etc, the house of your hands, etc.
fear not.

You are surrounded with enemies but who hath said
Greater is he that is for you etc. Satan hath desired etc.

Yon have your difficult duties and services to per¬
form., but hear. My strength is made perfect in thy weakness.

The world surrounds you with changing scenes, what
then In me you shall have peace. Fear not I have overcome the
world, 1 have deprived It of its power tc harm.

You are menaced with death - in your families, in your
persons - said the voice all flesh is grass etc. but the word
of the Lord endureth forever, that word of promise hath built a
bridge across the gulf of death - I am the resurrection and the
life etc.

Lastly, Heaven and earth shall pass etc.
You shall see them, but amidst that wreck, there is one word
which cannot pass - that will rest the head of the saint amidst
falling words. In my Father's house are many mansions, because
I live ye shall live also,

Go on then amidst every change• Remember that the word
of the Lord liveth and abideth forever. This is your story, your
shelter, your rock, build on this and you shall never b© con¬
founded ,
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John 3s 16 "God so loved the world he - "

It would be superfluous to rewind you that these words
form part of a conversation Jesus had with Hicodemus of the sect
of the Pharisees and a ruler of the Jews, who car® to Jesus by
night for the purpose of conversing with him. It is a great
injustice done to the character of this distinguished wan by
using his name as descriptive of the character of those persons
who are ashamed to avow their belief in Jesus: the name of
Hicodemus ought never to stand to designate those persons who
are ashamed of Christ - eshamod of following the convictions of
their winds; tout it ought rather to designate those persons who
are sincere enquirers after truth, - who have minds ooen to
conviction. There was no reason assigned for his coming to
Jesus by night. except that he might find the great teacher less
occupied and more at liberty to converse with him, for he was
not ashamed on two trying occasions to own him: on the first
occasion he was loudly condemned by the Pharisees and rulers
of the peoolej and the second after all the disciples had for¬
saken him he assisted in removing the body of Jesus from the
cross, and prepared spices with which it was to bo embalmed.
It is evident Jesus Christ saw no such heart reaching in
Nlco&emus as is ascribed to him: he discovered the sincerity
of his desires to to© instructed, in consequence he opened to
hitr more fully than to any other person in the course of his
ministry on earth, in one discourse, the great mysteries of his
kingdom. In the first place he instructed him on the iroortant
doctrine of the new birth - the new creation of the corrupted
Spirit by the newer of God, transforming it again to his moral
image and restoring it to fellowship with him. He introduces to
him in the nest place the doctrine of divine influence, showing
him that this change is only produced by the special operations
of the spirit of God which he was more largely to administer
than had been administered to the World. He lays down in his
mind a principle of religion which if acted upon would preserve
us from great errors viz: that we should not be averse to
receive a religious doctrine because it is inexplicable to us
"The wind blcweth where it listeth and thou hearest the sound
thereof but canst not tell whence it ccmeth nor whither it
goeth: so is everyone that is born of the spirit." He inti¬
mates to him in the next nlace the fact of his Recension into
Heaven, and gives hits a proof of his divinity by informing him
that the Son of Man thus conversing with him was in Heaven. He
leads him even to the cross and sets himself before his eyes
crucified for sinners "as Moses lifted up the serpent in the
wilderness even so must the Son of Man be lifted up." Then he
introduces the words of the text which may be considered as an
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epitome of the whole gospel, comprising everything that is
spoken in ovary other part of the Word of God respecting, the
great economy of human salvation - its principles, operations
and glorious results.

"God so loved the world that he gave his only begotten
Son th t whosoever balieveth on air might not perish but have
eternal life."

For our edification this evening I will consider the
text as intended to illustrate the Love of God to Man.

1st By the subject "Love"
2nd By the gift given
3rd By the nractic- 1 results which are represented,

as flowing from it.
I, The love of God to man, referring us to the sub¬

ject which was the object of that love, "God so loved the world"
The cons'deration of the subject "Love" is interesting

to us in as much as it sets before us the love of God to Man
under several very Imocrt&nfc considerations. By the world is
meant the World of Van, Recollect that World of Van was not a
world of angels, nor a world of Holy and obedient creatures -

no, nor even a world of penitent sinners, but of fallen Man: -
a race entirely alienated from God, corrupted in every power
and principle of thet*» minds: - a race who had brought itself
willingly under the influence of Satan, who had not only sinned,
but loved sinj - utterly impenitent, and knew no other distaste
to evil than what arises from the h.;.d consequences of sin which
they felt in the present life or apprehended in the future.

The World so loved was corruptedj corrupt without
exception. The imagination of the thoughts of every man's
heart was evil, only evil and that continually. The re was no
gracious feeling of repentance In any man's bosom, and the sin
committed against God, was loved and cherished. The rebellion
brandished, against his throne was still persisted in. How if
God so loved a world of this description then
First. His love was free

He was under no hind of obligation to love a world
of this character. I grant that when God produces a creature
by his power he confers cert; in rights upon that creature, - a
right to be loved by their Creator, - a right to be orctected,
- a right to full and ample enjoyment so long as God chooses to
continue it in existence: This right every angel and every
Worm hass it arises out of the nature nd necessity of the
thing and applies to all beings through the vast and graduated
scale of existence. This was the case with man originally when
God spoke him out of earth and breathed into his nostrils the
breath of life. That act that created him conferred on him
rights and speaking with reverence laid Deity himself under
obi ' gat ion to leva, preserve, bless, -and succour, his creature
thus madej but the moment the moral agent commits sin, all
rights on his part and obligation on the part of God, are
annulled; then he becomes the object of divine displeasure,
there is no obligation on the part of God to love, to cherish
and succour any such creature• He might be banished from the
glory of his newer into utter darkness and the justice of God
would be glorified. If then Cod loved & creature who had
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forfeited all right to love that love mast be free. It spont&n-
iously flowed from the bosom of Deity and comes recommended to
us under this consideration God did that for Man there was no

obligation for him to do. It sets before us in an into re sting
view the tender and compassionate character of the love of God,
Secondly. If God love a world of this description it proves
his love is Sovereign.

When I use the term, sovereign, I mean, it is supreme
and governing; - that it is the most eminent and dominating
principle in the divine nature, and this is borne out by the
testimony of Scripture, It must be interesting to every guilty
man to contemplate God under such a character. Love is the
great and ruling attribute. Much has been said respecting the
harmony of the divine attributes; if the phrase merely signified
that the attributes of God were exercised in such a manner as
not to infringe upon each others rights I will allow the
propriety of the term, but if it is supposed by the term
"harmonised" that all the perfections of God are equalized this
is not accordant with scripture. It is not a manner of speaking
whatever it may bo, th it accords with the views of God given us
in this book. Here mercy is seen supreme - mercy prevailing
against judgment. Under all the characters by which God has
been pleased to manifest himself to man, the character of love
is the perfection "God is Love", "He that dwelleth in love
dwelleth in God for God is Love." He has passed by and pro¬
claimed his nam© and has written it on every page of this bock
in all his dispensations "The Lord, the Lord God, merciful and
gracious, forgiving iniquity transgressions and sin," vie may
say with respect to this principle in God, as we say of charity
in men, it "is the brightest of the train and strengthens all
the rest," If God loved a world such as I have briefly
described, than this love to Kan must be considered a quality
of a soverlgn, tender and gracious kind. The persons' loved
might have been justly and properly hated, and there wore many
things In them actually hated by God. What but infinite
compassion and the most condescending tenderness made God to
hate sin and yet lovo the sinner? We consider that love of
the feenderest kind, even in th® intercourse we have with our
fellow creatures, that overlooks what is base, ungrateful and
bad in their character and conduct and fixes on those considera¬
tions that endear them to the heart, as, for instance, if we
consider the lovo of the Father to the prodigal son it is
remarkable for its tenderness; overlooking th© dishonour he had
done to the family, - the base course of life he had pursued;
overlooking all that wretchedness to which he had reduced
himself and fixing himself on one Idea, - his filial relation
"This csv son was dead and is alive again, was lost and is
found,"1 Such is the love of God to man; overlooking his guilt -

overlooking our pollutions and degradations and the dishonour we
have done him end firing on us in the chainctor of children,
and under that character loving us without polluting the snot-
loss purity of his nature.
Thirdly. It proves its permanence.

It is not a sudden impulse of passion, but It is a
permanent principle and that gives his creature hone. It is a
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mark of imperfection to be subject to sadden ebullitions. The
passion may subside into perfect indifference or rise into the
opposite extreme. Suppose the divine being subject to changes
of this kind how little confidence could we have in hits. The
love of the World orcves the permanence of this principle. It
might be proved by this circumstance that this love sprung up
in the eternal mind toward man when the sin was only in Idea: -
when it existed only in purpose, the redeeming scheme was laid
then: - after a lapse of eternity, if in that eternity it
remained unchanged, It w.,s necessary for a variety of reasons
th~t the Son should be incarnated as soon as Man fell. The
intelligence of God's intentions was communicated to the
Patriarchs in the early ag-s of the world. How was it received?
Christ in the type, - Christ in the prediction, - Christ in the
shadowy dispensation of the law, was rejected, He was despised
and rejected of wen from the first annunciation of the great
promise: his religion was perverted, - corrupted, and turned
into an instrument of superstition and id latry. ivery age
sunk deeper in wretchedness and -woe. Notwithstanding all the
provocations which were offered to the divine majesty, and the
ill reception of this important truth in different ages, when
the fulness of time came this glorious pledge was renewed, the
unchanging character of God's love was manifested, and in the
worst ago of the world God sent his Son, made under the law,
that he might redeem them that were under the law. This is
finely illustrated in one parable of Jesus which was spoken in
reference to the Jewish people but may be applied to the world,
He gave a vineyard to till and sent forth his servants to
receive the fruits of it, they took one and beat him, another
and stoned him, and thus they stoned one and Silled another and
last of all, 'That? and last of all, after all these successive
Prophets had been ill-treated, - last of all did he send forth
the harvestmen to destroy these murderers? Ho, but last of all
he sent his Son to show how permanent a principle the love of
God to man is in the divine mind, It Is never till man has
rejected the offers of mercy that justice receives its commissions
to put forth the sword. These views seora to result from the
subject.

II, This love is still further illustrated by the gift
bestowed, "God so loved the world that he vo ills only
begotten Son."
1st. This was the greatest gift God could give. The greatest
gift which all the magnificent resources of deity could furnish.
Who w a that Son? No less a being than one equal with the
father and God himself. Can we doubt it after what Jesus says
to Nicedemas in the 13th verse? How strongly constructive must
be those merrf minis or hearts, (I will not presume to determine
whether the fault is in the judgment or in the heart) who can
readily see many plain declarations of scripture bearing
testimony to the divinity of Jesus and yet dare level him with
creatures like themselves, *No man hath ascended into heaven,
but the Son of Man who came down from Heaven." We have first
the ascension of the God Man spoken of, in the next place his
pre-existence laid down, :THe that cane down from Heaven,"
Lastly we have that peculiar and incomprehensible attribute
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ascribed to him the power of filling all his creation. That
Son of I;*an who conversed with Hieodemus was asserted to be in
Heaven, shining forth with mclouded glory, and receiving the
wcrshin of men and angels. The gift given is the Son of God.
Had he sent Prophets however they might have been qualified
by the inspiring spirit: - Hal he sent angels themselves5 -
had the highest intelligences that burn about his throne and
display fc" e natural and moral glories of his nature - had they
been sent to take up their residence with man all these gifts,
great as they would have been, would have been infinitely below
the being who was given to man, and would fail to illustrate,
as this gift illustrates, the astonishing height and depth and
length and breadth of the love of God. "God so loved the world"
in that degree he loved it, that he gave his only begotten Son.
Sndly. His love is furthered heightened if we consider the
circumstances under which he was given and the purpose for which
he was given to the world.

He was not given to the world in any form, character
or circumstance which could at all accord with the glories of
the divine nature s he did not appear in the world in the form
of God: Ha did not come into the world surrounded with the
magnificence of Heaven: He did not appear seated on the throne
of the universe and commanding, by authority, universal homage.
He left that glory which he hadj hence we hear him say "Glorify
thou_me with the glory which I had with thee before the world
was." To intimate to us that when Jesus Christ come into the
world and the Son was given, in some sense, though incomprehen¬
sible to us, he suffered a temporary loss of that glory. This
the apostle expresses "Being, in the form of God, he thought it
not robbery to be equal with God but be emptied hit self." I do
not pretend to say what that means. Ho man can tell what the
emptying was unless he knew what the fulness was, Ho man who
cannot comprehend God can tell how Jesus Christ was emptied -
There was some important and emphatic sense in which he was
emptied and made himself of no reputation. It was not a loss
of glory merely but the infliction of pain and suffering. If
we consider that the only begotten Son was given by the Father
to the borld for the express purpose of suffering, then we
catch some Idea - some faint glimpse of that degree in which
God so loved us. There is one passage in the book of Isaiah
that ill"st rates thi s. "It pleased, the Fathe r to bruise him,
to nut him to grief," %h„ t en expression, ""it pleased'7" hit:,
even pleased the father to bruise, and afflict and put to
death him who was his well beloved Son. Some principle
operated in the divine mind more powerful than the tenderness
of the father's love even to the Son himself. That principle
was love to the human race. That gave even pleasure to a God.
It is that which explains TTr Soul is exceeding sorrowful even
unto death." It was that nrinciple which caused him to with¬
draw the light of his countenance from him in that hour when
he said "by God my God why hast thou forsaken me." "God so
loved the world that he- gave bis Son a man of sorrows and
acquainted with griefs" that the world of sinners might not
pe ri sh»
Srdly, The gift illustrates the love of God still more than
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this. When he gave "lis Son to be incarnate, and when he gave
hits to suffer he gave him likewise as a gift which will compre¬
hend some of the most important advantages the creature could
possibly receive. Let us consider the subject for a moment*
When God gave his Son to Man he gave him
First as an infallible teacher - one to bring truth from heaven;
- that truth in which we are most interested - and that truth
which man had lost without a possibility of regaining: - that
truth which no philosophy, no other revelation even by God him¬
self could possibly give to the human race. What glory does
this ive to the Christian system 1 He who was with God and who
was in fact God Himself he became God bo Fan. '-'.very part of
the gosoel is a bright emanation of the divine mind or the
streaming forth of the intelligence of the unclouded God him¬
self. We have truth without mixture of error - the mind of
God revealed by God himself.
2ndly When he gave his Son he gave a universal sacrifice.
I told you this morning there was never a true sacrifice in the
world but the sacrifice of Jesus. The same idea may be repeated
here. Ml other sacrifices were typical and symbolical of him.
He was the true passover: - the Lamb of God: - the true sin
offering. He whose body had been prepared was brought into the
world pure and spotless in order that he might give a pure and
acceptable offering to God in behalf of the sins of the world.
What is comprehended in the gift of the Son? The gift of that
being who came to interpose his life as the great sin offering.
He interposed in all ages betwixt divine justice and offending
man. . He came to reconcile God to Man and subdue the enmity,
in the heart of Man, to God, He came to open a way to the throne
of grace that sinners might approach, confessing their transgres¬
sions, and find mercy at the hand of God: - find their hope, their
joy, their rest. The trembling spirit alarmed at the exceeding
sinfulness of sin, and apprehending the justice and purity and
terror of a perfectly pure, just, holy, and true God, the
trembling spirit can find no repose excent in that sacrifice
which turns wrath into complacency,
3rdly When God gave his Son he gave man a Saviour, - one that
could repair the ruins of the fall: - raise men out of the grave
of his pollutions and quicken him to spiritual life. Rebuild
the temple of God and prepare it for the entrance of the divine
inhabitant: - introduce a pure and hallowing principle: - pure
religion into the human heart, and regulate every faculty of
the Spirit and action of the life, by a directing and controlIng
influence: one Who should sit as a refiner's fire and fuller's
soap. - one appointed by God himself to create man anew, and to
present the once fallen and polluted Soirit perfect and spotless
''Without spot or wrinkle or any such thing." "Present them fault¬
less before the presence of his glory with exceeding joy.'' He
gave his Son then as a Saviour.

But the gift implies more than this:
4th Ho gave him as an intercessor - as a mediator betwixt God and
Men.

This is a most important doctrine: next to the sacri¬
fice, is the intercession of Christ, We have a name we can
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never use without prevailing with God. Every believer has a
friend in heaven, - an advocate in the Courts of Heaven, -

guiding hir by his counsel - setting his love upon hits, and
tanking it a nart of his official character to save hir. entirely
and bring him to everlasting life, This is a glorious doctrine,
that enables ran so tried, to exercise particular trust and
dependence on one who assured his nature 5 - who has taken the
sympathies of a man and joined to them the compassions of a God.
He may bo approached with confidence for we shall ever find
mercy at his hands, "lYa have a great high priest passed into
the heavens Jesus the Son of God, made like unto us J being
tempted ho is able to succour them that are tempted. He ever
liveth to make intercession for us/
Sthly He is given too as the resorre ctI on and the life. This
completes the whole character. 'rI am "tho resurrection, and the
life, he that bolleveth on me, though he were dead, yet shall
he live, and he that belleveth on me shall never die/' Believers

vor die. The apostles do not call the death of believers
death, but they call it a sleep, "We are not tc be sorry as
men without hope for thorn that sleep; For so fell asleep the
first martyr Stephen. Under this softer term the death of
believers is represented tc us in the Hew Testament. To those
who realise this character Jesus is the resurrection and the
life. Knowing that bye and bye he will coxae again and awaken
the sleeping saints and raise thorn, to a stats of immortality,
that in heaven they may behold his glory forever: - unite the
glorified Body with the immortalistic and glorified spirit and
thus complete the whole design of saving them from the power of
death, and placing them in felicity and glory for ever and ever.

If God has given us in Jesus Christ so many blessings,
then, how true is it, that "God so loved the world" that neither
men nor angels can conceive of this love: It has a height they
cannot roach, - it has a depth they cannot fathom. It is a love
every recollection of which ought to overwhelm our Spirits and
excite some faint returns of love and gratitude.

III. The practical results, with the manner and extent
in which they are brought into operation, "God so loved the
world that ho rave his only begotten Son that whosoever believeth
on him might not perish but that he might have everlasting life."
He had a double object in view.
First• We are not to take the term perish in the sense of
annihilation. That is a dreadful effect of sin, and to have a
rescue from this would deserve eternal praises tc our great
deliverer; for who can conceive of the loss which annihilation
implies - the loss of an immortal spirit, but annihilation is
but half of hell because the hell of sinners Is composed of the
loss of good and the infliction of evil J but it is after all
half and if Cod had delivered us by his Son from so great a
death eternity then would have been too short to uttor all his
praise.

But observe the term punish is used not to signify
the annihilation of man, but his eternal punishment according to
the tenor of the first sentence, "In the day thou eatest there¬
of" not as it is in our translation "thou shalt surely die" but
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in the day thou eatest thereof dying thou shalt die - ever dying
- suffering death without end, pi. in of body and pain inflicted
upon the deepest sensibilities of the spirit forever. Contemplate
that - if you can stand upon that abyss of ruin, - dart your eyes
into the dark profound whore are the spirits cf these who are
disowned cf God - separated from the presenee of God - "where
there is weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth" endeavor to
realise the miseries of that state and connect with that idea
the idea of eternity itself and then say, what you owe to that
love, which raised you from' this depth of rain, and not merely
saved you from it but to bring you to everlasting life. That is
the other idea that we might not parish but Secondly that we
mi "tit have everlasting life. This does not merely signify the
continuance of life. To experience everlasting life is not
merely to live for ever but to live in the immediate presence of
God - to behold his face, receive immediate ccmmunicatIon of
knowledge, life and love, and all these copious streams which
he can communicate, and which a glorified body can receive. It
is to associate with beings equally high and happy with ourselves
and in consequence of this peculiar situation, in circumstances
cf continual improvement forever - approximating to all the
perfections of the .great God himself. Contemplate that: for a
moment realise to yourselves a state of the body in which you
shall never hunger or thirst, - never feel pain: in which the
body shall never obstruct the operations of the mind. Realize
to yourselves the idea cf the mind, with all its powers, ever
active, placed in circumstances in which it increases in
knowledge, happiness, and perfection. Contemplate all the bliss
all the rich and inexpressive feelings of the tnind in the full
beams of his presence and his glory and then say, in contrast of
that distress into which you would have fallen, how much you owe
to that God who gave his Son that you might not perish but have
e ve rlo sting 11 fe.

In contemplating these results observe these blessin: s
are restricted to them that believe. "vvhosocvor bollcveth on
Hit:." It intimates tc us that though God by his Son brings a man
from death to life it is by a process of moral improvement. This
we call holiness. God's designs can never come into operation
respecting; us, except by the instrumentality of faith, which by
its own nature purifies the heart from sin and is the great
agent of s .notification. The faith here spoken of is not a
more inoperative belief of the gospel, - such a faith as is
received from education, but that full persuasion of every truth
the word of God contains which causes the truth to be operative
on the understanding, will and affections. It is this living
faith, - the faith by -which we live, which leads us to make a 11
necessary preparations for heaven.

Lastly. But the greatest certainty in point of
encouragement is the consideration that these blessings are
unrestricted that whosoever believeth on him shall not perish.
There have been at tempt s made to restrict the mercy of God, The
Jews nade such attempts - they forbade the gospel to be preached
to the gentiles but in the true spirit of the text the apostlos
declared that "In Jesus Christ there was neither Jew nor Greek,
Barbarian, Sythian, bond nor free, but the same Lord over all
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was rich fco all that call upon him*" There is no restriction of
the grace of God to man arising from nature. There have been
persons in all apes who have restricted some of the superior
benefits of religion to persons of certain ranks and characters
- they have considered the poorer and lower ranks of society aa
r)l ced in an inferior condition. These distinctions are all
destroyed by the doctrine of the text, which declares, the
Saviour is the common Saviour of all men, and by the practice of
Jesus Christ himself who made the poor the objects of his mis¬
sion "The poor have the gospel preached to them" Whosoever
bslievcth on him*

There are others who have restricted the mercy of God
to persons in certain circumstances of health and the full
possession of their minds and excluding them fran salvation if
repentance is deferred to a deathbed, I know of no absolute
impossibility of men finding mercy in circumstances of this kind
although it is declared and perhaps arising from a good principle,
from a fear least man assured of eternal salvation should
procrastinate their salvation to their latest hour. I trust you
will not sup.ooee I am encouraging you to the least delay by
asserting, what 1 consider essential to the mercy of God, There
are so many chances against a person being in any condition of
receiving the word of life end. the influences of the spirit in
that hour. So much danger in delay; sin hardens the heart so
much that I iced not render the gloom more deplorable by shutting
out a sinner entirely in his last moments from the mercy of Cod.
The cloud is thick enough without attempting to quench the glim¬
mering ray that shines through it. The declaration that whosoever
believeth, warrants us to carry the glad tidings of salvation fco
every sinner and pursue him to his latest breath crying "behold
the Lamb of God," Others imagine God by a decree has excluded a
number from the influence of the spirit. I do not want fco quarrel
with these who differ. If God has any book of decrees by which
he has excluded any of his creatures from the possibility of
salvation by Jesus Christ I should-like to have that book and
read it.

If there are persons who have found, In the secret
counsels of heaven, any declarations of this kind, I would say
to them in the name of the mercy of God let us see these declara¬
tions cr let us still have our belief determined by the rule God
has given. I do not know anything that goes more directly to
strike at the root of all hopes of heaven than this doctrine.
If any are excepted then I may, and if I may be excepted how
can I hope? 71th what joy should such persons receive the words
of the text "Whosoever believeth on him shall not perish" be the
number of their sins ever so aggravated - though ho has committed
crimes as deep in guilt as the treachery of Judas yet is there a
fountain opened for the house of David and for the inhabitants
of Jerusalem, "Whosoever believeth on him shall not perish."
Confess, hate, forsake thy sins, dray that strength may be
imparted to you. Come to hits whose specific designation it is
to seek and to save all men: He will receive whosoever coxsefch
unto him and they shall never perish but have everlasting life.

In conclusion I h.vo on© remark it is that the text
and the doctrine it contains is in fact something like the figure
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of a cloud by day and of fire by night which went before the
Israelites: it is said it gave light to the Israelites bat was
dark to their enemies. This doctrine is full of light to every
penitent bit full of darkness and terror to every man who goes
on in his sins. This doctrine will be the Heaven of Heavens or
the Hell of Hells: the recollection that the Son was given to
rescue perishing and sinful man and yet to remember that they
are excluded from thi3 great salvation this will be the Worn at
the root - this the fire that will never end. This will be the
greatest curse or highest glory that Jesus Christ came into the
world. We hold thw balance in our own hands "Man is the maker
of immortal man.* today if you hoar his voice harden not your
hearts, Follow the path marked out resplendent with the foot¬
steps of the Saviour till you enter heaven. God grant us this
grace. ' ay we all be interested in the gift of his Son that bye
and bye we may share that everlasting life which Jesus Christ
has purchased.

Amen •
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icah 5: 2-4 "But thou Bothlehor- Hphratah, though thou be little
among the thousands of Judah, yet, out of thee shall cotno forth
unto me that is to be ruler- in Israel, whose goings forth have
been frets of old, from everlasting# Therefore will he give them
up, until the tire that she which travaileth hath brought forth:
Then the remnant cf his brethren shall return unto the children
of Israel# And he shall stand and feed in the strength of the
herd, in the majesty of the name of the Lord his Rod; and they
shall abide; for now shall he be great unto the ends of the
earth."

The application of the prophecy to Jesus has this
circumstance, that it was r de, net by Christii ns but by Jews,
and by Jews at a period when no prejudice for or against the
claims of Jesus could exist in their minds, when he was but an
infant and consequently had attracted no public notice at
Jerusalem.

The circumstances under which this prophecy was so
publicly explained, exhibit a wonderful providence.
71 se men from the fast cause inquiring for the King of the Jews.

Herod the King is alarmed; all Jerusalem is moved - The chiefs
of the Jewish nation arc assembled, the most learned in the law
and the prophets of history. The question is publicly put to
them, where the expected Christ should be born; and they as
publicly reply in Bethlehem of Judah and quote this passage in
confirm, tion. Thus to this small and obscure town was public
attention turned; and thus were the followers of Jesus able to
point to the fact of his birth there as one of the many eminent
accomplishments in him of the ancient prophecies and which
taken together most unequivocally point him out to all the world
as the servant of Cod, the hope of the patriarchs, the end of
the law, and the Redeemer cf the world, To several of the points
in this important and comprehensive prophecy, which commences at
the first and ranges onward through intermediate ages until the
accomplishment of all his redeeming purposes, we shall direct
your attention, (It calls our attention to the personal and
the official character of our Lord and to the great merits of
his admin1stration.)

I. The first particular is the personal character of
him to whom all these great offices are assigned. He is man.
He was to corn forth from Bethlehem, or in other words, he was
to be born there; this sufficiently marks his humanity; bit we
have more than this, His being did net commence when he was
born at Bethlehem; but his goings forth were from old, from
everlasting, or as the margin has it, from the days of eternity.
This marks his absolute divinity; because It marks his eternal
generation — his being begotten of the Father before the worlds*
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of the same substance with the Father, God of God, light of
llrht, very God of very 0-od, and, therefore, the eternal strear-
in-" forth, of his glory and the express image of his person.

This not only lays down the deity of our Lord but
r stricts the accomplishment of this prediction to hit. alone,
Fnny cos forth from Bethlehem; but one, whose goings forth have
been from of old, from the days of eternity. This belongs only
to Jesus. No one beside ever professed it j to one both ran and
the Son of God could never be verified of any other. The former
no one doubts; the latter he testified before Hate, Thus then
we may proceed on this safe and immovable ground that the
prophecy belongs only to Jesus, and that he to whom It belongs
is very God,

XI. Vs have his official character; he is a ruler.
Consider this as implying, the exercise of authority. "He shall
corse forth to re that 1 s to be ruler in Israel."7' If Jesus Christ
answers to this prophecy, we rust see him not only as a moral
teacher, not merely as a reproving orewhet; and as a bright
example of the truths tau hfc by him; but as exercising an
ant'-orIty which answers to the prophetic declaration "He who is
to be r -1 or in Israel."
This also we find exemplified in several striking and unequivocal
particulars. Royal acts 1. to give law 2, to repeal law 3. to
execute lav;,

1. .He guvo law - found it (perverted) by false com¬
ments, and ha returned it to its original meaning - leaving no
appeal; adding a new commandment - and issuing other commands
under penalty of death. In all this the air and manner in which
he spoke distinguishes him from any other prophet and shows him
to be king as well as prophet. He drops the usual "Thus saith
the Lord;" and knowing, he himself was the Lord, he proclaims his
will, "but I say unto you etc." - (instance from Sermon on the
mount) Thus he was ruler in Israel.
He takes up the law as bis own law; and by virtue of an Inharont
rilht, he explv.;• ns and enlarges it, and inserts the explanation
with the authority of the ori inal revelation. The people felt
this peculiarity in the manner of our Lord and acknowledged
that he taught as one having authority, and not as the Scribes,

2. Another of his regal acts was to abolish lav;,
Thus he abolished the law of ceremonies, a^d brought to an end
the whole ancient sacrificial and typical system.

It is true that he says, "Think not that I am come to
destroy etc;" but the whole context shows what law he meant. He
makes no mention of sacrifices; he neither recommends nor
prohibits them; he takes no care to correct any erroneous
notions which might have crept in respecting them.

He speaks therefore of the moral part of the Kosaic
institutes, and of th.t only.
For the law of ceremonies and sacrifices he brought that to an

end, ancient as it was, even patriarchal, carefully as it had
be on guarded and minutely as it had been prescribed, he
abrogated the whole * To the woman of Samaria, "The hour is
camine and now is. ' - The Passover, one of the most solemn
corrre rat ions, he changed for his own ordinance, on the cross
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ho cancelled the law of ordinances, fulfilled every type and
deprived it, therefore, of m>. ning - and sent forth his servants
to teach that circumcision itself was nothing etc.

Thus "by a royal act he abolished these most sacred
ordinances. They passed away as the shadows of night, when he
appeared in the effulgence of his own peculiar, and exclusive
priesthood. Thus he fulfilled^ another prophet ic wore', "Sacrifice
and offering thou wouldst not. 1 Another Temple was opened, the
Temple of heaven; other blood was sacrifieially poured, his own
blood, - another priesthood not of Aaron but of Helchosodec.
Here were acts of decided and eminent royal authority,

3. He executed law - was of a terrible kind -

"••estruction of Jerusalem and dispersion of the Jews, (Hnlarge
and show that this is as much his display of power and offended
majesty as second coming to judgment with which it is blended in
his prophecy of the event Son of ran coming, in the clouds of
heaven with newer with great lory etc, "How often would I have
gathered them" - then destruction came - and. as in the text the
survivors ho "gave up".- aweful words -

But we have also the exercise of his royal power in
merey, "IIe she. 11 st nd and feed.
office of a king often compared to that of a shepherd, and to
this the allusion in the text at once so beautiful and expres¬
sive is made• Behold then the divine savior in another office.
He lays aside all that is aweful in majesty, and fulfills the
words of another prophecy to the utmost emphasis of its tender
and affecting language, *'He shall feed his flock like a shep¬
herd, he shall gather the lambs with his arms, and carry them
in is bosom, and shall gently bear those that are with young."
This is his off-5 ce j but who than are his flock, and what then
are their states? This question answered by himself. The Jews
were his flock, and they wore in & lost condition. He culls
them therefore the lost sheep of the House of Israel. .11 the
gentile nations were his flock, for though in his personal
ministry he was not sent but to the lost sheep of the House of
Israel, yet he says, "And other sheep I have who are not of
this fold, then must I bring etc," They too were lost and needed
his bringing into the ample fold which he had provided for all.
His sheep are all mankind, and all like sheep have gene astray.
Under these circumstances he began his ministry - little flock
gathe red and safely folded was the first fruits. Then his
under shepherds were sent forth, and every convert made to his
religion was represented as a strayed sheep found and brought
back. "Ye were, " says St. hetar to the Christians to whom he
wrote," ye were as sheep going: astray; but ye are now returned
to the shepherd and overseer of your souls."

Ivor since the first gathering of souls of Christ,
therefore, the world may be divided into the sheep in the fold
and the sheep out of it: those who have returned to the shep¬
herd and these who are still wandering. Let us consider the
case of both and the office of Christ respecting both, and the
contrast will be such as may well excite in us the liveliest
gratitude towards Cod, for our own happy condition and city to
those who are still without,
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1, This fold is the church, j But whet is it to he in
the church of hod? The commonness of our privileges is apt to
blunt our sense of their value; yet con we conceive of a state
so privileged as our own? To us the word is admonishing; we
go up with the multitude of their that keep Holy hay# To us the
watchful care of ministers is extended; we have the support and
npayers of tin pious# To us is given the holy Sacraments, one
which gives us rights to all the privileges of saints, the other
which renews our faith and is the life of our souls. Above all
as we are Christ's, we are his people, and he rejoices in us as
his property, as the sheep he found in the wilderness and brought
home rejoieing•

2, As sheep in the fold and under the special charge
of Jesus, behold our supply, ''The Lord is my Shepherd; I shall
not want," says J avid and then transports us to a pasture scene
of rich supply and unbroken quiet, "He waketh me to lie down
in green pastures etc#" Precisely under the same views our Lord
represents his own ministry to his people. He-sendsth them
forth, and they go in and out and find pasture, That are our
supplies? Supplies of knowledge# Supplies of strength - they
that wait upon the Lord - Supplies of spiritual blessing -
Fulness In. him - blessed be God who hath blessed us with all
spiritual blessing and Lord rich to all th-.t call upon bin,

3, .hrk the care and attention indicated, in this
offer of our Lord# The love of Christ to his people is one
surpassing all our thoughts; and, therefore, our suspicions of
it are injurious and unworthy# How are we to measure it? By
the circumstance that we are creatures? Even that might ele¬
vate our thoughts - man his greatest work - forsake not the
work of thy own hands might be our prayer, and our argument in
prayer,- and it would have weight - yet not by this* That we
have been preserved and dealt kindly with, and that he has suf¬
fered us long? These are proofs of love; and yet not by these.
But by this, hear it unbelief and fly, hear it doubting trem¬
ulous spirit,, and lift up thy head, 'I lay down my life for
the sheep." This it is wbich males the love of Christ to sur¬
pass knowledge, and this we vuy interpret as promise of his care.
Behold then the exemplifications of it# His care is constant.
He is ever with them; he leads the© forth and brings them in.
,.e that keepeth them will nob slumber. Behold he that keepeth
Israel will neither slumber nor sleep# "Lo I am with yon,n was
enough for the Apostles though they were to go to prison and to
death. See how it supported St. i'aul, "At my first answering
no one stood by me, but the Lord was with me#" This we are to
realise, and by faith in it we shall live# His car© is tender
and User telnet xng - .re you young in years or in grace? He
gathers the lambs in his arms and carries them in his bosom.
Are you burthenod with cares and sorrows? What tenderness, he
is ently leading them that are with young; he is mindful of
your weakness and infirmities,

■ "any past ages show the wonderful attention to the
states of bis people. He was indeed a wicked servant who said,
"I knew thou wort a hard master What I When he has said, if
ye have faith as a grain of mustard seed, when, he condescended



to the natural Incredulity of Thomas, when In the depths of his
own suffering he could say of his disciples, "The spirit is
willing and the flesh weak," What, when after reproving the
seven Asiatic churches, he adds all the cemendation the case
would adv.it, "Nevertheless thou hast a few name s even in Sard is,"
How tnany other instances might w© add to show the tenderness
of the Shepherd, and the love he bears to the flock,
'is core is effectual. "I come that they wight have life," and
h° gives it. And. wore .abundantly he increases it, "And they
shall never perish, nor shall any pluck them out of my hand,"
alluding to troops of robbers, "The sheep in the fold an1 under
the care of the. Shepherd perish not," no newer shall injure them
illustrate when walking thrcu ;h the valley of the shadow of
death, -rest dangers and "thy rod and staff comfort me," give
me full and tranquilling confidence - I go in unto hits eternal,

how does al? this evcite your joy and gratitude; con¬
sider then and pity the sheep which are out of the fold - in
the wilderness. They arc out of tin fold, out of the church,
and what does this irmly? They are not his people, and he is
not their God, net in the covenant which declares, I will be
merciful end hear the aweful words of the Apostle Aliens from
th© commonwealth of Israel - strangers to the covenant etc.
do assembly like this invites their footsteps. They assemble
to r>ray to Gods that cannot hear, by worship thoy are the more
inflamed to sin, and contact with each other conveys only some
now form of disease and corruption becomes more corrupt•

Ho cheerful song, of praise like ours exhilarating,
sanctifying, rises from their lips. The very sounds they utter
characterise their objects of worship and their feelinos dis¬
cordant , barbarous, savage, "hissing," says Buchanan, ^as

■though the serpent had inspired their very voice and proved
h itn e o i le d about t he i r ve ry hearts.''

Ho shepherd gathers their lambs into his besom.
Their children are not brought by baptism and faith and prayer
to Jesus that he may lay his hands upoh them and bless them.
Their young people cannot say, "My Fiather thou art the guide
of my youth." Those heavy with trouble end can have no or.e
gently to lead then; there is no throne of grace who re they
find mercy and find grs.ee to help In tires of need which hap¬
pens as frequently to them as to us,

They have left their pasture, no supply, no knowledge
which foods, no pardon which cheers and strengthens them, no
spiritual blessing by which they grow in hallowed habits and
conformity to God. -In a word thoy arc lost - sheep finds not
its way back - nor they - never did until found by Him and brought
bad - all their history in proof of this, Thus they wander
further and further, whilst every beast of the field preys upon
them. Thus they live, and alfes thus they die, a dark futurity
secures them at which they shudder but from which they cannot
flee. - -

But even them he shall bring back and feed, .-.a he
gathered the sheep of ancient Burope and - sia, so he is now send¬
ing forth his shepherds, and already many a pagan can join with
us in holy gratitude and say, "We we re as sheep going astray, but
are now returned to etc,"
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III. Manner of his administration - In strength and
majesty. &nd ha shall stand ard feed in the strength of the
Lord, in the majesty of the name of the Lord his God.

The office is to be fulfilled in strength and
majesty —* Behold then how both are united.
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To the Chairman of the New South Males district

77 Bat ton Garden.
September 15, 1332

y .. ear Brother

ua Mr. .rskin's services and censurable case, you
will find with this a separate communication, To the other
particulars in your District Minutes, we have to reply as
follows*

Although at present wo are not in circumstances to
increase the number of missionaries in either of the colonies,
and may indeed hesitate to expend more money where so much
has been applied in vain, yet as wo have full confidence in
your management, it is permit tod you to hire Nr. Beach as a
local prenchor, and to report on his case at your next District
His age will operate against his being received as a regular
Missionary but as an Assistant Missionary it may then be con¬
sidered.

We can say nothing as to Mr, WeHand at present; and
oven you only propose to take the matter into your consider¬
ation at your next District* This case therefore does net at
present appear before us.

We commend your intention to proceed to the work of
a satisfactory settlement of the Chapels and other Mission
property. This we urge upon you to bring to a satisfactory
conclusion; being as careful as possible in selecting for
Trustees those only whose view® and principles are in accord¬
ance with our own; and taking care that the Settlement be upon
our sanctioned plan.

As to Kiping-point Chapel, there is no probability,
that the Committee will b© able to make any grant, so that if
anything be don© subscriptions must be raised in the colony
itself,

As to Supernumeraries, the proceedings with regard
to Mr* -rsAin show that the district is uninformed as to cur

1 These letters, Watson's last official acts for
missions, wore found among papers now In the possession of the
method 1st Missionary Society, To Miss Irene Longstaff, archi¬
vist of the Missionary Society, belongs a word of thanks for
her help and permission which made possible their inclusion in
this study.
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usages, The practice abroad is the same as at home, uhen mis¬
sionaries so settle. They become entitled, (where there is no
pioral objection) to the legalised allowance which is pa id in
advance from the Conference at which they are mf-.de Supernumerary,
This a Chairman of a foreign district my advance at the time
it won Id be paid if the Supernumerary were In vug land, fie may
also advance for him the regular allowance for furniture .120,
and as the Committee usually when it is really needed takes the
plan of the auxiliary Fund, and allows something annually in
addition to the legalised Fund the Chairman my conditionally
anticipate this help, at the rate of £30 per annum, but wast
wait the decision of the Coras ittee as to its being continued, or
allowed up to that extent,

Mr, 'eight's thou lit less and extreme grant charges have
been disallowed. The District acted properly in expressing its
disapprobation of them, but the true providing In such cases, is
for the District itself expressly to disallow them, and leave
the applicant if he chooses to appeal to the Committee otherwise
you will perceive that money gets advanced nd a difficulty in
many cases arises in recovering it. This rule you will be kind
enough to keep in memory, although w© hope that no such culpable
fellies will again occur among you.

Your request for the appointment of a Missionary for
Bathurst will be considered when wo receive the report of your
visit, but we decline Hunter's river. When the distracted af¬
fairs of New South Wales are satisfactorily settled, as we trust
by Cod's blessings they will be under your prudent management,
and when we see the length and breadth of our expenditure there,
and the old stations are put into working condition, which we
fear they never have been we may than take Into consideration
the enlargement of the work, We wish therefore to impress it
upon you, that your present cares must rather be directed to
arrange, consolidate, and revive the Mission than to extend it,
auncyton too must be visited, but cannot yet have a preacher.

This you will communicate to the Brethren in Van
Die ceu& Land., Port ••rthur we shall britr before" the Committee
at its next sitting' r. Tumor's losses will also be referred
and we shall probably write him by this conveyance,

Your taking the business out of the hands of a Clerk
we entirely approve, 1 any of the brethren labour much more In
our temporal matters than can be required from any brother
abroad and never think of obtaining at the charge of the funds
they manage any such assistance. Your very proper regulation
as to Furniture mat be carried into effect.

on the subject of allowances we reply. That your
application for an advance of that for .'.ducatIon appears reason¬
able, on the £ round you. state, the high charges of Schools on
the Colony, The advance for Fuel and Cuter is also allowed in
such places where the scarcity and consequent dearneas renders
it necessary which necessity is to be judged of by the District
year by year,

, s to Board the Brethren appear to be under a mistake,
At home we never suppose that our Board allowance covers the
expense of livingbut we reckon one thing with another, and
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with economy make the allowances sufficient. Mow as wo have
endeavoured to place you on a par with ourselves all the circum¬
stances of your Station toeing talon into account you must show
th.t noon the, whole there ia some necessity for adv.,ace, before
v/e can w&:e any alteration.

As fee washing toe, there is a similar mistake. e in
London have no allowance under that head, or for that purpose.

he are happy to observe that in your District Looting
the very necessary enquiries were made by you as to the real
state of the work and the means of reviving it. It is rendered
very melancholy to reflect that Mew Louth hale3 should have been
the roost unproductive of our Stations, although so much has been
expended upon it and it is now so old a fission; and the raore so
since this has been in no small degree the result of ministerial
unfaithfulness, secularifcy, and neglect among several of the
agents sent out and from whom better things were expected, The
tiro passed we trust has sufficed as to these painful occurrences,
and the brethren under your experienced care will now address
themselves to their great work in the true spirit of Idethod 1st
Preachers, and Lission&rles. hay fells blessed spirit give effi¬
ciency to your exertions to raise up a living church to show
forth the honours of hie name, amidst a perverse oeople• After
all it appears that in point of fact the re is no Society except
in Sydney ana fararoatfea I Still your reports state t-'ut a few
in those places are alive to God, and waiting for feho effusion
of his Spirit. in this faithful remnant you will have co-oper¬
ation, and if our whole system be vigorously put into action
and persevered in with true dependence upon -on, there is the
same re son to hops for growing influential Societies in Mew
South Gales as in other places. The places which have been roost
unproductive have probably sunk into their present state for
want of attention; but if any should be hopelessly barren turn
to those which may better repay you. This was I'r. Lesley's rule.

The Schools you have will prove important to you if
kept under good management. They roust never "be allowed to pass
out of your direct,on, and the way to get influence over them,
is ''or the Brethren to pay them attention. See that cur
Catechisms are regularly used, and s onset ires catechise your-
se 1 ve s.

You have acted prudently in not transmitting
Lufcchinson's prejudiced statement of the iiobart Town Society
without remark and correction. There eve however a few persons
on' that Station somewhat difficult to manage, and you will do
well to maintain a regular correspondence with Brother Turner.

Ac feel with you, that you have entered in some
respects upon a discouraging ano unpleasant sphere of labour;
hut to act in order what is out of place and to supply vvh fe is
wanting, is often a part of the work assigned us. TuLe it up
then as a p,.rt of the service your bastor requires, and when we
act from love to him, hard things will become easy.

I am

my Bear Brother
Yours affection&feely

Rd Watson
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To tho Chairman of the Bahama District

77 Hatfcon Garden, London
September 28, 1832

Dear Brother
Cn several of your stations the work appears both

steady and prowlnr and the Report safcisf ctory. For this we
rejoice with you, and rive the nks to God. Those which present
a different aspect will coll for a. strict investigation at
your next meetln and mutual endeavors among the Brethren to
give the best counsel to those appointed to them end to aid
them In the revival of the work. This is one of the most
important cares of a District Meeting, and if those annual
assemblies are made a means of. grace to the brethren'themselves,
and the case of every languishing, station is carefully and
prayerfully taken up, with earnest longings of scul, that the
whole field of the District may become fruitful and hopeful.
God will bless your efforts, as be has done the similar exertions
of others.

In order to this, bet ;reat unity of spirit be culti¬
vated by the Brethren, In this sore of you have fallen into a
snare? but lot the met suffice. In tho magnanimity of true
Christianity bury all past bickerings, and each show en example
to the Church and the world of meekness, humility, temper, and
charity. Jet both, you and us, often try our religion by the
same standard we set up for others namely St, Paul's description
of Charity and then we she 11 if open to conviction, never become
as sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal•

In the answer to the question respecting the frequency
of preaching the report cn two stations is 3 to 6 and on a third
is 3 to 5 tiros. This is very vague, please make the entry more
explicit. We ere glad to see the return of your Catechetical
meetings. There may be made very useful.

In reply to your letter dated Bermuda July 26 respect¬
ing the missing BIO you are directed to pay it to the friends
of Mr. Thompson out of the Committees grant for the year. t
the same time the Committee greatly blare the careless unbnsiness
like conduct of these concerned which to say nothing of its load¬
ing to suspicions of an unpleasant kind shows a want of duo
orderly attention to your affairs. Since this passed the Com¬
mittee we have received the letter 3 have transmitted herewith,
from. "rr» Browne! 1. From this the matter above- mentioned assumes
a serious moral form, end we send you tho letter that at the
District Meeting the £10 affair and the other referred t: in it
may receive a full answer, and satisfactory explanation, , t
can be given, when we shall confront yours with Mr. Browne1'1^
testimony and rroceed accordingly, and "that we must proceed
seriously against somebody is I am afraid inevitable.

I am

Yours truly
Bd Watson
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To the Chairman cf the Antigua I>istrict

London
t ct ober 19, 1832

Dear brother
In reply to your k1 strict Minutes, the first subject

Which strikes us is the painful decrease in your numbers en nil
your stations hut two, This is a consideration which tare trust
has led to faithful examination in the district for although
various reasons may bo given tending to satisfy the minds of
Brethren whan the subject is considered generally, It is most
important to be sure» by lcoMry veil, in such a meeting into
the conduct of every Brother, his snirit and his labours, that
you are all clear in this matter. This is done In our English
Districts and we trust it is not emitted among you. If the
result from that every effort has been made in the persevering
spirit cf piety and prayer, and, when on© means has proved
ineffectual that others equally provided for by our system have
been put into cper tIon J then will the came satisfaction arise
as from self examination when the result is, that we ere con¬
scious that we have not willfully departed from the commandment
of his lips. We do not however make these remarks as the re¬
sult of suspicion; yet if anything exists which occasions an
obstruction to your success it ought surely to be brought under
your view. Are we diligent? Do we preach pointedly, faith¬
fully, experimentally, affectionately? Bo wo pray with earnest¬
ness for success? Be ye stir up our people to all diligence?
Do we both sunerintend and impel the whole machine of our system?
Bo we exercise pastoral care, in the pastoral spirit? Are those
end other enquiries if mads in the spirit of fidelity or always
appropriate, and may in a any cases be specially necessary.

We are sorry to hear from your reply to a passage in
the last Circular that you have no prospect of Native help in
your District. Bees not this prove something wrong in former
years? "fissions so old ought to have created this kind of agency
notwithstanding all allowance tc be made for tha state of Society.
Your attention is now however directed to the subject and you will
cordially enter into it. The way tc promote this object is to
encourage the exercise of those < ifts In pious young men, in prayer
and exhortation and for the Preachers to recommend to them suit¬
able books and take a festering oversight of them in the Lord.
Ch this point 1st no one. despair.

We fear from the answer tc 2.82, that you are indeed
suffering for want of more strength, Still the object rust
sacredly bo kept in view asfer as human strength and mighty nc.nl
will allow. Speak at Ivasfc to as many members is possible in
delivering, their tickets that you may bo satisfied cf their state
and adopt advice tc it. This is a hi ,h branch of our luty every
where. It will be attended with great good if you take pains
with the leaders to improve them when they meet your meetings by
vary plainly and frequently stating, our views on the great steps
ana staves of expo rime ntal religion and by exciting thorn to attend
to their own piety. This is an old and good practice in tha West
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Indies and wo exhort you to persevere in it where it exists and
to revive it where it has been laid aside,

Under Q 50 you complain that our measures of retrench¬
ment have impeded the work. You may be sure that we act only
from necessity; but all that can follow is, that for a time the
extension of the work into new places may be prevented but you
have surely the moans of enlarging and spreading it under the
Divine Blessing where you already labour. The prosperity of a
fission is not always in the mltiplication of Stations but in
the well working of those occupied* that their influence may be
spreading everywhere. In this subject of complaint however you
see your want of more subordinate agents and have a motive to
encourage thorn. At the same time we shall help you all our
Funds will allow by Increasing your number; but your hopes mat
not in this respect extend too far. The West Indian fissions
ought to have a principle of regular growth and progress in
themselves, and not be dependent wholly upon their being pished
forward by external help in the same degree as formerly. Bid
you over try the plan of engaging, those members of society who
can read to collect little companies, though but a few to whom
they may read the testament and Tracts — could not much be done
in this way, upon a system the working of which might bo so
easily superintended by you as to cost you little additional
labour, on estates a pious slave who can rec,d mi lit thus be
made useful if furnished with Books.

On the Schoolmaster and Mistress for the liberated
Africans, there has been some misapprehension. Mr. James lias
written the Chairman on the subject, Vfe want to hear what you
re corn: end after you know the state of the case,

,7e approve of the conduct of the District in Mr,
Woolby's case• Upon the review of the whole the Conference
thought it best to sot him down finally as a Supernumerary.

•7© new bring before you what we have determined on
various points contained in yor.r minutes or arising out of them,

(Insert from the Financial Minutes see September 12th
and October loth, 1832)

The District being at Issue with us on some particu¬
lar entries in the accounts, Mr. lugus will write you on the
subject ♦

I am

My Dear Brother
Yours affectionately

HdMat son
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To the Chairman of the Madras District

Hatton Garden
October SO, 1832

Dear Brother
As to Mr. iercival's future station we have to state

that though the matter is not yet decided the circumstances of
his health and family being on one hand considered and on the
other the large expense already brought upon the Fund, will
probably induce the Committee to decide, that instead of his
returning home he should bo appointed to the North of Ceylon
where Mrs. ercival may rejoin him. However on this Brother
Percival will have direct information.

As the attention of the Brethren to the erection of
suitable Chapels is highly commendable when accompanied with
suitable exertions to raise the expense on the spot as far as
possible, in which your District has justly distinguished itself,
so the anxiety ought to be prooortlonate to prevent the future
loss of this sacred property to the Mission from non or falla¬
cious settlement. Your attention is drawn to this, and you have
noted it in your Minutes in a way which shows the interest you
feel in the subject, and we have now only to request you to
follow out this matter to completion.

On exempting the Brethren from English work, and set¬
ting them at liberty to pay full attention to the native popu¬
lation it is Indeed a matter of surprise that with tha instruc¬
tions all the Brethren have had, the very Impressions they must
have carried out as to the views of the Committee, and the
observations which must have fallen from the Secretaries in
their correspondence, this question should be put before us in
the way of a request that a plan may be altered was never in¬
tended to exist, and which has grown up it would seem under the
eye and hand of some who as to its real character have keot the
Committee very much in the dark#

The leading character of our Missions in India were
always most explicitly understood to be, Missions to the Heathen,
and whatever has rendered them but secondarily Instead of being
primarily so, is in opposition to all our intentions and hopes,
and we think with you sufficiently explains the want of greater
success after so many years. You mention the letters we wrote
to our Brethren in Calcutta and which appear to have been read
at your meeting. These letters embodied our ordinary and con¬
stant views J but we wrote out more explicitly, because for some¬
time a truth which we were slow to learn had been stealing upon
us both as to several Missions in Ceylon as well as Continental
India; and which various circumstances particularly the slow
progress of native conversion led us to suspect. Naturally also
we are too fond to be pleased with our Brethren and their work,
and to make the best of all.

Still there is a danger of running into extremes and
we must understand each other.

1, The great object of your Mission is the native
populatIon.

2. This supposes that you will give all, or at least
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the main portion of your time to it, so that it is in fact the
"re..t object of your public, and private labours. Here we are
agreed but then

3. W© have never deemed it inconsistent with this, that
an English service should be held at any station where there was
a necessity for it arising out of the destitution of the means,
or the number of English, or the exertion of members of our so¬
ciety disposed again to unite. This indeed we have thought
right conduce to the native work, if kept in its proper place,
and in some instances has done so, Nor do we see that holding a
service or two a week of this kind, should in the least inca¬
pacitate a Brother for his native word . It can require in the
simple unostentatious form which we mean little mental prepara¬
tion, little length the reading of a litergy, a short sermon
and with simplicity and fervour with meeting en English class
once a week, or seeing that it is tret and setting the English
members to be useful in some way. Now where this is needed and
therefore called for by that necessity, it is no great abstrac¬
tion from a Brother's labours in the proper native work, if in¬
deed. he be a working, man} that is not that he performs one vast
days work now and then} but is entirely and properly "at it, and
always at it."

4. Be may further add if a Station bo of so important
a character as an English one that one man's full service or
nearly so in that department would be necessary to give it effi¬
ciency it ought to be provided for by a special appointment,
upon special application to the Committee, so that no strength
shall bo taken from the native work. That it may be desirable
to have a very few such stations, in Ceylon and India, is prob¬
able, but generally the rule should be, not to push any of them
into importance as English Stations} but to admit the pressure
of circumstances to have its due consideration as they arise.
For that there should b© no places for English preaching and no
English Schools is surely not desirable.

In these things I suppose also we are af reed, and also
finally in this great rule, that every Brother should give him¬
self to the native work, acquiring the language, .getting among
the poor, visiting their villages till he gets their confidence
and thus by the use of every means to spread without ostentation
but with hope becau.se in the spirit of our calling which is at
once great and sirule the influence of our divine Redeemer.

The Societies begin to complain that their India Fis¬
sions are not sufficiently native. There is reason in it. A
Missionary making his rounds among the poor and in the villages
around his station reading, conversing, overlooking a school,
praying for when he cannot pray with and nersevering until he
begins to make impression, takes a much truer position than he
who confines himself or nearly so to the stated services of a
Chanel in any language and it is only those who really surrender
themselves to their true work who will long be tolerated.

You ask us to legislate as to the Snglish and Native
Preaching. As & local District you ought rather to have sug¬
gested what might be proper for us to sanction, for we must b©
much in the dark as to the means how a false system may bo
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restrained* let the Madras Brethren then meet and ore pa re some
tangible change in the present plan with the reasons and the
bearings of it and we shall understand their meaning. We are
indeed surprised that as they knew our general views nothing but
what is vague and general on this important subject annears in
the hi mutes. Surely it is for you to address yourselves to the
practical adjustment of the matter, fake Station by Station and
ask whether the fault is found here or there and to what extent
and how it can be remedied, whether by iiaraedi&te or gradual pro¬
cess and on what plan you think the station ought to be worked.

Let this be done without delay, and send us the result
in particulars not In general.

Your suggested plan for the support and training of a
few native youths as Gatechists, is a very good one. "d sanc¬
tioned the principle at Colombo but that failed from grasping
too much. We are disposed tn encourage the project provided,

1. That it is kept on a very moderate scale for the
present.

2. That we sea and approve the plan - which must be
at once simple and guarded,

3. That there is every prospect of support being
raised toward it on the spot.

As to your Library Project
1. v/e approve of a collection of those books being,

made which have l^een or may be put into the hands of the Brethren
for the purpose of learning the native languages of your District
and of those which have been purchased for the Mission generally
with the same design. This is but just to the Fund, and paying,
proper regards to future students.

2. Of course we approve also of such translations from
English Books as shall be necessary to instruct the natives in
pure Christianity; but the works to be thus translated, the
means of meeting the expense, and the number to be printed ought
to be decided upon at each District, and the whole laid before
the Committee for its approval and to say what part of the
expense it will itself provide.

But we should object to such an institution being made
the instrument of circulating controversial subjects on our
peculiar views thinking that no call can exist among the natives
for such a measure at present and that we best spread our own
views of truth whan we state them fully, and on the authority
of the Holy Scriptures and not polemically,

In Brother England's case certainly every District
Meeting, or the Chairman of every District when the District is
not assembled has the right to know how any Mission property Is
settled and every Brother who does not by producing, writing when
necessary or by other moans give full information of every kind ,
renders himself liable to be out on trial, and will undoubtedly
be so dealt with*

Since 1 wrote the early part of this letter, the Com¬
mittee have decided to give up Calcutta, and to remove Mr.
Percival to Point Pedro* and Mr. Hod son to Bangalore which we
suppose will be vacant by Mr. England's return. (See Finance
Minutes of 19th October 1832) I am

'Dear Brother
Yours affectionately, Rd, Watson
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To the Chairman of the Tamul District Ceylon

London
October 23, 1832

by Dear Brother
To the proposal in your District Minutes to tea Ike Point

Pedro a separate Station, we have acceded and have appointed
Brother Dercival to it with reference to his own and Mrs.

.. a rc ival' s health.
The answer to the 17th question is a very strange one,

, Surely if you have no translation into Tamul or Portuguese, you
ought to read the Rules frequently into these languages for the
information of the members of your Societies who know those
languages only, a work which cannot be of any labour, and which
would meet the spirit of our regulation,

Your account of the weekly labours of the Brethren
is defective through a bare answer to the question, it is cus¬
tomary for the Brethren in other Districts to state what other
public engagements they attend to besides merely preaching* 7e
do not suspect you of inattention to any part of duty, but we
wish that your Minutes should be a record of those diligent
labours in which you no doubt delight.

7hen it is inquired in a district Meeting Can any
measure be adopted for the nrornotion of the vyork of God etc. it
is now become an excellent uractice to read solemnly the Liver¬
pool resolutions as enjoined upon us at home. This is to be
done in addition to the consideration of till other subjects
which so important a question will sur est. Indeed a District
Footing is regarded under a law view when it is considered as a
meeting for the mere transaction of business though it be the
business of the Church j it ought to be, and we trust -e no rally
is, a meeting for solemn prayer for brotherly exhortation and
examination of each other, and for mutual endeavors to throw
light upon the path of duty, and to incite each other to per¬
severe in it and we know of nothing better adanted to promote
those effects than the Resolutions aforesaid.

Br. Roberts has had long before this his leave of
return tho' it could not have arrived previously to the time of
the holding of your District.

We are greatly distressed at the 11 spates which have
existed between two of the Brethren. These things ought not so
to be, tnd there is fault some where. Let each examine himself
be open to conviction, and pray for those deeper baptisms of
God's Holy Spirit which shall transform all that is earthly into
what is spiritual and holy. As Brother Roberts is returning and
Brother Grange will be appointed to the Madras District w© do
not think it necessary to investigate these potty quarrels for
such they are j but wo In*y© everyone to begin anew to forgive
the things behind and to those before to lay aside every
weight and to run the noblest of races in a noble soirit of seal,
self denial, and charity. At your next meeting in September Mr.
George will remove to the Madras District to take the place of
r. dryer who will be appointed to you. We shall write to this

effect to Mr. Carver the Chairman of the Madras District,
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As wa understand there is now an easy conveyance be¬
tween the North and South of Ceylon# it will be well, sis your
District is steal 1# to invite the Chairman or a Senior from the
South, to assist you at your annual district Meetings.

We beseech you deer Brethren to give yourselves up to
the work of seeking the heathen. Is there not some fault in
your system of proceeding here? Do yon visit their houses, and
villages, do you do this In a persevering plan? Surely we ought
to be trying all moans. "Sowing beside all waters" where the
work has been so long established and has produced so little,
bore pains too may be taken probably with the half castsJ spir¬
itual pains, and practiced visiting, would surely have re fcer
effect, tie unite our prayers with yours that you taay see a great
revival of God's work and if you expect it, and put yourselves
to renewed efforts in preparation for it you will not be disap¬
pointed.

The following are Extracts from the Hirsute s of the
Financial Comr.ittea (The Financial 'minutes of October 31st 1832)

With love to the Brethren
I am Dr Brother

Yours very .--ffec^Y
id Watson
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To the Chairman of the St. Vincents District

(October or November 1332)

My Dear Brother
The absence of Mr. Hayner from your Meeting is properly

considered. The case however must I nresum© in all its parts be
settled by us, ant! therefore the charges are gone out to Mr.
Haynor. fc the same tire we "say observe, that the very reading
of them {as I oresumo you did in the Meeting) may teach the
Brethren some important lessons as 1, That if a Brother in of¬
fice wish to keep influence over his colleagues and others, he
must himself be an example of diligence, temner. and devotedness
to his work otherwise office alone will* not support any man.
2, That the younger men when they once give ol&ee to the liti¬
gious insubmissive and querulous solrit will often fall largely
into the temptation of indulging it. What a monstrous list of
chargos for its length is that of Brother Grieves? Bow many
sick people might he have visited whilst writing them? Surely
he might have preached all the extra sermons which he complains
Mr. Rayner laid upon hit in half the time that he has spent
upon the complaint itself, and have had God's blessing with them
too, which I fear did not attend the oenning of so many trifling
complaints mixed up I grant with some graver ones which will be
attended to? but one half of which proceed from ignorance of the
very Rules to which ho appeals, the other some to ahat a witty
Divine refers most Church disputes, that "Billy the baby has
broken Billy the baby's doll" 3, That these are matters which
call for deep humiliation. It is a down right and bitter reflec¬
tion upon -s to see such patty silly quarrels arising up which
destroy all good feeling and usefulness. Surelv where there is
a cause of complaint which mutual or affectionate explanation
cannot settle; no body need go into a bud tamper about it. Cue
Brother has only calmly tc say to another, I feel it right to
lay this matter before the District or the Committee; and we rust

. both abide by their decision. Cannot this be done without break¬
ing the sacred bond of charity, if the -tfcer be trifling or of

■ 1 kind, city for the offender if the charge be serious? It surely
may and ought. or 'every such Brother ought to throw up his com¬
mission.

On the face of this case there are great faults- on
both sides. On one a secularity arising out of getting too much
immersed in building etc. and not keeping up the spirit of the
ministry, & thing to be well guarded against; on the other a
groat parade about "study" and "sermonicing" and "literary par-
suits" with scraps of Latin foolishly protruded as though it
were not just as bad in Missionaries to affect being literary
'men, and being ambitious to make sermons tc ""smell of the lamp"
which Brother 0. seems to consider a great excellence as to be
immersed too deeply in bricks and "lumber," Unitedly pray that
the true spirits of devoted servants of Christ, governing them¬
selves, that they may govern the Church, and walling in the
light that they my give light, may rest upon you all. Let
your District Meetings be made the means not only of settling



your affairs; but of stirring each other up to love and good works.
I trust they are; but those sad occurrences which make us bow
down our hoods call upon all the brethren to support their Chair-
nan in making them still more decidedly.

There is a melancholy decrease in the numbers of several
of the Stations. We trust that this matter as to its causes has
boon well scrutinized; but your minutes are defective in not stat¬
ing that you had investigated this with -.toat faithfulness on
every station whore it occurs, to ascertain that every means had
been enoloyed to promote the work by the Brethren. This wo do
in our best conducted districts at home that in every case of
this kind the real cause of the decline of any station may be
brought before us.

You properly express your dissatisfaction with the
slovenly state of the Deraerara Accounts. This we shall take up
among other matters between us and Br. Rayner.

On Brother Fletcher's return he has heard from us. We
are glad to observe that you apnear cheerfully to respond to our
views as to a dative ' inistry because we perceive in tho Antigua
District that subject has been met by the language of despair.
But to this issue tho work must gradually approximate in the West
Indies, and as our system is admirably adapted to promote It, we
trust that with united ppn.denee and affection, the Brethren will
encourage promising young men in the exercise of their talents
and land them useful books. The nlan of engaging those who do
not exhort or preach, to road tho New Testament and useful Tracts
and pray, or oven rood when they do not, yet pray in public to
little companies in houses, etc., is in some places attended with
a grant blessing. This on a regular system and that without much
trouble to the Brethren as for instance a meeting once a fort-
ni ht to hear their reports, and arrange a plan of operation,
might in some places be undertaken. Let this be considered and
give us your opinion.

On the effect produced as you say by the Conference
resolutions against slavery we remark

1, That the public fooling of this country a gainst
interminable slavery, an'1, the conscience of our body, represented
by the Conference, cannot and ought not to be fettered by any
irconvenience which may arise in the Colonics to our 'Missions.

2, That your being bound as Missionaries to keep silence
on merely civil affairs in the Colonies, was never designed to
influence your private views, which as you are lovers of truth,
justice, and mercy (or you would bo unworthy Ministars) can never
be indifferent to the just claims of oppressed men, much less in
favour of a moral offence against the love of cur neighbour.

3, That if any of you have entan led yourselves by
blinking the question in your convoraation with planters etc. or
giving, any countenance to the notion that Christianity is not
incompatible with a state of hopeless slavery, you alone have to
thank yourselves. Some of the brethren have done this, he hope
none'of you.

4, That it is enough for you to say and profess it in
private conversation the subject is forced upon you by any one
interested in the system; that you simply and exclusively teach
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Christianity to the slaves bat that if you are pressed for your
private opinions, that they are in favour of the intentions of
Government and Parliament to adopt safe and just measures for
the abolition of the system, entirely, as best for all parties,
if properly effected, of that opinion you ought never to be
ashamed, though you are not called to obtrude it unnecessarily,

5. That the loss of local aid afforded to your Missions
on this account will be we hone but temporary yet we can never
purchase patronage at the expense of principle. The Committee
will indeed do all they can as to your grants with reference to
this J but they are prepared for the result, that possibly some
of the fissions may for a tire be crampedj because our grants
may not be equal to the diminution of local support, At the
same time we shall do all that our funds will allow but this
may be so inadequate, that the utmost economy on the part of
the Brethren, and the utmost exertions to raise supplies on the
Stations as far as prudence will allow, will both be necessary.
And we have a bettor oninion of the Brethren than to think that
they will murmur at any inconveniences which may arise in conse¬
quence of a struggle on which depends so many pre-..t interests
of their slave members whom they ought to love as their own souls,
and which will issue in results tending, to open the door to far
greater usefulness.

We leave the attention of the time of the District
Meeting to your prudence, only impressing it upon you that we
must have your minutes at the latest by the latter end of June,

Since the above was written we heard from Brother
Rayner, who proposes instead of Answering the charges put back
by us to him, to go to the District and have the matter fully
investigated there, Now we have no objection to this, if the
matter be not evaded, -Ye therefor© direct you as Chairman under
the authority of the Committee especially to summon Mr. ftayner
and his accusers all to be present at your next meeting, that
you tnay go fully into the matter. If on the other hand Kr, H,
has been guilty of the groat neglects of ministerial duty charged
upon hltr.j if he has pressed to heavily up on his colleagues by
imposing unnecessary traveling and toil upon them, let him be
censured for these arc groat faults; and if they have complained
improperly and captiously lot them, be censured, and the case
fully reported, ?'r. Ravner's accounts will demand your strict
invest i: at ion and you must reouire that he come prepared to meet
it.

As the Brethren in Demarara have agreed to keep their
proceeds cf money as a common fund out of which to support all
the Brethren in the Colony we have no objection on this conditlor-
to the Division of the Circuit, The sura to be apportioned to
each Circuit is to be from year to year determined by the District»

On the Demereru accounts which the District very properly
refused to pass in the absence of the signature of one Steward
and when no one was present to give any explanations, the Committee
have determined that the only regular mode of proceeding is to
refer them all back to the District to be minutely and in ©very
resnect Investigated when the Brethren from i>erne rare, are pro sent,
and wo request the District to give their full opinion on the
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whole ease to be laid alcnr, srifch the next years accounts before
the Committee. You as Chairman will communicate this to ' r.

Rayner and the I>etser&ra Brethren when you sum:on them to the
meeting.

A number of financial particulars in your literates
have already been replied to by I'r. James. A few particulars
retrain tc be noticed from the linutes of the Committee of
Finance. (See "inutos of Finance Octcler 24th 1932) This be¬
ing a general regulation the cases of this kind in your Ainutes
vi11 be deto rmInaC by it,

I am.

Yours very affectionately
Ed Watson
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To the Chairman, of the South Ceylon histrlct

London
•■Ic veraber 22, 1932

Bear Brother
In reply to your Minutes of 1831 we hove none rally

to express our satisfaction at the indications of progress which
the work presents. We are especially gratified by those lively
feelings of desire for the extension of the work among the na¬
tives which several of the Brethren have manifested, and we trust
fch t yet a'great harvest will be reaped among fchera. In order to
this it is not only necessary that the apparatus of Schools, and
books should be provided; a Missionary mat give himself with the
affection and strength of his soul to the work; and by kind and
friendly and persevering intercourse endeavour to male impression.
Let us endeavour whether at homo or abroad to keep up the true
spirit of our work. Let us be run of on© business; led's men;
converted to his service and never out of it; but either directly
or indirectly promoting the rent objects of our ministry through
all the hours of every day. It is this steady application which
God chooses to bless, fits of hot and cold neutralise each other;
but if w© are always apea king of God, if we always Beep and dif¬
fuse our hay;our we shall be the salt which shall salt some por¬
tion of the corrupt mass around. let us then be constantly
exciting ourselves to prayer, holy reso^lutlon, affecting views
of eternity; lot us ask that God would shed his love more richly
abroad in our hearts, and that shall catenaer our affections to
the perishing souls of men, and lead us to watch with all the
tenderness of parental affection over those shorn God has already
given to our or others labours, intent upon building them up,
that they may obtain an inheritance among them that are sancti¬
fied.

The error of £100 mentioned under question 12, Me, 1,
of your Minutes has been satisfactorily explained.

The excessive charge of a wash basin will be placed
to the personal account of r. hunter.

The distinction between the two classes of Assistant
1'issionarles was not be fore the Finance Committee, several of
whom were new members, when the alteration was proposed in the
allowances. Some of us who recollect the original arrangement
and its reasons having explained the case to the Committee, the
matter is to be left undisturbed as it was originally.

Your plan of a substitute for the Colombo Institution
we approve, subject to the judgement we my form of it when we
sou the exnoas© which will appear in your next Minutes. If the
Brethren who take the young, men carefully train them in both
knowledge and sir.vie piety, the .good will be great by the bless-
in-: of God, and lot that blessing be specially sought in earnest
preyer upon so important a moasure as training up men to be
useful to tho souls of ethers.

We see nothing to object to in the arrangement as to
the better management of Schools and as far as we can judge,
much to approve, Tho great rule is to recollect that they are
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fission Schools, end as such must if legitimate, be made and
kept always subservient to piety. bo regret greatly that even
in the Handian Provinces you should be obliged to employ Heathen
masters. You mat however do as well as you can in this respect
until you can displace them. This object you must earnestly
labour to accomplish that all the masters my be Christian, But
we should say, that in no case is a school to be established if
not under a Christian ."aster, except where a 1 issionary has
opportunity to superintend it, and see that only Christian bocks
are read, that the Catechism is learned, and can also take pert
himself in the Catechetical and other exercises. This we spe¬
cially commend to the attention of the Brethren.

You have had, we perceive, some changes in the trans¬
lation of the Liturgy, be hope that you have done it satis¬
factorily at last for the frequent changes of books, and the
tinkerings of translations has a had effect.

These are I believe all the points of business in your
minutes which cull for reply. Ye commend you and your work
again to God, For many years you have all been oreparing the
field, and from a partial cultivation, could not perhaps expect
more good, than has already been done; but now you ought to be
looking for the springing up of much of the seed which has been
sown. Pray more fervently and perseveringly for the showers of
fructifying blessings and the wilderness will bloom around you
with flowers and fruits of grace, The Lord hasten the time.

I am.
Yours Respectfully

Rd Watson



AP'hNDIX C

k BS?I- SLA VS RY SPLBCH

I can hops to add little to the argument® which have
been offered and nothing to the impression which has been already
made by the prece ling Speakers? and I should retire after moving
etc,, did I not recollect that I do not stand here exactly as an
individual; but as in soma respect representing in this Society
and in this meeting a large body of Christians, all of whom feel
a deep, and even an intense interest in its success.

1 might have well enough settled it with my conscience
to have declined because I should have given place to some more
able advocate; but being hero I do not know that I and my con¬
science should continue on such good terms as I desire if I did
not take the opportunity to bear a test irony however humble
against what I consider to be the greatest spiritual and the
greatest moral dishonour which humbles the generally elevated,
character of our native land,

I have indeed spoken of conscience, and I think Sir
not without good reason, for the great subject before us is not
one of expediency - not one of policy - not on© of mere prudence
it is - if. I view it right - a question of justice - of eternal
and all commanding justice,

For what Sir" is the true question? Is it not, "Whether
man is to retain in interminable bondage the present race of
slaves, their children and children's children for ever?" Fany
of the advocates will boldly avow this, and others will deny it;
but whether fchoy avow or deny the matter as they usually put it
amounts to much the same thing. The Jamaica Assembly for
instance some ten or twelve years ago claimed that colonial
slavery should be left to be put an end to by the gradual oper¬
ation of Christianity as in the States of durone. But then,
unhappily to all those influences and operat ions of Christianity
which bear against slavery and tend to hasten its destruction,
they have steadily opposed themselves. They admit indeed by
this that slavery and Christianity arc opposed an important ad¬
mission for which we thank them. But then Sir if this be so and
there be any activity at all in the principles of Christianity,
they must bear down with might and fores against it, So they
have; but has the Jamaica House of Assembly approved of the pro¬
cess and encouraged it, or is it true or is it not true, that
whilst they have admitted the inimicalness of Christianity and
Colonial slavery, they have as rach as in them lies , prevented
that contact of Christianity with it, which they have told us
would bring it to a safe and a satisfactory conclusion?

let us try this fact, Christianity, no abstraction,
must bo found living and acting somewhere if at all. Now it has

427
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thus been acting;, but hew has It been encouraged? It has
deraruled the rest of the Sabbath fcr the slaves, and it has
been refused; It bus demanded instruction for hits, and mere
than 300,000 slaves remain without - It Is true the overseers
have bean commanded to bath them, to cartwhip them six days a
week and on one to bath them. That is the order of priests
which Jamaica raises up for her negroes J but independent of
that re sue ctable and influential order, the order of the cart-
v/hip, neither in Church nor out of it has any serious system¬
atic attempt to bring Christianity to bear upon the slaves
been met, with s. few honourable individual exceptions, with
any thing but indifference, and often with hostility, Sow
Sir, if on the one hand I am told, that Christianity must be
loft to bring slavery to an end at some future indefinite time,
and yet the same persons show the utmost reluctance to allow
Christianity to commence its process of abolition in any form;
then, Sir, those who speak thus do as fully advocate the prin¬
ciple of interminable slavery as those who openly avow it.
But Sir, if this be so, then I contend that no greater outrage
upon the principles of common justice can be conceived than to
hold the negroes of our colonies in perpetual bondage; for let
men talk of their pronerfcy in their hateful language as they
may, morally they can never establish that claim. Liberty may
be forfeited by being vanquished, but those were never the
snoils of honourable conquest; it may be forfeited by crime,
but tb, fc is not even alleged against them, They were kidnapped
and stolon, and no more right can be established in thorn than
in any other stolen property. Nor can any length of possession
establish right in this case for the true owner is always at
hand, the real claimant, the black himself laying claim to him¬
self, so th...t even the common language of mankind still in de¬
fiance of slavery will call, and do call, it his own body and
his own soul,

I know indeed Sir that we may be reproved for talking
of the natural rights of man and I grant that they have of-en
been most mischievously urged - Tot natural rights are real
things, and I know not though in a state of society they must
be regulated and restrained that any

If this right then cannot be questioned, if he is
free by nature, and free by the right and privilege of being born
a British subject, and I take it, that freedom is as much their
birthri ' t as It is ours — for what have they done to forfeit
it? It is I repeat an act of injustice not on the part of their
owners alone, for I lose sight of them, but an act of Injustice
on the r>. rt of the nation, to uphold, countenance, and continue
a system which inflicts so gross an injustice upon a million of
fellow beings, aye, and fellow subjects, aye, and many of them
follow Christians, and claims to inflict it upon millions yet
unborn.

I am, therefore, Sir, an advocate for emancipation as
the only return to justice; short of that we cannot even be just.
I am, therefore, a member of this society not because it promises
to mitigate only, but to extinguish slavery; for I hold that all
attempts to mitigate slavery which do net look steadily to its
abolition will fail; and the nearer that point of abolition is
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brought, 2 &rr inclined also to think will be the efficacy and
the rapidity of the ameliorating process*

For if the principle of either interminable slavery
be admitted or the abolition be postponed to an indefinite
period, I profess that I for one have no hope of any mitirating
process at least in the larger colonies being effectively intro¬
duced. You may make laws in favor of the slaves but who is to
execute them? Or who is to guarantee their execution? A dead
letter, or nearly so they have been hitherto, and a dead letter
they will for the most part remain until some plan of emanci¬
pation is adopted, some point fixed beyond which the injury shall
not extend. Trr.t the limit of this is to be I am content to
leave to the deliberations of the legislature? the only just
rule of it is the interest of the slaves themselves, not that of
their rasters. But when that limit is fixed when beyond which
no chain shall be dragged, it is then that a new order of things
must arise, and legislation will take a new character. Till
then, did even the British Parliament make the slaves Lords,
better as they would be in letter, they would be little more
benefited in practice than the system as it is. The principle
of interminable slavery would frost mite every benevolent design,
and the dew of British mercy, when it falls upon the
Yanchineel tree of those colonies, would be converted into acrid
and tormenting poison. Prescribe as you may what the master
sh^ll do for the slaves, what violences he shall be restrained
from, the man who Is to seek redress is still a slave. He
trembles under the lash, and. he can be tormented by a thousand
acts of tyranny which no law can either prohibit or averge.

That the British public will take up this great cause
in a manner more firm and spirited than it has ever yet done,
I doubt not. They have pretty largely expressed their opinions,
and thoy have been waiting for the signal from this Society to
express them again, t such a tire and in such a manner as may
apne .r most likely to forward the great result. One thing is
clear that neither the mitigation nor the abolition of slavery
will be urged forward in the colonies, the impulse must be given
at home. For years this subject has been In agitation? but it
has made so little progress that scarcely anything has been
effected. The punishments of the negroes are now as brutal,
their wrongs of every kind with but few exceptions as aggravated
as they were ten years ago. The appeal to humanity is as power¬
ful as over. The cartwhip still maintains its eminence as the
favorite instrument of torture? so a man is degraded? narental
feelings degraded, and decency violated. The remedy is in the
hands
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